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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design, implementation and in-orbit testing of a communication system
that allows a single low-Earth orbit microsatellite to act as a store-and-forward digital
communication node. A typical microsatellite weighs 50 kg, costs £1 million and is launched
into low Earth orbit as a secondary payload. In a high-inclination low-Earth orbit, a
microsatellite periodically comes within range of every point on Earth. Because of this, an
appropriately equipped microsatellite can act as a global file-transfer switch. Such a system
requires on-board computing hardware, digital communication protocols and suitable on-board
software, all of which this thesis presents in detail. By way of introduction this thesis describes
microsatellite communication systems and contrasts them with geostationary satellite
communication systems. Because ionising radiation in low-Earth orbit can interfere with the
operation of satellite on-board computers, the radiation environment is described. The author's
on-board computer design is presented. It comprises an 80C186 microprocessor, 256 kilobytes
of radiation-protected RAM for programs, and four megabytes of RAM for storage of files.
The remainder of the thesis concentrates on communication protocols and software. The
microsatellite is configured as a file-transfer node that can be used for a wide range of
applications. A suite of protocols is presented, including a standard file header format, two file
transfer protocols and procedures for resolving uplink access conflicts. The protocols must be
supported by an on-board file system and satellite housekeeping software. These protocols and
supporting software have been implemented and used in orbit on several microsatellites
including VoSAT-3 (Hea1thSat-I), VoSA T-5 and several OSCAR satellites. Implementation
details and in-orbit operation results are presented. As of 1993, the system is in operation on 10
microsatellites supporting more than 400 ground stations around the world, transferring
thousands of pages of data each day.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a brief history of satellite communication
and of the small, inexpensive communication satellites which are
the subject of my research. It ends with a guide to the remaining
chapters of this thesis.
The term "communication satellite" is likely to conjure an image of something the size of a
small car, hovering above the equator relaying telephone conversations between continents.
This thesis describes research into a new and different type of communication satellite: a
microsatellite, half the size of a filing cabinet, moving around the Earth like Sputnik or the
Space Shuttle, carrying digital messages from place to place.
The modem rnicrosatellite is a product of the same advances in microcomputer technology that
have revolutionised the rest of the communication industry. Sophisticated microcomputers and
high-capacity semiconductor memories make it possible to construct inexpensive yet highly
programmable small satellites. My research investigated how to use such a satellite, placed in
low Earth orbit (LEO), to relay digital information between any two points on Earth. It
involved the design, implementation and operation of a rnicrosatellite store-and-forward digital
communication system. It was primarily a practical investigation, including in-orbit
demonstration and testing; the system described in this thesis is now in use on ten
microsatellites in orbit, providing communication services for hundreds of ground stations.
The implementation of these successful satellite communication systems required knowledge
from several engineering disciplines. During the course of my research I have contributed
extensively to system design as well as concentrating on the design and implementation of
communication hardware and software for rnicrosatellites. This thesis addresses each of the
important aspects of the system design, and provides an in-depth look at my own specialities:
communication protocols and on-board data handling. In the process it will show how the
microsatellite system design and the store-and-forward communication payload design affect
one another.
Before discussing the details of store-and-forward communication via microsatellites, it is
useful to briefly describe the history of satellite communication so that the reader will
understand the context in which I conducted my research.
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1.1. History of Satellite Communication
Introduction
In 1945 Arthur C. Clark suggested placing microwave relay stations in rockets and sending
them into orbit at 35,880 km altitude over the equator (00 inclination). At this altitude, the
orbital period of a satellite is equal to the rotational period of the Earth, so the satellite appears
to stay fixed above one point on the Earth's surface. This is called a geosynchronous Earth orbit
(GED). A microwave repeater in GED can link stations spread over approximately 40% of the
Earth's surface. Clark's suggestion was ahead of its time. It was 12 years before Sputnik-2
became the first satellite to orbit Earth, and it was a further 8 years before Syncom-Z reached
became the first satellite in geosynchronous orbit.
Between Sputnik and Syncom, several satellite-communication experiments were conducted
using satellites in non-geosynchronous orbits. These orbits were more easily reached by
available launch vehicles, and the experiments provided an opportunity to develop the
technology which would be needed to launch and control GEO satellites. A satellite in a non-
geosynchronous orbit moves with respect to stations on the Earth (ground stations). As the
satellite moves, the area of the Earth visible to the it (itsjootprint) changes, and ground
stations move into and out of the footprint. The goal of satellite-communication experiments in
the 1950s and 1960s was to reach GED and eliminate the moving footprint. The goal of my
research is to exploit use satellites in non-geostationary orbits and exploit the footprint motion.
rI\Receiver I ~ Transmitter
(a) real-time Downlink to EarthUplink from Earth
Receiver Transmitter
(b) store-and-forwardUplink from Earth Downlink to Earth
Figure 1-1. Real-time (a) and store-and-forward (b) satellite transponders
Geostationary satellites and non-stationary satellites require two different types of on-board
radio repeaters (transponders). GEO satellites use real-time transponders, which receive
signals on one radio channel and simultaneously re-transmit them, amplified, on another
channel (Figure 1-1 a). Any two stations simultaneously in a satellite's footprint can contact
each other using a real-time transponder. In contrast, a non-geostationary satellite used for
global communication must employ a store-and-forward transponder, which stores received
signals on-board the satellite and re-transmits them some time later, after the satellite's footprint
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has moved (Figure 1-1 b). In contrast to a real-time transponder, a store-and-forward
transponder can link all ground stations that are ever in a satellite's footprint-although there is
sometimes a delay as the footprint moves from one station to another.
The first communication satellite-called 'SCORE' (for Signal Communication by Orbiting
Relay Equipment)-carried both store-and-forward and real-time transponders. The United
States' Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) built SCORE by fitting radio relay
equipment into the nose of an Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile. The satellite was launched
on 18 December 1958. SCORE's store-and-forward transponder stored data on a magnetic tape
recorder originally intended for a remote-sensing satellite. SCORE's transponders operated
successfully for almost a month, and SCORE relayed the first voice communication from
space-a Christmas message from United States President Eisenhower. ARPA conducted
further store-and-forward communication experiments, using its next satellite, Courier IB,
launched 4 October 1960 (Bartow and others 1960).
Although both SCORE and Courier tested store-and-forward transponders, their primary
objective was to develop real-time satellite transponder technology. Communication satellites
were being developed primarily for telephone and television relay-applications requiring near-
instantaneous links.
There were some experiments using passive radio reflectors for real-time communication relay.
The passive reflector ECHO-l was launched by NASA on 12 August, 1960. ECHO-! was a
100-ft.-diameter aluminised Mylar balloon, inflated in orbit by chemical reaction. This reflector
supported the first 2-way satellite telephone conversation and the first facsimile transmission
via satellite (Gatland 1964). Although passive reflectors possess a desirable simplicity, they
inevitably reflect very little of the energy which is incident upon them. Weisner (1960)
calculated that there would be signal to noise ratio difference of 80 dB between comparable
passive and active GEO satellites. Passive-reflector satellites were abandoned.
The first two-way communication satellite with an active transponder was American Telephone
and Telegraph (AT&n Telstar, launched by NASA on 10 July 1962. Telstar received signals
in the 6 GHz band, translated them to the 4 GHz band, amplified and retransmitted them.
Telstar's transponder had 2 W output power and 50 MHz bandwidth. This bandwidth
accommodated approximately 600 voice signals or one television signal. Telstar experiments
included the first trans-Atlantic television transmissions. Telstar-l and -2 were built by and for
AT&T, making them the first commercially-funded satellites. At approximately the same time,
the United States government funded the Relay communication satellites (Wilmotte 1964). The
Telstar and Relay experiments were aimed at gaining the knowledge needed to build and
operate GEO communication satellites. In particular, they tested travelling-wave tube power
amplifiers, radiation-resistant telecornmand circuits and long-life storage batteries.
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The next important technological developments were in satellite attitude and orbit control
(AOC). A geostationary satellite needs two fundamental types of orbit control: orbit transfer
and station keeping. Generally, satellites are not launched directly into GEO. but into a
geostationary transfer orbit (GTO)-a highly elliptical, slightly inclined orbit. Apogee motors
are used to alter the satellite's orbit from GTO to GEO. Once in GEO, periodic station keeping
manoeuvres are necessary to keep the satellite positioned correctly in latitude and longitude.
Without station keeping, solar pressure, the oblateness of the Earth and the gravitational
attraction of the sun and moon would perturb the orbit and the satellite would drift out of
position. Successful orbit-control manoeuvres require accurate attitude control. Attitude control
may also be needed to keep high-gain antennas pointed at the Earth and solar panels pointed at
the sun. After the basics of satellite communication had been demonstrated in the early 1960s,
AOC systems became the focus of satellite communication research and development.
Hughes Aircraft Company and NASA developed AOC techniques and subsystems on the
Syncom satellites. launched in 1963 and 1964. Syncom-l , -2 and -3 were spin-stabilised and
carried cold-gas jets for station keeping and attitude adjustment. On-board apogee kick motors
moved the Syncoms from GTO to GEO. Syncom-l was lost during the apogee manoeuvre.
Syncom-2 achieved a 24-hour orbit inclined by 33°. Finally, in August 1964, Syncom-3 became
the first satellite placed in a true geostationary orbit.
Hughes applied the experience from the Syncom project to the design and construction of Early
Bird, the first commercial communication satellite. Hughes built Early Bird for the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organisation (INTELSA T), and the satellite was later named
INTELSAT-l. Itwas a cylinder 0.6 m tall and 0.7 m in diameter, with a body-mounted solar
array delivering 40 W. INTELSA T -I provided 240 transatlantic telephone circuits, nearly
doubling the available capacity. From this beginning, thirty years ago, geostationary satellites
with real-time transponders went on to dominate the long-distance telecommunication market.
In 1983, the INTELSAT system provided two-thirds of all transoceanic communication links
(Tumill 1984).
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1.2. Trends in Communication Satellite Design
The history of satellite communication systems reveals some important trends:
• Total reliance upon real-time transponders
• Concentration on GEO
• Increasing satellite size, capacity and cost
1.2.1. Real-TimeCommunication
All commercial GEO communication satellites still use real-time, analogue transponders. Many
groups are studying digital-regenerative on-board-processing transponders, which de-modulate,
route and re-modulate the uplink communication stream. Even these proposals, however, are
aimed at near-real-time relay (Pelton and Wu 1987). Non-real-time, store-and-forward
communication was abandoned after the initial SCORE and Courier experiments because there
were simply no economical civilian markets for delayed communication. The lucrative markets
were in telephone and television relay, which demand real-time links. Chapter 2 shows that
some markets can benefit from delayed store-and-forward links-if the price is right.
1.2.2. Stationary Orbits
For years, the demand for real-time relay focused virtually all attention on geostationary and
near-stationary orbits. The only communication satellites outside GEO are the elliptical-
orbiting, Soviet Molniya satellites which provide periods of quasi-stationary operation over
high latitudes. Other elliptical orbits (e.g. the Tundra orbit) have been proposed for northern-
hemisphere land-mobile communication satellites (CasewellI991, p. 418). Until very recently,
LEO was completely ignored by communication satellite engineers.
Recently, the Motorola Iridium project has revived interest in LEO. Motorola has proposed a
network of 66 LEO satellites which would provide global real-time telephony to portable
telephones. This is an 'inverted' application of terrestrial cellular communication technology. In
the Iridium system the communication cells created by the LEO satellites move and the users
remain relatively stationary. Iridium has at least brought the use of non-stationary orbits back
into the minds of communication satellite engineers, but to the industry at large, Iridium retains
an exotic, experimental air. The only civilian communication satellites presently in LEO are the
satellites described in this thesis.
1.2.3. Large, Expensive, Conservative Systems
To fulfil the desire for greater communication bandwidth, greater transponder power, larger
antennas and longer mission lifetime, communication satellites have grown. Figure 1-2
illustrates the growth in size and capacity of the INTELSAT satellites (Campanella 1987).
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These trends are repeated throughout the satellite communication industry. There are no longer
any small geostationary communication satellites.
Transponder bandwidth
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Figure 1-2. History ofINTELSATs: bandwidth (a) and satellite volume (b)
Satellite volume
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To support these increases in capacity, there have been increases in cost. In 1961, each Syncom
satellite cost SI. 33 million. In 1993, a state-of-the art experimental communication satellite
(NASA ACTS) cost S500 million (Chien 1993), and even a 'standard' GEO satellite costs
between SlOO and S150 million. Simply moving satellites to LEO does not create a low-cost
system; it is estimated that the 66-satellite Iridium system will cost more than S3 thousand
million (Seitz 1993).1 Only a large organisation expecting a large return will make such an
investment. Users who cannot be served economically at these prices are simply not served.
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Along with high cost comes conservative design. When investing hundreds of millions of dollars
in a satellite, the purchaser wants reliability, not technical innovation. This has caused satellite
engineering to become conservative. Technology taken for granted in terrestrial communication
systems-e.g. the microprocessor-have only just begun to find their way into GEO
communication satellite designs.
(b)
1"Dollars" and "S" will be used to indicate U.S. dollars. while "pounds" and "£" will indicate British
pounds sterling. During the course of this research, the relationship between dollars and pounds has
averaged approximately S1.5 = £1.
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1.3. Low-Cost Satellites
While the satellite industry has been building bigger, better, more expensive GEO satellites, a
few engineers and organisations have been working against these trends. My research is a part
of this alternative drive toward small, high-technology satellites which can be used where GEO
satellites are uneconomical or unavailable for other reasons.
This movement was started in the 1960s by radio enthusiasts eager to experiment with satellite
communication. With very little funding, they started the Orbital Satellites Carrying Amateur
Radio (OSCAR) programme. Twenty-six OSCAR satellites were launched between 1960 and
1993, most carrying analogue communication transponders. Although costs have increased
since the first OSCAR launch in 1961, the average mission still costs only $500,000 (Jansson
1987). The flight mass of the recent OSCAR satellites is in the range of 10 to 150 kg; thus they
do not require dedicated launches, but can ride as secondary payloads during the launch of
larger satellites.
The OSCAR program would likely have remained a minor footnote in satellite engineering, had
it not been for the rapid development of the microprocessor and its instant adoption by the
OSCAR satellite engineers. OSCAR satellites demonstrated microprocessors in orbit years
before they were considered safe enough for large satellites, and by using this new technology,
OSCAR satellites became more capable and flexible than ever. On-board microprocessors,
combined with small computers in ground stations, allowed OSCAR satellites built in the early
1980s to carry out sophisticated multi-experiment missions.
When it was seen that such small, inexpensive satellites could be complex and useful,
commercial and military engineers became involved. In the early 1990s, the United States
Department of Defence (DOD) coined the term LightSat, and proposed small satellites for
several types of missions. In 1992, under pressure from several companies proposing small
communication satellite systems, frequency regulatory bodies acknowledged what they called
Little LEO satellites. And throughout the aerospace industry mtcrosatellttes were recognised as
a legitimate class of satellites. This attention has moved the rnicrosatellite out of the hands of
•amateurs , (certainly a misnomer, since most are also engineering professionals) and into the
aerospace industry.
The proponents of microsatellites recognise that large, expensive, 'traditional' satellites will
continue to dominate the satellite communication industry, and it is not my purpose in this
thesis to pit LEO microsatellites against GEO satellites. There are, however, communication
missions which can be served well by small, inexpensive spacecraft acting as store-and-forward
communication nodes. My research encompasses the microsatellite systems and subsystems
that serve these missions. Between 1985 and 1993 I pursued a course of research and
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development aimed at designing, implementing and testing microsatellite store-and-forward
communications systems.
The HealthSat-2 satellite, built by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) in 1993, is a
result of my research, and provides a preview of this thesis. In a 50-kg, O.05-m3 structure,
HealthSat-2 contains 3 digital store-and-forward payloads, each with a microprocessor and 16
megabytes of memory. The microsatellite has dual-redundant radio transmitters, two
simultaneously-active communications receivers, attitude-control, power-conditioning,
telemetry and telecommand subsystems. Software in the on-board microcomputers
(approximately 10,000 statements of high-level source code) keeps the satellite stable,
schedules payload operations, collects data and provides error-free digital communication links
to the ground. Despite this complexity, SSTL supplied HealthSat-2, in-orbit for only £1
million.
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1.4. Objectives and Scope of This Research
The primary objective of my research was to use a single microsatellite in LEO to support
global communication. To achieve this, I used a store-and-forward digital communication
system. Two further objectives which influenced design decisions were to keep the cost of the
system low and to demonstrate the system in orbit during the course of my research
programme.
Within the context defined by these objectives. the scope of my research was wide. I did not
concentrate solely on communication payload design, nor did I attempt to isolate payload design
from the design of the supporting spacecraft bus. On the contrary, microsatellites deliver their
best performance when the characteristics of the payload and those of the bus are finely tuned
to one another. Thus, this thesis addresses many elements of micro satellite system engineering. I
have. nevertheless, concentrated my attention on the critical elements in a store-and-forward
communication satellite: the on-board data handling subsystem and protocols for digital
communication. It is to these areas, and particularly to software, that I devoted most of my
implementation and testing effort.
My research was undertaken as part of the continuing University of Surrey microsatellite
program (UoSAn. The VoSAT microsatellites were my research tools, and I have participated
as a research engineer in the following VoSA T missions:
• VoSA T -2, which pioneered microsatellite store-and-forward communication
• VoSAT-3, for which I designed an advanced store-and-forward payload and protocols
• VoSAT-5, S80rr and KITSAT-l, HealthSat-2 and PoSAT-l which used this payload
and protocols for various missions.
My work was directed toward practical demonstration of techniques and theories using these
microsatellites in orbit.
The practical results are unique in the civilian environment. The protocols developed during my
research programme are still the only store-and-forward satellite communication protocols in
daily use; the networks they support are the first practical, global networks to use microsatellite
store-and-forward communication. The communication protocols and the computing
environment in which they operate embody a system of microsatellite on-board data handling
which has already proven useful on several types of microsatellite missions.
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The relevance of my research is demonstrated by the fact that the World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC92) created its Little LEO communication satellite service when UoSA T-3
was the only commercial Little LEO satellite in orbit. The United States Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) also officially recognised the innovative nature of the
VoSAT-2 and UoSA T-3 store-and-forward communication systems when it granted The
Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA) 'pioneer's preference' in their request for
operational frequency spectrum:
Tentatively granting VITA's request, the Commission noted that VITA was the first to
develop LEO communications technology [UoSAT -2] and to experiment with the
operation of an actual civilian LEO system [UoSAT-3]. VITA's proposal for using an
inexpensive LEO satellite system to enable communications with and among otherwise
unserved persons throughout the world also was found to constitute a new and innovative
use of the spectrum. (FCC 1992)
This thesis documents the design, construction and operation of these pioneering systems. It is
an exploratory work of broad scope, focusing on the implementation of a novel system. The
system is now operational, but this thesis identifies many areas that deserve further detailed,
analytic study. It shows how the system has been designed to support this future research and
unforeseen applications through extension and modification rather than through complete
abandonment and redesign.
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1.5. Structure of This Thesis
Despite increasing interest in store-and-forward communication systems using LEO
microsatellites, this thesis is the first detailed description of such a system. Therefore, this thesis
covers a wide range of topics. Although most of my research work involved the development of
protocols and software, several other satellite systems engineering topics are discussed. This
system engineering information provides the reader with the background necessary to
understand fully the details of the store-and-forward communication software and protocols.
The reader with sufficient background knowledge or specific interests need not read this thesis
from cover to cover. This introduction and the conclusions presented in chapter 9 should be
sufficient to guide such a reader toward areas of interest.
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive background for understanding LEO store-and-forward
communication systems. Assuming that many readers will be familiar with traditional
communication satellites, I contrast GEO communication satellites with LEO store-and-forward
microsatellites, and discuss some of the specific applications of store-and-forward
microsatellites. This is followed by discussions of some important aspects of microsatellite
systems engineering. The chapter then provides a literature survey and closes with a summary
of existing and proposed store-and-forward microsatellites.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the space radiation environment and its effects upon a
modem store-and-forward microsatellite. This is important because the computer systems
critical to a store-and-forward mission are also likely to be affected by in-orbit radiation. This
chapter shows that it is possible to control the effects of radiation in a typical LEO, so that one
can construct a general-purpose on-board computer from the same familiar, high-performance
components that are used in a terrestrial microcomputer.
Chapter 4 describes the network model used in my research and introduces the communication
protocol areas that are important to a store-and-forward microsatellite mission. In each area, it
summarises the relevant literature and analyses existing protocols. This chapter begins to show
how a general-purpose on-board computer can be deployed effectively as a file-transfer node in
LEO.
Chapter 5 describes the on-board computer hardware that I developed for the UoSAT-3
microsatellite. UoSAT -3 was the initial focal-point for my research, and the satellite bus itself
was the prototype for eight subsequent microsatellites that I worked on. The beginning of the
chapter describes the satellite's architecture and bus subsystems. The final sections concentrate
on the on-board computer, describing in detail how a terrestrial microprocessor and its
peripherals were deployed safely and flexibly in a LEO microsatellite.
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Chapter 6 presents the specific protocols that I designed and implemented for UoSAT-3. The
suite of protocols includes a network message format, and protocols for directory services and
file transfer. Each protocol caters to the needs of microsatellite store-and-forward
communication networks. yet each is sufficiently adaptable to cope with unforeseen
circumstances. This protocol suite serves several very different satellite missions. Its flexibility
stems from the decision to define a standard network message format and treat the satellite
OBC as a file-transfer node. With this single message format remaining constant at the 'higher
layer,' I have been able to experiment with the 'lower layers' and adapt them to different uses.
Chapter 7 describes all of the software implemented for a typical UoSA T store-and-forward
mission. It shows how the mission software was implemented as a network of discreet tasks, in
which 'store-and-forward communication' is divided into reusable, re-configurable software
components--one for storage of information and one for communication. An entire system of
housekeeping and experiment-support software for 10 diverse microsatellite missions has been
built around these two components. This is an integrated software environment for
microsateUite missions, which turns general-purpose on-board computer hardware into a
general-purpose on-board data handling system, rather than into a narrowly defined
conununication transponder.
Chapter 8 shows how the PACSAT Protocol Suite and the UoSAT system design fared in
orbit, by presenting data gathered during several orbit-years of network operation. It shows how
well each protocol in the PACSAT Protocol Suite bas served its intended purpose, and how
some the protocols have been changed to accommodate network use patterns. Chapter 8 makes
it clear that the PACSA T Protocol Suite bas been used in sufficiently demanding circumstances
to prove its effectiveness, and places a lower bound on the size of network which can be
supported by a single microsatellite. Equally importantly, it shows how the software system
developed during my research has served as a test-bed for communication protocol research,
allowing me to change system software components regularly without causing upheaval in the
either network operations or on-board software.
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions drawn from these in-orbit operations and describes the
areas in which I will pursue future work. Although each of the protocols in the PAC SAT
ProtocOl Suite bas been used successfully, some have proven superior to others and these will
be investigated further. The overall system developed during my research will successfully
support these future modifications, because it was designed to permit alteration or replacement
of one software component without disruption of the others. It is this system design that will
persist despite changes in the specific protocols or applications. The chapter closes with a brief
summary my research programme and its achievements.
A reference list and list of abbreviations are found in appendices.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND SYSTEMS INFORMATION
This chapter establishes the context within which I conducted my
work. It compares microsatellites to larger communication
satellites, presents possible applications for LEO microsatellites,
summarises microsatellite system design. The chapter closes with a
survey of the literature and current state-of-the-art in store-and-
forward communication microsatellites.
2.1. Description
Store-and-forward communication via LEO satellites is a method for non-real-time
communication of digital information. I The originating ground station sends a digitised message
to the LEO satellite, the satellite stores the message in an on-board storage system, and the
destination ground station later retrieves the message. Between the storage and the retrieval of
the message, the LEO satellite moves around its orbit and the Earth rotates on its axis. These
movements change the satellite's communications footprint. bringing it to different areas of the
Earth. Thus. the satellite physically carries the message from one ground station to the other,
and the destination ground station is not necessarily in the satellite footprint at the same time as
the originating ground station.
A single satellite in a highly inclined LEO can relay messages amongst ground stations
anywhere in the world. This global coverage results from the Earth's rotation beneath the
satellite and the satellite's orbital motion. These two motions combine to bring every point on
Earth within the satellite footprint at least twice each day-in the same fashion that the NOAA
and METEOR weather satellites can return images of the entire Earth. In contrast with a GEO
satellite which provides nearly instantaneous coverage within a limited. stationary footprint. a
LEO satellite capitalises on its moving footprint to provide global coverage.
The drawback of a single-satellite LEO system is that message delivery is delayed. The
originating ground station must wait for the satellite to come into range before it can upload a
message, and then the message must be stored on-board the satellite until the destination ground
station comes into the footprint. These combined delays can range from a few seconds to up to
20 hours. Such delays are unacceptable for 2-way telephone communication but other
applications, such as electronic mail and data-platform monitoring, do not depend on immediate
data delivery. Applications which can tolerate delay, but which require inexpensive global
networking are well-served by LEO communication satellites.
lin the follo\\1ng discussion the 775 km orbit ofUoSAT -5 is used as a representative LEO.
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By using a single microsatellite and low-cost communications equipment. store-and-forward
systems can be kept at the extreme low end of the satellite communications cost spectrum. With
appropriate choice of launch, the satellite can be built and placed in orbit for £ I million. A
complete ground station (based on mass-produced personal computers and radio equipment
developed for terrestrial two-way communications services) can be assembled for £3000.
Combining store-and-forward digital message relay techniques with low-cost spacecraft and
ground-station engineering results in a low-cost, global communications system. This was the
goal of my research.
This chapter provides a complete introduction to store-and-forward communication satellites.
For those more familiar with GEO satellites, it contrasts LEO microsatellites with 'traditional'
GEO conununication satellites. It then describes some of the possible applications for LEO
store-and-forward conununication systems. An introduction to microsatellite design and store-
and-forward ground-station design is followed by a survey of the literature of store-and-forward
satellite conununication. The chapter closes with descriptions of existing and proposed store-
and-forward satellites.
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2.2. Contrast Between LEO Microsatellites and GEO Satellites
It is important immediately to distinguish between GEO satellite communication systems and
LEO store-and-forward microsatellite systems. A single LEO satellite is quite incapable of
supporting continuous transcontinental and intercontinental telephone and television relay.
Equally, it would be impossible for a single GEO satellite to relay a message from Europe to
Australia. The purpose of the following discussion is to emphasise the differences between
GEO and LEO communication satellite systems so that the reader will become more familiar
with LEO communication practices and system constraints.
areas:
This section will address the differences between the two types of satellite, divided into four
Patterns of satellite availability
Uplink and downlink communication channels
Types of communication service
Characteristics of the satellites themselves
•
•
•
•
2.2.1. Availability
Figure 2-1a shows the Earth as viewed from a GEO satellite, while Figure 2-1b shows the same
portion of the Earth, but seen from an LEO satellite.
a b
Figure 2-1. The Earth Viewed from GEO (a) and LEO (b)
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Figure 2-2. The geometry of a satellite footprint
Figure 2-2 shows a cross-section of a satellite footprint. The central angle (J3) which defines the
latitude coverage of the footprint is calculated by:
fJ = arccos(_Ji_)
R+h
R == earth radius == 6370 km
h == satellite height
[2-1]
For GEO, P is approximately 810 and the overall arc of coverage (2/3) is 162°. A LEO satellite
footprint is much smaller than that of a GEO satellite; at h of 775 km, 2ft is approximately 54°.
The surface distance from one edge of the footprint to the other (for fixed h) is constant:
d = 2RfJ
fJ in radians
For GEO, d is approximately 18000 km, compared to only 6000 km for LEO.
[2-2]
The position of a GEO satellite's footprint is fixed. Its centre is on the equator at the longitude
of the satellite. Two important conclusions follow from the GEO footprint geometry. Firstly, to
provide coverage over all 3600 of the Earth's longitude, one needs at least three GEO satellites.
Secondly, since GEO satellites must be located over the equator, they can never cover the
latitudes greater than 810.
A LEO satellite's footprint moves as the satellite orbits. During each orbit the footprint sweeps
out a band of coverage d km wide. Because of the Earth's rotation and the satellite's orbital
precession, the coverage band is not the same on each orbit. If we examine the satellite footprint
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each time the satellite crosses the equator from south to north (an ascending node) we find that
there is a constant change in longitude. This is called the longitudinal increment (1). I is equal
to the angular rotation of the Earth during one orbit. 2
I=T( ~)
aB
- == the angular velocity of the earth ~ 0.25° Imin
dt
T == the orbital period in minutes
[2-3]
For a 775-km orbit, the orbit period is 100 minutes, and I is approximately 25°.
Bands of coverage for successive orbits will overlap if I is less than 2B, which is the case for all
LEO satellite orbits. This overlap assures that there will be no gaps in the coverage pattern of a
LEO satellite. A satellite in high-inclination LEO will eventually cover all points on Earth,
including polar regions, though build-up of successive coverage bands.
From the point of view of a ground station, this makes the LEO satellite very different from a
GEO satellite. While, a GEO satellite appears indefinitely fixed in the sky, a LEO satellite is
constantly moving. A LEO satellite rises above the horizon makes a transit or pass and then
sets. A transit of a satellite in 775-krn orbit lasts a maximum of 15 minutes. Stations using a
LEO communication satellite must send and receive messages during these limited access
windows. Figure 2-3 shows characteristic access patterns for a 775-krn, polar, sun-synchronous
LEO. Transits occur during three or more consecutive orbits, in two groups per day. The
groups are on 12 hour centres, since the Earth's rotation will always carry a ground station
through the orbit plane twice per day.
Hour
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ::3
DAY
1 ## ## U# # # # # # #
2 ## # # # # # # ff# # #
3 ## # # # # # # # » H »
# # # » #
5 # U# # ## UH # #
6 U# un # # # U# # # # #
7 ## # # ff# # # # #
8 ## #
9 # ## #
10 #H ## ## H# # #
Figure 2-3. Access patterns for a LEO Satellite for a ground station at 53° north latitude
2This calculation assumes the precession of a sun-synchronous orbit.
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Figure 2-3 clearly shows the effects of choosing a sun-synchronous orbit: the groups of transits
are centred on the same local time each day. A sun-synchronous orbit is one for which the angle
between the orbit plane and the Earth-sun vector remains constant. The orbit precesses at the
same angular rate as the Earth orbits the sun: O.986°/day As discussed below, sun-
synchronous orbits are attractive for LEO store-and-forward communication satellites because
they make the satellite's behaviour intuitively predictable.
The pattern in Figure 2-3 is that for a mid-latitude ground station, and it is important to
examine how access to a satellite in polar LEO changes with the ground station's latitude. A
polar-orbiting satellite passes over each of the polar regions once per orbit-much more
frequently than it passes over any other part of the world. Hence, the polar regions receive the
greatest amount of communications time. Coverage frequency decreases with latitude, reaching
its minimum at the equator, as shown in Figure 2-4.
3:50:24
3:21:36
2:52:48..
.5 2:24:00
"'"<II<II.. 1:55:12'"'"01... 1:26:24:;
Q
0:57:36
0:28:48
0:
-10 10 30 50
Lattitude (degrees)
70 90
Figure 2-4. Access time versus latitude for a near-polar LEO
An equatorial ground station has many fewer access windows than the mid-latitude ground
station, and experiences longer gaps between transit groups (Figure 2-5). Finally, a polar
ground station can access the satellite on every orbit (Figure 2-6).
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Hour
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1- 18 19 20 21 22 23
Day
1 ## n # # n
2 # # # II II
3 # II #
## # # II
5 # # # # # n
6 # # # # #ff II #
7 n # # # II #
8 # # # # II
9 ## # # #
10 # ## n #
Figure 2-5. Access patterns for a LEO satellite for a ground station at 0° latitude
Hour
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Day
1 ~ # #H ## # # # # ## # # # # # # # # ~ ff ## # # # #
2 # # ff # U # # U# ## # # # # # # II # ri :: .4 # # # # # .4 ff
3 ~# # # ## H
4 n n # # # II
5 # # II # ij# U# # # n# n # ## n # # ff # ii 1111 U# n # II #
6 H ## # # # # 11# n # un .4 # .4 II # # # # ff # # # H #
7 .~ # # # # ijij .4 # n # #H !I .4 iI # H .4 un # n nn II
8 # # # .4 n n # # n # II
9 # # II
10 H# # # !I# # II 11# # # # H 0 II II :;!# II # # II II #
Figure 2-6. Access patterns for a LEO satellite for a ground station at 90° latitude
2.2.1.1. Message Deliverv Delay
Access patterns such as those displayed in Figures 2-3 through 2-6 also help us analyse
message delivery delays in a network using a single LEO satellite. From the time that a
message is generated, the delay to delivery is made up of two parts: the delay until the
originating ground station can transmit the message up to the satellite (upload), and the
delay between then and the time that the satellite can send the message down to the
destination station (download). These delays vary throughout the network and
throughout the day. (In the following discussion, I assume that the originator uploads
the message and the destination downloads it on the first available transits.)
The delay from message generation to uploading at a particular ground station depends
upon the local time of message generation. This delay is greatest just after the end of
the morning and evening transit groups. 3
3Because of the inclination needed to achieve a 77S·krn sun-synchronous orbit, the longest delay is
always between the last of the evening passes and first of the morning passes.
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The delay between uploading and downloading is bounded by the same maximum
described above. If the destination ground station has just experienced its last evening
transit when the message is uploaded, it will not get an opportunity to download the
message until its first morning transit.
The maximum duration of the gap between transit groups can be calculated by finding
the time that a particular line of longitude takes to move out from the eastern edge of
the satellite coverage band back into the western edge of the band. We consider the case
of a ground station at the equator, since this is the worst case for a polar-orbiting
satellite. This time is approximated by:
(180- 2fi)
(':) [2-4]
which gives 504 minutes for an 775-km orbit. Since the last evening transit at a
particular ground station might have been one full orbit before the longitude line left the
coverage band, and the first morning transit might be one full orbit after the longitude
line returns to the band, we must add two full orbit periods to obtain the maximum
duration of the coverage gap, arriving at 704 minutes for an 775-km orbit. This time is
the absolute maximum time that a message will have to remain on the ground to be
uploading or on the satellite before downloading. Thus, in the extreme case, message
delivery between two equatorial ground stations could take 23.5 hours. It must be
stressed that this is a pathological worst case involving worst timing of the message
generation and worst location of the destination station.
Although we can analytically calculate the message delay on any path in a LEO
network, it is desirable to have an intuitive or general understanding of typical delays.
For a sun-synchronous LEO, this is certainly possible, since transit times are related to
ground station local time. A store-and-forward system in sun-synchronous orbit
becomes a predictable message courier. Messages will always be picked up and
delivered two times a day, and users can understand approximately when their
messages will be delivered. (In the following discussion refer to Figure 2-7 for specific
examples.) Messages loaded into the satellite during morning transits will reach
western destinations in the destination morning and eastern destinations in the
destination evening (e.g. paths A-B and A-C). If the message is uploaded on an evening
transit, eastern destinations will receive it during their morning and western stations
will receive it during their evening (paths E-F and E-G). The satellite becomes an
overnight courier system. and with appropriately chosen orbit times a message
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uploaded before the close of business will be delivered by the beginning of the
destination's next business day.
Quito
JO'BURG c
GMT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
LONDON
Tokyo # # # #
Figure 2-7. LEO access patterns for various ground stations
When ground stations share the same longitude or are antipodaL delivery delays
decrease. For example, the London-Tokyo path is often covered in less than one orbit
(e.g. E-H).
2.2.2. Basic Communications Path Loss
A LEO satellite is in constant motion only a few hundred krn from the Earth, while a GEO
satellite remains 'fixed' tens of thousand krn away. As one would expect, the uplinks and
downlinks of GEO and LEO satellites are quite different. Some differences stem from the order-
of-magnitude difference in distance that radio signals must travel, while other differences are
the product of satellite motion. The aggregate result of these differences (which are described in
detail below) is that an LEO communication link demands somewhat less power than a GEO
communication link, but the LEO link constantly changes in both frequency and path loss.
2.2.2.1. Underlying Path Loss
It has frequently been assumed that because LEO satellites are closer to the Earth than
GEO satellites, they are easier to communicate with. For example, Connors (1983. p.
1) states of LEO satellites that "the close proximity of passage, relative to geo-
synchronous satellite, allows easy access, with good 'link margins'," and this is widely
accepted. Although it is attractive to believe this, the exact nature of the
communications paths from GEO and LEO must be understood before the two can be
compared in this manner.
Radio signals are attenuated as they travel through space. The formula for the free-
space path loss (FSL) of radio link is:
(4mi)2loss = lOlog T [2-5]
Where d is the path length and A is the wavelength (in the same units). loss is expressed
in dB. At a fixed frequency, the difference in FSL between a link of length d, and a link
of length d2 is calculated:
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Sloss = 2010g( ::) [2-6]
The difference in FSL between GEO and LEO is found by evaluating Equation 2-6
with d, equal 36000 km and d] equal 775 km. This analysis reveals a 33.4 dB
difference in free space loss between GEO and LEO links. Before using this figure in a
link comparison, however, it must be adjusted to reflect other differences between LEO
and GEO. The calculated 33.4-dB FSL difference is valid only at the sub-satellite
point. Ground stations at the edge of the footprint experience greater FSL, since they
are farther from the satellite. Referring to Figure 2-2, the distance between the satellite
and a ground station at the edge of the footprint is:
e.: = ~((R + h)2 - R2) [2-71
Substituting Pmax for GEO (41888.4 km) and LEO (3236.4 km) into Equation 2-6
results in a Sloss of only 22 dB. This figure for Sloss should be used in the link
comparison.
This difference is further eroded after taking antenna patterns into account. We assume
that each satellite needs to cover the whole of its footprint. The angle subtended by the
Earth is twice the angle a in Figure 2-3.
a = 90 - P [2-8]
For GEO the Earth subtends an angle of approximately 18°, and for 775-km LEO, the
Earth subtends 126°. This implies that, for whole Earth coverage, a GEO satellite
needs an antenna beamwidth of approximately 18°. while a LEO satellite requires a
beamwidth of 126° . Employing field theory and spherical geometry alone, we can
calculate the gain of an ideal antenna which delivers power density uniformly over its
beamwidth (Blake 1966, p. 128):
2G=lOlog --~~l-CO{~)
[2-9]
8 == desired beamwidth
G == gain relative to isotropic radiator
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Ifwe could build such a perfect antenna, it would provide 22.1 dBi gain for the GEO
satellite and only 5.6 dB gain for the LEO satellite. Practical antennas provide lower
gain. The gain of a whole-Earth coverage antenna for GEO is approximately 17 dBi
(Evans and Tozer 1991, p. 506), and a simple LEO satellite might have 3 dBi gain.
This erodes the link margin difference between the two orbits to just 8 dB at the edge of
coverage (summarised in Table 2-1).
basic FSL difference 33.4 dB
FSL difference at edge of coverage 22 dB
difference in antenna gain (whole-Earth beam) 14 dB
adjusted link difference at edge of coverage. 8dB
Table 2-1. Communications link difference between GEO and LEO
Communications paths to and from LEO satellites are an order of magnitude shorter
than those to and from GEO satellites, but the greater angle subtended by the Earth
when viewed from LEO tends to reduce this potential advantage. There is perhaps an 8
dB advantage to the communications links of a LEO satellite. Even this advantage can
be eroded by the use of high-gain spot-beams on GEO satellites, so we must not
assume on the basis of orbit altitude alone that there are services that can be provided
from LEO but absolutely cannot be provided from GEO.
2.2.2.2. Variations in Path Loss
A GEO satellite presents an unvarying communications path to each ground station.
Satellite antenna gain and path loss may vary from place to place within the footprint.
but time variations are minimal." In contrast, as a LEO satellite moves across the sky
of a ground station. the range between the satellite and the ground station changes, and
this causes the path loss to change. The minimum loss is when the satellite is directly
over the ground station. where the path length is equal to the satellite orbit height (h).
As the satellite rises or sets, the ground station is at the edge of the footprint and the
path length is Pmax from Equation 2-7. Using Equation 2-6 with these two distances we
get a path loss variation of
2010 ( 775 ) = 12.37 dBg 3236 [2-10]
4When referring to the GEO links as 'static' or 'unvarying,' I am referring to 4/6-GHz links which
typically do not experience variable effects such as rain fading.
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A representative graph of path loss versus time is shown in Figure 2-8. Varying path
loss will mean having extra link margin at points near the centre of the footprint. or
insufficient link margin at the edges. In either case, the communication system may be
operating inefficiently. Antennas which compensate for this variation are discussed
below.
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Figure 2-8. Path loss changes during a LEO satellite transit
2.2.2.3. Variations in Frequency-Doppler Shift
The changes in range which bring about path-loss changes also cause apparent changes
of link frequency-Doppler shift, The magnitude of Doppler shift is directly
proportional to the frequency of the transmission and the relative velocity of the
transmitting and receiving stations:
c == the speed of light
Vr == relative velocity
10 == the nominal frequency
Figure 2-9 shows a Doppler-shift curve for a satellite in an 775-km circular orbit
passing directly over a ground station (900 maximum elevation) and also for a transit
with only 200 maximum elevation. The data are for a 450 MHz link frequency
(typically a LEO downlink), giving a total shift of20 kHz. The rate of frequency
[2-111
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change is also important, as it determines how quickly Doppler shift compensation
must function. At 450 MHz. the Doppler rate is as high as 90 Hz/s (Figure 2-10).
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Figure 2-9. Doppler shift during LEO satellite transits
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Figure 2-10. Doppler-shift rate during LEO satellite transits
The direct relationships between frequency, Doppler shift, Doppler rate and free-space
path loss influence the choice of link frequencies for LEO store-and-forward
communications systems. Doppler shift must be added to the signal bandwidth when
calculating spectrum occupation, so lower frequencies are used more efficiently than
higher frequencies. Further, the task of Doppler compensation requires faster control
loops as signal frequency increases. Free space path loss is also worse at higher
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frequencies.l Thus, lower frequencies have several advantages over higher ones for
LEO satellites. WARC92 allocated frequencies in the VHF (130 MHz) and UHF (400
MHz) ranges for Little LEO systems, roughly an order of magnitude below the
frequencies used for GEO commercial communications services.
2.2.3. Satellite Characteristics
Small footprint coverage, intermittent service and shifting communications links do not make
LEO store-and-forward communication systems look overwhelmingly attractive. However. they
do have the advantage of true global coverage and reduced path loss, but service is intermittent,
message delivery is delayed, path loss varies and Doppler shift must be overcome. The one
decisive factor that makes LEO store-and-forward communications worth pursuing is extremely
low cost. Although LEO satellites are not necessarily inexpensive, my work deliberately
concentrates on getting the best from a single, inexpensive microsatellite.
When low cost is a major consideration, there are several reasons why a LEO is to be preferred
over GEO. GEO satellites require several complex and expensive subsystems which can be
dispensed with in LEO: apogee motors, station-keeping thrusters and stabilised platforms for
antennas and solar panels. These systems (described below) make GEO satellites necessarily
large, complex and expensive.
LEO satellites are injected directly into their final orbit by the launch vehicle. This immediately
dispenses with the need for an apogee motor. In general, there is no need to precisely control the
orbit of a store-and-forward communication satellite, so no orbit-control subsystems are
required.
Attitude control systems for keeping a satellite's antennas and solar panels pointing in the
desired direction are desirable for LEO as well as GEO satellites. GEO satellites are either spin
stabilised with de-spun antenna platforms or 3-axis stabilised. In either case, there are
continuously-moving mechanical parts and thrusters which rely upon limited fuel reserves. LEO
rnicrosatellites can employ much simpler systems. Some are not stabilised. They have all
surfaces covered with solar cells, and the antenna patterns as near spherical as possible. The
UoSA T satellites have a more capable system, in which passive gravity-gradient torques keep
the satellite roughly Earth-pointing, and fine control is achieved by on-board computer
algorithms using electromagnets (magnetorquers) acting against the Earth's magnetic field
(Hodgart 1989). This gravity-gradientlmagnetorquer system is inexpensive and reliable; it
employs no continuously-moving parts, no thrusters and no fuel. Yet it delivers attitude control
SAlthough it is commonly said that the increase in FSL at increased frequencies is compensated by
increased antenna gain for a fixed physical antenna size. this is not true in a system requiring wide
antenna beamwidths both on the ground and on the satellite.
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accuracy better than 5°, which is sufficient for the broad-beamwidth antennas needed for
whole-Earth coverage from LEO.
The reduction in the number and complexity of attitude and orbit control subsystems
contributes significantly to the reduced mass, volume and cost of LEO microsatellites, and these
economies cannot be applied to GEO. AMSAT6 designers attempting to design very low-cost
GEO satellites could not avoid having an apogee motor, 3-axis stabilisation and orbit-control
systems (May 1989). Not only are these subsystems expensive. but they consume power and
add mass and volume to the satellite.
Apart from the reduced complexity of individual systems, the major cost-saving characteristic
of a microsatellite is its small scale. Each INTELSA T-7 satellite will generate 3900 W of DC
power and provide 184 MHz of transponder bandwidth at frequencies up to 10 GHz.
HealthSat-2 which generates 20 watts DC power, provides uplink bandwidth of 90 kHz and
uses frequencies below 450 MHz. The INTELSA T has some 22 m2 of solar panels to
HealthSat's 1.4 m2. In solar cell cost alone the INTELSAT would be 20 times the cost of
UoSAT.
One of the most expensive components in any satellite mission is launch, and low-cost satellites
must have correspondingly low-cost launches. It make little sense to build a satellite costing £ I
million and then pay £50 million to launch it. Finding an appropriately-priced launch can be
one of the most difficult aspects of a microsatellite mission, but the smaller and lighter the
satellite, the greater the number of low-cost launch opportunities. Launchers commonly have
extra capacity which can be used to launch a microsatellite as a secondary or 'piggyback'
payload. Between the 1960s and the 1980s, these secondary-payload launch opportunities were
obtained by ad-hoc negotiations, and thus were not a dependable means of getting
microsatellites into orbit. In 1988, however, the French launch-services provider Arianespace
announced that an Ariane structure for auxiliary payloads (ASAP) would be available on every
Ariane 4 launch vehicle with extra lift capacity (Ribaldi and others 1988). The ASAP is a
annular shelf which can hold several microsatellites, subject to a restriction of 50 kg per
satellite and a total mass within the available launcher capability. The cost per satellite for an
ASAP is roughly £175,000. Ariane 4 launches into polar LEO approximately once per year,
providing relatively frequent access to orbit at a cost which fits within a microsatellite budget. 7
6"AMSAT" will be used as the generic name for the loose affiliation of amateur-radio satellite
builders. lfnecessary, this will be qualified (e.g. "AMSAT-NA") to indicate a particular AMSAT
organisation.
7Although there are many 'low cost' launcher initiatives, there are none which have yet offered
secondary payload opportunities for $1million or less. In August 1993, Orbital Sciences Corporation
indicated a launch cost of $4 million to manifest a microsatellite as a co-primary payload on the
Pegasus vehicle.
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In less than 4 years, 17 microsatellites have been launched on the ASAP, making it a credible
source of low-cost launches. 8
Small satellites can be built by small teams. occupying less space and requiring less
infrastructure. Everything, from the size of clean rooms to the size of shipping crates can be
reduced when building a microsatellite. These savings can be found in all areas of the satellite,
its construction and its test. For further discussion, see (Sweeting 1987a) (Grahn 1992) and
(Fleeter and Priedhorsky 1992).
It is incorrect. however, to assume that all of this cost-savings makes microsatellites 'simple.'
Many microsatellites use complex digital electronics and on-board computers. PoSAT -1 (one of
the latest microsatellites based on the UoSAT -bus) carries 3 on-board computers 9 experiment-
control processors and over 40 megabytes of random-access memory (RAM). Such complex
and flexible on-board computing systems are not yet used in traditional communication
satellites, partly because appropriate components are not yet space qualified. For example,
radiation-immune silicon-on-sapphire memories have 32 times less capacity than their
terrestrial counterparts. Microsatellite engineers use several techniques to circumvent the slow
space-quaiification process. The time between missions is reduced to as little as 12 months, and
each mission is used to demonstrate in-orbit systems which might be desirable on the next
generation. This in-orbit demonstration is accepted as limited proof of a component's space-
worthiness. Components with no pedigree are integrated into the satellite design in such a way
that their failure will not jeopardise the mission, but their success will enhance it. Using these
techniques, microsatellite engineers can employ inexpensive on-board computing systems which
reflect the terrestrial state-of-the-art. While GEO satellites clearly have the more complex and
capable attitude and orbit control subsystems, LEO microsatellites concentrate their complexity
in on-board computing and data handling.
The preceding sections have shown the vast differences between a microsatellite for LEO store-
and-forward communication and a traditional GEO communication satellite. The combination
of 10w-cost satellite engineering, powerful on-board computers, high-capacity on-board
memories and inexpensive launches makes store-and-forward message relay by LEO
microsatellites possible and desirable.
8The microsatellites were launched as follows. Vol 35: UoSAT-3, UoSAT-4, PACSAT. LUSAT.
DOVE. WEBERSAT; Vol 44: UoSAT-5. SARA, TUBSAT, ORBCOM-X; Vol 52: KITSAT-l. S80ff;
VoIS9: KITSAT-2. POSAT-l. HEALTHSAT-2. EYESAT-l. ITAMSAT.
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2.2.4. Summary - GEOand LEO Satellites Compared
The preceding subsections describe microsatellites by means of contrast with more familiar.
'traditional' communication satellites. Table 2-2 summarises the main points, and shows the
two types of systems to be quite different.
GEO communication satellites and LEO store-and-forward microsatellites are only similar in
the sense that each can provide reliable communications across long distances. Users, not
necessarily interested in the details of implementation, must choose the type of satellite or can
afford. This is where GEO and LEO satellites come into 'competition' with one another.
LEO microsatellite GEO satellite
Mass 10 - so kg 1000 - 2000 kg
Power generation 20 W orbit average 3000-5000 W
Orbit control none kick motor, station keeping
Attitude control 10_ 50 accuracy <0.1 0 accuracy
2-ax.is
3-axis (or spin)
gravity gradient and
thrusters and reaction wheelsmagnetorquing
Typical frequencies ISO - 500 MHz 5 GHz -20 GHz
Antenna beamwidth >1200 <170
Satellite antenna gain 0-3 dBi 17 dBi
Path length 775 - 3236 km 36000 - 41888 km
Path loss (at 450 MHz) 143 - ISS dB 176 - 178 dB
Round-trip delay (maximum) 22 ms 280 ms
On-board computing several microcomputers sometimes one computer for control tasks
On-board storage 4 - 60 megabytes none
Table 2-2. Characteristics of typical GEO and LEO communication satellites
2.2.5. Typeof Service
With such marked differences in access patterns and communications link characteristics
between GEO and LEO, it is not surprising to find that the two orbits are used inmarkedly
different ways to provide communications services. In a LEO store-and-forward satellite
network. ground stations use the satellite as a courier to carry digital messages. Each ground
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station communicates with the satellite and there is no real-time link between two ground
stations. To allow messages to be stored efficiently on-board the satellite, all types of
data-fax, telex, electronic mail, voice, image or computer programs-are converted to binary
digital form before being introduced into the network. How long a message is stored on-board
the satellite varies with the location of the communicating stations. A LEO store-and-forward
message relay satellite is analogous to an orbiting electronic mail node.
A GEO satellite, on the other hand, is best considered a radio repeater in a very high location.
Any two ground stations which can access the repeater can hear one another's signals and
establish a real-time communication channel. Generally, this is usually a purely analogue
process involving no on-board processing or storage. Most GEO satellite transponders can
relay both analogue modulated signals (such as frequency-modulated voice) and digital signals
(such as phase-shift-keyed data). In both cases the signal received by the satellite is amplified
and retransmitted immediately. The 72,OOO-km path from Earth to GEO and back introduces
approximately 250 ms delay between the uplink transmission and downlink reception. The goal
is real time relay-despite developments such as regenerative and on-board-processing
transponders .
GEO satellites are generally used as an extension of the public telephone network. A large
ground station serves as a gateway for numerous end users. who are unaware that their
communications are transferred via satellite. Users without access to the public telephone
netWork can access GEO satellites directly through their own ground stations (user-premises
ground stations), but link budget constraints dictate that these users cannot communicate
directly with one another. Instead they communicate with a larger Earth station that acts as
either a gateway to the public network or as a hub for a network of small terminal users.
In a LEO store-and-forward satellite network there is no requirement for a hub station to
compensate for poor link margins to and from small, user-premises ground stations. Each
ground station makes an independent communications link to the satellite to upload and
download messages. Even the smallest stations in the network can use the satellite to
communicate with each other without the intervention of any other station. Furthermore, the
underlying assumption is that most ground stations will be at the user premises, although there
may be gateways serving several users in the same building or city to save costs.
We can now develop a profile of user groups that might be attracted to store-and-forward
microsatellites. In general they are groups that do not need direct connection to public voice
telephones, although they may wish to send and receive electronic mail through existing data
netWorks. They do not require real-time links, and they are willing to accept message delivery
delays which could be many hours. Some of their sites are not connected to reliable, data-
quality telephone lines. These may be mobile users, fixed users in remote locations, or
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unmanned data-coliectioD sites. Users in the Arctic or Antarctic are particularly well served.
Finally, these users are searching for an extremely low-cost solution to their communications
problems.
When I started my research in the mid 1980s, there were no GEO communications services
available for such groups. This situation has changed, and LEO store-and-forward
microsatellites are not the only solution available (except perhaps to those in the Arctic and
Antarctic). The following subsections describe some of the growing number of satellite
conununications services targeted at these mobile and portable users.
2.2.6. Alternatives to LEO Store-and-Forward
Some emerging GEO communication satellite services provide links directly to small user-
premises Earth stations. The INMARSA T system serves satellite terminals on ships, and
businesses are building networks of very-small-aperture terminals (VSATs). Big LEO and
Little LEO constellations will also challenge the services offered by LEO microsatellites to
users hitherto outside of the traditional telecommunication networks.
2.2.6.1. INMARSA T Standard-C
The INMARSAT consortium was formed in 1982, as an international extension of the
MARISAT consortium which started service in 1976. The primary aim of
INMARSA T is to extend the public telephone and telex networks to ocean-going
vessels. This brief is gradually expanding to include terrestrial mobile and portable
users.
Ship Earth stations (SES) communicate through INMARSAT GEO transponders on L-
band. while large coast Earth stations (CES) are linked to the satellite on S-band. An
SES establishes communication through the satellite with a CES, and the CES provides
a link to the public telephone or telex system. All calls to and from ships must go via a
CES. INMARSAT employs transponders in GEO over three ocean regions (Atlantic.
Pacific and Indian), and there are 18 CES throughout the world. This network can
provide telephone and telex service t,o ships anywhere other than the high polar seas.
The most common INMARSAT SES is the Standard-A terminal. A standard-A
terminal typically has a l-m diameter dish antenna which must be stabilised and
pointed at the GEO satellite. Uplink effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is 36
dBW. Standard-A terminals, which provide two-way telephone connections, cost
approximately $30,000.
In the late 1980s, INMARSAT developed a data-communication service for small,
relatively inexpensive terminals. This new service is called Standard-C. Standard-C
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terminals can be briefcase-size and require only small, omni-directional antennas.
Uplink EIRP is 12 dBW. Standard-C provides a 600-bitls data link from the mobile
terminal to the CES; messages are stored at the CES and forwarded to their destination
using the public telephone network. Messages can be electronic mail, telexes or even
faxes (converted from text to FAX at the CES). A standard-C terminal costs between
$5,000 and $8,000. A connection costs roughly $5.63 per minute from CES to SES
and $7.68 from SES to CES.9
Standard-C service was commissioned in 1990, and thousands of terminals are in use
today. Standard-C allows isolated, mobile users anywhere within INMARSAT
coverage to communicate with each other or with users connected to the public
telephone network.
Standard-C will attract many users who might otherwise have been driven to
investigate LEO store-and-forward communications. Groups constrained primarily by
cost will have to conduct a full economic analysis comparing Standard-C to LEO store-
and-forward satellite ownership.
In the next decade, INMARSA T plans to introduce a Standard-P service for hand-held
satellite telephones. The hand-held terminals will transmit only -0.6 dBW (0.25 W), but
will probably only work when the user is out-of-doors. The possible data-
communications applications of Standard-P will have to be monitored (de Selding
1993).
For further information on INMARSA T and the Standard-C system see (Williamson,
1989), (INMARSAT 1988), and (Bulloch 1989).
2.2.6.2. Verv-Small-Aperture Terminals
VSATs are another class of small ground terminals for GEO satellites.l? Typical
VSA T networks operate in the Ku frequency band (14/16 GHz) via domestic
communication satellites. Most VSAT networks use a star topology, in which a hub
Earth station is connected to many small terminals. The terminal antennas are on the
order of 1 to 2 m diameter, and hub station antenna diameter is between 5 and 11
meters. VSAT networks are very attractive for business communications, because the
small-aperture ground terminals can bring high-speed, low bit-error rate
communications links directly to user premises. Such high-quality service-l 0.7 bit
9-fhese costs are based on the INMARSAT charges of $0.11 and SO. 15 per 2S6-bit packet. assuming
600 bits/so
lOStrict1yspeaking, INMARSAT terminals are a type of VSAT. but here we consider fixed VSATs.
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error rate (BER) at 56 kbit/s-cannot be provided by the public telephone network.
Businesses typically use VSAT networks to link remote user terminals and point-of-
sale devices (such as credit-card readers) to central data processing facilities.
The central ground station in a VSAT network must have high EIRP and high receiver
quality, to overcome the low receiver quality and low EIRP of the VSATs. In their
example (Vuong and others 1988) use hub station receiver systems with between 13
and 18 dB/K better performance than the VSA Ts. Direct links between VSATs are not
possible, and the hub must act as a relay node ifVSAT-to-VSAT communications are
desirable.
Existing VSAT networks use the Ku band, because this band is allocated to the fixed
satellite service. Ku band VSATs are not subject to interference from terrestrial users
of the Ku band, and interference from VSATs to other users is not a major concern.
Moving up to Ku band from the L and C bands used by INMARSA T has a significant
advantage: Ku band antennas under a meter in diameter can provide narrow beams.
with gain near 20 dB. Thus, even small reflector antennas for satellites and ground
stations can significantly improve link margins. These higher link margins are
necessary at Ku band, where rain absorption can cause temporary increases in path
loss of up to 7 dB. When high-gain antennas are used on GEO satellites for VSAT
networks, the satellite communications footprint is restricted. Restricted footprints are
useful for domestic communications networks, but will not support geographically
dispersed networks.
VSAT networks are generally used for real-time communications with a central
computing facility, so they do not compete directly with LEO store-and-forward
satellites. Only if one were interested in setting up a domestic electronic mail system
would the two systems be worth comparing. Transponder rental charges and the
expense of maintaining a hub ground station quickly equal the cost of an entire store-
and-forward LEO satellite system. Chakraborty (1988) gives transponder rental prices
of $52,000 per month. Further, Chakraborty's ground station cost estimates are $8,000
and up, while a small store-and-forward satellite ground station are in the range of
$2,000 to $3,000. Thus, store-and-forward communications via a LEO satellite is
probably more economical than using VSATs for an electronic mail network. Only a
case-by-case economic study would provide a conclusive answer.
2.2.6.3. Big LEOs
The so-called Big LEO systems proposed by Motorola and others will provide truly
global telephony. Assuming that the line quality is acceptable. these networks will also
provide global data communications. If the price of communications is low enough,
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these systems will virtually eliminate the need for other mobile satellite communications
systems. But it is likely to be at least a decade before such systems are in place, and
even longer before they become an inexpensive alternative to LEO microsatellite
services for data communications (Foley 1993).
2.2.6.4. Summary of Alternatives to LEO Store-and-Forward Systems
Of the systems described above, only Standard-C can offer an immediate viable
alternative for users who need access to a global data communications network
independent of the public telephone system. In the next decade, new INMARSA T
services and Big LEO constellations may also offer global networking for mobile and
portable stations. And there is already speculation that even these next-generation
communications services will not be affordable in many under-developed countries.
Until the new technology is in place and the costs fall. there will be users for whom a
single microsatellite in LEO used for store-and-forward message relay will be cost
effective.
The remainder of this theses does not explicitly address the economic viability of LEO
store-and-forward microsatellites. Instead it concentrates on answering the technical
questions of how to implement such systems and what performance can be expected of
them. The economic question cannot be completely ignored, however, since each design
decision was evaluated on cost as well as technical grounds.
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2.3. Applications for Microsatellite Store-and-Forward Message Relay
A store-and-forward microsatellite has the following characteristics which should be considered
when examining possible applications:
• low cost
global coverage independent of existing networks
exceptional coverage of polar regions
•
•
The following subsections describe some of the user communities that could exploit these
characteristics. Although it has been shown that there are no insurmountable technical obstacles
to serving these users with GEO satellites (outside of the polar areas), they are not, in fact, served
well by any existing GEO systems.
2.3.1. International Business and Diplomatic Communications
Although most business offices and diplomatic missions are in populated areas, served by
existing communications facilities. they could benefit from store-and-forward satellite
communications. For large organisations, a single LEO satellite is an affordable alternative to the
existing public communications networks for electronic mail and computer data transfer. Time-
zone differences already force multinational companies to conduct much of their internal
communications in non-real time, so the use of real-time fax and telephone links to send
electronic mail is not justified. A sun-synchronous LEO satellite acting as message courier
between diplomatic missions or corporate offices would be more appropriate.
The Swedish MAILST AR Corporation studied the commercial viability of a store-and-forward
communication satellite system for Swedish multinational corporations and found that "the
system can earn a handsome profit ... However, similar services can be provided through
geostationary satellites promising a higher profit and lower risk exposure for the system
operator." (Grahn 1987, p. 19) Although MAILSTAR was eventually cancelled, some users or
service providers may be enticed by the independence from existing communications systems and
enhanced communications security which could be provided by a private microsatellite network.
Grahn says that many of the prospective MAILSTAR customers preferred an "independent and
self-contained" communications system. Even large businesses and nations cannot afford to own
and operate independent, global GEO communication satellite systems. In contrast, a LEO store-
and-forward microsatellite can create an affordable private network with global coverage.
2.3.2. Quickly Deployed Military Communications Systems
Networks of GEO satellites provide military organisations with world-wide communications
(excluding very high latitudes). During low- and medium-intensity conflicts, satellites remain
reliable and invulnerable to enemy attack. The primary drawback of GEO communications at
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such times is that radio signals from the stationary satellite are easily intercepted by the enemy
(for attempts at decoding and decryption). During high intensity wars, stationary satellites
become targets for electromagnetic pulses and anti-satellite weapons. A communications network
reliant on GEO satellites is highly vulnerable during such all-out war.
Forkenbrock (1987) discusses the possibility of using small satellites in such a situation. Small
satellites can be built inexpensively, stored, and then launched when needed during a conflict. A
single launcher can place several microsatellites into orbit, and launching into LEO is a much
less complicated and expensive process than launching replacement OEO satellites. Rapid
deployment launch vehicles such as the Pegasus air-launched booster have already demonstrated
how such a system might work.
Once in orbit, store-and-forward LEO satellites are-by virtue of their short transits and brief
periods of downlink transmission-less vulnerable to communications interception than
stationary satellites. Further. constellations of LEO satellites are failure resilient: if one satellite
is disabled by failure or attack. the remaining satellites can still provide communications-albeit
at reduced capacity. For battlefield communications. real-time transponders on LEO
microsatellites provide good coverage of a large geographical area; store-and-forward satellites
can link the battlefield back to central headquarters.
The United States military have recently launched microsatellites for both real-time and store and
forward communication. In 1991, the Pegasus air-launched booster placed seven DARP A-
MICROSATS in orbit. Despite being placed into the wrong orbit, the satellites successfully
demonstrated that microsatellites could support real-time military communications (Reiss, 1993)
(Daniel I992a, 1992b). DARPA also sponsored the Global Low Orbit Message Relay
(OLOMR) satellite and the more recent Multiple Autonomous Communication satellites
(MACSAT) to demonstrate military store-and-forward microsatellites. These satellites are
described in following sections.
2.3.3. Arctic and Antarctic Communications
Arctic and Antarctic regions above 81° latitude cannot be covered by OEO satellites. In practice,
maximum INMARSAT coverage is never better than 77°, and frequently worse. INTELSAT
coverage is generally a few degrees higher, but there are still areas where coverage does not reach
750 latitude (Rorholt 1986, p. 31, p. 33). These thinly populated regions represent a market for
LEO store-and-forward satellites, which can provide frequent polar coverage.
In the Arctic many populated areas are connected to public communication networks. A store-
and-forward communication service would provide an alternative to existing systems and extend
coverage to scientific or tourist expeditions leaving populated areas. In the Antarctic, there are no
public telephone networks. All communications to and from the region are by radio. and satellites
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the only reliable alternative to HF radio. Some permanently occupied Antarctic bases are just
within range ofGEO satellites. Rorholt (1986) indicates that about 12 bases had INMARSAT or
INTELSA T access. Although GEO satellites can provide these bases with telephone links to the
outside world, these connections are expensive. Since almost all Antarctic activity is scientific,
many users wish to send large amounts of data out of the area for processing. At a workshop held
during the preparation of Rorholt's ESA report, a representative of the British Antarctic Survey
reported that scientific data is transmitted from the Antarctic at approximately 50 megabytes per
year, but that this would grow by a factor of 100 if less expensive means of data communications
were available (Rorholt 1986, pp. 119-125).
Solutions to the polar communication problems have been considered. Studies have concentrated
on providing real-time voice-grade communication using satellite constellations in elliptical, high
circular and low circular orbits. Sophisticated on-board processing schemes have been suggested
to solve problems such as Doppler shift (Plate 1984). Such proposals are expensive, and the
relatively small Arctic and Antarctic user communities may never attract a commercial
communications supplier willing to invest in such a system.
On the other hand, a single microsatellite in polar orbit could provide digital communication to
both the Arctic and the Antarctic. Messages and experimental data from polar regions could be
communicated inexpensively back to universities and research centres for processing. If users are
indeed limiting their data generation because of high communication costs, a low-cost
rnicrosatellite solution might be economical where a larger satellite service would not.
The store-and-forward microsatellites described in this thesis have already been used
experimentally from the Antarctic. A ground station for UoSA T -2 was established on Ross
Island by Green Peace. the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) has experimented with
VoSA T -3 from McMurdo station, and KITSA T -I has been used regularly from the Korean base
on King Sejong Island.
2.3.4. Monitoring and Controlling Remote Telemetry Platforms
unmanned data-collection platforms are an important source of scientific data for
oceanographers. meteorologists, geophysicists and others. Automated data-collection platforms
including sensors and a radio transmitter are distributed in an area of interest and monitored from
a central site. Transportation companies use similar unmanned transmitters to keep track of the
movements of vehicles, containers and rolling stock.
One of the most popular means of relaying data from unmanned platforms is the ARGOS data
collection facility, which is included on the weather satellites launched by the United States
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There are now
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approximately 2,000 unmanned data-collection devices authorised to use ARGOS, but even this
relativelv small number of devices has saturated the system at certain latitudes.
LEO microsatellites are well-suited to data-platform monitoring. A well-designed microsatellite
system might provide two-way communication with the platforms, allowing them to be controlled
and re-programmed from the central site. Indeed, the UoSA T -3 store-and-forward
communication system has been used to monitor and command remote, unmanned data-gathering
devices.
ARGOS ground equipment costs between £1200 and £5000, roughly what a terminal for a store-
and-forward microsatellite costs. The data-collection service itself costs £12 per day. At this rate,
1000 users would be able to pay for a dedicated data-collection microsatellite in less than one
year.
2.3.5. Amateur Radio Communications
Although the world's radio amateurs do not represent a source of revenue for a commercial
communications service operator, they are certainly the most prolific users of microsatellites in
general and store-and-forward rnicrosatellites in particular. The Amateur Radio Service and the
Amateur Satellite Service were developed to promote experimentation with radio
communication techniques, and together the two services have pioneered terrestrial packet-radio
netWorking and low-cost satellite engineering. These two areas of research and development
have been combined to form the store-and-forward microsatellite.
Despite the fact that radio amateurs must not communicate about commercial matters and do
not personally have to pay for the communication satellites that they use, they are very
demanding users. They are immune to central network control: a ground station joins or leaves
the network when its owner wishes. Users pay for their own ground stations, so cost reduction
is always foremost in their minds. They frequently build their own equipment, so robust system
designs are essential. Finally, they have a vast range of communications needs, including
person-to-person messaging, news-bulletin dissemination, image communication, emergency
traffic relay, computer data transfer and long-distance message forwarding. These
characteristics make the amateur radio service a good environment in which to test low-cost
communications techniques.
The amateur radio community was one of the two specific user groups for which the UoSAT
store-and-forward system was developed. Hundreds of amateur-radio ground stations for
UoSA T satellites have been established-at no direct cost to the research team. Thus, we have
had a unique opportunity to test our system in operation with a large user population.
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2.3.6. Users in Developing Countries
The second user group which has participated directly in the UoSA T store-and-forward
experiments is the international development community. Ramani and Miller (1982) realised that
store-and-forward communications from non-GEO satellites could serve some of the unique
communications needs of developing countries. Y. Pal (1982), developed these ideas further.
These authors realised that store-and-forward communication satellites could overcome specific
problems in developing countries. A system costing only a few million dollars could bring reliable
electronic mail to any part of any developing country. The system would not need existing
telecommunications infrastructure or even domestic electricity supplies; solar-powered, man-
portable stations could be carried anywhere and used immediately. Microsatellite technology
could bring communication to those who might never be served by profit-seeking
telecommunication providers.
Pal (1982, p. 1) declared that communications difficulties have kept United Nations field
operation centres from being located in areas where they might do the most good. and he
proposed that a store-and-forward satellite could solve this problem. Garriott (1988) described a
store-and-forward satellite serving both immediate disaster relief communications and long-term
information interchange between the developed and developing nations. Garriott's
organisation-Volunteers In Technical Assistance (VITA)-supported early LEO store-and-
forward experiments on UoSA T-2, and also invested in research and development for UoSA T-3.
A second organisation called SatelLife-a humanitarian group formed by Nobel Laureate Dr.
Bernard Lown-has also purchased LEO store-and-forward communications microsatellites.
SatelLife's network. called HealthNet, links physicians throughout the world, allowing
inexpensive exchange of medical information between well-funded, information-rich medical
institutions in the developed countries and information-starved users throughout Africa.
The continued interest of such groups as the United Nations. VITA and SatelLifc in LEO store-
and-forward communication systems is an indication that the communications needs in
developing nations are not yet served by existing facilities. While INMARSA T Standard-C is
now a viable option for these users, the high communications tariffs act to discourage
infonnation exchange. Telephone service has been improving throughout the less developed
countries, but the cost of a telephone connection is proportional to the amount of information
being communication. Organisations like SatelLife and VIT A, which want to encourage greater
infonnation exchange, want communication facilities cost-per-bit falls as more information is
transmitted. A microsatellite owned by one organisation or shared by several can provide this: a
common-carrier cannot.
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2.3.7. 5ummary
The sections above describe some potential applications of microsatellite LEO store-and-forward
communication systems:
• International electronic mail
•
Military communication
Data relay for polar communities
Telemetry gathering
Amateur radio communication
Communication for developing countries
•
•
•
•
These examples suggest that a low-cost spacecraft, combined with inexpensive ground terminals
could serve user communities whose communication requirements are not met by existing
commercial services. These user communities are generally neither large enough nor rich enough
to attract commercial telecommunication network operators or to purchase their own £ I00-
million satellites. If the satellite cost is reduced, however. special services for these small user
communities become economical.
Real-time, voice-grade service is not necessary for these applications. Telemetry monitoring,
electronic maiL and scientific data relay can all be served reasonably well by systems which
include some message-delivery delay. For users in developing countries, high-quality, delayed
communication may be better than existing alternatives. While LEO store-and-forward
communication systems must not be seen as a panacea. they can be used economically to solve
some persistent communications problems.
The following sections describe how we designed the UoSA T store-and-forward communication
system, which was specifically tailored to the needs of VIT A, SatelLife and the Amateur Radio
Community.
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2.4. Store-and-Forward Communication Microsatellite Design Criteria
A minimum-cost satellite must be designed especially carefully. It is not sufficient simply to
choose the least expensive alternative at each design decision. Design trade-offs must consider the
cost and quality of the entire system. This includes elements such as:
• Launch cost and availability
• Satellite reliability
• Ground station cost
• Quality of communications service
The following subsections establish how these criteria affect the design of low-cost store-and-
forward microsatellites.
2.4.1. Launch Considerations.
Launch cost and availability radically affect the physical characteristics of any satellite.
Microsatellites that depend on low-cost launches must adapt to available launch vehicles. They
must conform in every way with the requirements of the primary mission. This usually restricts
the mass and physical envelope of the satellite. and determines what the orbit will be. The
UoSAT -1 and UoSA T-2 satellites-launched as secondary payloads on Delta launchers-were
in a constricted area between the rocket's fairing and its internal structure; a similar position is
used for the Ariane-4 ASAP. The standard payload envelope for an ASAP-launched satellite is
450x450x450 mm (although extra height is frequently available). This is typical of the volume
that will be available for secondary payloads, although the smaller the payload the greater the
availability of secondary launches.
2.4.2. Satellite Reliability
It is difficult to obtain a meaningful quantitative measurement of system reliability for a modem
microsatellite. Formal, statistical measurements of reliability are based on knowledge of the
failure rates of specific components. Unfortunately. meaningful failure-rate data is not available
for many of the components which are employed in microsatellites. Store-and-forward
transponders present particularly bad problems. because they rely upon microprocessors and
high-density semiconductor memories which are not tested or qualified for use in space.
Qualitative estimates of reliability, based on sound engineering knowledge, must be substituted
for quantitative measurements. In this environment. two potentially conflicting methods of
achieving reliability are employed: reducing complexity and minimising the number of single-
point failure nodes.
Lowering complexity. primarily by reducing the number of parts used, will reduce the probability
of component failure in most instances. There will be fewer components, solder joints and
printed-circuit tracks to fail. This simple approach becomes complicated when subsystems arc
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composed of many interacting circuits, because it seems attractive to provide redundancy for
some critical circuits. Whether the redundancy relies upon identical or dissimilar circuits, it
requires additional complexity and violates the previous design rule. In practice, the system or
subsystem designer must judge whether adding components to eliminate a single-point failure
node is justified. Throughout this thesis, single-point failure nodes and circuits used to provide
failure resilience will be highlighted and discussed.
2.4.3. Ground Station Cost
A low-cost satellite needs 'low cost' ground stations. Without knowing exactly where the
maximum cost threshold lies, an early budget by VITA (1983) indicated that 25 stations had to
be built for $130,000-about $5200 each. When so few ground stations are needed, mass-
production is not available as a cost-saving mechanism. The ground station design (and the
design of the corresponding satellite systems) has to use readily-available, inexpensive
equipment, adapted for LEO satellite communication.
2.4.4. Service Quality
The quality of communications service is another criterion for judging satellite system designs.
Quality of service is a function of the correctness of delivered messages and the availability of the
system. The first is measured by probability of bit errors in a message, and the second is
measured by comparing the requested communications throughput to available throughput.
Store-and-forward satellite communications is based on packet-radio techniques which attempt to
eliminate the effects of channel bit error rate. Using the error detection techniques proposed in
this thesis, the undetected error probability is nil for error bursts of 16 bits or shorter, 0.003% for
17-bit bursts and 0.002% for all longer bursts (Tanenbaum 1988. p. 212). End-to-end error
detection must protect users from these infrequent failures.
The other source of errors in a store-and-forward satellite communication system is the on-board
data-handling and message-storage subsystem. As discussed in chapter 3, the transient and
permanent effects of radiation may upset stored data. These upsets are detected and corrected
before data is sent to destination ground stations, and an end-to-end error detection scheme
verifies that the data received at the destination is the same as that transmitted bv the originator.
System availability is assured if the satellite's bus can reliably operate the store-and-forward
payload and communications equipment while performing any necessary attitude-control and
housekeeping tasks. The satellite bus should permit continuous operation of the uplink receivers
and the store-and-forward controller. The downlink transmitters need not be operated
continuously, but if the downlink must generally be turned off (to conserve power) the bus must
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provide facilities for the store-and-forward payload computer to control the transmitter and
monitor the state of the satellite's power system.
A satellite's capacity to move data is determined by the uplink and downlink rates, the amount
and configuration of on-board memory, and the design of the communication protocols. An
acceptable design must provide sufficient communications link capacity and computer memory to
assure that overload is an exception. It is also important for the system to degrade gracefully.
Even when overloaded. the satellite should continue to move traffic into and out of congested
areas. Because there may be many ground stations attempting to access the satellite
simultaneously, link access protocols must be particularly resistant to collapse under congested
conditions .
The components which make up service quality-data integrity, system availability and system
capacity-must be considered throughout the system design. Ideally, the users' needs in each area
would be provided as input for the system design study. The system would then be tailored to fit
these needs. For this approach to be successful, the system design must be relatively
unconstrained, the users' needs must be known and satellite's mission must be fixed at design
time. Microsatellite missions have not followed this pattern. The design is tightly constrained (in
volume, power consumption and mass). The users do not know what they need. Most
importantly, the mission is not permanently fixed, and a microsatellite commonly fills several
roles throughout its lifetime. In this context, it is best to make the system as capable and flexible
as practically possible (confirming that it is likely to meet some of the users' ill-defined
requirements). The system described in this thesis achieves this by combining a general-purpose
on-board computer with modular. reconfigurable software.
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2.4.5. Summary
We can now summarise our system design criteria:
• The system should be inexpensive (e.g. on the order of £1 million, which can be raised by
a single business or organisation).
• The satellite should be suitable for piggy-back launch, and preferably not designed for a
specific launcher.
• The satellite bus must supply enough power for continuous operation of the store-and-
forward message memory and uplink receivers, with periodic operation of the downlink
transmitters .
• Ground stations should not rely upon mass production of customised equipment, nor
upon expensive equipment (target cost 3537 in 1983).
• The system should be flexible enough to serve a wide range of communication missions.
• On-board memory and communications data rate should be as high as practical within
other system constraints.
• Communications protocols must remain efficient under heavy load, avoiding throughput
collapse in congested areas.
• Error detection and correction techniques must limit the probability of undetected errors
to one in bits (roughly I error per million pages of data).
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2.5. Communication Link Design
When designing the communication links for the VoSA T store-and-forward satellites, we had to
consider the impact of each decision on conununication capability and on the cost and complexity
of the ground stations and the satellite. It was important to keep ground station costs low and
minimise or eliminate the need for custom-designed equipment. This meant adopting techniques
compatible with mass-produced terrestrial two-way radio equipment, and it has resulted in some
unorthodox decisions. This section concentrates on our departures from 'standard practice.'
2.5.1. Modulation Techniques
The success of any satellite communications mission depends on the choice of appropriate
modulation methods for the uplink and downlink signals. This is particularly true of store-and-
forward communications between microsatellites and inexpensive ground stations. Microsatellites
have small solar arrays which limit the energy available for downlink transmitters-the largest
single energy consumer in the satellite. Therefore the transmitters must convert DC to RF power
efficiently, and the modulation technique employed should convert each Watt-second ofRF into
as many error-free delivered bits as possible.
The most common measurement of modulation efficiency is the relationship between bit error
rate (BER) and received signal quality. The signal quality is expressed as the ratio of the energy
in each signalling bit to the noise power in one Hz of receiver bandwidth (E,/No). Better
modulation techniques provide low BER at low E,/N 0> thus permitting the use of less transmitter
energy or operation in higher noise conditions. The EIJ'No versus BER performance of a
particular modulation technique in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is an
inherent characteristic of that modulation technique, but practical modulators and demodulators
reduce performance from the ideal.
Oetting (1979) gives BPSK a 4 dB advantage over FSK in terms of E/No needed to achieve a
10-4BER. Most satellite digital communications systems use PSK because of this advantage,
but this is not the only criterion which should be used when choosing a modulation technique. In
our case, we had to minimise occupied bandwidth, implementation complexity and loss.
Furthermore, the modulation had to perform well in on links with Doppler shift, interference,
electrical noise and fading. Taking all of these criteria into account. PSK is not a clear cut
wmner.
FSK occupies less bandwidth than PSK-by a factor of 20, when considering 99% power
containment (Amoroso 1990, figure 3). Although PSK can be filtered to limit its bandwidth, if
the resulting signal is amplified by non-linear amplifiers, bandwidth is restored. Non-linear
amplifiers are desirable on microsatellites because of their efficiency. FSK and retains its
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narrow bandwidth after amplification by non-linear amplifiers, and is therefore more attractive
than PSK.
FSK also works with simpler ground station equipment than PSK. PSK must be received by a
linear receiver and demodulated by a synchronous demodulator. In contrast, FSK can be received
by an FM receiver and 'demodulated' by a standard frequency discriminator. FM voice
communications equipment can be adapted to receive non-coherent FSK at speeds up to 38.4
kbitls. The penalty for this simplicity is a theoretical 3- or 4-dB degradation in EblNo
performance. Discriminator demodulators are also subject to the FM 'threshold effect' which
precludes operation at very low E,/No. The advantage of discriminator-based demodulators is
that they are simple. This enhances reliability (for the satellite) and decreases cost (in the ground
stations).
The topic of the 'optimum' modulation for LEO microsatellite links is a rich research area. and
this discussion is greatly simplified. For further discussion, see (Mulally and Lefevre 1991)
which examines this issue but provides little practical information. Before this debate can be
conducted systematically, practical experiments must determine:
• what are the phase and amplitude fading patterns on a LEO microsatellite link?
• which modulation technique can be generated most efficiently on-board a microsatellite?
can inexpensive medium rate (9.6 - 38.4 kbitls) svnchronous demodulators be developed?•
These questions are not with the scope of my research, and have not been answered to date. It is
most likely that there is no 'best' modulation technique for all microsatellites, but that FSK was
the best technology for VoSA T-3.
For VoSAT-3 we chose 9.6 kbitls shaped FSK modulation, a system now widely adopted for
terrestrial packet-radio communications. Figure 2-11 is a block diagram of the system. In the
transmitter. the digital data stream is scrambled and filtered before being applied to the
modulator. A shift register with feedback taps scrambles the data so that it resembles a pseudo-
random stream of bits. This removes long strings of zeros or ones from the data so that it can
be AC-coupled through the remainder of the circuits-improving tolerance to frequency-offset
errors. From the output of the scrambler, the data passes through a finite-impulse-response
filter which reduces high-frequency content and also pre-compensates for phase and frequency
distortion in remaining portions of the system. After filtering, the baseband signal modulates the
frequency of the transmitted RF with a peak deviation around 3.3 kHz (chosen based on
ground-station receiver characteristics).
At the receiving end of the link, this process is reversed. The FSK modulation is detected by a
discriminator, converted to digital data by a comparator, and de-scrambled by a shift register so
that the original data stream is re-generated at the output of the demodulator-decoder. For
further discussion of this system. see Miller (1988).
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Figure 2-11. Shaped FSK modulation and demodulation chains
Ground station modems implementing this technique are widely available for around £ I00.
These have been connected to many types RF equipment, including inexpensive single-channel
RF strips.
When we chose a modulation system for UoSAT -3 (in 1989), we opted for the simplicity of
FSK with non-coherent detection. This has been used on all subsequent UoSAT satellites. For
future missions, we are considering MSK-for its improved E,/No Performance (Sun 1993).
2.5.2. Antennas
Because microsatellites are small, antenna options are limited. The UoSA T satellites use
monopoles in both the VHF and UHF bands. One in the centre of the satellite's Earth-pointing
facet is used for the VHF uplink and four on the comers of the same facet are used for the UHF
downlink. These limitations on antennas affect the communication-link design.
One of the decisions taken during the design of the UoSA T -3 communication links was to
abandon the conventional practice of having the satellite transmit and receive using circularly
polarised antennas. Circular polarisation on the satellite has undoubted advantages. as it allows
the use of either circularly or linearly polarised antennas at ground stations. (A system using
circular polarisation at one end of the link and linear polarisation at the other experiences 3 dB
loss.) Unfortunately, producing a uniform circularly polarised antenna pattern on a
microsatellite is difficult or impossible.
For UoSAT -3 we designed a link using linear polarisation on the satellite and circular
polarisation at the ground stations. The ground stations need to use circular polarisation
because the signal from the satellite may arrive at any angle after Faraday rotation. The
disadvantages of this approach are the 3-dB loss caused by polarisation mismatch and the need
for complicated circularly polarised antennas at the ground station.
With respect to any ground station, a LEO satellite spends most of its time at low elevations
(Figure 2-12), so a LEO system should support communication at these elevations. Unfortunately
the path loss increases by 12 dB as the satellite moves from zenith to horizon. Ground-station and
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satellite antenna designs can help to overcome this problem, so that we do not have to design a
link with 12 dB margin at zenith, simply to achieve coverage at the horizon.
Minimum usable elevation
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Figure 2-12. Communication time for one ground station, as a function of the ground-station
latitude and minimum usable elevation
A uniform link could be provided by having the antenna pattem of the satellite or the ground
station compensate for changing FSL. Viewed from the ground station, the FSL is a function of
satellite elevation angle (for satellites at fixed orbit height). FSL is lowest when the satellite is at
the zenith, and highest when the satellite is on the horizon. Equation 2-12 describes this variation
as a function of elevation angle (£).11
6FSL(6) = 2010g( -Rsin(6) + ~(R: h)' - R' COS'(6) ) [2-12]
In this equation, L1FSL(£) is the difference in FSL between having the satellite at elevation E and
elevation 90°. The practical implication of this is that an antenna with an elevation gain pattem
matching Equation 2-12 will provide a uniform link budget at all elevations-cancelling the 12-
dB variation in FSL between zenith and horizon. Figure 2-13 illustrates such an antenna
pattern, with gain gradually decreasing from 12 dB to 0 dB as the elevation increases from 0° to
90°.
11This equation is adapted from da Silva Curiel (1992) which provides the formula for range versus
elevation angle.
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90'
80' Elevation
Figure 2-13. Polar gain plot in the vertical plane of a ground-station antenna which
compensates for the path loss variations of a 775-km LEO
This problem can also be viewed from the satellite's frame of reference, and plotted as a function
of the look angle from the satellite to the ground station. In this case, the result is an antenna
pattern with 0 dB gain directly below the satellite and 12 dB gain at an angle of 630 from the
satellite-to-Earth-centre (nadir) vector. Unfortunately, ideal antenna patterns for the ground
station and satellite have thus far not been achieved.
The simplest ground station antennas with omni-directional azimuth patterns are vertical dipoles
or monopoles. Unfortunately, these are linearly polarised antennas. Circularly polarised omni-
azimuth antennas such as crossed dipoles and Lindenblad arrays have been used, but present
work centres upon quadrifilar helices. A UHF helix can fit in a cylinder of II em diameter while
the VHF is 27 em diameter. These antennas provide a hemispherical radiation pattern with
roughly uniform 3 dB gain. They do not compensate for FSL variations.
Some fixed ground stations employ directional antennas steered in azimuth and elevation to
follow the satellite during a transit. These antennas provide approximately 11 dBic gain at VHF
and 16 dBic at UHF. Tracking antennas increase the complexity and cost of these stations, but
can be used as part of a strategy for improving overall network performance. Decreasing
downlink power for ground stations with high-gain antennas leaves more energy available for
high-power downlink to ground stations with simpler antennas. 12
12Recently,some stations have been deployed using fixed-pointing high-gain antennas. These stations
have limited communications windows with high-quality links. This is a technique that deserves
further investigation.
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Earth
Figure 2-14. The UoSAT-3 UHF radiation pattern (V-plane view)
90°
In general, then, the ground-station antenna does not have a beam shaped to compensate for FSL
variations, and it is the combination of the satellite's antenna pattern and the FSL changes which
determine the link budget at a particular elevation angle. The UoSA T -3 antenna does provide
some beam shaping (Figure 2-14), but it wastes considerable above 63°, has a 20 dB null
between zenith and horizon. Thus, in practice, the UoSA T -3 link budget is 8 dB worse when the
satellite is directly above the ground station than when the satellite is on the horizon-a complete
reversal of the expected situation.
2.5.3. Doppler Compensation
On both the uplink and the downlink, the transmitted FSK signal must be within the bandwidth
of the receiver in order for it to be demodulated by the discriminator. The apparent frequency
excursions due to Doppler shift must somehow be eliminated. There are three approaches to
Doppler compensation:
• Using wide receiver bandwidth
• Adjusting the receiver frequency
• Adjusting the transmitter frequency
Frequency adjustments can be achieved either by closed loop control or by predictive
techniques. Predictive techniques can use hardware, software or a combination of the two.
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We did not use wide receiver bandwidth. because increased bandwidth degrades performance in
the discriminator detector of an FSK system.'? Thus, either the satellite or the ground station
must track the Doppler shift.
Because the satellite must be able to receive bursts of data from ground stations in different
parts of the footprint, it cannot predictively track uplink Doppler shift. Instead. VoSA T-3
incorporates an automatic frequency control loop (AFC) in its uplink receivers. There are three
disadvantages to the AFC:
•
It takes several hundred milliseconds to acquire an uplink signal
It cannot differentiate between interfering signals and legitimate ground stations
It decreases the performance of the demodulator by removing low frequencies from the
incoming signal
•
•
Consequently, predictive Doppler steering in the ground stations is preferred to AFC on-board
the satellite. This approach is acceptable because the ground stations generally know their own
location and the satellite's location. The predictive uplink frequency tracking in typical ground
stations operates once every five seconds, keeping the VHF frequency within 250 Hz of the
receiver centre.
The satellite downlink is used simultaneously by all ground stations in the footprint. so the
spacecraft cannot perform Doppler compensation. Ground stations can use closed-loop AFC,
but most employ the same computer-controlled predictive techniques used on their uplinks.
Because there must be some kind of computer in any digital communications node, the use of
computer-controlled Doppler tracking does not significantly increase the cost of a store-and-
forward ground station.
2.5.4. Link Budgets
Link budgets playa role in any satellite communication system design, but the role will vary
depending on the type of system. In our case, we could not necessarily alter the key parameters
in the system to achieve a specific link quality. In this circumstance, the link budget is used
more as an indication of expected performance than as a design driver.
In anv case. a link budget is determined by the transmitter's EIRP, the receiver's figure of merit
(GfT), the free-space path loss (FSL), all other losses (LmlSc' including propagation and
polarisation effects). To get the final ElNo figure for the link, we must then adjust this by the
bit duration. expressed in logarithmic units (Bdb)'
I3This is true for FSK. but not for coherent modulation methods such as PSK and MSK.
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Eb = ElRP - FSL - L. + G - BN muc T db
o
[2-13]
We can then translate this into BER using the characteristics of the modulation technique and
demodulators.
Ground station Gff is determined by antenna gain, feed system, and noise characteristics. In
our design calculations we used -21 dBIK for stations with omni-azimuth antennas and -8 dBIK
for steered high-gain antennas. For the satellite uplink, -40 dBIK was used.
In (Allery and Ward 1993) we develop the case for an E/No threshold of 13.5 dB, which
delivers a BER of 10·s using the shaped FSK system. Acceptable uplink margin can be
obtained at all elevations from a ground station with 50 W transmitter power and an omni-
directional antenna. Downlink margin is a different matter: the 3-W downlink signal from
VoSAT-3 will only result in positive margin when the satellite is between approximately 150
and 800 elevation. On either link, the addition of a high-gain ground-station antenna will make
the link margin positive at all elevations.
We designed VoSAT -3 on the basis of such link-budget estimates. We used the highest
downlink power that we could achieve at that time, and accepted that the simplest ground
stations would not necessarily perform efficiently. For succeeding satellites, higher downlink
transmitter power has been generated (up to 12W for HealthSat-2), improving link margin to
simple ground stations.
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Figure 2-15. Strength of interfering signals measured by HealthSat-2, over approximately 4
hours, 24 November 1993, 149.8 MHz. (a) and (b) show expected strength ofa 50-W, omni-
directional ground station at 0° and 90° degrees elevation, respectively.
One thing that the link budget calculations did not prepare us for was the interference
experienced in the VHF uplink bands. Both within the Amateur Satellite Service and in the new
WARC Little LEO band, stations in the fixed and mobile communication services share the
uplink channels with satellite ground stations. The terrestrial stations routinely generate EIRP
greater than our satellite ground stations, and it becomes impossible to access the
satellite-despite what the link budget might show. Figure 2-15 shows typical interference
measurements made by the HealthSat-2 satellite. It is probably this interference which most
limits the use of ground-stations with low-gain omni-azimuth antennas.
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2.6. Ground Station Design
2.6.1. Ground-Station RF Hardware
The design decisions described in preceding sections determined the design of the ground station
RF equipment. The uplink is provided by a VHF FM transmitter with 50 W output, modulated
by an appropriately randomised and shaped baseband signal to produce FSK. The signal is
coupled through low-loss cable to circularly polarised antenna. The ground-station receiving
antenna (also circularly polarised) has a low-noise preamplifier (LNA) preferably mounted at or
near the antenna feed point. Low-loss cable feeds a UHF FM receiver with its discriminator
output connected to a data comparator and descrambler.
The antennas are either high-gain steered beams (10-15 dBic gain) or ornni-directional antennas
such as the quadrifilar helix (3 dBic gain). To overcome uplink interference, a ground station
with limited data communications requirements can use a high-gain antenna at a fixed azimuth
and elevation. accessing the satellite only when it passed through the antenna's beam. The choice
of antennas will be made on the basis of cost. required communications bandwidth and the need
for portability.
2.6.2. Ground-Station Computing Hardware
Microcomputers in the ground station and the satellite make store-and-forward digital satellite
communication practical. A typical ground station uses a general-purpose computer and a
dedicated communication protocol controller. The general-purpose computer is a standard state-
of-the art personal computer (PC), which provides the user interface to the store-and-forward
network and automatically controls the operation of the ground station during satellite transits. In
urunanned ground stations, the PC can be replaced with an inexpensive dedicated controller.
During a transit, the general-purpose computer must
• Calculate the satellite's position from ephemeris and drive tracking antenna rotators
• Calculate Doppler shift and drive Doppler shift correction circuits
• Move data between mass storage and the satellite. using the defined data-transfer
protocols
• Provide status displays for the user
• Accept commands from the user
To ease the burden on the general-purpose computer. lower level communication protocols are
implemented in a dedicated microcomputer called a terminal node controller (TNC).14 The
existing ground stations use the TNC as a link-layer protocol controller, but the TNC may
14Thisdevice is also commonly called a packet assembler-disassembler or PAD.
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ultimately implement all of the system's communication protocols. The TNC adds only £100 to
the price of a ground station, in return for which it provides an existing, standard implementation
of the link-layer protocols.
As well as taking part in real-time communication between the satellite and the ground terminal,
the general-purpose computer must provide the user interfaces to the network. This includes
printing and archiving incoming messages and buffering outgoing messages until the next satellite
transit. Thus, the general-purpose computer should have a printer and suitable mass storage. For
portable ground stations DC-operated laptop or notebook PCs provide all of the necessary
facilities.
Using the description above, we can calculate the cost of a user ground station (Table 2-3). This
calculation excludes the PC which is frequently existing equipment at communication sites. Both
the 'fixed' and 'portable' columns in Table 2-3 include a commercially available VHF/UHF
transceiver which is far more complex than necessary; the 'low-cost' column uses the estimated
cost of a simpler, customised radio.
I Fixed i Portable Low-CostI ,
Antenna (VHF) ~ $120 $100 $100,
Antenna (UHF) i $150 Sioo SIOO
Antenna mast S2001 S50 S50
LNA Sloo SlOO Sloo
Rotator S704
Controller(Doppler/Antennas) SI50 S50 S50
Cables (30 m) I S134 SI07 Sl07
Modem 1 S125 S125 $125
T ransceiver S2025 S2025 stooo
INC I S125 $125 SI25
TOTAL : $37131 S2682 S1657
Table 2-3. Ground-station equipment cost estimates
The full costs are included here as a base line, and to indicate the typical investment made by
participants in the various UoSAT store-and-forward communications experiments. Costs could
be reduced through mass production, or perhaps small-scale custom production, but they
already hit the target specified by VIT A.
2.6.3. Ground-Station Software
In one store-and-forward communication satellite system (see section 2.9.5.), software running on
the satellite provides the user interface by transmitting menus, prompts and status messages in
plain text over the satellite downlink. The ground-station users interact with the satellite using a
terminal connected to a TNC. The satellite on-board computer (OBC) is a remote computer
operated by a human on the ground. This simple system has the advantage that no special
software is required in the ground station.
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The alternative to this is to use the OBC as file-transfer server, and have the ground-station
computer and the OBC communicate using computer-to-computer communication protocols. The
human interface (if necessary) is then provided by software running in the general-purpose
ground-station computer.
One of the fundamental design decisions made for UoSAT-2 and carried through my work was to
remove the user interface from the satellite. This has simplified satellite software, but it also has
wide ranging consequences for system operation. Freed from the need for human interaction
during communication, the satellite OBC and the ground-station PC communicate at full speed.
This architecture permits:
• Provision of computation- and storage-intensive services (e.g. message editing,
encryption, compression and archiving) in the ground station, where they do not consume
system capacity
• Implementation of a wide range of customised user interfaces without increasing the
complexity or decreasing the performance of on-board satellite software
• Use of a wide range of satellite-access schemes implemented by computers
• Use of the satellite in applications where there is no human operator (e.g. data gathering
from remote platforms)
Moving the user interface from a system-level design element to one which can change on a
application-by-application basis is an important step toward making the store-and-forward
satellite into a general-purpose communication tool.
Satellite aBC
Satellite aBCI User I•• fact I
,
• • I Preloc." I,~ 1- "'1 VIC. IDI ... I1Ice IGround station
Terminal Ground Station PC
<a) (b)
Figure 2-16. Location of the user interface
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2.7. History
The earliest satellite communication experiments used store-and-forward systems: indeed, the
first-ever satellite communication was a message stored and forwarded by a tape recorder on
the SCORE satellite in 1958. Courier, the world's second communication satellite, was also a
store-and-forward system, with three on-board tape recorders which could be commanded to
record or play back digital and analogue messages. Though Courier only orbited for a few
months, the mission resulted in several papers detailing the design and construction of the
satellite as well as the store-and-forward communication experiments carried out during the
mission. Because it was the first complex store-and-forward communication satellite. Courier is
given more complete treatment in section 2.9.1. Store-and-forward techniques were attractive
for the pioneering satellite missions because the early satellites were not in GEO.
After Courier, store-and-forward communication was largely ignored. Satellite-communication
research concentrated on placing a real-time microwave-relay satellite in GEO. Although Lines
and others (1964) and Hilton (1964) indicate that constellations of LEO, elliptical- and
equatorial-orbiting satellites were under consideration for real-time relays, GEO was already
the dominant orbit for communication satellites. Store-and-forward techniques were ignored
because they could not provide long-distance telephone links, the economic spur to most
communication satellite missions. Although Courier had demonstrated that store-and-forward
communication satellites were useful for long-distance teletype data transfer, the volume of
digital traffic needed to make this a viable commercial service simply did not exist at the time.
The tape-delayed store-and-forward techniques demonstrated on SCORE and Courier were
developed further in the 1970s for data collection from remote platforms. A series of data-
collection payloads called ARGOS uses such techniques to collect small amounts of data from
thousands of small transmitters around the world. ARGOS, although not a two-way
communications system, demonstrated satellite communication using very small transmitters
and antennas, and also demonstrated simple random access techniques. ARGOS is discussed in
more detail in section 2.9.2.
The expanding use of computers in the 1970s led to renewed interest in communication by
store-and-forward message relay-initially through terrestrial networks. In the late 1960s and
the 1970s, the United States DOD, through the ARPA, funded important academic research
into computer networking. One of the results of this research was the growth of the ARPANET,
a network of computers linked by telephone lines. Users of the ARPANET soon understood the
potential of store-and-forward relay of computer data files, conference messages, news bulletins
and personal electronic mail. Since then-accelerated by the global explosion in the use of
PCs-store-and-forward communication networks using both terrestrial links and real-time
satellite links have become common (Tan: enbaum 1988).
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The first concrete proposal for a store-and-forward satellite system accessed by user-premises
ground stations was by Brandon (1973). Brandon predicted technology trends fairly accurately,
and his "message courier" satellite bears close resemblance to the systems which were
eventually implemented a decade later. He predicted that a 50-megabit bubble memory would
provide mass storage, not foreseeing that semiconductor memory would become the dominant
technology. He did correctly suggest that the large memory space would be broken into isolated
sections to protect the entire system against failure of a small area. Brandon stressed that small
ground stations would be located at each data source and destination, rather than having large
regional ground stations linked by telephone to the actual communicating computers. His
'small' ground station, however, had a lu-foot dish to communicate on 4-5 GHz. Brandon's
paper is important because it is the only proposal for store-and-forward message
communication via satellite published in the 1970s, and it correctly predicted that the necessary
memory devices would not be available until the 1980s.
In 1982, Yash Pal and his colleagues S. Ramani and Richard Miller revived the idea of using a
non-geostationary satellite to transfer electronic mail from place to place. These three were
primarily interested in communication for developing nations in equatorial areas. They
proposed the use of store-and-forward communication via LEO satellites to augment terrestrial
electronic mail systems, freeing users from the geographical limitations of the existing telephone
system. Pal's paper, "A Proposal for an 'Orbital Postman' to Meet Some of the Communication
Needs of the United Nations System" (1982) recommends a satellite in an equatorial orbit at
2000-3000 km altitude, with 64 kbitJs communication links, an on-board microprocessor and
two megabytes of solid-state memory. The technical ideas in Pal's proposals were largely based
on (Ramani and Miller 1982). In 1973, Brandon had not seen that microprocessors would
become the appropriate choice for controlling the store-and-forward satellites, but by the early
1980s, technology had advanced enough that a space-borne microcomputer with semiconductor
memory was the clear choice for a flexible digital communication system.
Also in the early 1980s, experimenters in the Amateur Radio Service realised that the
sophisticated, low-cost LEO microsatellites that they were building could be used as orbiting
message-relay systems. This is when VITA proposed to bring Pal's ideas together with amateur
satellite technology and build a low-cost communication satellite for delivering technical
information to workers in remote. rural areas (VITA 1983). Connors (1983), describes the
resulting satellite mission, called 'P ACSA T'. Although the PACSA T mission envisioned by
Connors was never flown. the concepts he and his colleagues proposed became central to the
store-and-forward communication missions of the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Brandon had estimated that the "data courier" satellite could be built for $2 million and that
ground stations would cost $88.000. Pal put the satellite at $10 million. and ground stations at
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$20,000. By the time that Connors and VITA began serious PACSA T mission planning,
satellite costs were estimated at under $1 million and ground stations at a few thousand dollars.
The radical decrease in ground station costs was due largely to the proliferation of PCs and
mass-produced radios. The proposals for inexpensive satellite construction were based on the
success of the VoSAT - I/OSCAR -9 satellite, a technology demonstration and education
microsatellite designed, built and operated in orbit by the Electrical Engineering Department at
the University of Surrey. VoSAT -1 flew two on-board microcomputers and 32 kilobytes of
solid-state memory, demonstrating the technology needed for a store-and-forward satellite
transponder (Sweeting 1982). Digital transmissions from VoSAT -1 could be received by
commercial VHF FM radios connected to PCs. Despite its sophistication, UoSAT -1 cost less
than £200,000 to construct, and was launched for free by NASA as a secondary payload.
UoSAT -1 showed that the goal of an inexpensive but computationally sophisticated satellite
was within reach, and by the mid-1980s, a number of groups were planning low cost store-and-
forward microsatellite systems.
The UoSAT-2 Digital Communications Experiment (DCE) was the first in-orbit experiment to
demonstrate that the proposals of Brandon, Pal and Connors could be implemented. It was
launched on the UoSAT-2 satellite in 1984. In 1985, H.E. Price and I programmed the DCE to
provide store-and-forward message relay within the Amateur Satellite Service. A second
Amateur Satellite Service store-and-forward transponder was placed on the FUJI-OSCAR-12
(FO-12) satellite launched in August 1986. The success of these early experiments encouraged
us to design more-advanced store-and-forward payloads for LEO satellites.
The opportunity to launch the next generation of LEO store-and-forward microsatellites did not
come until 1990, when the first Ariane ASAP was launched. Two groups placed store-and-
forward microsatellites on the first ASAP. The United States branch of the amateur satellite
organisation AMSA T (AM SAT-NA) designed and built their Microsat satellites for this
launch, while the University of Surrey used the opportunity to develop a new VoSAT
microsatellite. At this writing, six AMSAT-NA Microsats and seven UoSAT modular
microsatellites have been launched-all equipped for store-and-forward communications. My
research has contributed to all of these missions: the UoSAT microsatellites use the hardware
described in chapter 5 while both the UoSA T and AMSA T microsatellites use the protocols and
software described in chapters 6 and 7.
The United States expressed increasing interest in small, inexpensive LightSats throughout the
1980s. Forkenbrock (1987) stated that " ... [a LightSat] will store the messages and transmit
them to the recipients when it comes in view." Without presenting any details or references, he
speculated that LightSats would store a maximum of 5 megabytes of messages. The Global
Low Orbit Message Relay satellite (GLOMR), built with $1 million of DARP A investment,
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was an early result of this military interest (Covault 1985). An overview of DARPA's
participation in microsatellite developments is provided in (Asker 1990), and individual
DARP A missions are discussed in following sections.
Store-and-forward message satellites were also studied for the Swedish Space Corporation. The
'MAILSTAR' system would have been used by Swedish multi-national corporations. When
Graan described MAILST AR to the First Utah State University Small Satellites conference
(Graan 1987), he indicated that the project had run into fiscal difficulties and was going
through a period of "re-evaluation." Indeed, by 1988 the mission had been cancelled. Although
never realised in hardware, the MAILST AR mission provided an interesting example of the
differences between small satellite engineers trying to make their satellites more powerful and
traditional satellite engineers trying to make their satellites smaller. Swedish Space Corporation
commissioned two MAILSTAR studies, one from Surrev Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL)
and one from a consortium of Saab and Erikson in Sweden. Saab and Erikson built on existing
data relay systems such as ARGOS, and recommended using a tape-delay system with no on-
board data processing. IS The SSTL proposal incorporated the in-orbit experience of the
VoSAT -2 Digital Communications Experiment, proposing a small satellite with powerful
microcomputers.
This thesis documents the most recent developments in microsatellite store-and-forward
communication. As a result of the successful system presented here, there have been many
companies proposing to provide store-and-forward communication for various purposes. A
recent review can be found in Martin (1993).
15Personalcommunication with Swedish engineer.
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2.S. Literature
Experiments with extreme-low-cost implementations of store-and-forward satellite message
relay resulted in few publications in the professional journals. In the IEEE Journal of Selected
Areas in Communications, Karn and others (1985), and Diersing and Ward (1989) survey the
field of digital communications within the Amateur Satellite Service. In the lEE Journal special
issue on VoSA T -2, Price and I give details of the VoSA T-2 Digital Communications
Experiment (Ward and Price 1987). A paper which I delivered at the lEE International
Conference on Rural Telecommunications described potential applications of store-and-forward
satellite message relay in the rural areas of developing countries (Sweeting and Ward 1988).
Outside of the journals, two annual conferences have generated a significant number of
technical papers concerning store-and-forward microsatellites. The annual American Radio
Relay League (ARRL) Amateur Radio Computer Networking Conference brings together the
digital satellite designers from the Amateur Satellite Service, while the AIANVSV Conference
on Small Satellites gathers microsatellite professionals from around the world.
Papers published in the ARRL proceedings include Connors' early mission description (1983),
Karn's modulation and access paper (1983), Johnson's description of the UoSAT-2 Digital
Communications Experiment (1984), proposals by Hodgart and Ward (1986) for FSK
modulated links to LEO store-and-forward satellites, VoSAT-2 software design and operational
results by Price and Ward (1986), and a brief outline of the Japanese FO-12 satellite store-and-
forward system (Yamashita 1986). Just before the 1990 ASAP launch, this conference saw
several papers on the store-and-forward satellite systems awaiting launch: Clark (1988)
described the lu-kg AMSAT-NA Microsat bus, Johnson and Green (1988) presented their
digital hardware design, Price and McGwier (1988) outlined a multi-tasking computer
operating system which became the standard for these new satellites. and my two papers by
(Ward 1988a, 1988c) discuss the UoSAT-D Packet Communications Experiment.
Satellite design issues and in-orbit experiments have been detailed in the AMSA T -NA
Technical Journal: Ward (1987) presents and analyses the first memory-performance results
from the UoSAT -2 Digital Communications Experiment, Creager (1987) presents a proposal
for a series of Space Shuttle-launched store-and-forward LEO satellites, while Duncan analyses
both antennas (Duncan 1988) and power budgets (Duncan 1987) for these proposed missions.
The contents of these papers are introduced and discussed where relevant throughout this thesis.
The successful UoSAT and AMSAT-NA store-and-forward microsatellite missions have
resulted in a number of papers. Diersing (1990), King and others (1990) and my own paper
(Ward 1990) present initial results in the Proceedings of the 4th AlAAIUSU Conference on
Small Satellites, which has become the primary outlet for microsatellite and small satellite
technical information. In 1991 Diersing completed a doctoral thesis (Diersing 1991) which
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relied upon observations of the VoSAT-3 and PACSA T -1 downlinks to build probability
models and simulations of the LEO store-and-forward messaging environment. My thesis will
complement his results with a detailed description of system design and implementation.
The literature of microsatellite store-and-forward communications remains sparse. Missions are
frequently proposed in brief papers without significant detail-(Ginati and Lehmann 1992)
(Pavesi and Rondinelli 1992). Even successful in-orbit demonstrations are sometimes kept from
detailed publication: Military missions such as GLOMR and MACSA T and the commercial
demonstrator ORBCOMM-X have generated only a handful of cursory papers. The following
section presents the details that are known for various store-and-forward microsatellite
proposals and missions.
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2.9. Survey of Store-and-Forward Satellites
2.9.1. SCORE and Courier
SCORE and Courier, the first two communication satellites ever launched (1958 and 1960
respectively), carried store-and-forward relay equipment. By today's standards, these were
simple satellites, but they provide a good introduction to the basic architecture of a store-and-
forward communication satellite.
Courier' systems were roughly divided into housekeeping circuits and communications circuits.
The housekeeping circuits consisted of a VHF receiver, VHF tracking acquisition transmitter,
VHF telemetry transmitter, telecommand decoder and telemetry generator. All of these
housekeeping circuits except the telecommand decoder were equipped with redundant spares.
Such a housekeeping subsystem, largely independent of the communications package, is
especially important for an experimental satellite. Telemetry can be used to monitor the payload
and diagnose faults even if the payload itself is not operating correctly; the telecommand system
can be used to work around failures, perhaps extending mission lifetime.
The Courier communications package used magnetic tape recorders to store uplink messages
and later replay them on the downlink. The uplink used two 2-GHz receivers with a baseband
combiner to overcome fades induced by the satellite's spin; the receivers were connected to
antennas on different parts of the satellite, and the combiner selected the receiver with the best
signal-to-noise ratio. Under control of the telecommand circuit, the received signal could be
recorded on one of the five tape recorders. Using another telecommand, one of these tape
recorders could be switched to the 2-GHz downlink transmitters and played back. The uplink
and downlink tape-recorder selection commands were independent, so one tape could be
dumped while another was being loaded.
Thus, all of the subsystems for a store-and-forward communication satellite were present in
simplified form on-board Courier. An uplink receiving system, including data demodulators, is
connected to a message storage system. A command system directs messages into certain
portions of the memory, and selected messages are re-transmitted on the downlink.
Communications management tasks, such as the selection of the correct tape unit for recording
and playback, were left to ground station operators. Inmore modem systems, these tasks are
carried out by ground-station and spacecraft computers.
Terrestrial digital communications facilities could not keep up with Courier. Messages for
uploading arrived at the ground station and were punched on paper tape at 25 bit/so The paper
tape was played onto a magnetic tape at 1000 bit/s, and that tape was played onto the satellite
uplink at 55,000 bit/so Downloaded messages went through the reverse process.
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The Courier experimenters found it "impossible to generate a sufficient amount of live traffic to
fully load the Courier system" (Bartow 1964, p. 182), and so tests used simulated data.
Perhaps the lack of live traffic explains why there was little interest in store-and-forward
message relay immediately after Courier: digital communications was not yet widely used, and
there were simply no users for a digital message relay satellite
2.9.2. ARGOS
Data storage on magnetic tape is the basis of the ARGOS data-collection and transmitter-
location service, which has been in operation since 1979. The United States National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) LEO satellites TIROS-N and NOAA-A through -H
carry ARGOS payloads, built and operated by the French Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
(CNES). The first experimental satellite in the NOAA series was launched in 1979, and the
latest-NOAA-13-was launched in 199316. ARGOS gathers data from approximately 2000
remote terminals using the ARGOS store-and-forward facility. These terminals are mostly un-
manned scientific data reporting stations in remote areas and on drifting buoys (Henderson,
1988). Although ARGOS does not provide two-way communications, it is important because it
gathers data from very small, simple ground stations.
The small size of ARGOS ground stations is illustrated in French (1986), which shows a goose
fitted with an ARGOS data reporting system. Transmitters at the remote data reporting stations
(called platform telemetry transmitters or PITs) transmit randomly-timed bursts of data on the
40 I-MHz satellite uplink. Some of these bursts are received by the satellite data collection
system (DCS), demodulated and stored on magnetic tape. Data from the tape is sent to the
ground when the satellite next comes within range of one of the three primary telemetry ground
stations. From these stations, the data is transmitted by other means to the CNES ARGOS
processing centre in France. PIT owners can then receive their data either by digital
conununications link to CNES or by post. Data reaches CNES and is processed between 1.75
and 3.5 hours after it was transmitted to the satellite by the PIT.
2.9.2.1. System Architecture
The ARGOS message handling system consists of a wideband receiver and four
processing units (PUs) which can be made to scan the bandwidth of the uplink receiver
for PIT messages. Each PU is a PSK demodulator and message decoder. Decoded
messages are sent to the satellite's on-board data handling system and recorded on
16NOAA-13 was lost on 21 August, 1993, after 12 days in orbit (McKenna 1993). This may leave the
ARGOS system unexpectedly congested.
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magnetic tape. Having four PUs allows the ARGOS system to receive four PIT
messages concurrently, if necessary.
2.9.2.2. Multiple Access Protocol
The ARGOS PIT uplink is an important example of how simple ground stations can
access a LEO satellite. It uses perhaps the simplest multiple-access system, employing
neither central nor distributed control. PIT messages are between 350 and 920 ms
duration, containing 32 to 256 bits of data. Each PIT transmits its message
repetitively, at a fixed interval. No attempt is made to synchronise message
transmissions, and no acknowledgement of reception is sent by the satellite to the PIT.
PITs transmit regardless of whether the satellite is in range. This is similar to the pure
ALOHA multiple-access protocol discussed in chapter 3.
2.9.2.3. System Capacity
Although all PITs transmit on roughly the same frequency, each PIT's frequency as
received by the satellite is different because of Doppler shift. The importance of having
four scanning PUs is now seen: if there is a free PU at the beginning of the PIT
transmission, and if the PIT uplink frequency (measured at the satellite) remains
unoccupied throughout burst transmission, the burst will be received and recorded.
Otherwise the burst is lost. The four PUs increase the likelihood that a message will be
recorded.
The capacity of this system was analysed by Delmas (1975), using a simulator and
actual PU hardware. Purely mathematical analysis was discarded, because the
interference amongst simultaneous PIT transmissions and the effect of this interference
on the PUs could not easily be quantified. Using his simulation, Delmas found that with
4000 PITs uniformly distributed on the Earth's surface, burst success probabilities of
around 84% would be achieved. Although it is not perfectly clear from the paper, it
appears that this success rate is the probability of perfect reception of a single burst
when the satellite is in range of the PIT.
Assuming a uniform distribution of PIT's on the Earth's surface is a great
simplification. Another measure of ARGOS capacity comes from the CNES ARGOS
User's Guide which states that a burst success probability of 80% can be maintained if
1000 users are within the same satellite footprint transmitting short messages at
relatively long repetition intervals (32 data bits at 200 s intervals). Further analysis of
this case provides some insight into the efficiency of the ARGOS uplink:
A message containing the ARGOS header and 32 data bits is 80 bits long. Each
station's uplink data rate is thus:
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80 bit /200 s = 0.4 bit/s
Total data offered to the satellite is:
1000 x 0.4 bit/s = 400 bit/s
of which 80% is received:
0.8 x 400 bit/s = 320 bit/s
The ARGOS package has four receivers, which provide
4 x 400 bit/s = 1600 bit/s
raw uplink data capacity. Thus, the uplink efficiency in this case is
320 bit/s / 1600 bit/s = 0.2
or 20%. The remaining 80% is lost to the inefficiencies of multiple access. More
sophisticated multiple access techniques should reduce the fraction of bandwidth lost.
The ARGOS system is. however, exceedingly simple, and requires no downlink from
the satellite to the PITs.
2.9.2.4. Data Links
The modulation method used on the ARGOS uplink is 400 bit/s BPSK. Maximum
allowed PIT EIRP at the zenith is 39.5 dBm for linear polarisation and 37.5 dBm for
circular polarisation. Maximum and minimum EIRP are specified at each elevation
angle; approximately 10 dB relative gain at low elevations is allowed, to accommodate
the FSL profile. With this EIRP profile, the link BER at all elevations is approximately
. The packet error rate for 80-bit packets is thus:
~ornctlbil = 1- BER
~orncll pack.t = (p cornell bit)"
~rrorl ~t = 1- ~ofnctl pocket
= l-(l-BER)"
= 1- (1 - 1X 10-4 )80
~8xlO-3
[2-14 ]
2.9.2.5. Summary - ARGOS
The ARGOS system cannot easily form the basis of a two-way communications
network. The uplink channel has very low capacity when one considers that a page of
text is around 2 kilobytes of data. The satellite on-board communication and data
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processing hardware was simply not designed for message relay. Nevertheless, the
ARGOS multiple-access system gives a benclunark against which to judge other access
systems.
2.9.3. UoSAT-2
The VoSAT-2 microsatellite-Iaunched as a secondary payload by NASNDELTA on 1
March, 1984-was the first satellite to demonstrate computerised two-way store-and-forward
digital communications. The UoSAT-2 store-and-forward transponder, called the Digital
Communications Experiment (DCE), is one of several experiments placed on VoSA T -2 to
demonstrate the capabilities inexpensive microsatellites. UoSA T -2 is still operational in orbit
almost 10 vears after its launch, although some systems have succumbed to (presumed)
radiation damage.
The VoSA T-2 DCE was built by AMSA T engineers using funds provided by VITA. The goals
of the DCE were to:
•
Demonstrate that store-and-forward communications using a microsatellite and low-cost
ground stations could actually be implemented
Gather qualitative and quantitative information about the survival of very-large-scale
integrated circuit devices in the LEO environment
Gather statistics concerning temporary and permanent failures in CMOS static random-
access memories (SRAMs)
Gain direct experience with operation of a LEO store-and-forward satellite and ground
stations
•
•
•
2.9.31. On-board Computer
The DCE is based around an NSC-800 CMOS microprocessor running at 0.8 MHz.
Programs and dynamic data are stored in 16 kilobytes of CMOS SRAM protected by
hardware from radiation-induced single-event upsets. A further 14 kilobytes of CMOS
SRAM (without hardware error protection) are in the microprocessor memory space,
and 96 kilobytes ofSRAM (called the 'RAMUNIT) are available through a bank
switching scheme. The DCE serial ua interface is provided by two universal
asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) ICs. UARTs were chosen because, at the
time, no synchronous serial devices were available in low-power CMOS construction.
All of the DCE circuitry is held on three printed circuit boards (PCBs) with total
volume of 1061 cm3.
The DCE architecture (Figure 2-17) is the starting point from which AMSAT-NA later
developed the Microsat aBC and I designed the UoSAT-3 PACSAT Communications
Experiment (chapter 5). In particular, the division of memory between program RAM
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protected by hardware error detection and correction (EDAC) and message storage
RAM protected by software EDAC has become a standard architectural feature of
store-and-forward microsatellites. The DCE, while not a powerful computer by today's
standards, reflected the 1983 state-of-the-art in microcomputers.
Figure 2-17. UoSAT-2 DCE block diagram
The only permanent software in the DCE is a bootstrap loader stored in ROM. All
store-and-forward communications programs are uploaded using this ROM loader. In
later chapters, I will show that this approach to flight software is crucial for advanced
microsatellite missions.
The programming of the UoSAT-2 DCE was the first step in my research. Together
with H.E. Price, I developed a communications protocol which allowed PC-equipped
ground stations to send and receive messages using the DCE.
2.9.3.2. Data Links
UoSAT -2 provides a single uplink and downlink channel using 1.2 kbitls frequency
shift keyed audio subcarrier frequency modulating the RF carrier (AFSK-FM). AFSK-
FM is not an optimal technique in its use of bandwidth or transmitter energy, but it can
be demodulated after passing through any voice-quality FM receiver, and it can be
generated by any narrow-band FM voice transmitter.
UoSAT -2 was not designed to be accessed by simple, low-power ground stations.
Typically, the stations accessing the DCE used tracking antennas with 10 dB gain or
better, and generated uplink EIRP of 1000 W. Although its uplink was on VHF,
UoSA T-2 could provide either a UHF or a VHF downlink. Most stations found that
operating uplink and downlink simultaneously on VHF was difficult and opted to use
the UHF downlink. This VHF -up/UHF -down frequency combination became standard
for UoSAT satellites after UoSAT-2.
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2.9.3.3. Multiple-Access Protocol
UoSAT-2 was not designed for access by end-user ground stations. The network plan
was based around a relatively small number of gateway stations which would
concentrate messages from terrestrial packet-radio networks and exchange these using
the DeE. If several gateways are in the footprint at once, the DeE is allocated to one
gateway at a time on a first-come, first-served basis. When that gateway has completed
uploading and downloading all of its traffic, it relinquishes the DCE for other stations.
This is a simple system of sharing limited resources, which eliminates contention
between gateways during file-transfer.
2.9.3.4. Summarv - UoSAT-2
The VoSAT -2 DCE was the first modem store-and-forward transponder. It was used
by II gateway stations throughout the world, located in Antarctica, Pakistan,
Nicaragua, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, Germany, the Soviet Union. the
United Kingdom and the United States. These gateways did not generate large amounts
of traffic. Approximately 4 megabytes of traffic were handled between July 1988 and
October 1989, the most active period of the experiment. This was not a result of system
saturation, but rather a lack of gateway stations equipped to link terrestrial packet
networks to the satellite. Yet the DeE clearly demonstrated that a network of ground
stations around the world, built using inexpensive off-the-shelf components, could use a
microsatellite for store and forward communications.
For more details concerning the DCE see (Ward and Price 1987). This article is
contained in a Journal of the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers
supplement dedicated to the UoSA T-2 mission.
2.9.4. DARPA GLOMR
The Global Low Orbiting Message Relay satellite (GLOMR) was built by Defence Systems
Incorporated (DSI) for DARPA. GLOMR cost approximately $1 million and was released
from the cargo bay of the Space Shuttle. There are no published summaries ofGLOMR's
characteristics or performance, but some details can be gleaned from (Martin 1993) and various
news articles.
GLOMR was released from a Getaway Special Canister (GAS Can) in the Space Shuttle cargo
bay in October 1985. The GAS Can payload envelope is a cylinder 400 nun in diameter and
400 mm high, so DSI designed GLOMR as a 400 nun spherical polyhedron with solar panels
on 30 of its 62 facets. These generated approximately 5 W DC power (orbit average). GLOMR
weighed 68 kg (much of which was dead mass to give a high ballistic ratio and hence a longer
orbital lifetime). Released into a 326-km orbit, GLOMR remained in orbit for 14 months.
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GLOMR was designed to command and interrogate remote data-collection platforms. (At the
time that GLOMR was built, DARPA was investigating ways to use remote platforms to detect
submarines in the Arctic seas.) As GLOMR passed within range of a remote platform. it
transmitted a command to activate the platform uplink transmitter. The platform then
transmitted its collected data to GLOMR for storage. GLOMR later relayed the data to a
command station. GLOMR represented an advancement on the ARGOS-style data-collection
system, since the GLOMR data-collection platforms were equipped with receiving equipment
and microcomputers.
Apparently DSI used an 80C86 microprocessor and 1 megabyte of RAM in the GLOMR
communications payload. The GLOMR communications links used 1.2 kbitJs PSK.
Unfortunately, nothing has been published concerning the actual GLOMR field trials. Thus,
GLOMR contributed little to the general (non-classified) knowledge of advanced LEO store-
and-forward satellite communications.
2.9.5. Fuji-OSCAR-12
The Fuji-OSCAR-12 (FO-12) Amateur Radio communication satellite was launched as a
secondary payload on the Japanese H-I launcher, 31 August, 1986. The FO- 12 bus was
designed and built by NEC and the transponders were built by AMSAT-Japan . Total cost of
FO-12 was $1.6 million, making it the most expensive OSCAR satellite at the time (Jansson
1987, p. 7) (Yamashita 1986). This high cost is not directly related to any leap in spacecraft
complexity, and so must be attributed to the involvement of a traditional aerospace contractor
unfamiliar with small satellite design and construction.
FO-12 carried both an analogue transponder and a store-and-forward digital communications
transponder (called the Mailbox). The mission objective of the FO-12 digital transponder was
to provide a store-and-forward communications facility to Radio Amateurs world wide.
Suitably-equipped Amateur Radio stations could access the FO-12 Mailbox directly, without
any intervening gateway ground station. Thus, FO-12 was the first store-and-forward
communications facility explicitly designed for direct access by numerous. un-co-ordinated end
users.
2.9.5.1. On-Board Computer
The FO-12 Mailbox used an NSC-800 microprocessor, running at 1.7 MHz clock
speed. The NSC-800 was selected for the UoSAT -2 DCE as an experiment, to find out
how it survived in LEO. Based on the success of the DeE, the NSC-800 was chosen as
the primary microcomputer for FO-12. This rapid acceptance of new technology after
in-orbit demonstration is a characteristic of the OSCAR program.
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Apart from the use of an NSC-800, the FO-12 Mailbox hardware design is
conservative. No VLSI peripherals (e.g. parallel or serial controllers) are used. All
peripheral functions are implemented in 4000-series CMOS logic, which is used for
space hardware because of its radiation tolerance.
The most complex and important circuits implemented in CMOS sequential logic are
synchronous serial controllers for four uplinks and one downlink. These controllers
perform framing, bit stuffing and CRC generation for the IBM High-level Data Link
Control (HOLC) frame format. By the time FO-12 was designed, HDLC had become
the de-facto frame standard for all packet radio experiments in the Amateur Radio
Service. Because there were still no CMOS HDLC chips available, the FO-12
designers decided to implement the functions themselves (as opposed to adopting an
asynchronous frame format as we did for the UoSAT-2 DCE).
Another interesting aspect of the FO-12 design is the bootstrap loader circuit. Instead
of using a bootstrap loader in ROM, the FO-12 designers designed a hardware circuit
which receives a single HOLC frame, checks it for errors, places it in memory and then
starts the NSC-800 CPU. This system replaces the dual-redundant boot PROMs and
switching hardware used in the UoSAT -2 DCE. It is also an improvement over the
bootstrap loader built in to the 1802 CPU-which does not detect errors. Although the
FO-12 hardware bootstrap loader is elegant, software bootstrap loaders have been
adopted on subsequent missions because of their greater simplicity.
2.9.5.2. Memory
FO-12 uses I megabyte of dynamic RAM (DRAM), all protected by hardware EOAC.
DRAMs were chosen over SRAMs. primarily to avoid all possibility of radiation-
induced latch-up. When FO-12 was designed. DRAMs also provided the highest
possible memory density, 256 kilobits per lC. The penalty for using DRAMs is
increased power consumption and increased incidence of radiation-induced upsets (see
chapter 3).
The NSC-800 has a 64-kilobyte address space. so the FO-12 OBC uses bank switching
to access the I megabyte of RAM. For failure resilience, any 32-kilobyte bank can be
placed in the lower half of the CPU address space. This address area is critical, since
the bootloader stores programs there and the CPU reads interrupt vectors from this
range. All of the 32 memory banks provide redundancy for this important memory
area.
The FO-12 memory design illustrates how memory redundancy is included in advanced
store-and-forward satellite payload designs; a large memory is divided into several
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small banks and initially all banks are available. If part of a bank fails. that bank can
be de-activated. If there is a particularly important memory address area, one of several
banks may be selected for that area. This memory design provides the largest possible
memory area at the beginning of the mission, provides redundancy in critical memory
areas, and allows failed banks to be isolated.
2.9.5.3. Data Links
FO-12 uses 1.2 kbitls uplinks and downlinks, with a different modulation technique on
each link. The two modulation and coding schemes were chosen to fit the specific link
requirements.
The uplink uses bi-phase (Manchester) FSK, because existing FM voice
communications equipment can generate this 2.4 kbaud signal. and it can be
demodulated by simple non-coherent demodulators on the satellite. Manchester coding
guarantees a signal transition for every data bit. providing an easily recovered clock
and reducing the DC component in the data. Reduced DC component makes the uplink
more tolerant of frequency offset, removing the requirement for Doppler shift
compensation. The disadvantage of Manchester encoding is that it doubles the
bandwidth occupied by the uplink signal: 2.4 kbaud signalling is carrying 1.2 kbitls
data. The FO-12 uplink design accepts this trade-off of bandwidth efficiency for
simplicity of ground-station and spacecraft hardware.
The FO-12 downlink is 1.2 kbitls BPSK. At 1.2 kbitls, BPSK will still fit through the
IF filters of a commercial single sideband (SSB) communications receiver. The SSB
receiver translates the PSK signal to audio frequency, and it can then be demodulated
by a low-speed digital logic circuit. The demodulator's carrier-recovery loop provides a
frequency-error signal which can be fed back into the SSB receiver to compensate for
downlink Doppler shift. When considering possible downlink transmission schemes. the
FO-12 designers seem to have used AFSK-FM as a benchmark, since AFSK-FM was
used on UoSAT-l and UoSAT-2 was also a standard feature ofTNCs. Compared only
to AFSK-FM, BPSK is clearly superior. On the power-limited satellite downlink. the
improved E,/No performance of BPSK outweighed the increased complexity of
transmitters, modulators, receivers and demodulators.
The FO-12 uplinks are in the VHF band, and the downlinks are in the UHF band. This
frequency plan was chosen to keep the satellite downlink free of intense crowding on
the Japanese VHF Amateur Radio band. Placing the uplinks on VHF avoids radar
interference which might degrade a UHF uplink (Kam 1985). These advantages were
seen to outweigh the problem of increased path loss on the UHF downlink, and this
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band plan has been used on all subsequent LEO store-and-forward satellites in the
Amateur Satellite Service.
2.9.5.4. Multiple Access Protocol
FO-12 uses pure ALOHA access to allow several ground stations to use the Mailbox
simultaneously. Ground stations simply transmit when they wish, and the link layer
protocol error-correction procedures replace packets that are destroyed when two
ground stations transmit simultaneously (collide) on the same uplink. Theoretically, a
1.2 kbitfs pure ALOHA uplink can provide a maximum of just over 1200 bitfs
throughput. To increase uplink capacity, FO-12 mimics ARGOS and uses four uplink
channels. The downlink is a contention-free channel providing 1.2 kbitfs capacity, still
somewhat greater than the combined throughput of four 200 bitfs uplinks. The notional
excess downlink capacity was earmarked for transmission of multi-destination
messages broadcasts (e.g. news bulletins and spacecraft telemetry). Using multiple
uplinks provides a simple solution to the relatively low throughput of ALOHA
channels.
Unfortunately, multiple uplinks increase both the RF spectrum requirement and the
peak uplink data rate which the satellite OBC must handle. Because all four receivers
may deliver successful uplink frames simultaneously, the OBC must be able to process
communications at four times the actual uplink data rate. The 1.7 MHz NSC-800 on-
board FO-12 can handle the 4.8 kbitJs bursts, but as link speeds increase, uplink data
burst handling could force the use of high-speed, high-power CPUs. Furthermore, the
satellite must carry demodulators, and perhaps several receivers. to accommodate
multiple uplinks. This is not an overwhelming disadvantage, as multiple receivers
increase failure resilience and do not consume much power. Nevertheless. they also
increase the complexity and cost of the satellite, and they are not truly redundant, but
rather necessary for full communications service.
The most important drawback of multiple uplink channels is the inefficient use of radio
spectrum. Spectrum is a limited and valuable resource. Simply to waste 80% of
occupied uplink spectrum through collisions of contending stations is not an acceptable
'standard practice.' Although FO-12 uses its multiple uplinks successfully, one goal of
my research was to develop access protocols which avoid this waste of spectrum.
2.9.5.5. Data Link Protocol
FO-12 uses the HDLC frame format, and the AX.25 data link protocol. AX.25 is the
standard link-layer protocol for communications in the Amateur Radio and Amateur
Satellite services. Indeed, because of the large number ofAX.25 TNCs already
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installed in amateur radio stations, no other link-layer protocols were considered for
FO-12 or for later Amateur Radio microsatellites. My research has shown that this was
not a completely successful decision, but AX.25 seems to have worked successfully for
FO-12 (though no systematic throughput measurements are known to have been made).
2.9.5.6. Higher Layer Protocols
The FO-12 Mailbox does not adhere to any established protocols above the AX.25
data-link layer. Ground stations are assumed to be simple terminals connected to
TNCs, and the on-board application program provides an ASCII command-and-
response interface.
2.9.5.7. Summarv - Fuji-OSCAR-12
FO-12 advanced the state of store-and-forward satellite communications in two ways: it
was the first (non-military) random-access two-way store-and-forward satellite
communications system, and it was the first to support synchronous HOLC-based
packet radio protocols. Though synchronous framing is not absolutely necessary, it is
more efficient than asynchronous framing. Furthermore, because FO-12 adopted
HOLC and AX.25 it served an installed base of ground station TNCs. Between 500
and 1000 ground stations in the Amateur Satellite service have used the FO-12
Mailbox.
Fuji-OSCAR-12 was withdrawn from service in late 1989 due to poor power system
performance. It was replaced in early 1990 by a similar microsatellite carrying an
identical store-and-forward payload, Fuji-OSCAR-20 (FO-20). FO-20 remains in
service, though its OBC has recently experienced problems.
2.9.6. AMSAT-NA Microsats
The Microsat project was conceived in 1989 by AMSAT engineers in the United States. who
wished to produce the smallest useful LEO microsatellite. The result is a 230-mm cube with
solar cells on all faces, weighing approximately 10 kg. The electronic systems are miniaturised
and highly capable. The first four Microsats were launched in January 1990 on the first Ariane
ASAP, along with two UoSAT microsatellites. Of these four, two are store-and-forward
missions, one is an experimental satellite for Weber State University, and the fourth is an
educational satellite owned by the Brazilian AMSA T organisation. The hardware details in
following paragraphs come from (Johnson and Green 1988).
2.9.6. I. On-Board Data Handling
The Microsat system architecture differs significantly from that used on UoSAT -2. and
FO-12. UoSAT and FO-12 include telecommand and telemetry subsystems which can
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operate without the aid ofOBCs (Figure 2-18 b). The OBC can provide enhanced
telemetry collection or autonomous command execution, but if the 0 BC fails, the
telemetry and telecommand subsystems continue to function. This architecture, with
high-capability layers (OBCs) backed up by high-reliability layers (CMOS sequential
logic) has proven very useful. In contrast to this, the Microsats use a single
microcomputer for all telecommand and telemetry, and even to control the power
system. This computer is called an Integrated Housekeeping Unit or IHU (Figure 2-18
a). Although the IHU can be reset using a special data sequence on the uplink, if the
IHU fails the satellite cannot be monitored or controlled.
Telemetry
aBC
Telemetry
(a) (b)
Figure 2-18. On-board data-handling architecture: (a) lHU and (b) layered
The lHU architecture is simpler than the layered architecture; no extra circuits or data
paths are included. If each component is a possible failure point. the IHU should be
more reliable than a layered system (which has many alternative circuits and data
paths). On the other hand, the layered system is unlikely to be totally disabled by any
single failure, because alternative paths for telecommand and telemetry are available.
Indeed, the ability to gather telemetry and issue telecommands when an OBC is not
operating correctly may allow the OBC fault to be diagnosed and repaired.
The Microsat designers decided that a central IHU was appropriate for store-and-
forward communication missions because these missions require a functioning OBC. If
the OBC fails, the mission is lost and no degraded operation is possible. Rather than
incorporating redundant OBCs (and the necessary telecommand logic to switch
between them) Microsats are built as inexpensively as possible so that in-orbit spares
can provide redundancy.
This seems logical, but ignores questions of software reliability and mission flexibility.
The OBC software may be disabled by bugs or radiation-induced errors. On a satellite
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with layered architecture. recovery from transient aBC failures is relatively simple and
safe-the hardware telemetry and telecommand circuits provide the ground controllers
with diagnostics and control. On an IHU-based satellite. if the IHU crashes. ground
controllers have no telemetry to diagnose the problem, the satellite is in danger because
the power system is not under IHU control. Software must be brought back on line
immediately. The IHU architecture was initially designed for AMSAT satellites in
elliptical orbits, spending hours in range of the ground control stations each day; the
IHU does not translate smoothly to the LEO environment, where it may be up to 10
hours before a control station can recover the satellite after a software failure.
In fact, I have developed much of the application software for the Microsats. To make
this a safe operation, software was extensively tested in orbit, under load on UoSAT
satellites before attempting to load it to the Microsat IHU. Without UoSAT satellites,
with their layered on-board data handling architecture, software development for the
Microsats would have been much more risky and difficult undertaking.
The Microsat IHU, which is also the store-and-forward payload computer, is based on
the NEC V40 CPU. This is a 16-bit CPU with an 8-bit data bus. The instruction set is
compatible with the Intel 8088. The V40 has many features which make it attractive
for a compact, high-performance aBC; UART, interrupt controller. DMA controllers
and counter/timers are built-in. In a single 68-pin IC. the V40 provides functions which
would require five VLSI packages if an 80C86 and peripherals were used.
HOLC serial 110 is supported by three NEC 7200 I serial controllers, each of which
provides two bi-directional synchronous serial channels. Although this could provide
six uplinks and six downlinks. the Microsats are configured to provide one downlink
data stream and five OMA-controlled uplink streams.
2.9.6.2. Memory
The V40 is a 16-bit CPU with an 8-bit address bus. providing a large address space
and modern CPU architecture, without requiring a full lti-bit-wide memory system. An
8·bit memory consumes less power and requires less EDAC circuitry than a 16·bit
memory, so this is an attractive architecture for a microsatellite.
All RAM in Microsat is CMOS SRAM. The V40 has 256 kilobytes of program RAM
protected by hardware EDAC. There are also 2 megabytes of bank-switched RAM and
6 megabytes of message-storage RAM accessed through an lIO port. The memory is
divided into banks, each with individual bus buffering and power control. If an SRAM
fails and draws excess current or loads the memory bus, the bank containing that
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SRAM can be isolated and powered down. Surface mounting techniques were required
to fit this amount of RAM in the exceedingly small available volume of 2116 ern!
2.9.6.3. Data Links
The Microsats use the same modulation techniques and link speeds as FO-12: 1.2 kbitls
Manchester coded FSK uplink and 1.2 kbitls BPSK downlink. These were selected to
maintain compatibility with existing FO-12 ground stations. Each Microsat has four
uplink channels on VHF and one downlink channel on UHF. The small size of the
Microsats limits power generation to approximately 6 W orbit average, so the IHU can
vary the UHF downlink power between I and 4 W.
2.9.6.4. Data Link Protocol
Like FO-12, the Microsats employ the HDLC frame format and the AX.25 link-layer
protocol.
2.9.6.5. Higher Layer Protocols
Initially, Microsat's designers intended to support a broad range of store-and-forward
message transfer protocols from simple ASCII terminal users to users of the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite. These protocols were
to be supported in a uncontrolled ALOHA multiple-access environment. Unfortunately
there was insufficient programming effort available to support these plans, and the
protocols that I developed for UoSAT -3 were also used on the Microsats.
2.9.6.6. Summary - Microsats
The Microsats have been successful; hundreds of ground stations around the world
have used them for store-and-forward message relay. The basic design has been
purchased by a commercial company (Interferometries Inc, U.S.A.) and with the help
of AMSAT engineers, Interferometries have produced a somewhat upgraded Microsat
which was launched as EYESA T -1 in 1993. Other AMSA T groups have also used the
design as a starting point for their own experimental satellites. AMSAT Italy and
AMSAT Mexico have built Microsat-type spacecraft. The Microsat bus is too small
for advanced experimental and communications applications. It does not produce much
power, and it leaves little volume for experimental payloads. The lack of redundancy in
the critical IHU is also worrying unless prospective customers can indeed afford to
construct and launch in-orbit spares. Nevertheless, the AMSA T -NA Microsat is an
important benchmark for microsatellite designers, showing what can be done with
sophisticated electronics in an extremely small package.
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2.9.7. DARPAMACSats
Following the (supposed) success ofGLOMR, DARPA remained interested in store-and-
forward microsatellites. The Small Experimental Communication satellite (SECS) was built by
DSI and launched on the first Pegasus launch in April 1990. SECS was placed in a polar
elliptical LEO 667 x 402 km. SECS was a secret project, and few details were made public: the
Navy did indicate that it would relay intelligence and communications from Arctic regions
(Rains 1990). Drawings and photos show a satellite very similar to GLOMR (AWST 1989)
(Pincus and others 1990).
InMay 1990, a Scout launcher placed two Multiple Access Communication satellites
(MACSats) in an 720 km orbit. The MACSats were built by DSI for DARPA at a cost ofS4.5
million each. They are cylinders 61 em diameter and 36 em tall, weighing 68 kg.
The MACSats are much more sophisticated satellites than GLOMR. Stabilised by gravity
gradient booms, they produce 9 W orbit average DC power, and provide UHF communications
links with up to 60 W downlink output power. Data rates are up to 2.4 kbit/s, with redundant
OBCs providing communications processing and satellite control. Messages are stored in 2.4
megabytes of RAM.
During Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the MACSats provided communications
service for a Marine Air wing in the Persian Gulf. These operations demonstrated both the need
for store-and-forward communication independent of the main military communication
networks, and the ability of inexpensive microsatellites to fill that need.
One surprising thing about the MACSats is the simplicity of their communication software. All
operations were scheduled in advance by a central command station, and the OBC was used
simply as a schedule processor. No attempt was made to manage multiple access contention or
to provide sophisticated protocol functions. No link error-correction procedures were used. and
users complained that incorrect data sometimes truncated messages. It should not be
assumed-simply because they were products of military engineering-that the MACSATs and
other DARPA store-and-forward micro satellites are equal in software complexity to the
UoSA T satellites described in the remainder of this thesis. Indeed, the utilisation report by
Steele and others (1991, p. 9) reveals that the MACSATs had software far simpler than that
which we developed for UoSAT -2 in 1985.
2.9.8. Other Store-and-Forward Satellites In Orbit
In 1992 and 1993 interest in store-and-forward microsatellites increased significantly. There
were many brief proposals and a few missions. Little is known about these missions. but
information is offered here for completeness.
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2.9.8.1. ORBCOMM Demonstrators
Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC) is one of the companies proposing Little LEO
communication satellite networks. The OSC network, called ORBCOMM. would
consist of 26 LEO satellites each with estimated mass of 150 kg. These are not really
microsatellites, but minisatellites, and the aim of the system is to provide near-real-
time data relay to and from hand-held terminals.
The ORBCOMM network will use some store-and-forward techniques, but these are
not aimed at long-distance file transfer. Messages from the ground stations are
expected to be less than 30 bytes long, and ORBCOMM is clearly designed for search-
and-rescue, paging and vehicle-tracking applications. The satellites' uplinks will be in
the VHF band, and these will have downlinks in VHF and UHF bands. Data rates will
be from 1.2 kbitJs to 56 kbitJs. These details are from OSC's filing before the United
States FCC (OSC 1990).
OSC has launched two rnicrosatellites as demonstrators for the ORBCOMM system.
The first, DATASAT-X was launched on the second Ariane ASAP in July 1991, but
was lost shortly after launch, possibly due to a software failure (Saunders 1991). A
replacement demonstrator was launched by on the third Pegasus flight in February
1993 (Harwood 1993). The satellite is working, but few operational details have been
released. The satellite is said to have tested the VHF uplink and downlink frequencies.
relayed GPS data between hand-held terminal and provided in-orbit testing for software
(Montgomery 1993). This is an excellent example of a microsatellite used as a proof-
of-concept mission for a system which will eventually be built with larger, more-
expensive satellites. Indeed. that the failed ORBCOMM-X could be replaced in 18
months is an advertisement for microsatellites.
2.9.8.2. GONETS
The Russian GONETS system is an attempt to market Soviet intelligence-gathering
satellites to store-and-forward communications users. Like ORBCOMM, GONETS
satellites are not microsatellites: they weigh 225 kg and provide 45 W orbit average
power. Data links range from 4.8 kbitJs to 64 kbitJs, in the UHF and S bands. BPSK
modulation is used with standard forward error correction (FEC) techniques.
This system is designed for true store-and-forward file transfer, but with a constellation
of 36 satellites to provide low message latency. It is not clear from available
information (a copy of an undated presentation by the Scientific and Production
Association of Application Mechanics) what type of on-board processing and memory
will be used; some documentation mentions 8 megabytes of RAM, but it is believed
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that this is a proposal for the newer satellites, not a specification for the existing
satellites. The original military GONETS satellites did not use on-board computers but
had sequential logic circuits controlling message store and forward operations.'?
17Personal communication with Soviet engineers.
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2.10. Summary-Chapter 2
This chapter has presented extensive background information relevant to microsatellite store-
and-forward communication systems. It has shown that such systems are radically different
from GEO satellite communication systems-in both the communication services they provide
and the means of providing that service. The low orbits typical of store-and-forward
communication satellites result in a dynamic communication environment which must be both
exploited and controlled.
Microsatellites-small, inexpensive satellites launched as secondary payloads-are well-suited
to LEO. These low-cost satellites, exploiting the whole-Earth coverage afforded by LEO, can
offer non-real-time data communication to user communities not served acceptably by present
communication systems. Some of these communities have been described, and microsatellite
systems which could serve them have also been introduced.
The history of the store-and-forward microsatellite did not really begin until the mid-1980s. but
since then there has been a steady increase in interest and in the rate at which publications have
appeared. The history and publications have been discussed.
Finally, I have given a comprehensive summary of existing satellite missions which are relevant
to the remainder of this thesis. Few store-and-forward microsatellites have been
launched-other than the UoSATs and Microsats which are the subject of my research. The
other satellites that have been launched are primarily military satellites, which use surprisingly
simple software and communication protocols. The remainder of this thesis concentrates
specifically on the on-board computing hardware and software which I developed for
microsatellite store-and-forward communication systems. While this chapter has remained
generaL the following chapters focus on the specific issues that I addressed, beginning with an
important environmental constraint-the LEO radiation environment.
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CHAPTER 3
SPACE RADIATION AND ITS EFFECTS ON STORE-AND-FORWARD
MICROSATELLITES
All of the modern store-and-forward microsatellites described in
this thesis employ on-board microprocessors and semiconductor
memories. This chapter describes the LEO radiation environment
and its etTects on the these critical devices. It shows that the
radiation environment in LEO need not rule out the use of mass-
market microprocessors and RAMs, if they are provided with
sufficient error-protection circuitry.
Semiconductors in orbit encounter potentially damaging ionising radiation. Although the
detailed physics of in-orbit radiation damage is outside the scope of my research, I needed some
understanding of radiation effects so that I could make correctly informed design decisions.
Both the software and the hardware used for computers in LEO must be designed to mitigate
radiation effects.
3.1. Literature
The literature of space radiation effects is concentrated predominantly in a single journal, the
IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science. In December of each year, the transactions incorporate
the Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects, which is the
forum for discussion of most new research into spacecraft radiation effects. These periodicals
yield up-to-date papers on specific experiments and theories. The ESA Radiation Design
Handbook (ESA 1987) provides a comprehensive introduction to the space radiation
environment and its effects on spacecraft engineering.
3.2. The LEO Radiation Environment
The radiation encountered by satellites in LEO comes from several sources: the sun, other
bodies in the solar system (e.g. Jupiter), galactic sources outside the solar system, atmospheric
nuclear explosions and nuclear interactions in Earth's atmosphere. Charged particles from these
sources are not encountered as a uniform flux near the Earth. Instead, the fluxes are modified
by the Earth's magnetic field, which is itself modified by the solar wind-a low-density, high-
velocity particle flux emitted by the sun.
The Earth's magnetic field is roughly a dipole, with field lines entering and exiting the Earth at
the magnetic poles. In general, at a given altitude, the magnetic field is stronger at high latitudes
and weaker at the equator. At a fixed latitude and longitude, field strength decreases with
increasing altitude. The Earth's field is not a perfect dipole field, but is tilted and offset with
respect to the Earth's geographical axis and altered by local geological anomalies. For satellite
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engineers. the most important manifestation of this geomagnetic field distortion is the South
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). The SAA is a broad region of reduced magnetic field intensity centred
approximately over 450 west longitude and 200 south latitude. LEO satellites passing through
the SAA experience radiation fluxes that would not otherwise be expected at such low altitudes.
The Earth's magnetic field traps charged particles such as electrons and protons. Trapped
particles follow helical trajectories along magnetic field lines until they near the north and south
poles, where the magnetic field lines converge. As the lines converge, a particle's motion along a
field line slows and eventually reverses. The particle is mirrored back toward the opposite
pole, oscillating in the Earth's field. This magnetic trapping is responsible for the VanAllen
belts, which are approximately toroidal concentrations of electrons and protons surrounding the
Earth's equator.
The following sections discuss the charged particles encountered in LEO. Both trapped and un-
trapped particle populations are characterised, and the effects of the SAA and other magnetic
field characteristics are noted.
3.2.1. Electrons
Electrons are the most common particles encountered in the Earth's magnetosphere, with fluxes
up to 106/cm2/s at LEO. They are concentrated in two toroidal trapping zones, called the inner
zone and the outer zone. At the equator, the peak of the inner zone is approximately 2600 km
altitude, and the outer zone peaks at 30,000 km. It would appear that LEO satellites are below
these belts. but the zones actually exhibit distinct 'horns' extending along the magnetic field
lines down to low altitudes in the polar regions. As a satellite in a high-inclination LEO enters
and leaves the polar regions it encounters trapped outer-zone electrons in these horns. Fluxes of
trapped electrons are also present at LEO altitudes in the SAA. Most LEO satellites encounter
trapped electron fluxes in these two regions.
The energy spectrum of trapped electrons is soft (i.e. it has little high-energy content). There is
no electron flux above 8 MeV in LEO. The SAA contribution is somewhat harder than that of
the polar horns. In a 500 km orbit, all of the flux above 7 MeV and most of that above 5 MeV
is concentrated in the polar horns.
The trapped electron populations are affected by the interaction of the solar wind and the
Earth's magnetosphere. Increases in the solar wind draw the Earth's magnetosphere away from
the sun, and when the solar wind subsides, the field lines rapidly contract back toward the
Earth, injecting electrons into the trapping zones. These events are more likely during periods of
high solar activity, which occur roughly every 11 years. During this solar maximum, trapped
electron fluxes can increase by a factor of five over solar minimum values.
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3.2.2. Trapped Protons
Large fluxes of trapped protons are also present in the magnetosphere. These are concentrated
in one belt, with its flux maximum (on the order of lOs/cm2/s) at 4,400 Ian altitude above the
equator. The trapped proton belt has only minor low-altitude polar horns, so LEO satellites
encounter trapped proton flux exclusively in the SAA, which ranges from the equator to 50°
south and spans the entire south Atlantic in longitude. The trapped-proton energy spectrum is
two orders of magnitude harder than the electron spectrum, with relatively high fluxes
(l00/cm2/s) with energy at or above 100 MeV.
Trapped protons are generated by cosmic-ray nuclear reactions in the Earth's atmosphere. Their
flux is modulated inversely by the l l-year solar cycle. This is because, at solar maximum,
increased magnetic shielding reduces cosmic-ray flux, and atmospheric expansion causes
greater absorption of generated protons. These effects decrease the trapped proton population
by 10% at solar maximum (compared to solar minimum).
3.2.3. Solar Flare Protons
Solar flares are another important source of protons. Solar flares are short-term events,
resulting in enhanced proton flux lasting usually for a few days. Solar flare protons reach LEO
only in the polar regions where the protons travel along open field lines to low altitudes. Solar
flare protons have a slightly higher energy content than trapped protons, extending to I04 MeV.
Proton populations from solar flares are not stable and predictable like trapped populations. so
they must be modelled by probability functions. Probability of flares increases at solar
maximum. Sims and others (1987), analysing an 850-Ian polar-platform orbit, assume that
98% of the time there are no energetic solar flares. 2% of the time there are flares contributing
high energy protons up to 104 MeV, and once each solar cycle there may be an 'anomalously
large event' that will dominate the total dose received over a satellite's lifetime.
3.2.4. Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays are nuclei stripped of their electrons arriving at the Earth from galactic sources,
the sun and nuclear reactions within the atmosphere. Light particles such as protons and alphas
(He nuclei) are most abundant, but heavier nuclei up to 30 atomic mass units (Ni) contribute
significantly to cosmic ray flux. (Increasingly heavy nuclei are encountered rarely.) One
important characteristic of the cosmic ray flux is that it is very diffuse. At LEO, the maximum
flux is on the order of 10/cm2/s. However, the extremely high energies of cosmic rays make
them extremely damaging. Some particles have energy up to 100 GeV. Cosmic ray flux is also
inversely modulated by the solar cycle, peaking at solar minimum with flux values several times
higher than at solar maximum,
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Charged particles moving at right angles to magnetic fields are deflected, and hence the Earth's
magnetic field shields objects at low altitudes from cosmic rays. This shielding is most effective
at equatorial latitudes, where penetrating particles have to cut directly across the field lines. The
polar regions are more exposed to cosmic rays, which reach low altitudes by travelling parallel
to the magnetic field lines. Each point within the magnetosphere can be reached only by cosmic
rays with a sufficiently high ratio of momentum to electrical charge (magnetic rigidity). This
geomagnetic cut-offpoint can be calculated for any location in the magnetosphere and averaged
over a particular satellite's orbit. Orbit-averaged geomagnetic cut-off can be combined with
knowledge of the cosmic ray spectrum arriving outside the magnetosphere to calculate the
cosmic ray spectrum experienced by a particular satellite.
3.2.5. summary-LEO Radiation Environment
The radiation environment encountered by a satellite in a polar orbit between 400 and 1000 km
altitude is dominated by trapped protons and electrons in the SAA. Because of the great extent
of the SAA, it is encountered during most of the satellite's orbits. The electron spectrum is soft,
limited to below 10 MeV. The proton flux is much harder, with contributions above 100 MeV.
Outside the SAA, the satellite passes through the polar horns of the inner electron zone four
times per orbit. Solar flares, although infrequent, will contribute protons up to several hundred
MeV, principally in the polar regions. Energetic, highly charged cosmic rays will occur at low
fluxes (less than l/cm2/s), but with energies into the GeV range. At equatorial latitudes, the
Earth's magnetic field will deflect these cosmic rays, but at higher latitudes they will reach
LEO.
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3.3. Radiation Effects on CMOS Semiconductor Devices
When designing microsatellites, the need to conserve power dictates that complimentary-
symmetry metal-oxide semiconductors (CMOS) be used wherever possible. On Earth, CMOS
integrated circuits (ICs) are used in equipment where power consumption must be minimised
(e.g. portable computers), therefore many complex and useful functions are implemented in
CMOS. The basic building block of CMOS circuits is the complimentary field effect transistor
(FET) pair shown in Figure 3-1. Because it draws virtually no current when it is in a steady
logic state, it dissipates little power.
x-{ x
Vee
Figure 3-1. CMOS inverter
The FETs in CMOS ICs are constructed as shown in Figure 3-2. In this n-channel FET, the Si
substrate is lightly doped p-type. Source and drain are doped heavily n-type, directly into the
substrate. The gate insulator is Si02, and gate metal is deposited on top of this. Feature sizes
may be as small as 2 microns.
The correct operation of a CMOS FET depends upon the exact conducting, semiconducting, or
insulating characteristics of these small features. Thus, it is not surprising that ionising
radiation can significantly alter CMOS IC operation. The following sections describe the
cumulative effects of radiation, followed by the effects of single particles.
3.3.1. Total Dose Failure
Long-term exposure to ionising radiation causes permanent damage to CMOS ICs. Such
damage is a function of the amount of energy that has been deposited in a device by radiation.
This is called the dose, and is measured in rads or Grays.
1 rad = 100 ergs / g
1 Gray = 1 Joule / kg = 100 rad
The radsi is amount of energy per unit mass that a specific radiation fluence would deposit in
Silicon. This unit is used when specifying a radiation spectrum, since the actual absorbed dose
will depend upon the absorbing material.
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Drain
Source
Figure 3-2. An n-channel MOSFET
Radiation dose damages CMOS FETs by depositing charge in the insulating layer that
separates the gate metal of the FET from the channel. This oxide is called the gate OXide, and it
is a fraction of a micron thick. An energetic particle passing through the gate oxide causes
ionisation, the generation of electron-hole pairs in the oxide. The electrons are mobile and the
holes are relatively immobile. If the gate is positively biased at the time of the ionisation, an
electric field will exist throughout the oxide, and the mobile electrons will be attracted to the
gate electrode and removed. The holes remain, so there will be excess holes in the oxide,
concentrated at the boundary between the Silicon substrate and the gate oxide. These holes are
trapped in the oxide, hence this process is called charge trapping.
The switching characteristic of a MOSFET is usually described by a graph of drain current (Id)
versus gate voltage (Vg) at a fixed drain voltage (Vdd)' The threshold voltage (Vt) is the value
of V which reduces Id to some specified minimum. When V is below Vt' the FET switch isg g
'off', when Vg is above Vt the switch is 'on'. This switching characteristic is essential in digital
circuits.
The effect of charge trapping in the gate oxide of an n-channel MOSFET is similar to the
application of a positive Vs: The trapped holes repel holes from the channel, the surface of the
channel begins to act like an n-type semiconductor, and drain current will flow. V
t
will get
lower and the entire I~ g curve will shift toward lower values of Vg as radiation dose increases.
At some value of dose, Vt will pass through zero and the input device will no longer be able to
tum the FET off-even by setting Vg to zero. In this state, the FET will draw leakage current
in what should be its low-power state. When power consumption becomes intolerable the device
has failed. This failure mode is called "Vt ofn-channel crossing zero" (VTNZ) (ESA 1987).
Figure 9-3 illustrates the shift of the FET Vlid characteristic with increasing dose.
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Figure 3-3. Shift of FET characteristic with increasing
radiation dose for an n-channel device. (a) shows the normal
operating condition, with Vt at 2.5 V; (b) shows the VTNZ
failure point, and (c) shows considerable leakage current
with Vg.equal to zero.
The IJV g curve for a p-channel FET will also shift toward negative values of Vgwith increased
radiation dose. This does not result in increased leakage current, but has the opposite effect:
eventuallv the input device will not be able to tum the FET on. In this case, the FET will not
switch, and the circuit fails.
VTNZ failure is the most important total-dose failure mode for CMOS devices. True functional
failure may only come after an order of magnitude further radiation dose, but after passing
VfNZ. the standby current if the IC will have increased by several orders of magnitude. This
increase in current is particularly damaging on a microsatellite, which is already power limited.
Oxide thickness and oxide manufacturing technique influence the rate of charge trapping and
hence the dose at which a device reaches VTNZ. The manufacturing methods used in mass-
production of CMOS ICs are not necessarily those which result in radiation tolerance. and even
ICs from the same production batch may vary widely in total-dose tolerance (hardness). As a
rule of thumb, standard CMOS VLSI devices will survive between I and 10 krads total dose.
3.3.2. Single Event Upsets in CMOS VLSI Devices
While the effects of radiation dose develop over days or years, individual protons and cosmic
rays can have instantaneous effects. A single ionising particle depositing energy in a
semiconductor can cause a single event upset (SEU), if it deposits enough energy to change the
state of an SRAM bit or discharge the MOS storage capacitor in a DRAM bit. SEUs are not
permanently destructive. Although the previous contents of the memory bit are lost, the bit will
correctly store new data written to it. SEUs have been studied since the mid 1970s when
unexpected changes were observed in logic circuits on-board GEO satellites. Binder and others
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(1975) proposed that some of these upsets were caused by energetic cosmic rays charging the
junction capacitance of transistors within the ICs. Their computer simulations and electron
microscope experiments showed that galactic cosmic rays in the iron group could penetrate the
satellite body and deposit enough energy to cause the observed upsets. Cosmic rays were later
found to affect NMOS DRAMs, which store bits as charge in MOS capacitors. Sivo and others
( 1979) used modelling techniques similar to Binder's to predict cosmic ray SEUs in CMOS
SRAMs. The following discussion will concentrate on CMOS SRAM cells, which are the
building blocks oflarge CMOS SRAMs, microprocessors and peripheral ICs.
The reverse biased drain junctions of a MOSFET are sensitive to energetic cosmic rays. When
an energetic charged particle passes through the depletion region surrounding such a junction, it
generates a hole-electron pairs by ionisation. The field across the junction separates the holes
from the electrons, creating a current pulse. For example, in a p-channel device, the holes are
swept into the drain. If the drain current pulse is large enough, the memory cell will change
state.
A certain minimum current pulse must be generated in the junction to induce state change. This
current pulse represents a specific critical charge (Qmin)' which is the minimum number of
electron-hole pairs which must be generated to cause an SEU. This can be converted into the
minimum required energy deposition (Emin), knowing that 3.6 eV deposited in Si generates one
electron-hole pair. If an ion passing through the junction deposits at least Emin, it causes an
SEU. To deposit Emin, the ion must have enough energy to begin with, and it must deposit this
energy as it traverses the junction.
The length of the ion's path through the depletion region can be calculated geometrically:
s = Dcos(0) [3-1]
S == path length through the depletion region
D == depth of the depletion region
e == angle of incidence of the ion
In practice, charge funnelling and diffusion complicate this process, but these effects are
outside the scope of this simple analysis. It is sufficient to note that the maximum path length is
a function of device geometry, and the actual path length is a function of device geometry and
ion incidence angle.
An ion travelling through a junction loses energy along its entire path, not at a single point.
Each energetic ion has a characteristic linear energy transfer (LET) value, which describes the
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energy deposited per unit path length. LET is generally specified in ~:) .1 To determine
Icm1
whether or not a specific ion can cause an SEU when passing through a specific junction, one
must multiply the length of the ion's path through the junction, the ion LET and the density of
Si. If the result is greater than Em;n' then the ion can cause an SEU.
Some ions will only have LET large enough to deposit Emm ifE> is small. Furthermore, ions
which cannot deposit Ern;n at E>equal 0° are said to be below the LET threshold, and can never
cause an SEU in the device under consideration.
Experimental programs for determining the SEU sensitivity of ICs generally attempt to measure
the SEU cross-section for each device. This is calculated by taking the reciprocal of the fluence
needed to cause a single SEU-e.g. if the first SEU for the device under test occurred at a
fluence of2 ions/cm-, the cross-section is 0.5 cm. The LET of the ion used to measure cross-
section must also be specified. since high-LET ions may cause more SEUs than low-LET ions
in particular devices. For a given ion LET, the smaller the device cross-section, the less
susceptible the device is to SEUs. SEU cross-section is also used to calculate the rate at which
a particular ion flux will cause SEUs in an IC.
It is now possible to examine how SEU rate predictions are made for a specific device on-board
a specific satellite. First, the threshold LET and SEU cross-section for the device are measured.
This is usually done by testing sample devices in a cyclotron or exposing them to the fission
products of a Californium 252 source. A large body of tabulated data can be found in Nichols
and others (1983), (1984), (1985) and (1987). Second, the cosmic ray environment for the
satellite is calculated and presented as a LET spectrum showing the flux of ions at or above
each LET. TIle final calculation is simply to take the flux of ions with LET greater than the
device LET threshold and multiply this by the device SEU cross-section. The result is SEUs per
unit time. This is shown by combination of units below:
flux = ion /(cm2 x s)
cross-section = (cm2 x SED) I ion [3-2]
flux x cross-section = SEU / s
Again, this is a simplified discussion. The relationship between cross-section and ion LET is
ignored, and all ions above the threshold LET are assumed to experience the same device cross-
'Path length is been lumped with the density of the material through which the ion is passing: (g/cm3)
x (em) = g/cm2. This accounts for the fact that energy is deposited more quickly in denser materials.
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section. In some devices the threshold is sharp and this simplification makes no difference. In
other cases the threshold is not steep and the calculations must be corrected.
SEU rate predictions made by the process described above are valid for direct ionisation by
heavy, charged particles-primarily cosmic rays. SEUs caused by protons are not predicted in
this manner, because protons generally cannot deposit Emin by direct ionisation. Nevertheless,
protons can cause SEUs, primarily through proton-induced nuclear reactions. Peterson (1981)
describes three types of proton reactions in silicon: silicon nucleus recoil, nuclear reactions
producing alpha particles, and nuclear reactions producing heavy nuclei. Concerning the
likelihood of these reactions, he states that only 3.6 of every 105 incident protons will produce a
nuclear reaction in a 10 micron slab of silicon. Although this is a very small fraction, proton
flux in a LEO passing through the SAA can rise to nearly l04/cm2s. Thus SEUs from proton
nuclear reaction may be frequent. Proton sensitivity data is not widely available. Data collected
from the UoSA T satellites by myself and C.L Underwood indicate that for large CMOS
SRAMs (4 kilobits and above) proton reactions in the SAA produce most ofSEUs observed in
a polar LEO.
3.3.3. Destructive Latchup
The current pulses that produce SEUs in CMOS devices can also produce self-sustaining
tatchup between the IC power supply and ground. When latchup occurs, excess power
dissipation in the latchup path can permanently damage an IC.
The p-channel and n-channel MOSFETs that make up a CMOS inverter can also form a pair of
base-junction transistors coupled with positive feedback. The n-type substrate forms the base of
the p-n-p transistor and the collector of the n-p-n. The p-well (of the n-channel FET) forms the
base of an n-p-n transistor and the collector of the p-n-p (Figure 3-4). The equivalent circuit
shows how two bi-polar transistors in a silicon-controlled rectifier structure are formed.
c[Ip-type
_ n-type
Figure 3-4. Latchup structure in a CMOS IC
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The equivalent circuit shows the positive feedback paths that sustain latchup. During normal
operation, the base and emitter of each transistor are connected to the same potential, thus no
base current flows. If base current begins to flow in either transistor, collector current will flow,
the second transistor will become forward biased and the circuit will latch. An ionising cosmic
particle could cause the initial pulse of base current needed to tum on this feedback loop.
Latchup threshold experiments are typically performed along with SEU threshold
measurements. The results are specified as a latchup LET threshold, and as latchup cross-
section versus ion LET. Fortunately, latchup cross-sections are usually much smaller than SEU
cross-sections. For example, the SEU cross-section of a Harris 6504 SRAM is listed by
Nichols and others (1985) as 5 x 10-3 cm2, while the latchup cross-section for the same device
was found by Reier (1986) around 5 x l O-s cm2. Although latch-up is rare, it is devastating.
Unlike an SEU. a latchup can destroy an Ie; unlike total-dose failure, latchup destruction can
occur early in a satellite mission.
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3.4. Mitigation of Radiation Effects
The preceding sections describe the three major effects of ionising radiation on the CMOS ICs
that are used in a typical store-and-forward microsatellite:
• Gate-oxide charge trapping caused by total radiation dose limits the useful lifetime of
CMOS semiconductors.
• Energetic ions and protons cause SEUs that alter the registers in a microprocessor, or
corrupt programs and messages in RAM, but cause no permanent damage.
• Energetic cosmic rays can also cause destructive latchups, which permanently damage
CMOS gates.
Microsatellite designers must understand how each radiation damage process affects a proposed
mission, and employ techniques to reduce these effects to acceptable levels. The following
paragraphs examine the techniques available for coping with total-dose damage, SEUs and
latchups. This discussion includes results from UoSAT in-orbit radiation monitoring
experiments. These experiments started with UoSAT-2 and continue on the latest UoSAT
microsatellites. The UoSAT-3 radiation monitoring experiment is described in chapter 5.
3.4.1. Shielding
To protect sensitive electronic components from radiation, the radiation must be stopped or
degraded by shielding. All material between the outside of the satellite and an IC acts as
shielding. The material may be specifically designed shielding, structural material, or even other
electronic components. The amount of shielding is usually expressed as mass thickness-the
product of the density and the thickness of shielding materials (g/cm-). The effect of a given
mass thickness of shielding is roughly independent of the shielding material. That is, I glcm2 of
aluminium shields approximately as well as 1 g/cm2 of iron or plastic. The most common
structural material in microsatellites is aluminium, and 1 mm of aluminium provides 0.27 g/cm!
shielding. Typically, in a UoSA T microsatellite, circuits are shielded by a minimum of 4 mm
AI, equal to I g/cm-.
When radiation passes through a shield, its energy and flux spectrum will be altered. The shield
will completely absorb some low-energy particles, and the remaining particles-transmitted
through the shield-may have lost some energy. Shielding effects differ for electrons and
protons.
Electrons lose energy continuously as they pass through shielding. Those which lose all of their
energy are stopped, and those which pass through the shield exit with reduced energy. Thus, the
emitted spectrum will differ from the incident spectrum in two ways: there will be little or no
electron flux below a certain energy, and above this energy the flux will be reduced. For
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example, I g/cm- of Aluminium shielding will practically eliminate electrons below 2 MeV, and
will reduce the number of 4 MeV electrons by 50% (ESA 1987, Fig. 16-4).
Protons, on the other hand, don't lose energy uniformly along their path through the shielding.
Therefore the effect of shielding on protons is somewhat different from its effect on electrons.
They lose most of their energy at the end of their path, just before absorption. Thus, if a proton
is not absorbed by the shielding, it emerges without having lost much energy. The effect of
shielding on an incident proton spectrum is to eliminate all flux below a certain energy (by
absorption in the shielding) and to transmit the rest of the incident spectrum unchanged. One
g/cm2 Aluminium stops protons below 28 MeV and does not effect those with higher energy.
From the above, it is clear that the reduction of total dose by shielding depends upon depth of
shielding and incident proton and electron spectra. Shielding is used primarily to reduce the
total dose of radiation received by satellite electronics, since it can stop much of the electron
flux. It is not practical to stop the high-energy protons and cosmic rays which cause SEUs. For
example, a 50 MeV proton can penetrate I em of aluminium, yet there are significant fluxes of
protons above 100 MeV in LEO.
When building microsatellites, we do not want to restrict our designs to the small subset of ICs
specifically manufactured for radiation tolerance. Non-hardened, commercial ICs will generally
operate up to doses between 1 and 10 krad. The UoSA T -5 total dose experiment has measured
the external radiation dose rate in a 870 km polar LEO at approximately 15 rad/day, so a
typical device might survive unshielded for between 2 months and 2 years. We would hope to
add sufficient shielding for a five or even ten year mission. The microsatellite solar panels and
structural elements provide several mm of aluminum shielding. In UoSAT -5, this reduces dose
rate to between .5 and 1.1 rad/day inside the satellite. This structural shielding, then, is
sufficient to provide microsatellite lifetimes up to 20 years using non-hardened components.
Therefore, no additional specific shielding is added to the UoSAT LEO microsatellites.
3.4.2. SEU Detection and Correction
The UoSA T missions have provided a large amount of data concerning SEU rates for
commercial SRAMs. This data covers devices from several manufacturers ranging from 16
kilobit to I megabit per IC. Full results are published in (Underwood and others 1992). To
summarise, SEU rates vary from 10.8 SEUlbitiday to 10.6 SEUlbitiday. This results in two
errors per day in the 512 kilobytes ofUoSAT-5 program memory and 50 errors per day in the
13 megabytes of message-storage RAM. These errors must be corrected if the store-and-
forward payload is to operate reliably and provide error-free data transfer.
SEUs in the program RAM must be corrected before the CPU receives and interprets
instructions or data. This implies that the CPU itself cannot be used to detect and correct the
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errors. In this situation, hardware error detection and correction (EDAC) circuits must be
employed. A hardware EOAC circuit implements an error-correcting code, typically a
Hamming (12,8) code. This code uses a 12-bit word to store and protect 8 bits of data; the 4
extra bits are the EDAC code bits. When data is written to RAM, the EDAC circuit generates
the correct code bits and stores them in an extra memory area. When CPU reads from the
RAM, the EOAC circuit reads the data bits and the code bits, checks data integrity, and applies
any necessary bit correction before delivering data to the CPU. (Corrected data is not written
back to RAM, however.) Figure 3-5 is a block diagram of this hardware EDAC system. The
Hamming (12,8) code can detect and correct single bit errors in the 12 bit code word. The
implementation of the UoSAT-3 hardware EOAC system is described in chapter 5.
CPU
Hamming
encoder
Code RAM
(4 bits)
Figure 3-5. Hardware EOAC system
While program RAM requires the immediate correction of SEUs without the intervention of the
CPU, message storage RAM can be protected by other techniques. The main differences
between program RAM and message RAM are:
• The CPU can assist in SEU detection and correction for message RAM.
• Software accesses the message RAM in blocks, rather than byte-by-byte.
Thus, the message RAM can be divided into relatively large blocks (e.g. 100 bytes or larger)
with each block protected by an error correcting code implemented in software. Codes to
protect large blocks against relatively small errors (e.g. one byte error in a 100 byte block) are
far more efficient than the codes used in hardware EOAC schemes. Typically, the ratio of data
to redundancy (the coding rate) in these codes is 0.99 (versus 0.67 for the Hamming [12,8]
code). The UoSAT store-and-forward satellites use software EDAC to protect message
memory; this is described in chapter 7.
With program RAM protected by hardware EOAC and message RAM protected by software
EDAC, the central processor and its support circuits are still exposed to SEUs. To detect these
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errors at the hardware level would be too complex for a microsatellite. They could be detected
by self-checking software, though even this does not assure that all errors will be detected
before causing erroneous activities. Fortunately, processor upsets have proven to be of no
practical importance in LEO microsatellites. This is apparently due to the relatively small
population of critical bits in the CPU and peripherals. The 80C 186 CPU contains around 320
register bits; if we include all the built in peripherals, there are perhaps 1000 bits that could be
critical. If there were 1000 critical bits and an SEU rate of 10-6 SEUlbitiday, then the SEU rate
in the entire population would be 10-3 SEUlday, or 0.3 SEU/year. This is certainly a pessimistic
estimate. Many of the bits in the processor and peripherals are not always critical, and the
underlying SEU rate used in the estimate is the highest of any RAM device observed on
VoSA T. In summary, although SEUs certainly occur in microsatellite OBC CPUs, they are so
rare as to be unimportant in store-and-forward communications missions. The combination of
hardware EDAC for program memory and software EDAC for message memory is sufficient to
protect a sophisticated microsatellite on-board data handling system from SEVs.
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3.S. Summary-Radiation
Ionising radiation passing through CMOS semiconductors inflicts permanent total-dose damage
and causes temporary single-event upsets. The total-dose environment inside a microsatellite in
polar LEO is not particularly harsh (when compared to orbits that are permanently within the
trapped Van Allen belts), and commercial ICs can be expected to last for several years. The
SEU environment is of more concern, and any microsatellite using standard CMOS SRAMs
must employ SEU detection and correction techniques. For program memory, which must
always deliver correct bytes to the CPU, hardware EDAC circuits must be used. For message-
storage memory, software EDAC is preferable. Chapters 5 and 7 describe the implementation
ofSEU protection on UoSAT-3.
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CHAPTER 4
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS FOR STORE-AND-FORWARD
MICROSATELLITES
This chapter reviews communication protocol concepts, and
presents a network model for the LEO store-and-forward
communication system. In this network model, the LEO satellite
becomes a file-transfer node that can be used for a wide range of
applications. Existing protocols are reviewed and their suitability
for such a system assessed.
Communication protocols have been widely studied and standardised since the late 1960s.
Tanenbaum's book Computer Networks (1988) provides an outstanding and thorough treatment
of the resultant state of the art. Like most texts, this book depends upon a widely accepted
model of communication systems, which views the system as a hierarchical structure composed
of several protocol layers. Within a communicating node, each protocol layer provides services
to the layer immediately above it, and calls on the services ofthe layer immediately below it. No
other interfaces between layers exist. Thus, the various protocollayers within a node form a
stack, with received data moving 'up' and transmitted data moving 'down.'
When two nodes communicate, the processes at the same layer in each node operate as if they
were directly connected. The peer processes operate without regard to the details of protocols
in lower layers, even though the lower layer protocols actually transfer the data. For example, a
layer-4 process in node A communicates with layer-4 process in node B using a layer-4
protocol, despite the fact that the data is physically transferred via intervening layer-3, -2 and -
1 processes and protocols. This is shown in Figure 4-1. As Tanenbaum succinctly states it
(1988, p. 20): "TIle key idea throughout is that although actual data transmission is vertical
... each layer is programmed as though [the transmission] were really horizontal."
Logical Links
•T.,.:;::::::~;~ .- ~ {~:::::::.:.',
Physical layer
Link layer
Node A NodeB
Figure 4-1. Layered communication protocols
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In a particular node, the process at layer n is accepts protocol data units (POUs) from the
process at layer n+ 1. To send control information to the layer n peer in another node, the
process adds a protocol header to the PDU, creating a new PDU that is passed down to the
process at layer n-l. The layer n+ 1 PDU plus the layer n protocol header form the layer n PDU
(Figure 4-2). Finally, at the lowest layer, the PDU is physically transferred to another node.
When the resulting packet arrives at another node, it is passed up the protocol stack. The
process at each layer removes the header added by its peer, interprets the header, takes
necessary actions, and (possibly) passes the remainder of the packet up to the next higher
process. Each process interprets only the header placed on the packet by its peer in another
node; it treats the rest of the packet as 'data' (although it is in fact both application data and
protocol headers for upper layer protocols) .
._ layer4 PDD __.,
.._ layer 3 PDD _
I layer 3 header I I layer 4 header II layer 4 data
Figure 4-2. PDU encapsulation
The overwhelming advantage of this strictly layered architecture is modularity. A protocol at
one layer may be changed without affecting the other layers, or a protocol stack may support
several upper layer protocols tailored to different tasks. TI1US, the idea that protocols should be
specified and implemented in layers has been globally accepted. Despite this, precise
specification of the appropriate number of layers and their tasks is a controversial subject.
The International Standards Organisation (ISO) has agreed on a standard set of layers, and
adopted standard protocols at most layers. The standardised network model. called the Open
Systems Interconnection Reference Model (OSI-RM), has seven layers. From the top down,
these layers are called the application, presentation, session, transport, network, data link and
physical layers.
Other network models exist, and some are widely used. In particular, the ARPANET
protocols-widespread because of their use in the UNIX operating system-do not correspond
directly to the OSI-RM. The most common ARPANET protocols are the Transmission Control
protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP) which roughly correspond to the OSI Transport
and Network layers. The ARPANET protocols were developed during the course of
experimentation into inter-computer communication, and not as the result of a theoretical
network study or the operation of standards-generating bodies. As a result "there are no session
or presentation layer protocols in the ARPANET as no one has had any use for them in the first
20 years of operation" (Tanenbaum 1988, p. 36). It must be recognised that the OSI-RM is not
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the ideal network model, but simply one of many models which can adequately describe
computer networking.
A protocol stack should be designed such that the lower layers can support many application
layer processes. A store-and-forward microsatellite needs to support a wide range of
communication applications: interpersonal messaging, news bulletin distribution, remote
platform data collection, data-recovery from on-board experiments, etc. These applications
should be united by a protocol stack which acknowledges the nature of LEO satellite
communications-periodic brief transits interrupted by long gaps in access. Whereas terrestrial
data networks, telephone networks and GEO satellite links establish a continuous data stream
between two applications, this is inappropriate for a single LEO satellite. Instead, the LEO
satellite transfers self-contained blocks-files-of data. A protocol stack optimised for file
transfer is useful for many applications in the LEO environment. Figure 4-3 illustrates the
resulting communication protocol stack and its use for ground-ground and satellite-ground data
transfer.
(a) Ground-ground communication (b) Satellite-ground communication
User User
Application
j
Application
--: ,... ::: ::.._ <,
File , Message File
system store ~ system _.
File transfer File transfer I File transfer I
Data link Data link I l Data link I,~ IPhysical ~1'" Physical Physical
Ground station Satellite Ground station
On-board User
Application Application
~ (
-..--Message File
<, store ~ system --
I File transfer J I File transfer J
I Data link j I Data link I
l ,~ Physical IPhysical
Satellite Ground station
Figure 4-3. Store-and-forward file transfer protocol stack
In this system, the LEO satellite becomes a general purpose communication node running a
single high-level communication application-file transfer. User applications communicate with
one another by exchanging files, using the ground station and satellite file stores as their
interface to the network.
From this starting point, I examined existing protocols for possible use in the satellite
environment. This chapter describes some of these candidates and traces the selection of a set of
protocol design criteria which I later applied to the development of custom protocols for store-
and-forward microsatellites.
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4.1. Electronic Mail Protocols
File-transfer alone would not allow the satellite to act as a stand-alone electronic mail system.
Directory services and a uniform 'message' format are also necessary. Combined, a file-
transfer and directory service becomes an electronic mail service that can transfer any binary
data file.
Modem electronic mail protocols are analogous to the terrestrial postal service. The end users
send and receive their electronic mail messages in electronic envelopes. The envelope must be
standardised so that the mail system can understand and act upon the envelope's instructions.
Any electronic information can be inside the envelope. Thus, the envelope becomes the protocol
header for the electronic mail protocol. It identifies the mail originator and destination(s) and
may also carry control information to tell the network how and when to deliver the mail.
The content of a message includes headers and one or more message bodies. Headers are
passed on to the message recipient to aid in displaying and interpreting the mail. Standard
header fields include the originator's identity, carbon copy lists and the message subject. The
body (or bodies) are the actual data which one user is sending to another, and are not
standardised by the network. Figure 4-4 shows this encapsulation.
Message
I Envelope PI header I
Content
I Header PI header I
Body Vserdata
A message is composed by its originator, transferred by the network to the recipient(s) and then
displayed or otherwise used. The originator and recipients may be human operators or
computerised processes. Composition and 'display' are implemented by user agent (VA)
software. Message transfer from UA to UA is implemented by message transfer agent (MTA)
software. The usc of this model in a store-and-forward satellite network is shown in Figure 4-5.
Each ground station incorporates UA software and MT A software, whilst the satellite runs only
MTA software. The protocol P2 permits the UAs to interpret each other's messages. Protocol PI
Figure 4-4. Structure of an electronic mail message
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is used by the ground station MTAs to communicate with the satellite MT A. This terminology
is adopted from the X.400 recommendation of the CCITT, but it describes a general model of
electronic mail transfer.
Satellite
( MTA ] ( MTA 1
~.,.:<~j ~~ }::::::<.~
Ground station Ground station
Figure 4-5. Message transfer in a store-and-forward satellite network
4.1.1. Requirements for Store-and-forward Satellite Electronic Mail Protocols
In a store-and-forward satellite system, PI is perhaps the most important protocol, because it is
responsible for moving messages from the ground stations to the satellite file system. Protocol
p2 comprises a standard envelope and header format that allows ground station VAs to interpret
the messages they receive. Both PI and P2 must support the communication needs of the end
users while using the limited bandwidth and memory of a rnicrosatellite efficiently.
When examining existing electronic mail protocol and designing custom protocols, I placed
emphasis on each protocol's support for
• Transparent data communication
• Distribution of complex software processes
• Multipoint message delivery
• Continuation of interrupted file transfers
Data transparency is an absolute requirement for a general purpose communication system. It
implies that any binary message body can be placed in an envelope, transferred, and removed
from the envelope. Efficient transfer of binary data is also important, since a LEO satellite has
brief transits and limited on-board memory.
protocol processes must be efficiently distributed between the ground stations and the satellite.
Section 2.6.3 has already discussed the benefits of dividing software processes so that VAs are
in the ground station. This is particularly important if the VAs are actually customised
applications using the satellite for file transfer. On-board user interfaces are strictly
unacceptable in this environment.
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The proper handling of multiple-destination messages should save resources when the message
is uploaded, stored and downloaded. When a UA wishes to send the same message to several
destinations, the ground-station MT A should not need to upload more than one copy of the
message to the satellite. This conserves uplink resources and on-board storage space. The
message envelope must contain multiple destination addresses, so that all destination MTAs can
retrieve the message.
When delivering the same message to multiple ground stations, the protocol suite should allow
the satellite MTA to capitalise on the fact that every ground station in the satellite's footprint
will (potentially) receive every transmitted packet. The protocol stack should include a
multipoint or broadcast protocol for these circumstances, avoiding multiple transmissions of
the same data.
The link between the satellite and a ground station may be interrupted at any time during a file
transfer. Protocol PI (or a protocol below it) must allow interrupted transfers to be continued
without repetition of data. This does more than permit efficient completion of transfers. It also
allows message size to exceed the amount of data which can be transferred in a single transit. a
critical consideration for LEO satellites.
I examined popular electronic mail systems to determine whether any could provide these
characteristics. Some of the candidates are discussed below. Unfortunately, none of them
matched the requirements well.
4.1.2. The Amateur Radio MailBox Protocol
Since the early 1980s, the use of packet radio techniques in the Amateur Radio Service has
spread from a small group of experimenters to a world-wide network of more than 50.000
nodes. One of the reasons for this growth was the implementation-starting in 1984-of a
store-and-forward electronic mail system for the terrestrial amateur packet network. (For
further information. see (Kam and others 1993).
The amateur electronic mail nodes consist of microcomputers running 'Mailbox' software
connected to TNes implementing the AX.25 data link layer protocol. Each node supports a
population of local users and forwards mail to adjacent nodes. The high level node-to-node
protocol is an adaptation of the user protocol. Both are based entirely on ASCII characters.
Only ASCII message bodies can be relayed.
The message envelope for this protocol is very simple, containing five fields: message type,
message subject, message identifier, source address and destination address.' Message headers
1The addresses are based on the identifiers or cal/signs assigned by radio regulatory bodies to stations
in the Amateur Radio service. Each node in the network gives its address as
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are not standardised, although each node places a time stamp and signature in front of the
message body when relaying a message. These accumulated header items show the route taken
by the message from source to destination, and are useful for network monitoring. There is no
standard method of extending the header and no defined division between the envelope, the
header and the body. Effectively, the UA must be a human, capable of detecting the beginning
of the message body and 'extracting' it from the header.
message type
/ destination
source.L: J_, ~ge identifier
SB ARSENE @ AMSAT < F6BVP $15482_F6BVP
ARSENE telemetry format subject
R:930918/0640Z @:F6COD.FMLR.FRA.EU [TOULOUSE-SATGAT] #:103129_F6CDD Z:31120
R:930918/0627Z @:F6FBB.FMLR.FRA.EU [Toulouse] FBB5.15 #:233928 Z:3l~erse
R:9309l8/0350Z @:F6CNN.FAQI.FRA.EU tV/Lot] Z:47300 JN04IK 15482 F6BVP
R:930918/0343Z @:F1ONT.FAQI.FRA.EU [NODE FAQI(24)] Z:24230 IN94BV $:ij~t~2_F6BVP
R:9309l7/1651Z @:F6BVP.FRPA.FRA.EU [PariS] Z:750l7 JN18DV $:15482_F6BVP
From: F6BVP@F6BVP.FRPA.FRA.EU
To : ARSENE@AMSAT body
Here is the format of telemetry transmitted by the ARSENE satellite.
Figure 4-6. Example of amateur radio MailBox message
The MailBox forwarding protocol was created as a simple extension of an existing user
interface. Because of its wide acceptance within the Amateur Radio community, there was some
pressure to use it on amateur store-and-forward satellites. However, its formats and procedures
are not suitable for a general purpose satellite-based file transfer system. The envelope and
header formats do not allow the addition of new header fields needed in a satellite store-and-
forward network. Restriction of all data to the ASCII character set is undesirable. Finally, the
message-forwarding procedures do not include continuation of interrupted transfers or
multipoint delivery. I did not adopt this protocol on UoSA T -3.
4.1.3. DARPA Simple Mail Transfer Protocol and RFC 822 Headers
The ARPANET was the first long-distance computer network. Now generally known as the
Internet it supports world-wide store-and-forward electronic mail. The format of electronic mail
headers in the Internet is specified in Request For Comments 822 (RFC822 - Crocker 1982).
Procedures for store-and-forward mail transfer are defined by the Simple Mail Transfer
protocol (SMTP) in RFC82 I (Postel 1982). These protocols are very widely implemented.
<user _callsign>@<mailbox_callsign>. There has been some move towards adoption of
hierarchical addresses.
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RFC 822 headers are more strictly defined and more flexible than those available to MailBox
nodes. Although an RFC 822 header can contain as little as source and destination addresses, it
can also contain header items such as encryption type, references, key words, comments and
carbon-copy lists. There is a standard mechanism for adding user-defined header items, and for
keeping these from conflicting with system-defined header items.
SMTP supports efficient forwarding of multi-destination messages. Only one copy of a
message would ever have to be uploaded to the satellite and stored on-board, even if the
message were addressed to several destinations.
One drawback to SMTP for a limited bandwidth satellite link is its dependence on the ASCII
character set. Binary message bodies must be converted to ASCII before transfer, and all
envelope and header fields are in ASCII. The primary concern is message bodies. There are
standard methods for encoding binary bodies as ASCII for transfer within RFC822 messages,
but this adds approximately 40% to the body size. In a satellite system, this 40% overhead is
undesirable.'
SMTP is most-frequently implemented along with the TCP/IP protocol suite that is used
throughout the Internet. TCP cannot provide multipoint delivery. It might be able to provide
continuation of interrupted transfers, but only through an inefficient mechanism of 'ignoring'
the interruption and keeping the TCP circuit open until the transfer was completed. The wide
implementation of RFC822, SMTP and TCPIIP made this combination attractive, but the
protocols did not meet our requirements for efficiency in the LEO environment.
4.1.4. CCITT X.400 Series Protocols
In 1984, the CCITT issued a recommended standard for message-handling systems. one of its
first Application-layer standards. There are eight recommendations in the series. known
collectively as X.400. These were updated in 1988. The CCIlT X.400 series recommendations
describe a very complex set of services, interfaces, and protocols, at the top of which is a VA
protocol for interpersonal messaging. The ISO and many commercial organisations have spent
several years converting the X.400 recommendations into fully specified protocol standards
which can be practically implemented. As a result of this effort, X.400 is becoming a
widespread international standard (Schutt and others 1987) (Adie 1990).
X.400 certainly overcomes the ASCII-oniy limitations of the MailBox protocol and RFCs 821
and 822, but it is so complex that I did not seriously consider it as the native electronic mail
protocol for store-and-forward microsatellites. It would have been attractive to adopt X.400
2This 40% overhead is for the UUENCODE standard encoding; more efficient methods such as Radix
95 (Jones 1988 result in between 20% and 30% overhead when applied to compressed binary data.
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message formatting, but at the time there were no readily available UA programs for pes.
Investing effort in a custom implementation of such a complex protocol seemed inappropriate
for a low-cost system that had to be implemented rapidly.
4.1.5. Selection of an Electronic Mail Application for UoSAT-3
Having investigated the available standard electronic mail protocols, I elected to develop a new
protocol for store-and-forward microsatellites. The requirements for this new protocol were to:
• Be transparent for binary message bodies
• Have a rich and easily extended envelope and header format
• Incorporate or operate above protocols supporting continuation of interrupted transfers
and multipoint message delivery
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4.2. Data Link Protocols
In the OSI RM the data link layer (layer 2), is responsible for passing POUs between nodes that
are directly connected at the physical layer. In a store-and-forward satellite network, this means
connecting the satellite and one or more ground stations. When the physical layer transfers
POUs, it may introduce errors. The link layer processes are responsible for detecting these
errors and (perhaps) replacing POUs lost due to errors. Data link layer PDUs are calledjrames.
Each frame includes addressing (permitting several high-layer processes to share the same
physical link) and error-control information (permitting detection of errors introduced by the
physical layer).
Link layer error detection is implemented by encoding the data in each frame with an error
detecting code and transmitting the resulting frame check sequence (FCS) along with the data.
The receiving node uses the same code to calculate an FCS for the received data. and compares
this with the received FCS. If the received FCS and the calculated FCS differ. a link error has
been detected. The erroneous POU is not passed up the protocol stack. Error correction-the
replacement of erroneous POUs-may be conducted at the link layer or within a higher layer
protocol.
4.2.1. Error Correction
There are two basic strategies for removing physical layer errors: forward error correction
(FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ). For FEC, the transmitting node adds an error
correcting code to the physical data stream or to each data frame, and receiving node uses this
code to correct errors. In an ARQ system, the transmitting node repeats frames that are not
received correctly. The paragraphs below discuss FEC. ARQ and hybrid systems. while 4.2.2.
discusses ARQ methods in more detail.
FEC schemes can use either convolutional codes, encoding continuous streams of bits, or block
codes, adding redundant information to larger blocks of data. At the data link layer, a block
code would be implemented by adding error correction information to each frame. A common
group of block codes is the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. In a random noise environment, a RS
block code with 25% redundancy (75% throughput) can maintain an output BER of 10.10 or
better over links with BER up to 10-3 (Berlekamp and others 1987). Unfortunately, if the link
BER is temporarily higher than 10-3, the RS FEC system begins to deliver erroneous data. In all
pure FEC schemes, the quality of delivered data will eventually degrade at high link BER.
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Therefore, FEC alone is unsuitable for electronic mail processes communicating over
communication links with highly variable BER]
In ARQ systems, various procedures are used to inform the transmitting node when a PDU is
lost on the physical channel. When the transmitting node determines that there has been an
error, it repeats the lost frame. While FEC schemes have fixed overhead and variable output
data quality, ARQ schemes have variable overhead and fixed output data quality. In ARQ
systems, high data quality is maintained by the error-detecting FCS in each frame, which leaves
little chance that frames containing a link errors will be passed to higher layers. Throughput
varies because frames may have to be repeated several times before they are received correctly.
This means that increasing BER causes decreasing frame throughput (Figure 4-7). Eventually,
frame throughput collapses completely.
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Figure 4-7. Absolute maximum ARQ throughput versus physical layer
BER for IOOO-bitframes
To some extent, the effects of increasing BER can be mitigated by reducing frame size. The
probability of receiving an n-bit frame on a link with a particular BER is (I-BER)n. Small
frames are more likely to be received than large frames, and some protocols exploit this by
decreasing frame size as BER increases. As pointed out in (Berlekamp and others 1987) this
strategy is limited because frame headers which must be included in each frame. As frame
length decreases, so does the proportion of data to header. Figure 4-8 shows how increased
probability of frame reception competes with increased frame overhead as frame size decreases.
3Eventually, when the LEO satellite communications links have been characterised in detail.
appropriate burst-error-correcting FEe schemes may be identified.
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These effects combine to determine an optimum frame length for any given protocol header size
and link BER.
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Hybrid error correction schemes attempt to select the best combination of FEe and ARQ for
existing channel conditions (Lin and others 1984). Unfortunately, we do not yet have sufficient
detail concerning the characteristics of our LEO satellite links to design a hybrid ARQ protocol.
File-transfer requires consistently high data quality, and microsatellite links are subject to
fading and interference which will increase BER. Indeed, figure 2-15 shows that the uplink
channel may be lost completely because of interference. In this environment, only an ARQ
protocol is acceptable. 1 have used ARQ exclusively in my store-and-forward microsatellite
systems.
1500 1000 500
Frame size (bits)
Figure 4-8. The effects of overhead and frame size on frame throughput, frame
overhead and data throughput. BER = 10-3, header size= 10 bits.
4.2.2. ARQ Strategies
There are several strategies that can be employed in an ARQ system. Each specifies when the
transmitter may send new frames, how the receiver notifies the transmitter of errors and what
frames are re-transmitted when errors are detected. These strategies make different demands on
the transmitting and receiving nodes (especially with respect to data buffering), and they
perform differently as link BER varies.
The simplest ARQ strategy is stop-and-wait ARQ, in which the transmitting node sends one
frame then waits for an acknowledgement from the receiving node. When the acknowledgement
is received, the transmitting node sends the next frame. If the acknowledgement is not received
within some specified time, then the original frame is re-transmitted. On transmission channels
with long round-trip delay (e.g. GEO satellite channels) the transmitter spends much of its time
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waiting for acknowledgements. The solution to this problem is to allow the transmitting node to
continue sending new data frames while waiting for acknowledgements. A certain number of
unacknowledged (outstanding) frames are permitted, and this maximum is called the window
size. Protocols that use this method are called sliding window protocols. If the window size is
greater than the acknowledgement delay, the acknowledgement for the oldest outstanding frame
will arrive before the window is full, and the transmitter will be able to send frames
continuously.
There are two basic error correction strategies used in sliding window protocols: selective
repeat (SR-ARQ), and go-back-N (GBN-ARQ). In SR-ARQ protocols, the transmitter re-
transmits only the frames actually missed by the receiving node. InGBN-ARQ, the lost frame
and all other outstandingframes are re-transmitted. These two strategies place different
demands on the receiving node and result in different channel utilisation.
Using an SR-ARQ protocol, the error free frames do not necessarily arrive in the correct
order-a re-transmitted frame may arrive after several new, correct frames. If the link layer
protocol guarantees ordered delivery of POUs to the upper layer, it must have are-ordering
buffer in which to save correct frames until re-transmissions arrive. For ideal SR-ARQ, an
infinite buffer is needed. The advantage ofSR-ARQ is that it makes optimal use of the channel.
because no correctly-received frames are re-transmitted. An ideal SR-ARQ system achieves the
performance shown in Figure 4-7.
GBN-ARQ does not require a large buffer, because the receiving node can discard all incoming
frames which are received out of order. Out-of-order frames indicate that a frame has been lost
and when informed of a lost frame, the transmitting node must re-transmit all outstanding
frames. Hence, the receiving node has no need for any frames received out-of-order. The re-
transmission of all outstanding frames means that GBN-ARQ systems will not perform as well
as SR-ARQ systems. Bandwidth will be wasted on transmitting frames which have been
received successfully but discarded. The analysis ofGBN-ARQ throughput efficiency is very
complex even if one ignores the possibility of lost acknowledgement frames (e.g. Schwartz
1988, pp. 141-156). The trade-offs between SR-ARQ and GBN-ARQ are addressed at several
places in the remainder of this thesis.
4.2.3. Data Link Protocols for Store-and-Forward Microsatellites
The communication links in a LEO store-and-forward satellite system vary because of Doppler
shift, changes in FSL, interference, tropospheric effects, etc. These variations lead to changes in
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BElt, which are observed to range from 10-7 BER to total loss of signal. 4 Throughout these
wide variations, the electronic mail application requires an error-free link. A pure FEe system
cannot provide this over such wide BER variations, but an ARQ protocol will adapt to the
prevailing conditions, adjusting throughput efficiency to maintain error-free flow of data to the
application. When developing error control procedures for the VoSAT satellites, I concentrated
on pure ARQ procedures because they can be very efficient (when BER is low) and also
continue to operate when BER is high.
The subsections below describe the error-control procedures used by the UoSAT -2 DCE and by
the standard AX.25 data link protocol.
4.2.3.1. The UoSAT-2 DeE Protocol
When programming the UoSAT-2 DCE, H.E. Price and I designed a protocol with the
following characteristics:
• Ease of implementation of spacecraft and ground station software
• Use of existing ground station computing and communication hardware
• Efficient use of either full- or half-duplex links
• Efficient use of satellite up- and down-links over a wide range of link BER and
fading characteristics
• Immunity to link failures caused by sustained low-quality links
• Ability to re-start interrupted data transfers
The result is a protocol that allows one ground station at a time to store, read, or delete
messages from the DCE message memory. Thus, this protocol spans the all protocol
layers discussed here. We completely described the protocol in (Ward and Price 1987).
Only important characteristics are presented here.
Because the UoSAT-2 DCE hardware does not support synchronous transmission. we
adopted an asynchronous frame format. The frame format includes synchronisation
bytes, control bytes and a FCS, but no addressing bytes. Because there were very few
gateways a system with full addressing and multiple-access facilities was not needed.
DCE framing was easily implemented on the DCE computer and on ground station PCs
using the standard communications port.
All error correction is moved into the application code. The application implements a
combination of stop-and-wait ARQ and SR-ARQ. Stop-and-wait is used when the
4These figures are based on packet reception rate observations on the satellite downlink. We still know
very little about the underlying RF link quality, and this area is currently under study.
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ground station is executing a command. e.g. when logging in or deleting a message.
Ideal SR-ARQ is used during file transfer.
As indicated above, ideal SR-ARQ requires infinite buffers at the receiver and
transmitter. Fortunately, in a file transfer system, these buffers are not infinite, but only
as long as the file being transmitted. Generally, the file is corning from and going to a
mass storage system. That mass storage can provide the 'infinite' re-ordering buffers
required for ideal SR-ARQ. Moving the SR-ARQ up to the application level (where
access to mass storage is available) results in the most efficient possible ARQ
environment. The transmitting node (ground station or satellite) never re-transmits
frames that have been successfully received, and never has to stop and wait. Having
decided that a store-and-forward satellite should be a file-transfer node, this
architecture is natural and useful.
Having adopted an ARQ window as large as an entire message, it was possible to
implement efficient acknowledgement procedures. Instead of having an
acknowledgement frame for every data frame, a single acknowledgement frame can
cover the entire window. This is accomplished using a bitmap acknowledgement. A
message is divided into a number of fixed-length data frames (in this case 64 bytes).
The bitmap acknowledgement frame contains one bit for each data frame, and the value
of the bit (lor 0) tells the transmitting node whether or not the corresponding data
frame has been received. When the link is good and all data frames are received on
their initial transmission, the receiving node sends a single bitmap frame acknowledging
the entire message. When there are link errors, the receiving node can wait and send a
single bitmap to request several missed frames.
Such a relaxed approach to ARQ timing is not possible in a GBN-ARQ system.
Acknowledgement frames must be received by the data-transmitting node before the
window is full. If no acknowledgement arrives. data transmission stops and outstanding
frames are eventually re-transmitted. Thus, a GBN-ARQ system is less robust than an
SR-ARQ system with relaxed ARQ procedures. The DeE SR-ARQ system worked
successfully on a wide variety of communication links.
The DeE protocol does not include automated directory transfer. Although directory
datagrams are periodically transmitted on the downlink, there is no way to
automatically detect when all directory entries have been received. Thus, human
intervention is required at the receiving ground station to judge what messages must be
downloaded and initiate the downloading.
The VoSA T-2 DeE protocol supported the first civilian experiments with store-and-
forward communication via LEO microsatellites. It was designed to fill specific
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requirements of DCE experiment and the LEO communication environment. and not to
fit into the OSI RM. The error correction tasks usually associated with the data link
layer have been transferred all the way up to the application layer. This 'violation' of
the ISO RM results in a protocol that is implemented on a 0.9 MHz microprocessor in
2 kbytes of RAM, yet can be used by ground stations of varying sophistication and link
quality.
4.2.3.2. AX.25
By the time that UoSAT-3 was being designed, synchronous packet radio was the de-
facto standard in the Amateur Radio service, and CMOS synchronous serial controllers
were available for the satellite store-and-forward payload. We adopted these
synchronous techniques for UoSA T-3 for several reasons:
• To obtain a framing format with low overhead
• To take advantage of hardware FCS generation and checking
• To remain compatible with TNCs designed for the Amateur Radio service
The synchronous data protocol used in the Amateur Radio service is called AX. 25. It is
a derivative of the CCITT X.25 layer 2 protocol. X.25 is based upon the IBM
Synchronous Data Link Control protocol (SDLC), from which are derived Link Access
Procedure B (LAPB) and High Level Data Link Control (HDLC). These are all
synchronous protocols that operate over any physical layer protocol that can provide a
bit stream. The SDLCIHDLCILAPB protocols are widely used in applications ranging
from terminal concentration to packet radio.
8 bits 56 bits 56bils 8 bils 8 bits 16 bits II bils
flag Souree Destination Control Prot'el Data fes flag
address address 10
Figure 4-9. AX.25 frame format
AX.25 procedures are defined in the standards document AX 25 Amateur Packet-Radio
Link-Layer Protocol (Fox 1984) which is published by the American Radio Relay
League. The frame structure is shown in Figure 4-9. Frames are delimited by a special
bit sequence called ajlag, and a link-layer bit-stuffing procedure keeps the flag
sequence from appearing in the data field. After the flag come source and destination
addresses and a control byte that includes frame type bits, a frame sequence number
and an acknowledgement number. The data (if any) is preceded by a protocol
identification (PID) byte. The frame is protected by an FCS that is calculated using a
cyclic redundancy check (CRC). The end of the frame is marked by another flag, which
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may also be the opening flag of the following frame. An AX.25 frame has
approximately 160 bits of overhead. S
The AX.25 address format was specifically designed for shared radio channels. The
address field holds a six-character ASCII base address followed by a number between
o and 15, e.g. 'gOk8ka-l', 'pacsat-15'. Having both a source and a destination address
allows AX.25 to be used on shared radio channels, where each node will receive frames
from many level-Z data links. This addressing system is useful in a store-and-forward
satellite network. On the uplink, the source address identifies the ground station and the
destination address identifies an on-board process. This allows the uplink to be shared
on a frame-by-frame basis between different ground-station and satellite processes. On
the downlink, the satellite can transmit several virtual data streams and each ground
station can identify its own stream by examining the link addresses. Address extension
is the main difference between AX.25 and the X.25 data link layer.
AX.25 ARQ takes place within the context ofa connection or virtual circuit that is
established between two nodes. AX.25 uses GBN-ARQ, with a maximum window size
of seven frames. This permits efficient use ofAX.25 on channels with up to seven
frame periods round trip delay. In a LEO satellite network (operating at 9.6 kbitls with
I28-byte frames), the round trip delay is only one-tenth of a frame, so this large
transmitter window size is more than sufficient. The large transmitter window can also
make the acknowledgement process more efficient. The receiver mav send a single
acknowledgement for up to seven data frames, conserving link bandwidth.
AX.25 also defines a standard datagram frame, which can be used instead of the
virtual circuit. AX.25 link-layer processes simply check received datagrams for errors
and pass them up to the next higher protocol process. This allows support for other
ARQ strategies to be implemented at higher layers.
We were attracted to AX.25 for UoSAT-3 and the Microsats because thousands of
radio amateurs were already equipped with TNCs implementing the protocol. TIle
relatively inexpensive mass-produced TNCs could also be used in non-amateur ground
stations, and we had access to AX.25 software for the satellite OBC. Given these
attractions, we elected to use AX.25 as the data link layer standard for the development
of protocols for store-and-forward microsatellites.
Chapter 6 describes the store-and-forward communication protocol suite that I placed
on top of the AX.25 datagram and virtual-circuit links.
SExact overhead is data-dependent. since bit stuffing may be needed to remove flag sequences from the
other portions of the frame.
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4.3. Multiple Access Protocols
Multiple access techniques are important to any communication system in which multiple nodes
share a physical channel. This occurs in packet radio networks, GEO satellite networks, and co-
axial cable local-area networks. Despite this importance, multiple-access protocols do not
occupy a separate specified layer in the OS! RM. The 'medium access sub-layer' (Tanenbaum
1988, chapter 3) could be placed below the link layer, because it tells the link layer when
frames can be transmitted. In some instances, however, the medium access protocol may use the
services of the link layer to request or confirm channel allocation, indicating a position above
the link layer. Wherever it resides in the network model, a medium access protocol is
responsible for determining which of several stations wishing to use the physical channel is
entitled to use it. For a store-and-forward microsatellite, this protocol determines how ground
stations share the uplink channels and how the satellite divides the downlink bandwidth among
the stations in the footprint.
Multiple-access communication protocols are the subject of much study in the literature. (Li
1987a) and (Li 1987b) are introductory overviews, whilst (Tobagi and others 1980) is a
thorough presentation of existing strategies. Kleinrock and Tobagi present the first statistical
analyses of polling and carrier-sensing protocols for cable and radio networks (Kleinrock and
Tobagi 1975, Tobagi and Kleinrock 1975, 1976). Tobagi (1984) specifically compares
terrestrial packet radio networks with GEO satellite networks-describing some of the first
protocols specifically designed for frame relay via GEO satellites. Results from these papers
are introduced as necessary in the discussion below.
Multiple access protocols are important in a LEO store-and-forward satellite network because
all ground stations in the footprint share a limited number of uplink radio channels. A LEO
store-and-forward satellite network differs from a GEO satellite network, a local-area network
or a terrestrial frame-radio network. The following sections present specific differences and
their effects on existing multiple-access protocols.
4.3.1. Random Access Protocols
4.3.1.1. ALOHA
The simplest approach to channel sharing is for each station to ignore the others and
transmit whenever it needs to. When two stations transmit simultaneously, they
interfere and one or both of the frames is destroyed. In an ARQ system, the destroyed
frame(s) are not acknowledged, and they are eventually re-transmitted. This is the pure
ALOHA protocol, developed for a packet radio network at the University of Hawaii in
the 1970s (Abramson 1977).
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The classic throughput analysis of an ALOHA channel (e.g. Schwartz 1988. pp. 424-
433) assumes that an infinite population of stations generates fixed-length frames at
random intervals. The number of new frames generated in each frame period (7) is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with mean S. In a collision, both frames are
assumed to be destroyed. The total number of frames transmitted during each period
must include newly generated frames and re-transmissions of frames previously lost in
collisions; this is also assumed to form a Poisson random variable, with mean G.
Equation 4-1 expresses the relationship between S and G at equilibrium.
S = Ge-2G [4-1 ]
Maximum throughput is at S = 0.18, G = 0.5, i.e. the ALOHA channel provides its
maximum throughput if 0.184 new frames are generated during each frame period and
re-transmissions are distributed so that the total probability of transmission during any
frame period is 0.5.
The primary advantage of pure ALOHA access is that it uses no central control. Thus.
there is no need for a control station or a control protocol. The closely related slotted
ALOHA protocol requires some control, but can double throughput. In slotted ALOHA
time is divided into slots one frame period long. Stations are synchronised. and all
transmissions must begin at the start of a slot. For each frame transmitted in an
ALOHA network there is a period of vulnerability, and any frame generated during that
period will collide with the frame under consideration. In a pure ALOHA network. the
period of vulnerability is 2T seconds: frames generated T seconds before the considered
frame or during the transmission of the considered frame will cause collision. Slotted
ALOHA cuts this period of vulnerability in half: only frames generated during the
transmission of the frame under consideration will cause a collision. The throughput of
slotted ALOHA is thus:
[4-2]
Maximum throughput is S = 0.37 at G = 1. Slotting halves the period of vulnerability
and doubles throughput.
ALOHA and slotted ALOHA could be used for store-and-forward microsatellite
uplinks. Indeed, uncontrolled access is the 'default' protocol, used in the absence of
more complex measures. To use slotted ALOHA, the ground stations would have to be
to be fitted with synchronisation hardware or software, and the satellite would have to
use some of its downlink bandwidth to transmit synchronisation signals. Since the
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primary advantage of ALOHA protocols is simplicity, the addition of a slot
synchronisation system seems undesirable.f
The primary disadvantage of the ALOHA protocols is their inefficient use of
bandwidth. Satellites designed specifically to use ALOHA protocols typically provide a
four or five times more uplink bandwidth than downlink bandwidth, because the
throughput available on the combined ALOHA uplinks is approximately the same as
that available on the uncontested downlink. Although this balances the uplink capacity
to downlink capacity, it makes inefficient use of radio spectrum. Radio frequency
spectrum is a limited natural resource, and access schemes more efficient than ALOHA
should be adopted if possible.
4.3.1.2. Carrier-Sense and Busy-Tone Multiple Access
A station in an ALOHA network transmits a frame even if another station is already
transmitting, and thus causes a collision. Many collisions would be avoided if each
station could check the channel before transmitting and not transmit if the channel were
already occupied. This is the basis of carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), which
was first described in (Kleinrock and Tobagi 1975). CSMA does not eliminate all
collisions, because signals take a finite time to propagate between stations. During the
propagation period, a station may sense a free channel and decide to transmit even
though another station has begun transmitting. Kleinrock and Tobagi show that if
propagation delay is on the order of one one-thousandth of the frame period,
throughput of a CSMA channel can be over 90%.
Unfortunatelv, CSMA is onlv efficient if all stations in the network can hear one. .
another: otherwise collisions are caused by hidden terminals that incorrectly sense the
channel free because they can't hear the station that is transmitting. (Tobagi and
Kleinrock 1975) describes this problem and a possible solution called busy tone
multipLeaccess (BTMA). A BTMA network takes advantage of a central node that can
sense and be sensed by all other stations. When this node senses a transmission, it
generates a busy tone on a separate channel; the other stations sense this busy tone and
do not transmit. There are now several delays between a station beginning to transmit
and other stations sensing that the channel is occupied: the propagation delay between
the transmitting station and the central node, the propagation delay of the busy tone
from the central node to the other stations, and the time that it takes the stations to
6Low-cost receivers for the Global Positioning System (GPS) that have recently become available may
permit accurate synchronisation of ground stations without specific synchronisation signals generated
by the store-and-forward satellite. This is an area for further investigation.
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detect the busy tone. These delays increase the period of vulnerability, and decrease
throughput. Maximum capacity of the BTMA channel is reported to be 68% (Tobagi
and Kleinrock 1975, p. 1433).
A multiple-access satellite channel is similar in topology to a BTMA network with a
central node and many hidden terminals. The satellite could act as the central node in a
BTMA network, generating a busy tone whenever it hears a frame on the uplink.
Unfortunately, the long propagation delay on the satellite uplink and downlink make
BTMA unattractive, even for a relatively low orbiting satellite. At 850 km orbit
altitude one-way propagation delay is 11 ms. Assuming a 9.6-kbitls link and 2048-bit
frames, the ratio of round-trip propagation delay to frame transmission period is O. 11 .
The throughput of a BTMA channel is always less than that of a CSMA channel with
the same delay characteristics, because the detection of the busy tone is always less
reliable and efficient than carrier sensing. Thus, we find the upper bound on throughput
of the LEO satellite BTMA channel by maximising the CSMA throughput equation.
The equation below expresses throughput (S) in terms of offered traffic (G) and
propagation delay (a).
s = Ge-aG
(G( 1+ 2a) + e-aG ) [4-3]
At a = 0.11, maximum throughput is 0.498, with the offered load 2.5 frames per frame
period. Thus, the upper bound on throughput of a BTMA uplink for a satellite in an
8S0-km LEO is around 50%. Whilst this is higher throughput than provided by the
ALOHA protocols. it does not seem high enough to justify inclusion of a busy tone
facility.
4.3.1.3. Random Access Protocols - Further Considerations
The statistical analyses of random multiple access protocols permit one to make
quantitative comparison of protocols, but the underlying assumptions must always be
remembered. The most important statistical assumptions made in the literature (and
preceding discussions) are:
• Stations generate traffic in bursts that can be described by Poisson random
variables.
• When two or more frames collide, all are destroyed.
The assumption that traffic arrives in bursts is valid when the traffic is generated at a
data rate much lower than the communication link rate, e.g. when a user is typing at a
terminal and a frame is sent at the end of each line. Ground stations uploading pre-
composed messages to a store-and-forward satellite do not exhibit this traffic pattern.
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On the contrary, when the LEO satellite comes within range, a ground station wishes to
uplink all of its waiting messages immediately. If there is no central control of the
ground stations, this bulk traffic will drive a random multiple-access channel into
collapse; the offered load (G) is higher than optimum, and the throughput falls to near
zero (Figure 4-10). Instability- decreasing throughput at increasing load- is a highly
undesirable characteristic of the ALOHA and CSMA protocols.
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Figure 4-10. Throughput of ALOHA channels
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While the assumptions concerning offered load are optimistic, the assumption that all
frames involved in a collision are destroyed is pessimistic. Real receivers and
demodulators (especially the FSK demodulators used on UoSAT) can often demodulate
the strongest input signal, so the frame from the strongest transmitter is correctly
received. (Metzner 1976) shows how this capture effect increases the efficiency of an
ALOHA channel, but (Abramson 1977) proves that this is at the expense of weaker
stations. Ground stations with high gain antennas or large uplink amplifiers would
dominate other ground stations in an ALOHA random-access environment. Thus. the
capture effect has advantages and disadvantages for a LEO satellite network using a
random-access protocoL and it complicates the practical application of theoretical
throughput predictions.
Many random-access protocols for GEO satellite networks have been developed on the
basis of slotted ALOHA, and these are described in (Tobagi 1980). Unfortunately,
none of these brings practical throughput efficiency above 50% (Tobagi and others
1984). Further, these protocols all depend on the fact that a GEO satellite re-transmits
each uplink frame on the downlink in real time, so that all ground stations can hear all
frames. Distributed tree re-transmission algorithms work because all ground stations
can detect an uplink collision by noting the absence of a frame in the downlink stream.
Reservation ALOHA and its derivatives (first-in-first-out, round robin) depend on all
ground stations hearing each other's reservation frames and/or detecting empty slots
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that are available for allocation. These protocols will not work for a LEO store-and-
forward messaging satellite, because the satellites' downlink does not re-transmit
frames received on the uplink; the downlink carries messages being delivered,
spacecraft housekeeping information and acknowledgements for uplink data. Thus, the
highly developed GEO frame broadcast protocols are not suitable for LEO store-and-
forward message satellites.
4.3.2. Demand Assigned, Contention-Free Access
To increase uplink throughput, collisions must be reduced or eliminated by assigning a specific
fraction of the uplink bandwidth to a specific ground station. Time division multiple access
(JDMA) assigns all of the uplink RF bandwidth to one ground station for a limited time, whilst
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) divides the RF bandwidth into several uplink
channels and assigns each frequency to one ground station. TDMA and FDMA protocols can
use either fixed-assignments or demand-assignments. Fixed assignments, wherein each station
is permanently assigned a specific time or frequency slot, are inappropriate for LEO store-and-
forward satellites because the number and identity of the ground stations in the satellite
footprint changes continuously. Contention-free access for a LEO store-and-forward satellite
must use demand assigned multiple access (DAMA), in which bandwidth is allocated based on
the needs of each ground station at a given time. DAMA adapts to variations in the number of
ground stations in the satellite footprint. It also accommodates the varying bandwidth
requirements of individual ground stations.
In a DAMA system, a master node can control channel assignments, or the user nodes can
implement a distributed control algorithm. The variations on slotted ALOHA discussed above
are actually DAMA schemes with distributed control. Distributed control DAMA protocols
require real time transponders, and are not suitable for LEO store-and-forward satellites. LEO
store-and-forward satellites are better-equipped for centrally controlled demand assignment
protocols, with the on-board computer acting as the master node allocating uplink and downlink
bandwidth. The primary argument against central control in communication networks is that
failure of the master node means failure of the network. Because the LEO satellite network
alreadv depends on the satellite for message storage, this argument does not apply. Using the
satellite OBC to manage uplink assignments does not create a new single-point failure node.
The first step in DAMA is for the master node to find out which stations need bandwidth. This
is done by devoting some capacity (either a time slot or a specific frequency) to a reservation
request procedure. Various methods are analysed in (Tobagi 1980). The procedure can use
random access or it can be controlled by the master node.
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4.3.2.1. Polling and Probing
Polling systems use very strict central control. The master node queries all possible
user nodes to find out which have data to transmit. Polling all user nodes is inefficient
if the number of stations to be polled is large and the number of nodes with data to
transmit is small. In this instance, most of the polling time is wasted.
An alternative to polling is probing, in which the controller queries a group of user
nodes, rather than a single user. When a group is probed, several user nodes may
respond; their response frames will collide and some will be lost. When this happens,
the controller can break the group in to smaller sub-groups and probe each of these.
The subdividing continues until only one station responds. At low traffic levels,
probing is more efficient than polling. The two converge when loading is high.
4.3.2.2. Split Channel Reservation Schemes
In a polling network, the master strictly determines which user node transmits at any
particular time. In a probing network, there is an element of random access, because
several user nodes may respond to a single probe. Split-channel reservation multiple
access (SRMA) formalises this use of the random-access request channel. As initially
proposed (Tobagi and Kleinrock 1976), SRMA uses two transmission frequency
channels from the user nodes to the master. A user node with data to transmit first
sends a request frame to the master on the request channel. Only if the master grants
the request does the user node transmit data on the message channel. The request
channel is a random-access channel, and the message channel is contention-free.
Although the request channel does not operate efficiently, it represents such a small
fraction of the system bandwidth that this inefficiency is acceptable. The rest of the
system bandwidth (the message channel) is used on a contention-free basis. Thus. the
overall throughput efficiency of the SRMA system depends only upon the fraction of
system bandwidth devoted to the request channel, and any message channel bandwidth
wasted due allocation failures.
The request and message channels may be on separate frequencies, or they may be
multiplexed onto a single frequency channel using mMA. The original paper proposes
separate frequencies, and analyses this case in detail. The important result of these
calculations is that SRMA can achieve throughput efficiency of 80% or higher. This is
very attractive. because pure random-access protocols deliver 50% throughput
efficiency or lower.
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4.3.2.3. DAMA for Store-and-Forward Microsatellites
A store-and-forward microsatellite typically has tens to hundreds of ground stations
around the world. The ground stations are largely autonomous. Stations in rural areas
may be turned on or off depending on local conditions. Portable stations may be set up
and need to communicate immediately. In the Amateur Radio service or any personal
communications service 'stations' come and go at will. In most of the applications
envisioned for store-and-forward microsatellites, there will also be concentrations of
ground stations within a single satellite footprint. Such networks are very demanding
and 'ill-behaved' -so they are useful as a worst-case. A protocol that works for these
networks would also work for more static or sparsely populated networks.
To avoid the inefficiencies and risks of pure random access methods, I believe that
DAMA is the best method for sharing the microsatellite uplink. A complete DAMA
system would assign each uplink channel to a specific ground station for a particular
time period. To keep the system relatively simple, frame-by-frame TOMA would not be
implemented. Instead, the uplinks would be allocated for the period of a single file
transfer.
There must be some means for ground stations to transmit their service requests to the
satellite. Polling is out of the question, because there are 366 AX.25 link-layer
addresses.' Polling from an on-board list would be more efficient, but list-maintenance
adds to network operating complexity and reduces flexibility. Probing could be used
effectively, especially if the goal is not to identify all user nodes with traffic, but to
identify at least one user node with traffic. In this way we can view the probe frame as
marking the beginning of a contention period on the uplink. Ground stations identified
by the probe transmit their service requests during a period of contention immediately
following the probe, and the satellite receives some of the service requests. From the
requests, the satellite selects one station and allocates an uplink to it. This protocol is a
time-domain split-channel reservation multiple access (TD SRMA) protocol. TO
SRMA is attractive for store-and-forward microsatellites, and I have taken some initial
steps toward implementing a TD SRMA system.
7Tbe AX.2S address is 6 characters (upper case alphabetics or numerics) and an SSID from 0-15: thus
the number of available addresses is actually 16x366.
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4.4. Summary-Protocols for Store-and-Forward Satellites
This chapter has described communication protocols for store-and-forward microsatellites. It
has examined existing protocols at several protocol layers, and discussed their suitability for
store-and-forward microsatellite systems. During this discussion, a number of desirable
characteristics have emerged.
I have selected a system architecture in which the satellite is used as a file-transfer node.
Therefore, the protocol stack implemented in the satellite and the ground stations is customised
for file transfer. But the system is still a general-purpose communication facility. Indeed, each
node's file system provides a well-defined interface between the satellite communication
facilities and applications which use those facilities. Any application from electronic memo
exchange to on-board experiment data collection can access the communication facilities
through this interface.
The file-transfer application must be supported by a standard envelope protocol and by low
level communication protocols. The envelope protocol should be transparent for binary message
bodies and have rich and easily extended syntax. The low level protocols should permit efficient
multipoint message delivery and must support continuation of interrupted file transfers without
repetition of data.
ARQ is necessary to maintain high data quality across variable links. Either GBN-ARQ or SR-
ARQ can be used. Experiments with UoSAT-2 have indicated that SR-ARQ provides efficient
and robust procedures. GBN-ARQ is, nevertheless, a standard feature of ground station TNCs,
and may be exploited.
Finallv it is desirable to control access to the satellite uplink to reduce or eliminate collisions.,
between ground stations. This can be done by using the satellite as the central control node in a
DAMA svstem. In such a system. ground stations send service requests to the satellite and the
satellite on-board computer allocates service according to some on-board algorithm. In
particular, a TD-SRMA protocol is well-suited to the LEO store-and-forward system.
Starting with this general design, I developed specific protocols for UoSAT -3 and the
Microsats. These are described in chapter 6, after a description of the UoSAT-3 microsatellite
in chapter 5.
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CHAPTERS
THE UOSAT-3 PACSAT COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
During the first practical phase of my research, I designed and
built a store-and-forward communication payload for the UoSAT-
3 microsatellite. This chapter introduces the UoSAT-3 mission and
then describes my design for the UoSAT-3 store-and-forward
communication payload in detail. The important characteristic of
the payload is that it is a general-purpose computer based on a
common terrestrial microprocessor. This paves the way for a
flexible, easily-programmed system which can serve a variety of
missions.
5.1. The UosAT -3 and UoSAT -4 Missions
Following the successful launch and operations of UoSAT -2, the engineers at the UoSAT Unit
designed a modular microsatellite bus for future missions. We designed this new UoSAT bus to
permit rapid construction and testing of microsatellites in response to changing payload
requirements and launch opportunities. Although development started in 1986, we did not
identify a firm launch opportunity for the next UoSA T until 1988. This opportunity arose when
Arianespace announced the availability of the Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads (ASAP)
on their Ariane 4 launcher.
Arianespace offered the first ASAP on Ariane 4 Vol 35 (V-35). The primary payload for V-35
was the earth-observation satellite SPOT-2. As usual for secondary launch opportunities, the
primary payload customer determined the launch date and orbit characteristics for the mission.
The SPOT -2 orbit was a good one for an experimental microsatellite: a sun-synchronous. 800
km, polar orbit (Table 5-1).
Inclination 98.6°
Eccentricitv 0.0011
Mean Motion 14.298 revolutions/day
Perigee 784.6 km
Apogee 800.3 km
Orbital Period 100.714 minutes
Table 5-1. Orbital characteristics of UoSA T -3
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The V-35 ASAP carried six microsatellites: two UoSAT microsatellites and four to AMSA T
Microsats. V-35 was launched successfully on 21 January 1991, and the six microsatellites
were placed in orbit. The two new UoSATs were called UoSAT -3 and UoSAT _4.1
5.1.1. Structural Characteristics of UoSAT-3
The UoSAT modular bus was designed to be re-configured easily for specific launches and
missions. Both the electronics and the mechanics are modular: each electronic subsystem is
housed in a module tray and the module trays stack to form the micro satellite structure. The
trays are approximately 330 mrn x 330 mrn in cross-section and between 17 and 35 mrn tall
(Figure 5-1).
Figure 5-1. UoSAT module tray, showing the PCB mounting-
The ASAP constrains microsatellite mass and volume. On V-35, the maximum mass per
microsatellite was 40 kg, and dimensions were limited to approximately 400 mm x 400 mm x
600 mm.3 UoSAT-3 and UoSAT-4 were each assembled with 11 module trays, making a basic
stack 400 mm tall. The top of the satellite is approximately 150 mm above the top of the basic
stack, and the extra volume is used to house the gravity-gradient boom (Figure 5-2). The
1UoSAT -4 failed completely after 30 hours of apparently trouble-free operation.
2Tbis figure and figure 5-2 were provided by M. Meerman, SSTL.
3 The mass per satellite was later relaxed to 50 kg. Ariane rockets frequently fly with ballast to tailor
the flight of the launcher given standard engine burns. The microsatellites and ASAP replace this
ballast mass. so total microsatellite mass is generally not a problem.
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experiments that flew on VoSAT -3 and VoSA T -4 had originally been destined for a taller,
heavier satellite. The modular design of the VoSAT bus made it possible rapidly to re-configure
this single larger satellite into two satellites that met the constraints of the Ariane ASAP.
Figure 5-2. A VoSA T modular rnicrosatellite
The mechanical structure of the VoSA T rnicrosatellite places constraints on its electronic
subsystems. Fixed, body-mounted solar panels are used, so the size of the structure limits the
amount of power that will be generated when the satellite is in sunlight. VoSA T -3 generates
approximately 15 W orbit-averaged DC power. Furthermore, because all large facets of the
satellite are covered with solar panels, only simple antennas can be accommodated. Finally, the
module tray design dictates that each electronic subsystem must fit on a 290 rom x 320 mm
printed circuit board (PCB). These considerations-limited power, limited antenna complexity
and limited PCB volume-c-influenced VoSA T -3's store-and-forward communication mission
and the design of the store-and-forward transponder.
5.1.2. Radiation Environment Monitoring
In addition to the store-and-forward communication payload described in the following sections,
UoSAT-3 carries the Cosmic Ray Effects and Dosimetry (CREDO) payload, that monitors the
space radiation environment. CREDO consists of two experiments, one monitors the radiation
dose received by the satellite and another monitors energetic particle events.
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The Total Dose Experiment (TDE) measures the radiation dose at strategic points in the
satellite. It comprises a biasing circuit and 7 radiation sensitive FETs (RadFETs). The TDE
measures the radiation dose by monitoring the threshold voltage shift in the RadFETs (see
chapter 3). The RadFETs are placed at several sites inside and outside UoSAT-3. The external
RadFET measures the arriving dose, while the internal RadFETs measure the shielding
provided by the spacecraft structure.
The Cosmic Particle Experiment (CPE) monitors the spectrum of cosmic and solar radiation by
measuring the charge deposited by cosmic particles in an array of PIN diodes. Each particle
passing through the PIN detector creates a current pulse proportional to the particle's linear
energy transfer (LET). The CPE monitors current pulses for 300 seconds, and assigns each
pulse to one of 10 histogram bins. After 300 seconds, the CPE sends the histogram to the on-
board computer for storage. The LET thresholds for the histogram bins are between 6.4 MeV
cm2/g and 6430 MeV cm2/g.
CREDO radiation environment measurements have been correlated with radiation effects
observed in the store-and-forward transponder. In particular, CPE measurements have been
combined with SEU measurements to identify the types of particles that cause SEUs. Figure 5-
3 shov s a typical CPE measurement, showing the satellite traversing the polar horns and the
SAA. In the long term, TDE measurements will help determine how VLSI circuits needed for
store-and-forward transponders survive in the LEO radiation environment. These results will be
used to alter software and hardware designs. Underwood and others (1991) describes CREDO
and presents initial results.
Polar Flux
Log count
5
SAAFlux I
4
3
a9L-----~4-------~8-----1~a~-----1~6-------a-B------~a4
Hours
Figure 5-3. A typical day's measurements from UoSAT-3 CPE4
4Figure supplied by C.1. Underwood. SSTL.
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5.2. The Objectives of the PACSAT Communication Experiment
VoSAT-3's primary payload is a store-and-forward transponder called the PACSAT
Communication Experiment (PCE). The peE serves four groups: SatelLife, VITA, AMSAT,
and the VoSA T Vnit. Having decided to serve these groups using a file-transfer mechanism. the
peE was designed to provide file-transfer and general-purpose computing on-board VoSA T-3
and subsequent satellites.
5.2.1. VITA Pilot System
VITA funded the design of the PCE as a research and development program. They could not
move directly from the VoSA T -2 DeE design to an operational system, because the DeE
hardware did not have proper processing speed, 110 devices or memory capacity to support a
full-sized store-and-forward network. Thus, VoSAT -3 provided critical in-orbit testing for the
hardware and software VITA wished to have for an operational mission. Furthermore, the DCE
operated only within the Amateur Satellite Service, and thus could not be used for VITA's non-
amateur communication experiments. To overcome this, VoSAT-3 and the peE supports RF
links outside the Amateur Satellite Service. The PCE also needed to include sufficient memory,
processing power and UO bandwidth to support VITA's projected operational network. Thus,
for VITA, the VoSA T -3 peE was a technology demonstration and pilot mission.
5.2.2. Amateur Radio Communication and Experimentation
Although VoSAT -2 and FO-12 provided some store-and-forward communication services in
the Amateur Satellite Service. AMSA T experimenters still wanted a transponder with enough
memorv and link bandwidth to support a global network involving hundreds of direct-access
ground stations. Because this amateur network would provide a large, inexpensive test load for
hardware and software, VoSA T-3 was designed to support AMSA T as well as VITA RF links.
AMSA T groups helped to finance construction of the PCE flight hardware, so it was important
that the PCE support their desires.
5.2.3. Second-Generation On-Board Computer
A store-and-forward transponder configured as a file transfer node is a valuable asset for any
LEO satellite. It can store data generated by on-board experiments or the satellite's telemetry
system, and ground stations can download such data using the store-and-forward
communication protocols. It can also generate a packet-switched downlink, providing several
virtual data channels on a single RF channel. To act in this capacity as a central OBC, the
VoSAT-3 PCE needed interfaces to the telemetry and telecornrnand systems and to all of the on-
board experiments.
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5.2.4. Summary of Objectives
AMSAT, VITA, and UoSAT wanted to use the PCE for a mixture of experimentation and
routine communication. Funds from these organisations and the UK Science and Engineering
Research Council (SERC) gave me an opportunity to unite these activities into a co-ordinated
programme involving the design, implementation and testing of hardware and software.
The goal of the PCE hardware design was to build the most capable practical transponder,
within cost, volume and power-consumption constraints. The resulting transponder had to be
suitable for inclusion on UoSAT -3, and it had to be powerful enough to become a standard
OBC and store-and-forward transponder for future UoSAT microsatellites. To fulfil these
goals, the PCE needed to provide several megabytes of memory and flexible serial 110 devices,
controlled by a CPU that could be programmed easily and inexpensively. Because UoSA T-3
was a test mission for the PCE, no specific reliability criteria were placed on the hardware
design. It was more important to design a low-cost payload that reflected the terrestrial
microcomputer state-of-the-art.
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5.3. Supporting Systems
Though the remainder of this chapter concentrates on the PCE subsystem. other VoSA T-3
subsystems influenced the store-and-forward communication mission. The RF links, in
particular, were crucial to the successful operation of the communication network. The
following sections discuss the important characteristics of these support subsystems.
5.3.1. Modulation
UoSAT -3 uses shaped FSK modulation, as described in Section 2.5.1. Both the uplinks and the
downlink operate at 9.6 kbitls.
5.3.2. Downlink
UoSAT-3 supports a single 9.6 kbitls downlink at UHF. It has two redundant transmitters,
either of which can be connected to the downlink antenna system through a relay. Each
transmitter chain consists of a crystal-controlled oscillator, a frequency trippler, a power
amplifier and a high-power amplifier (HPA). The HP A can be enabled or disabled. thus
providing two operating modes for each transmitter. When the HP A is off, the transmitter can
be operated continuously without causing a negative power budget. The HP A itself can be
enabled for a fraction of the satellite's orbit, to provide an improved downlink margin.
5.3.3. Uplink
UoSAT-3 receives on VHF channels between 145 and 149 MHz. Two communication receivers
are connected to the PCE. Each receiver contains two crystals-one for an amateur frequency
and one for a VITA frequency. Thus, the receivers can support the various users' mission
requirements. The receivers' intermediate frequency (IF) filter characteristics were specifically
tailored to the 9.6 kbitls shaped FSK modulation. The receivers include automatic frequency
control (AFC) circuits with a capture range of ±4 kHz from the nominal centre frequency and a
lock time of 500 ms. The two communication receivers and associated FSK demodulators
operate continuously, providing two uplink data streams to the PCE.
5.3.4. Antennas
Antenna designs for microsatellites are usually limited by low available volume, the
requirement not to shadow solar arrays and the desire to avoid complex, expensive deployment
mechanisms. VoSAT-3 employs monopole radiating elements. Four UHF monopoles are
located at the four comers of the satellite's earth-facing facet, and a single VHF monopole is
placed in the centre of this facet. These antennas are linearly polarised, as discussed in section
2.5.2.
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Figure 5-4. UoSA T -3 simplified system block diagram
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5.4. UoSAT -3 peE Hardware Design
The following subsections describe the systematic process used during the design of the
UoSAT -3 PCE.
5.4.1. Constraints
None of the potential user groups could define precisely how they would use the PCE. The
AMSA T network would grow over the course of the mission, perhaps starting out with only a
few stations, but ending up with hundreds. VITA proposed to have a central station in the
United States communicating with hundreds of users in remote areas. The CREDO experiment
would generate about 30 kilobytes of data every day, which would have to be downloaded by
the Surrey command station. Other on-board experiments had unknown data collection needs.
In the face of this uncertainty, I decided to provide as much capacity as practical, and then to
compare this with the estimated requirements.
To simultaneously serve commercial and amateur communication, the PCE needed at least two
uplink channels. On the other hand, because only one of the satellite's transmitters could be
turned on at a time, only a single downlink channel was necessary. The modems set the link
speed at 9.6 kbitls, with back-up speed of 1200 bitls.
Once other housekeeping and experiment subsystems had been assigned their space in the
satellite bus, two standard module trays were available for the PCE. Thus, the PCE had to fit
onto two 290 mm x 320 mm PCBs. Up to 3 watts of power could be allocated to the PCE, but
lower power consumption would increase the amount of power available for high-power
downlink operation.
The was designed to keep the PCE at 10° C during nominal operation, but temperatures from
_30° to +30° can be encountered during the gravity-gradient capture phase. Because we planned
to use the PCE as a primary OBC, it had to operate over as wide a temperature range as
possible.
Another early constraint on the PCE design was the selection of an operating system (O/S). We
selected a commercial multi-tasking OIS designed specifically for the Intel 80186 and
compatible CPUs. The VO drivers available with this OIS support Zilog 8030 serial
communication controllers (SCCs) and compatible devices. (Chapter 7 includes further
information concerning the O/S. It is introduced here because of its impact on the hardware
design.)
The constraints outlined above simplified the initial component selection, but left some major
choices. These choices were resolved using knowledge of the mission goals. the space radiation
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environment and sound microsatellite engineering. The most important aspects of this design
selection process are described below.
5.4.2. Early Design Decisions
5.4.2.l. Modular Division
When presented with two trays for a single payload, Ifirst had to decide how to split
the PCE sensibly into two subsystems. Idecided to place the CPU and communication
circuits in one tray, and the message memory (RAMDISK) in the other. Thus the
physical division reflects the functional division of the payload electronics. The
RAMDISK subsystem contains several megabytes of message memory accessed
through a parallel 1/0 interface. The CPU subsystem is a modern OBC with program
RAM, serial communication devices and general-purpose parallel interfaces (Figure 5-
5). Isolating the RAMDISK from the CPU enhanced fault tolerance and simplified
circuit design and troubleshooting.
RAMDISK
Module
Uplinks Downlinks
reset
PROM
EDAC
CPU Module
Commands
Message storage
RAM
switched S-volt power lines
Figure 5-5. PCE high-level block diagram showing
functional division and major external interfaces
5.4.2.2. Construction Techniques
Another early decision was not to use multi-layer PCBs or surface mounted devices
(SMDs). Both of these techniques would have decreased the size of the circuits,
permitting greater function to be placed into the available volume. For example, a
SMD serial 110 IC only occupies 30% of the PCB area of a through-hole mounted
device. Despite this attraction, there were practical reasons for avoiding
miniaturisation. SMD manufacturing suits high-volume production, where the cost of
designing a multi-layer PCB and testing an automated assembly line can be spread over
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hundreds of units. Furthermore, effective troubleshooting and repair of SMO
prototypes require expensive specialised equipment. Because we needed to go from
design to flight hardware in six months, it was sometimes necessary to rework flight
PCBs. Rework is much more difficult on a multi-layer PCB packed with SMOs than it
is on a two-layer board with through-hole mounted ICs. Though in some ways
attractive, SMO components and multi-layer PCBs were deemed unsuitable for the
prototype and first flight models of the PCE.S
Restricting the RAMDISK design to incorporate only through-hole mounted devices
would have restricted memory capacity to under one megabyte. Therefore. I adopted
commercially manufactured hybrids as a compromise. Each hybrid comprises a small
PCB upon which several SMO memories are mounted. The hybrid itself is used like a
through-hole component. When UoSAT-3 was being designed. 256-kilobyte SRAM
hybrids were the largest available. Using these pre-assembled hybrids. we were able to
fit four megabytes of memory in the UoSAT-3 RAMOISK, without the difficulties of
SMO manufacture.
5.4.2.3. Fault Tolerance
With only two module trays to house the PCE, I could not provide a fully redundant
transponder. Instead, I designed the PCE to contain as few single-point failure nodes as
practical. To avoid systematic catastrophic failure of the program and message RAM
areas, I used RAMs from several manufacturers. Although the resulting circuit still
contains some single point failure nodes, many others were eliminated by careful
design. Especially important redundancy paths and failure nodes are discussed in the
appropriate sections below.
5.4.3. Selection of the CPU
Selection of the PCE CPU involved the choice ofa particular microprocessor family, followed
by the choice of a specific processor. Selecting a microprocessor purely on the basis of
'technical merit' would have been a difficult task. In practice, personal familiarity, the
5 The unforgiving nature of surface mounted technology on high-density digital circuits was
demonstrated during construction of the AMSAT-NA Microsats. Personal correspondence with
AMSAT engineers indicates that severe difficulties were encountered when populating, testing and re-
working the OBC boards. Most of these difficulties were ascribed to the fact that only a handful of
boards were manufactured, so the parts placement and soldering assembly line couldn't be properly
calibrated and adjusted.
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availability of software, hardware and development tools, and even 'fashion' influenced the
decision. Ultimately, a combination of circumstances and technical merit drove me to select the
Inte180C186.
CPUs that execute the Intel 80x86 instruction set dominate the microcomputer industry, and the
selection of an Intel-compatible processor for the PCE was an indirect result of its wide
commercial acceptance. Software development tools for the Intel instruction set were already on
hand, as were a multi-tasking operating system, AX.25 protocol drivers and HOLC frame
drivers. In the absence of any clearly superior processor, these software considerations drove
me to select an Intel-compatible CPU.
Were there no other, technically superior microprocessors? The Inmos Transputer, Motorola's
680xO family, and the MIL-1750 compliant Silicon-on-Sapphire (SOS) processors all have
merits. Transputers can easily be connected into fault-tolerant networks, but unfortunately, they
provide no support for the synchronous serial communication links necessary for the PCE. The
commercially popular Motorola CPUs have a large linear address spaces, whilst most Intel-
instruction-set CPUs have their memory divided into segments. This single consideration,
however, is not enough to make the Motorola architecture clearly superior. ICs fabricated using
SOS are immune to SEU, an advantage which might be overwhelming in some circumstances.
For this single advantage, we would have paid a premium in processor cost, development tools,
programmer training, and software re- development. Early in the design process. I chose to use
an Intel instruction-set processor because of software availability, but this did not cause me to
overlook any clearly superior processor.
A rnicrosatellite aBC must be small and reliable. Reducing the number of ICs in the aBC
reduces mass and volume and increases reliability. Mass-produced commercial designs also
seek these characteristics. and a class of microcomputer chips called microcontrollers has
arisen to assist in parts count reduction.
The Intel 80186 is typical high-performance microcontroller. It integrates an 8086-compatible
CPU, interrupt controller, DMA controller, counter timer, memory select circuits and clock
generator into a single IC. The peripherals included in the 80186 IC eliminate at least five VLSI
ICs from the aBC circuit. Because of these savings, I concentrated on microcontrollers when
searching for a microprocessor for the PCE . I considered Intel's CMOS 80C 186 and 80C 188.
and the similar NEC V40. Table 5-2 compares these microcontrollers.
The 80186 is a 16-bit CPU with a 16-bit external data bus. The V40 and 80C188 (derivatives
of the 8088) have 8-bit external data buses. Although the 8-bit bus has half the maximum data
transfer rate of the 16-bit bus, it also has advantages. The narrower bus requires only half as
much EDAC circuitry as the wider bus. Thus it eliminates several single-point failure nodes. It
also increases the scope for redundancy by making more PCB area available and by decreasing
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the number of chips needed for a redundant memory system. Given these attractions, a V40 or
80188 would have been desirable. Unfortunately, the V40s available in 1989 had an operating
temperature limit of -10° C, and there were no plans to produce a more temperature tolerant
device. Extended temperature range versions of the 80C 188 were planned, but no 80C 188s
were available in time for the UoSAT-3 mission. Thus, I used the 80C 186, bringing with it both
the advantages and the disadvantages of a full 16-bit wide memory bus.
80C186 80C188 V40
Bus width (bits) 16 8 8
DMA channels 2 2 4
Interrupt channels 4 4 7
Timers 3 3 3
Memorv select locic Yes Yes No
Low-power standbv mode Yes Yes Yes
Other features UART
Temperature range -40°/+85° none _10°/+70.
(best in 1988)
MIL-SPEC availabilitv 1990 None
Table 5-2. Comparison of candidate microcontrollers
5.4.4. Selection of 110Devices
Selection of 110 devices was not as complicated as selection of the CPU. The selected devices
had to support the HDLC framing protocol as well as asynchronous modes, and they had to
provide their own baud-rate generators, NRZI convertors and synchronous clock recovery
circuits. The candidates were the Zilog 8- and 16-bit SCCs (Z8530 and Z8030, respectively)
and the NEC 72001 (a companion to the V40). As we had not selected the NEC CPU, the NEe
SCC was not appropriate. The Zilog SCCs, although not designed for the Intel bus, were easily
adaptable. At the time, only the 8530 SCC was available fabricated in CMOS and rated for
extended temperature excursions.
5.4.4.1. Parallel 110
The PCE also needed parallel 110 circuits to communicate with the satellite telemetry
system, magnetometers and RAMDISK. The Harris 82C55, already successfully used
on VoSA T -2, was selected again. It connects easily to the Intel CPU bus, and is a
mature, familiar product, well adapted to the PCE requirements.
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5.4.5. Program Memory
The PCE needed RAM for storage of programs and program variables. The program memory
was designed around CMOS SRAMs. Compared to the other available technology-dynamic
RAMS (DRAMs)-SRAMs consume less power, require less-complicated hardware and
software support and have a significantly lower SEU rate.
5.4.5.1. EDAC Circuit
Because the EDAC circuit accounts for most of the ICs in the program memory circuit.
I considered several alternatives. The most attractive alternative to hardware EDAC is
simply to use Silicon-on-Sapphire (SOS) RAMs which are 'immune' to SEUs.
Unfortunately, only l S-kilobit SOS RAMs were available and it would have taken 128
of these ICs to build the 256-kilobyte program RAM we desired." We also considered
combining simple hardware error detection with software block codes. Such a system
would use a parity bit for error detection and a block code implemented in software for
error correction. While possibly suitable for protecting programs. such a scheme
cannot protect rapidly changing data, e.g. variables or the microprocessor stack.'
Having considered these alternatives, I chose to use a Hamming code implemented in
hardware. Having made this decision, three further aspects of the design were open to
choice: which Hamming code to use, the 'width' of the SRAMs, and the encoding and
decoding methods.
Because the 80C 186 CPU has a 16-bit data bus, I might naturally have adopted the
modified Hamming (22,16) code. Unfortunately, the CPU does not always read and
write 16 bits to memory. It may also use 8-bit quantities. Ifa (22,16) code was used.
an 8-bit write would involve reading and correcting the existing contents of memory,
changing 8 bits, encoding and writing to RAM. To avoid this complex read-modify-
write cycle, the RAM was divided into two 8-bit memory spaces, each with separate
EDAC hardware. Hamming (12,8) codes protect each of the 8-bit spaces.
Having chosen an EDAC code, I had to choose the 'width' of the SRAMs in the circuit.
In this context, 'width' refers to the number of bits in each SRAM at a given address.
The most common SRAMs arc 8-bit wide (byte-Wide) RAMs. Four-bit wide and one-
bit wide RAMs are also available. Because byte-wide RAMs are the most-commonly
used, they are available in the widest range of packages and speeds. At any given time,
6In 1993, 64-kilobit SOS RAMs arc available-still impractical for large program RAM areas.
7 If variables and the program stack were stored in a small SOS RAM, this hybrid hardware/software
EDAC scheme could be used to protect programs alone. This might be practical for a special-purpose
microcontroller OBC.
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the highest-capacity SRAMs are usually available only in byte-wide devices. A further
attraction of byte-wide devices is that two ICs form a 16-bit-wide memory space (i.e. a
memory space wide enough for Hamming [12,8] EOAC). In contrast, 12 one-bit-wide
SRAMs would be needed. On these grounds. I decided to use byte-wide devices in the
PCE EOAC memory; two SRAMs were placed at each address: one for the eight data
bits, and one for the four check bits. The four remaining bits are unused.f The result is
a compact circuit with low power consumption.
Using byte-wide SRAMs introduced an additional risk: the possibility of multiple-bit-
per-byte upset (MBUlbyte). Ifa single cosmic particle upsets two bits in one SRAM
(an MBU), and these two bits are in the same byte (MBUlbyte) then the Hamming
(12,8) EDAC code will be defeated, and it will present corrupted data to the CPU.
Using one-bit-wide SRAMs, this problem is eliminated, because two bits from the same
byte are never stored in the same IC. Using four-bit-wide SRAMs. the problem is
reduced. but not eliminated. I had only limited information about MBUlbyte when I
was designing the VoSA T -3 PCE. Preliminary results from two experiments on
UoSA T-2 (the DCE and the Data Store and Readout Experiment) had shown no
MBUlbyte in just over 100 days, but these results were not conclusive (Ward 1988b).
Selecting byte-wide SRAMs for the PCE EOAC memory was a risk, justified by the
preliminary VoSAT-2 results and the experimental nature of the UoSAT-3 PCE
mission.
Having selected the EDAC code and the memory architecture, all that remained was to
implement the encoder and decoder. Although CMOS VLSI chips are now available for
Hamming EOAC, none were available at the time of the UoSAT-3 design. I considered
alternative circuits implemented with PROMs and programmable array logic (PALs).
PROM and PAL implementations were abandoned because they did not significantly
reduce the number of ICs required. The circuit which I fmally implemented uses four
parity generators, two exclusive-OR ICs, a 4: 16 decoder and two bi-directional buffers
(9 ICs) for each half of the memory space.
5.4.5.2. Memory Device Choice
After designing the EDAC circuit, I selected specific memory devices. To act
simultaneously as store-and-forward communication switch, housekeeping OBC and
experiment data collection point, the PCE required as much program memory as
possible. The highest-capacity SRAMs available were 256-kilobit devices. Little SEU
8In (Hodgart 1988), the use of a Hamming (16,8) code with triple-error correction is discussed. but
practical hardware for decoding this code was not designed.
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data had been published for such devices, but data collected from UoSA T-2 did not
show any correlation between SEU rate and SRAM density (Ward 1988d). Total-dose
tolerance data were also scarce, but (Myers and others 1987) showed failures at around
10 krads. This is sufficient for a 10-year mission in LEO. Ielected to use the 256-
kilobit devices on the basis of this preliminary data, because one UoSAT-3's goals was
to determine how large SRAMs would fare in orbit. To avoid manufacturer-related
total-dose or SEU rate problems, Iused SRAMs from several manufacturers. Byte-
wide SRAMs conform to an industry-standard packaging and timing specification, so
mixing the SRAMs created no practical problems. Table 5-3 lists the SRAMs flown on
the UoSAT -3 PCE.
MflU' Device Numberused
Hitachi MSM832TI..I-IO 8
NEC D43256AC-IOL 4
EDI EDH8832C-15KMHR 4
Table 5-3. UoSAT-3 PCE program RAM manufacturers
5.4.6. Bootloader PROM
The PCE required an external hardware or software bootstrap loader, because the SOC186 has
no hardware bootloading circuits. The FO-12 and FO-20 microsatellites used bootstrap loading
hardware. A bootstrap circuit halts the CPU, takes control of the address and data buses,
receives serial data, checks it for errors and returns control to the CPU. In contrast, a software
bootstrap loader is simply a small PROM area. I chose to use a software bootstrap loader for
the PCE. Harris 6616 fused-link PROMs- similar to those used in the UoSA T-2 DCE- were
selected. Two PROMs are needed to make a 16-bit-wide memory space. Four PROMs would
have provided a dual-redundant bootloader, but there was not room for this. To provide some
failure resilience, two copies of the bootstrap loader software are stored in the PROMs. The
highest address bit of each PROM is controlled by a telecommand. Thus, if a PROM storage
bit in one copy of the bootstrap loader fails, the other copy may be selected. Although this
provides no protection against the failure of interface circuits within the PROM, it does provide
some redundancy. The bootstrap PROMs and their interface circuits remain as an important
single-point failure node in the Pf'E hardware design.
5.4.7. Miscellaneous Circuitry
The PCE CPU subsystem also contains interface circuits for the satellite's serial data sharing
bus (DASH) and a digital-to-analogue converter that can set the operating point of the battery
charge regulator.
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5.4.8. CPU Subsystem Summary
When 1 faced decisions during the design of the PCE CPU subsystem, each option was
considered carefully and evaluated with respect to external factors. The important factors were:
practicality, computing power, circuit size, power consumption and failure resilience. The
resulting design borrows from terrestrial single-board computer designs (e.g. Brock and others
1987), but removes all superfluous circuitry, adds EDAC to protect against radiation
encountered in orbit, and provides failure resilience where possible.
The PCE CPU board includes an 80C186 CPU clocked at 7.9152 MHz, 2 kilobytes of PROM,
256 kilobytes ofEDAC-protected RAM and 256 kilobytes of RAM without hardware EDAC.
The serial l/O subsystem comprises two Z85C30 SCCs, each of which provides two bi-
directional synchronous or asynchronous serial channels. One channel of each SCC is
connected to the CPU's built-in DMA controller. Three 82C55 ICs provide 72 bits of parallel
I/O each. The SCCs and two of the parallel ports are connected to the CPU's interrupt
controller. The result was a state-of-the-art OBC with flexible 110 interfaces, sufficient memory
to run large programs and an interruptiDMA structure to support high-speed serial I/O required
for a store-and-forward communication mission.
80C186
CPU
Figure 5-6. TI1e UoSAT -3 PCE CPU subsystem
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5.5. RAMDISK Subsystem Design
A store-and-forward communication satellite must store messages from the time that they are
uploaded to the satellite until the satellite can deliver the message to its intended recipient. This
memory is used like the disk drive on a computer, hence the name 'RAMDISK.' On UoSAT - 3,
the RAMDISK subsystem is in a module tray separate from the CPU subsystem.
5.5.1. Mass Storage Technologies
The mass storage system is critical to the success of a store-and-forward mission. If the satellite
is to act as a general-purpose file transfer node, it must have a general-purpose mass storage
system. Furthermore, in some cases, the capacity of the mass storage will determine the
capacity of the system. Yet-as in all aspects of micro satellite design-cost, volume, and
power consumption must be minimised.
There are three candidate technologies for satellite mass memory systems: magnetic tape,
bubble memories, and semiconductor RAM. Magnetic tape has the advantage of great capacity.
Ten-gigabit space-qualified tape systems are readily available. Tape has, however, several
crippling drawbacks for microsatellite store-and-forward missions: sequential (not random)
access, moving parts and high power consumption (e.g. 18 W for 10 gigabit). For several years,
magnetic bubble memories were though to be a desirable technology for spacecraft mass
storage-high-density, radiation tolerant, and fully static. The rapid rise in storage density of
semiconductor SRAM and DRAM, and the high active power consumption of bubble memories
drove them from the market. Semiconductor RAM-with fast random access, ever-increasing
storage density, low power consumption and a fully standardised 'interface'<+is the best
message-storage technology for store-and-forward microsatellites.
When selecting RAMs for the UoSA T -3 RAMDISK, the choices faced during CPU memory
selection-DRAM or SRAM, bulk CMOS or SOS-were faced again. Again, I selected 256-
kilobit CMOS SRAMs.
5.5.2. RAMDISK-to-CPU Interface
The logical interface between the CPU and the RAMDISK differs greatly from that between the
CPU and its program memory. The CPU addresses program memory on a byte-by-byte basis,
to fetch instructions and read or update variables. The RAMDISK is for long-term bulk
storage. It holds relatively large blocks of data for minutes or hours. It does not need to be byte-
addressable, but can act instead like a disk drive reading and writing entire blocks (sectors) of
data. Because the RAMDISK is a block-addressed data store, its physical interface and EDAC
requirements differ from those of the program RAM.
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The 80186 CPU cannot directly address more than one megabyte of memory. To provide a
reasonable amount of message storage, the RAMDISK must overcome this address space
limitation. The address space can be extended using bank switching or by designing the
message store as an I/O device.
In a bank-switched system, one of several RAMs can be selected to occupy a small address
range in the CPU memory space. The CPU address and data buses are connected to the
RAMDISK, thus exposing these critical data paths to new sources of unreliability. Some 22
address and switching signals, 8 data signals and 2 control signals would have had to pass
between the subsystems. With the RAMDISK and CPU subsystems on separate PCBs in
different module trays, the risk was considered too great. A large bank-switched memory is
conceptually simple, but physically complex.
An alternative is to have the RAMDISK operate as an 110 device, connected to the CPU with a
parallel or serial I/O channel. The address and data buses of the CPU are not extended to the
RAMDISK. I selected an 110 interface for the PCE. A parallel interface connects the
RAMDISK subsystem to the CPU subsystem. This interface consists of eight bi-directional
data signals, four handshaking signals. and 3 control signals. In the CPU subsystem. it is
managed by an 8255 parallel I/O chip. In the RAMDISK subsystem, it is implemented using
discrete logic ICs. The RAMDISK logic was designed to operate at the fastest speed supported
by the CPU 110 bus, so continuous transfers to and from the RAMDISK are as fast as accesses
to the main CPU memory.
Implementing the RAMDISK as an 1/0 device isolates the RAMDISK subsystem from the
CPU main memory and address buses. It also makes the RAMDISK and CPU subsystems
independent of one another. Thus, the RAMDISK design can be updated and enhanced at will.
provided that the hardware interface to the CPU subsystem is not changed. A bank-switched
memory circuit does not provide this isolation and flexibility.
5.5.3. Block EDAC by Software
To provide error free message storage, the RAMDISK memory must be protected from SEUs.
Although the Hamming (12,8) EDAC system could have been adopted for the RAMDISK,
other techniques are more appropriate. The CPU does not access the RAMDISK one byte at a
time. Therefore, the RAMDISK is protected by block EDAC techniques. The CPU can encode,
decode and correct the blocks, because it is not executing instructions read from the
RAMDISK. Thus, the RAMDISK EDAC encoder and decoder are implemented in software."
9To date. the block codes have been implemented entirely in software. Once an acceptable block code
has been identified and tested. it might be implemented partly in hardware. relieving the CPU of
EDAC encoding and decoding tasks.
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Instead of the 50% redundancy of the Hamming EDAC, the RAMDISK software EDAC
requires only 2% redundancy (Hodgart 1992). Protecting the RAMDISK with a block code
implemented in software results in an efficient SEU-protected storage system.
5.5.4. Division Into Banks
One hundred and twenty-eight SRAM ICs form the UoSA T-3 RAMDISK. Placing all of these
SRAMs on a single physical bus would have reduced reliability, because every SRAM would
have become a single-point failure node for the entire RAMDISK. To overcome this problem, I
divided the large memory area into several banks. Each bank has its own power supply line,
address, data, and control buses. Tri-state buffers isolate the banks from one another. The
VoSAT-3 PCE RAMDISK is divided into four banks, reducing the number ofparaUel devices
on the main bus by a factor of 32. In this configuration, reliability is proportional to the
number of banks, not the total number of SRAMs.
+5V 1mbyte lSRAM-. dataI Buffer .. ....,.
+5V I mbyte l Sector _ addr ,;.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.SRAM ~
• latch - ...-I Buffer r'<' CPU-- Byte module+5V 1 mbyte I counter interfaceSRAM
•I Buffer '= Control
+5V 1 mbyte JSRAM--.
I Buffer '=
Figure 5-7. Block diagram of the VoSA T -3 RAMDISK
5.5.5. RAMDISK Capacity
The VoSA T -3 PCE RAMDISK was designed to put as much memory as possible into the
available volume, using the densest memory hybrids available. Four megabytes of memory were
accommodated. Although this seemed subjectively to be sufficient for the amateur and
experimental store-and-forward network, a rough quantitative confirmation was also needed. (If
this had indicated that much more memory was needed, I would have had to re-consider surface
mount technology.) There was no existing network or service to use as a model for predicting
usage patterns or loads. VITA provided the estimates shown in Table 5-4. They predicted a
large and very-busy group of users, in which the average user generates more than four full
pages of text per day.
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Station Class stations pages/station Total daily
in class per day paRes
VITA Man Portable Terminals 25 2 50
VITA Small Fixed Stations 25 5 50
VITA Base Stations 12 25 300
VITA Command Station 1 350 350
Other Man Portable Tenninals 300 2 600
Other Small Fixed Stations 200 5 1000
TOTAL 563 389 2350
Table 5-4. VITA's estimated usage pattern for UoSAT-3
VITA predicted that its network would generate 2350 pages of data (just under four megabytes,
after compression) each day. 10 A 4-megabyte RAMDISK is large enough to hold an entire day's
messages. Within one-half day of a message being uploaded, every station in the network has
the opportunity to download that message. Assuming that most ground stations in the network
are automated, a one-day backlog of messages should never be observed. Hence, the 4-
megabyte RAMDISK would serve VITA's worst-case requirement. I I
The RAMDISK design allows memory capacity to be increased easily when SRAM density
increases. Between the UoSAT-3 and UoSAT-5 missions, SRAM density increased by a factor
of four to Imegabit per Ie. The UoSAT-5 RAMDISK was, therefore, expanded to 16
megabytes.
5.5.6. RAMDISK Circuit Summary
The PCE RAMDISK employs hybrids carrying 256-kilobit CMOS SRAMs to provide four
megabytes of storage. The ICs come from two different manufacturers. and two types of hybrid
package are used-thus avoiding total dependence on a single device type. The interface
circuits in the RAMDISK (implemented using standard CMOS logic gates) generate a 22-bit
address bus, part of which is a sequential counter initially loaded by the CPU. The CPU
communicates with the RAMDISK through a bi-directional 8-bit parallel 110 port. The CPU
can access sectors beginning on any 256-byte address boundary, and a single operation can
read or write up to four kilobytes. Hardware EDAC is not provided. Instead, a block code
IOTheconversion from pages to megabytes is on the basis of 50 lines by 80 characters per page and a
compression ratio of 3: I. This equates one page to 1200 bytes which must be uploaded. stored and
downloaded.
IIIn fact. VITA's network still has not approached this traffic generation rate. Furthermore,
considerations such as message directory size (chapters 7 and 8) limit the practical use of larger
RAMDISKs.
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implemented in software corrects radiation-induced errors. The RAMDISK equates to the disk
drive of a terrestrial computer, not to the sequential-access magnetic tapes of an Earth remote-
sensing satellite or an ARGOS data-collection system.
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5.6. peE External Interfaces
The PCE CPU and RAMDISK subsystems rely upon the UoSAT-3 satellite bus for power.
telemetry, telecommand and communication facilities. As well as acting as a payload, the PCE
acts as part of the satellite bus. It is a general purpose OBC which samples and formats
telemetry, distributes telecommands and stores experiment data. The interfaces between the
PCE payload and the satellite bus were specifically designed for UoSAT -3, but are general
enough to connect the PCE to other host satellites if necessary. The subsections below briefly
describe these interfaces.
5.6.1. Power Supplies
The PCE requires a total of six switched 5-V power lines: one for each of the four RAMDISK
banks, one for the RAMDISK logic, and one for the CPU circuit.
5.6.2. Telecommands
The UoSA T -3 bus provides latched telecommand signals that can be set to either 0 or 5 V. The
PCE CPU subsystem uses three of these telecomrnands. One is connected to the CPU reset line.
Another selects one of the two bootstrap loader copies in PROM. The final telecommand can
disable the EDAC circuit if a Hamming encoder or decoder fails.
5.6.3. Telemetry Monitors
Because the PCE was an experimental payload, it was fitted with an extensive array of
telemetry monitors-more than strictly necessary. To monitor the power consumption of the
PCE, the telemetry system measures the current flowing in each 5-V supply line. As part of the
TDE, the RAMDISK PCB is fitted with a RadFET dosimeter and a temperature sensor.
Finally, as a result of alarming assertions in (Gough and Wolliscroft 1989) about thermal
problems of high-speed satellite OBCs, a temperature sensor was fitted directly to the PCE
CPU. These telemetry points can be sampled and formatted for transmission by an independent
telemetry sampling system, by the 1802 OBC, or by the PCE itself.
5.6.4. Telemetry Sampling Interface
When acting as a general-purpose OBC for UoSAT-3, the PCE can sample any of the satellite's
telemetry sensors. Two parallel 110 ports connect the PCE to the telemetry sampling system.
One of these is an output port, through which the PCE sets the address of the telemetry sensor
to be sampled. The other port is an input, over which the telemetry sampling system returns the
value from the selected sensor, as sampled by a l G-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). An
interrupt signal is generated when the telemetry value is valid, so that the PCE can continue
other processing while the ADC is sampling. Using this interface the peE can sample any
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telemetry point in the satellite in 15 ms. The telemetry samples can then be transmitted on the
downlink or used as parameters in housekeeping software.
5.6.5. Magnetometer Interface
Another parallel interface connects the PCE to the satellite's magnetometer, which measures the
Earth's magnetic field to determine the attitude of the satellite. Because this parallel interface is
implemented using an 8255 programmable parallel port, it has been used as a general-purpose
interface on subsequent missions.
5.6.6. Serial Interfaces
The PCE's primary mission is serial communication, so I took care to design, flexible, failure
resilient serial interfaces. Serial outputs from the PCE are connected to the satellite's two
downlink multiplexers, to the two data sharing buses, and to the input of the telecommand
system. The PCE's serial inputs come from the two data sharing buses and the demodulators
from three uplink receivers. This VO is handled by four independent channels provided by two
Zilog 8530 SCCs.
On each sec, one input port is connected directly to a data source-with no intervening
selector. The other port is connected to a 1:4 selector, switched by modem-control signals
generated by the SCC. The direct connections are the more reliable, by virtue of their
simplicity. The switched connections are somewhat less reliable, but more flexible. So long as
one of the selector-driven ports remains operational, all of the uplink receivers can be
monitored. One of the direct inputs is connected to the primary uplink receiver. The other is
connected to the data sharing bus, which can also connect the PCE to any data source on the
satellite. While the serial input system is far more complex than necessary for day-to-day
operations, it will continue to operate through several failure scenarios (Figure 5-8).
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Figure 5-8. peE serial I/O configuration
The serial output ports are deployed in a more straightforward manner. The UoSAT- 3
transmitter subsystem has two redundant data-source selectors controlled by the telecommand
system. Each of the sees is connected to both of the downlink selectors. Each see also has an
output port that drives the data sharing bus and the telecommand system in parallel. Like the
serial input system, the output system has many more options than are used on a daily basis,
and these provide failure resilience.
The serial-interface circuits were designed such that no single failure would cause the complete
loss of any function. Furthermore, the systematic failure of the uplink selectors will still leave
one of the communication receivers and the data sharing network connected. This illustrates
how failure resilience is achieved without straightforward redundancy. Ifno failures occur, all
les are used to provide a high level of service. If there is a failure, the circuit is re-configured
so that the remaining les continue to provide important services. This concept is central to the
design of cost-effective microsatellites.
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5.7. Summary-peE Hardware Design
The preceding sections describe how I designed UoSA T-3 PCE hardware. The design started
with a set of constraints, some of which were firm (e.g. the physical envelope of the payload)
and some of which were vague (e.g. the required capacity of the network). Using these
constraints, and applying the knowledge available from previous missions-particularly the
UoSA T-2 DCE-I designed a payload which would serve both as a store-and-forward node and
a general-purpose aBC for UoSAT -3 and future missions.
The CPU subsystem design reflects the 1989 state-of-the-art in terrestrial microcomputing,
proven by the fact that several of the CMOS VLSI chips used only became available while I
was designing the PCE. The core of the PCE is an 80C186 microcontroller which integrates a
CPU and several peripherals into a single package. The largest available SRAMs (256 kilobits
per IC) were used to provide a 256-kilobyte EDAC-protected program space. The VO circuits
employ ICs used widely in terrestrial applications. Selecting a CPU and VO devices from the
terrestrial consumer mass market brought two important advantages: confidence in the maturity
of the IC designs, and ready availability of development tools (both hardware and software).
The message-storage memory subsystem-RAMDISK-is critical to any store-and-forward
satellite mission. The PCE RAMDISK was designed to fit several megabytes of RAM into the
available volume without incurring the increased cost and risk of true miniaturisation. The
internal subdivision of the RAMDISK into banks and its isolation from CPU by a parallel VO
bus enhance failure resilience.
The UoSAT-3 PCE design has proven itself on several microsatellite missions. First used in
1989 with 256 kilobytes of program RAM and 4 megabytes of message storage RAM, it was
most-recently used in 1993 with 512 kilobytes of program RAM and 16 megabytes of message
storage RAM. Although the design is now somewhat dated, it is still adequate as a combined
OBC and store-and-forward transponder.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN OF THE PACSAT COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL SUITE
This chapter describes the suite of microsatellite store-and-
forward communication protocols that I developed for UoSAT-3.
The protocols in this suite implement the general-purpose file-
transfer system discussed in chapter 4. I designed the protocols to
support a wide range of applications, both through inherent
flexibility and through simple expansion. By uniting two file
transfer protocols under a single message encapsulation protocol
this suite has permitted both experimentation and routine
network operation.
After designing the UoSAT -3 PACSAT Communication Experiment hardware, I designed a
communication protocol suite and implemented it for UoSAT-3 and the AMSAT-NA
Microsats. This is called the PACSAT Protocol Suite. The PACSAT Protocol Suite was based
on experiences with UoSAT-2, FO-12 and FO-20. It was designed to serve the wide range of
possible applications to which users might put store-and-forward microsatellites. As an
experimental tool, it supports two basic transport mechanisms: virtual circuits with go-back-n
ARQ and datagrams with selective repeat ARQ. The PACSAT Protocol Suite comprises the
following protocols:
•
PACSA T File Header Definition-an electronic mail envelope protocol
File-Transfer Level O-a full-duplex binary file and directory transfer protocol that
assumes link-layer error correction
PACSA T Broadcast Protocol-a satellite-to-ground file and directory transfer protocol
that provides its own selective-repeat error correction
•
•
Full protocol definitions were published in (Ward and Price 1989a, 1989b) and (Price and
Ward 1989a, 1989b). This chapter describes the protocol suite and the important aspects of
each protocol.
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6.1. Design Constraints
While I was designing the UoSA T -3 PCE in the UK, a team from AMSA T -NA was designing
the Microsat store-and-forward transponder/OBC in the United States. (Section 2.9.6. describes
the Microsat hardware.) Although the Microsat OBC hardware differs from the UoSAT-3
PCE, the two systems use the same operating system and can run the same software.
Since the Microsats and UoSAT -3 were intended to attract users from the same population (the
Amateur Satellite Service), the design teams decided to use a common protocol specification.
Because the satellites could run the same application programs, we also elected to have a single
implementation of the protocols. The PACSAT Protocol Suite that I implemented for my
research program became the shared store-and-forward system for the Microsat and UoSA T
missions.
As previously described (chapter 4) the basic requirement for these satellites was to faithfully
transfer files of digitised information amongst users with direct-access ground stations. The
user terminals were assumed to be extended versions of existing terrestrial packet-radio
stations, roughly equivalent to a single IBM-PC-compatible computer connected to an AX.25
TNe. Thus, the test of practicality for the PACSAT Protocol Suite was eventually to
implement the spacecraft protocol processes on the UoSAT and Microsat OBCs and the ground
station processes on the IBM-PC-type computing platform.
Although the PACSA T Protocol Suite was developed within these constraints-to serve the
specific UoSA T and Microsat networks-it was also designed to be general and extensible
enough to serve other store-and-forward microsatellite missions. The protocols can transfer
small and large files (up to several hundred kilobytes), between ground stations of varying
complexity and RF link capability, in networks of ranging from one or two ground stations to
hundreds.
Added to these functional requirements was a great desire for rapid implementation by a single
programmer. The protocols were designed just before the satellites were launched, yet the
implementation was needed to commission experiments (such as the CREDO) as soon as
possible.
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6.2. Protocol Hierarchy
The PACSAT Protocol Suite reflects many of the concepts and conclusions developed in
chapters 2 and 4. Ground station software provides the user interface to the network, and
ground message transfer agents (MT As) communicate with the satellite using computer-to-
computer protocols. Although it is based upon the layered protocol model, the PACSAT
Protocol Suite does not strictly adhere to the seven-layer OSI-RM. For example, the PACSAT
Broadcast Protocol uses knowledge ofHDLC frame boundaries to identify received datagrams.
This violates strict OSI-RM protocol layering, but results in a very useful and efficient
protocol. Departure from the ideal reference model complicates protocol descriptions and
softens distinctions between processes such as the MTA and the user agent (UA), but provides
simple, efficient services.
The protocols in the PACSAT Protocol Suite function above an AX.25 link layer process. The
AX.25 virtual circuit mode with go-back-n ARQ is used to provide error-free, correctly-
sequenced data streams. The AX.25 Ul frame is used as a standard datagram when data
sequencing and link-level error correction are provided at higher levels.
Above AX.25 the PACSA T Protocol Suite diverges into two distinct systems:
• The PACSA T Broadcast Protocol (PBP) employs datagrams to transfer messages and
directories from the satellite to the ground stations. PBP corrects errors using selective-
repeat requests generated at the 'application layer.'
• The File Transfer Level 0 (FTLO) Protocol uses AX.25 virtual circuits to provide a
directory search service, message uploading and message downloading. Error correction
and sequencing are provided by AX.25.
Both of these protocols are specified and implemented using a client-server model. The satellite
OBC executes a server process, and acts upon requests made by the client process that runs on
the ground station computer.
Above these two file-transfer protocols, a common message format unites the system. The
encapsulation protocol-the PACSAT File Header (PFH)-covers both the 'envelope' and the
'header fields' required by electronic mail protocols. The PFH is the protocol header for the
entire satellite-based store-and-forward network. It is added when the originator places data into
the network and removed before the data is delivered to the destination.
Figure 6-1 illustrates the PAC SAT Protocol Suite hierarchy, which is clarified in the following
sections.
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Application
header PACSAT File Header
File transfer PACSAl Broadcast Protocol FlLO Protocol
Error control Selective repeat (SR-ARQ) GBN-ARQ
AX.25Data link Datagram
Multipoint tile downloading
Virtual circuit
File & dir up/down
FiKure 6-1. PACSAT Protocol Suite hierarchy
6.3. Standard Message Encapsulation
The store-and-forward satellite network exists to transfer messages from one ground station to
one or more other ground stations. End-to-end message transfer is implemented by a number of
software processes in ground stations and on the satellite. In order for these processes to
exchange messages, there must be a definition of what constitutes a valid message. Chapter 4
described a model in which each message consists of three parts: body, headers, and envelope.
This model is implemented by the PACSA T File Header (PFH), described in the following
sections.
6.3.1. Message Bodies
The message body is what one user wishes to transfer to other users. The PACSA T Protocol
Suite will transparently relay any binary message body up to 16 megabytes long. Although
some message bodies will meet user-agreed 'standards' (e.g. ASCII text messages, executable
programs for particular computers, or images in Graphics Interchange Format), the PAC SAT
Protocol Suite does not specify body formats. Groups of users can adopt new body formats
without altering the lower layer protocols. For example, when users wished to experiment with
voice mail, they simply agreed to use a common digitised voice format and then attached the
voice mail files to standard PACSAT header and envelope fields. The PFH definition does not
restrict users to a set of body formats identified and formalised in the protocol. To avoid
confusion, there is a mechanism to identify the format of a particular message body. The
standard PFH envelope carries this and other information needed for message transfer and
presentation.
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6.3.2. Distinction Between Envelopes and Headers
In a network with clearly differentiated UAs and MT As, the difference between an envelope
field and a header field is clear: MTAs interpret envelopes for message transfer, and UAs
interpret header fields for message presentation. This distinction is not clear cut in the PACSA T
Protocol Suite. The satellite MT A provides a message directory search service, so it must have
syntactic information about headers as well as syntactic and semantic information about the
envelope. That is, like any MTA process, the satellite software must be able find and interpret
the envelope items, but it must also be able to find and manipulate header items. Because the
satellite MT A must be able to manipulate both envelope and header items, a common syntax is
used for both, simplifying satellite software and protocol specification, but blurring the
distinction between the two.
The PFH Definition specifies a standard syntax for PFH items that make up the envelope and
header. It also defines sets of standard envelope and header items. The syntax unambiguously
separates the PFH from the message body and permits significant future expansion of the
number of header items-both on a system-wide basis and by any user group. The PFH syntax
is equally suitable for satellite and terrestrial applications, but the standard envelope and header
items clearly reflect the satellite-based nature of the network.
6.3.3. PACSAT File Header Item Syntax
PFH items employ the full range of 8-bit binary byte values. Unlike the MailBox protocol and
RFC 822, the PFH definition does not restrict data to 7 bits. The UA process converts between
the binary form and a human-interpretable representation of the envelope and header whenever
necessary.
Each PFH item consists of an identifier field a length field and an optional data field (Figure 6-
2).
Identifier Length Data
2 bytes 1 byte 0-155 bytes
Figure 6-2. PFH item syntax
The identifier is a IS-bit integer, providing a range of65536 possible different PFH items.
Identifiers from 0 through 32767 are reserved for system-wide standard items, while the
remainder are available for definition by any user group. Thus, the most significant bit of the
identifier differentiates system-defined items from user-defined items. This permits simple
extension of the PFH semantics.
The length is an 8-bit integer, that tells how many data bytes there are in the item. Thus an item
contains between 0 and 255 data bytes. This is the most restrictive part of the PFH item syntax.
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During the PFH definition it seemed that most items would be much shorter than 256 bytes. so
a longer length field would have introduced unnecessary overhead. Schemes for a variable-size
length field were considered, but discarded since they complicated both specification and
implementation of the protocol. If a requirement arises for longer PFH items, this can be met by
distributing the large data across several items.
The data field is the information content of the item. For some envelope items and system-
defined header items, the data field is tightly constrained. For example, time is always measured
by a 32-bit integer counting the number of seconds since 00:00:00 UTe on January 1 1970. For
other items, the data can be any sequence of bytes, interpreted only by end users. An important
example of such free-form data fields are the message source and destination addresses, which
may be in any format required by the users.
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Identifier Interpretation Envelope/Header
I file identification number assigned by server Envelope *
2 me name in server file system Envelope *
3 file name extension in server file system Envelope •
4 file size including PFH and body Envelope •
II length of PFH in bytes Envelope *
8 message body type Envelope •
35 AScn description of non-standard body type Header
7 single-event upset severity fll!S_ Envelope *
9 additive checksum of bo4Y_ ~ Envelope *
10 additive checksum of header bytes Envelope •
5 time of file creation Envelope *
6 time of last file modification Envelope *
18 time at which upload was completed Envelope •
22 time at which messa_ge was last downloaded Envelope
23 time at which message becomes outdated Envelope
17 AX.25 link address of mesSI!S_euploader Envelo~
21 AX.25 link address of message downloader Envelope
19 number of times message has been downloaded Envelo~
16 network address of messa_g_esource Envelope
20 network address of message destination Envelope
24 priori tv of the message Envelope
33 message title or subiect Header
34 key words describing the message Header
37 file name from messa_ge ori_g_inator'sfile system Header
25 compression applied to message body Header
36 ASCn description of non-standard compression technique Header
applied to bod_y
32 message "type" for PBBS _gateway messages Header
0 last item in PFH Envelope *
Table 6-1. PACSAT File Header items, grouped according to function. Items
marked ,*, are the minimum necessary for file transfer.
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6.3.4. Envelope Items
The PFH envelope is a set of PFH items necessary for sensible message transfer and
interpretation. The paragraphs below describe the most important items, grouping them
according to function.
6.3.4.1. File Identification
Referring to Table 6-1, the first three items identify the file on the satellite server. The
satellite file system (see chapter 7) uses the file naming conventions of MS-DOS, in
which an 8-character file name body is appended to a 3-character file name extension.'
At first glance, the file name seems sufficient identity for any file. This would be true if
all file transfers were completed in a single, uninterrupted transaction between server
and client. For reasons discussed earlier, a transfer may spread over several satellite-
ground station sessions. Between two sessions, an on-board process may re-name the
file, or it may be deleted and replaced with a file of the same name. To overcome these
identity crises, the satellite file system assigns each newly-created file a unique file
identification number. This 32-bit integer identifies the file unambiguously over
several sessions.
The message body type item is used by the originating user or process to tell other
users how to interpret the message body. Several system-wide body types are defined,
or an escape value can be placed in a type 8 item and a text description of the file body
provided a type 35 item.
6.3.4.2. Error Detection
Uncorrectable SEUs in the satellite's message storage memory or failures of low level
error correction protocols can corrupt a message during its transfer through the store-
and-forward satellite network. The satellite server should set the SEU severity item if
the message suffers an SEU. The flag's value would then tell the receiving process
whether or not the SEU had been corrected.! Two checksums provide further protection
from protocol errors and SEVs. The PFH checksum only covers the PFH portion of a
message. Any process that changes the PFH must update this checksum. The
originating VA generates the body checksum, which does not include the PFH. No
other processes change the body checksum. The two checksums are checked by the
satellite MT A after a message is uploaded and by the destination MT A or VA after a
1My implementation (chapter 7) does not provide the file extension characters.
2The SEU severity field is not presently implemented because of the difficulty of communicating data
between low-level SEU detection functions and very high-level PFH handling functions.
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message is downloaded. The end-to-end error checking provided by the body checksum
provides a high degree of data integrity despite the many hardware and software
communication links involved in message relay.
6.3.4.3. File Tracing
Time-stamps record when a message is created by the originating UA, when it is
uploaded to the satellite, when it is modified and when it is downloaded. The server also
stores the AX.25 link addresses of the uploading and downloading clients in the PFH.
Whenever a message is downloaded, the server increments a download counter (a type
19 item) and stores the new value in the PFH. Both the recipient and the originator of a
message may find this information useful.
6.3.4.4. Message Addressing
The AX.25 link identifies uploading and downloading clients, but does not necessarily
identify source and destination users. Users may adopt any address up to 256 bytes
long. Users in the non-amateur networks frequently generate their own user addresses
or adopt addresses from existing networks (e.g. the Internet).
Each message has one originator, but may have one or more destinations. For each
destination, a subset of three PFH items is repeated: destination address, AX 25
downloader and download time. Thus, only one copy of the message is uploaded to
and stored by the satellite server-conserving communication capacity and on-board
memory.
6.3.5. Header Items
Header items are optional PFH items that convey additional information about a message. Most
messages carry a title and key words chosen by the originator to inform the addressees of the
message content. If the message has been compressed (for transfer and storage efficiency) a
compression type item will appear in the header. Standard methods of compression are assigned
numerical identifiers, and an escape mechanism supports text strings to identify non-standard
methods. Most messages uploaded by ground stations contain at least these header items.
To permit the transfer of named files from one client to another, the header may include an
originator's file name item. The originator places the complete file name (up to 256 ASCII
characters) into this item, and it is delivered to the addressees. This facility bypasses the file-
name restrictions of the server's on-board file system.
Other header items are used by gateways transferring mail to and from terrestrial MailBox
networks. Specific PFH items correspond directly to the fields of the MailBox envelope and
header. This allows gateways to use the selection and directory facilities described below to
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isolate their messages more effectively. Although these items were specifically designed for
MailBox gateways, the technique of envelope and header translation is applicable to other
gateway situations.
6.3.6. File Transfer Items
The items marked with "*" in Table 6-1 form the absolute minimum PFH required by the lower
level protocols for file transfer. This subset allows data files generated on-board the satellite to
be transmitted to the ground without unnecessarily complex PFHs. These data files don't have
'originator' and 'addressees' in the traditional sense, but still require PFH items for file
identification, error detection and tracing.
6.3.7. The Complete PACSAT File Header
The complete PFH for a message is a collection of items including at least all of those in the
envelope subset, and probably some from the header subset. The PFH definition does not
constrain the order in which items appear. To aid clients that may be handling many types of
files, the PFH is always prefixed with the hexadecimal sequence OxAA Ox55. An item with
Identifier zero and Length zero marks the end of the PFH. Figure 6-3 shows a typical PFH as a
hexadecimal dump and as interpreted for the human user.
AA 55 01 00 Qi 82 72 00-00 02 00 08 32 63 63 65
39 32 61 61 03 00 03 20-20 20 04 00 Qi 91 01 00
00 os 00 04 31 85 CE 2C-06 00 04 31 85 CE 2C 12
00 04 AD 92 CE 2C 07 00-21 00 08 00 01 00 09 00
02 C2 27 OA 00 02 7E 29-08 00 02 DC 00 10 00 OA
53 2E 55 53 41 31 2F 6A-6F 6E 11 00 06 48 40 32
58 48 51 13 00 01 00 14-00 OF 53 2E 55 47 41 31
2F 65 73 68 69 6E 64 65-72 15 00 06 20 20 20 20
20 20 16 00 04 00 00 00-00 17 00 2i AD D8 D3 2C
18 00 01 00 19 00 01 02-26 00 OF 63 3A 5C 68 6E
65 74 5C 65 73 68 2E 7A-69 70 22 00 08 73 6, 66
74 77 61 72 65 23 00 21-20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20-20 20 ~O 20 20 20 20 20
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20-20 00 00 00
phs.exe version [9111 OSm]
----.-- 72b2.dlx ------------
file number Ox72b2
file name 2cce92aa
file extension
file size
create date
last mod ifled
upload time
seu flag
file type .
body checksum
header checksum
body offset
source
ax25 uploader
download count
destination
ax25 down loader
download time
expiry time
priority
compression type
user filename
title
keywords
401
Wed Oct 2714:26:571993
Wed Oct2714:26:57 1993
Wed Oct 2715:24:291993
OxOO
OxOO
Ox27c2
Ox297e
220
S.USA1/jon
KM2XHQ
000
S.UGA1/eskinder
uninitialized
Sun Oct 31 15:24:291993
000
Ox02
c:lhnet\esk2ip
software
Figure 6-3. An example PAC SAT File Header
The PFH provides a well-defined method for joining an arbitrary binary message body to
standard envelope and header items. The standard syntax provides both uniformity and
flexibility, and the system-wide item definitions are specifically tailored to the store-and-
forward satellite environment. The file transfer protocols depend on the PFH envelope, while
the directory search service (described below) takes advantage of the single syntax representing
all envelope and header items.
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6.4. The FTLO Protocol
File Transfer Level 0 (FTLO) can be used to upload and download messages and to obtain
directories of messages on the server. Thus, by itself FTLO fulfils all of the functions necessary
for a store-and-forward transponder. FTLO uses the virtual circuit mode ofAX.25.3
Many protocols exist for computer file transfer. Some of these (e.g, Kermit and FTP) are used
heterogeneous networks of microcomputers, and might been modified for use in the UoSA T-3
store-and-forward network. Proponents of this approach argued that it would save the effort
otherwise spent specifying protocols and implementing ground-station software.
The characteristics of the LEO satellite communication link and the particular set of services
required from the store-and-forward server made existing protocols unsuitable. The server must
provide simultaneous file uploading and downloading and a flexible directory facility.
Interrupted uploads and downloads must be continued efficiently and not simply abandoned.
Furthermore, these features should not consume unreasonable amounts of memory or
computing time in the server or client computers. No existing protocol was seen to posses all of
these traits.
A modified 'semi-standard' protocol could have provided the necessary facilities and desired
characteristics, but making modifications greatly reduces the benefits of adopting standard
protocol. The protocol modifications must be designed and specified, and existing software
must be modified to conform to the new specification. Once these tasks are accepted as
inevitable, complete customisation of the protocol, protocol specification and ground-station
software is not significantly more work.
FTLO is the result of a custom protocol design. The services provided are those specifically
required by store-and-forward microsatellites. The client-server transactions can be interrupted
at any phase. Interrupted transactions can be continued during later satellite passes, and
consume no memory while suspended. The following sections describe important details of
FTLO.
6.4.1. Error Control
As discussed in chapter 4, the AX.25 protocol provides two basic data-link services: virtual
circuits and datagrams. The AX.25 datagram mode simply checks incoming frames for errors
and passes error-free frames to higher layers; it detects, but does not correct link errors. The
AX.25 virtual circuit mode uses sliding-window GBN-ARQ for error control, and provides an
ordered, error-corrected data stream to the higher layers. The advantage of the virtual circuit
3 The somewhat confusing' Level 0' portion of this name was added when several levels of service
were under consideration. It does not refer to any OSI level or layer.
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Type Packet Interpretation CommandiReS1!_onse
0 Upload download or directory Data Either
I End of Data Either
2 Start Session Response
3 Request Upload Command
4 U_j>loadRequest Accepted Response
5 Upload Request Refused ResjX>nse
6 Upload File Acknowledged Response
7 Upload File Corrupted Response
8 Request Download Command
9 Download Request Accepted Response
10 Download Aborted Response
12 Download File Acknowledged Command
13 Download File Corrupted Command
II Download Completed Response
14 Request Terse Directory Command
15 Request Verbose Directory Command
16 Request Directory Search Command
17 Directory Search Result Response
18 Request Security Challenge Commandt
19 Security Challenge Responset
20 Security Authorisation Commandt
21 Security Handshake Result Responset
Table 6-2. FTLO packet types. 't' marks packets in the Secure Command
Protocol.
The five-bit type field is also interpreted as an integer, allowing 32 different FTLO packet types
(shown in Table 6-2). Eighteen of these packet types implement data transfer, directory search
and directory transfer. The other four (marked "t") permit clients to issue secure commands to
the server (described in section 6.6.).
Each packet type confers different meaning to the packet data field, which can contain from 0
to 2047 bytes. In the simplest case, an END OF DATA packet has an empty data field, and simply
signals the end of an information stream. In the most complex case, the data field of a REQUEST
DIRECTORY SEARCH packet must fit a recursive syntax that describes Boolean expressions
involving PFH items and constants. Complete definitions for all data fields are provided in
(Ward and Price 1989b).
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6.4.2.1. Overhead and Reliability
FTLO packets contain no synchronisation or error-control bytes. If the link-layer
protocol fails then the FTLO processes may act on invalid packet types or data. If the
length field is incorrect for some reason, synchronisation will be lost completely. This
is acceptable, because the AX.25 virtual circuit will always inform the upper layer
protocol of any link disturbances. The PFH checksums provide an added end-to-end
error check to detect protocol failures.
A different packet format would have allowed error detection and recovery, at the
expense of greater packet overhead. The FTLO frame contains very little overhead. A
client or server using 256-byte FTLO information packets (a typical value) experiences
only 0.8% overhead on a file transfer.
6.4.3. FTLO and the Network Model
FTLO communication begins when an AX.2S virtual circuit is established between client and
server. The client then initiates uploads, downloads, directory searches or directory transfers.
Either the client or the server terminates the virtual circuit upon encountering a protocol error
or completing the requested operations. In the following sections, the duration of a single virtual
circuit is called a session, and each activity within a session is called a transaction.
Either the server or the client may initiate an FTLO session, but FTLO forces the client to
initiate all transactions. This distinction significantly affects network operation. In a network
modelled after the postal system, mail would be automatically delivered by the satellite to the
ground stations without action by the ground stations. This is not the case in FTLO. The FTLO
client software in a ground station must identify and request messages for downloading.
Placing responsibility for the initiation of message delivery in the client instead of the server
simplifies the server software and makes the network more flexible. Those using the store-and-
forward satellite strictly as an interpersonal messaging system will have ground station VAs
programmed to request only mail explicitly addressed to them. Alternatively, some users will
view the satellite as an electronic conference system, employing the directory search facility to
identify desirable messages based on a wide range of criteria. In either case, the server software
does not store user's preferences, locate specific users, or attempt to poll a dynamic network of
user terminals. This does not mean that the human user in a ground station must manually
search for messages. A powerful automated search facility is available.
6.4.4. Directory Search Service
The FTLO directory search service allows the client to treat the messages on-board the server as
a database that can be searched. Searches are based on the contents of PFH items. A network
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devoted to person-to-person messages would require only a vestigial directory search service to
scan the destination items searching for the current client's address. The PACSA T Protocol
Suite was designed for a more flexible network, in which the satellite would support electronic
bulletin-boards and news delivery as well as person-to-person mail. The bulletin-board and
news dissemination applications require a powerful directory search service. For example, users
may wish to scan the system for messages about a certain subject uploaded after a particular
time. The FTLO directory search service serves these needs.
Designing and implementing PACSA T Protocols we frequently apply a rule stating that all
complicated software should be in the ground station. Following this rule, the directory search
would be carried out by the ground station VA, based on a complete copy of the server's
directory contents. This method serves the desire to keep satellite on-board software simple, but
conflicts with the desire to use downlink bandwidth efficiently. Transferring the entire server
directory to every client, when most clients will only be interested in a small subset of available
messages, is wasteful. Following this logic, I implemented directory search the FTLO server,
pennitting the clients to download a customised subset of on-board directory entries (or files)."
Because the directory search service was to be provided by satellite on-board software, it was
essential to design a protocol that could be implemented efficiently, but would still allow users
to create complex selection equations. A selection equation describes the messages that the user
is interested in. A selection equation is a Boolean equation involving comparisons between the
PFH items in messages on the server and constants supplied by the client. For instance, a user
may want all messages stored since 0930 on the 15th of July which have the word 'measles' in
their title or keyword fields, but not messages over 200,000 bytes long. This translates to a
symbolic Boolean equation such as:
(UPLOAD_TIME> 15/7/91 09:30:00) AND ( (KEYWORD="*measles*") OR
(TITLE="*measles*") ) AND (FILE_LENGTH < 200,000)
Each term of this equation contains three elements: a PFH item identifier, a relational operator
and a constant value. The flexibility of the PFH item syntax now becomes apparent: without
altering the PFH specification in any way, the identifiers and constants for the selection
equation can be encoded as PFH items. The on-board software already contains subroutines for
manipulating PFH items and these can be re-used during directory searching. S This illustrates
how using custom protocols simplify both protocol specification and protocol implementation.
41twill be seen later that we have also added a protocol which delivers the entire directory to the client
for searching. The relative merits of these approaches are addressed in chapter 8.
5 Re-use of subroutines increases program reliability and decreases size.
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Placing these PFH items into an equation required an additional encoding scheme. The server
must be able to parse an incoming FTLO packet stream to reveal the identifiers, constants.
relational operators, logical operators and equation structure. To avoid the complexity of
having to parse parenthesised infix equations in the server software, the client presents
equations in postfix notation. Inpostfix notation, the equation above becomes:
UPLOAD TIME> 15/7/91 09:30:00
KEYWORD="*measles*"
TITLE="*measles*"
OR
AND
FILE_LENGTH < 200,000
AND
Because the PFH item syntax cannot encode the relational operators (GREATER THAN,EQUAL
TO, etc.) or the logical operators (AND, OR, NOT) FTLO defines separate tokens for these. Thus,
the actual equation is presented by the client as:
>
UPLOAD_TIME 15/7/91 09:30:00
KEYWORD"*measl.es *"
TITLE "*measles *"
OR
AND
<
FILE LENGTH 200,000
AND
The bold text indicates items encoded using the PFH syntax. The server scans the equation
from the first token to the last, applying a stack-based evaluation algorithm as shown in Table
6-3. The value at the top of the stack when the algorithm reaches the end of the equation tells
the server whether or not the message being evaluated meets the client's selection criteria.
clear selected list
for all messages !
clear evaluation stack
take first token from selection equation
while token is not END marker {
if the token is a relational operator {
read PFH Item identifier and constant data
search PFH for Item with same identifier
compare PFH Item data to constant data.
push result of comparison onto stack
}
else token is a logical operator!
pop two truth values from stack
appl.y the logical operator
push result onto stack
}
pop result from stack
if TRUE then put current message on selected list
el.seignore the current message
Table 6-3. Selection equation evaluation algorithm
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By evaluating the selection equation for every message in its file system, the server builds a
selection list containing the message identification numbers of all messages that meet the
client's criteria. Using selection equations and the selection list, client UAs can use the server
efficiently for interpersonal messaging, conferencing, news dissemination and other services
that might involve disjoint user groups and message subsets.
The user does not necessarily want to download all of the messages on the selection list. He
may wish to intervene and decide which of the selected messages is really of interest. Thus,
FTLO allows the client to download directory entries for messages. Instead of defining a new
syntax for directory entries, a directory entry is simply a PFH, which provides a syntax for
expressing information usually found in message directories. Clients may download the PFHs
for messages on the selection list, or for a specific numbered message. Thus, the client can use
the selection facility followed by a directory download to create a customised copy of the
server's directory. Then the UA software or a human user can then identify those files for which
the entire message should be downloaded.
6.4.5. File Transfer Services
A store-and-forward satellite transfers message files from VA to UA in three stages: uploading,
storage and downloading. FTLO provides both uploading and downloading file transfer
services. Because FTLO operates above a virtual circuit link layer protocol with error
correction, the transfer of data bytes is a relatively straightforward matter. The complexity and
customisation of the FTLO file-transfer services are in the handshaking at the beginning and end
of each transfer. This handshaking supports continuation of message transfer during several
sessions and confirms crucial stages in uploading or downloading.
6.4.5.1. Uploading
Figure 6-5 shows the file uploading transaction. The upload begins at Towhen the
client transmits an UPLOAD REQUEST command packet. This packet tells the server
whether the client is attempting to begin a new upload, or to continue a previously
interrupted upload. In the latter case, the packet tells the server the file identification
number of the file being continued. The packet contains the file length, so that the
server can confirm that the necessary file storage space is available.
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Figure 6-5. FTLO upload transaction
If the server does not have the resources to accept the upload, or the client has
requested the continuation of a non-existent file, the server responds with an UPLOAD
REFUSED packet at T l' terminating the transaction.
If the server can honour the upload request, it transmits an UPLOAD ACCEPTED
response (T 1)' The response packet contains the file identification number assigned by
the server and the byte offset into the file at which the client should begin transmission.
The byte offset will be zero for new uploads and appropriately set for continuation of
interrupted uploads. When the client receives this response (T2)' data transfer begins.
The client sends the file data in a series of DATA packets terminated by an END OF
DATA packet.
When the server receives the END OF DATA packet, it checks the header and body
checksums on the received file. If the checksums are correct, the server sends an
UPLOAD ACKNOWLEDGEMENT packet. Otherwise it deletes all data from the file and
sends an UPLOAD FAll.,URE packet. After receiving either of these packets, the client
may terminate the AX.25 link or begin a new transaction. Only when the client receives
the UPLOAD ACKNOWLEDGEMENT packet can the client consider the upload complete.
If the AX.25 link is reliable and constant, the FTLO upload transaction is a
straightforward sequence of events. If the link fails because of a temporary or
permanent loss of signal by either the satellite or the ground station, more complex
aspects of the protocol become important.
From To until T2' the FTLO client does not know whether the server has received the
UPLOAD REQUEST. Similarly, between T 1 and T3 the server does not know whether the
client has received the UPLOAD ACCEPTED response. These periods, which may vary
from fraction of a second to several seconds, illustrate a critical element in the FTLO
design: protocol processes can only change states when they receive packets, and not
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when the remote peer process transmits or receives a packet. This can lead the peers to
disagree about the state ofa transaction. If the AX.25 data link fails during one of
these periods, the FTLO protocol must overcome this disagreement.
The protocol must define the point at which the server can commit storage to the file
upload, knowing that the storage will eventually be used. There must also be a defined
instant at which the client commits to completing the upload during this or a subsequent
transaction. The client's commitment is at T2' when it receives the file identification
number (in the UPLOAD ACCEPTED packet) and becomes aware that the server has
accepted the transaction. The server, on the other hand, can only commit storage when
it knows that the client has received the UPLOAD ACCEPTED packet. This state is
reached at TJ, when the server receives the first DATA or END OF DATA packet from the
client. This staged commitment favours the server, which does not commit its limited
resources until it is certain that the client will attempt to complete the upload.
Once committed (at T2) the client must pursue the upload to T6 (during one or more
transactions with the satellite). The server considers the message deliverable any time
after T 5· If the upload is interrupted at any time between T2 and T6' an upload
continuation procedure is applied. The continuation proceeds exactly as the upload,
except for information in the UPLOAD REQUEST packet and the UPLOAD ACCEPTED
packet. The client places the message identification number in the UPLOAD REQUEST
packet. If the interruption is between T2 and T3, the server will provide a byte offset of
zero in the UPLOAD ACCEPTED packet. If the interruption is between T 3 and T s' the
byte offset is non-zero, but less than or equal to the file length. For interruptions
between T s and T6' the server sends the client a byte offset equal to the file length. In
this case, the client responds with a END OF DATA packet. Hence, all of the algorithms
executed by client or server after T 1 are the same for first-time uploads or upload
continuation. This simplifies both the specification and the implementation of the FTLO
protocol, since the client upload process requires only four states.
6.4.5.2. Downloading
As the in upload transaction, the FTLO download transaction (Figure 6-6) is initiated
by the client. The client sends a DOWNLOAD REQUEST .. which identifies the desired file
and specifies the byte offset at which the download should commence. When the server
receives a valid DOWNLOAD REQUEST, it transmits the file contents (starting at the
specified byte offset) in a sequence of DATA packets terminated by an END OF DATA
packet.
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Figure 6-6. FTLO download transaction
In the simplest system, this would be the end of the download transaction. If the link
were interrupted, the client would simply issue another DOWNLOAD REQUEST to
continue from the point of failure. Unfortunately, if the system were so simple, the
server would not know whether the download was successfully completed. FTLO
includes a two-way final handshake during which the client acknowledges the transfer
(T4) and in tum the server tells the client that the acknowledgement was processed (T5)·
At T 5 the server considers the message delivered, but only at T 6 can the client be
certain that the server has reached that state.
The final two-way handshake is used by the server to provide a simple delivery
confirmation. When the server receives the DOWNLOAD Fll.,E ACKNOWLEDGED packet,
it marks the PFH envelope of the downloaded message with the time and the AX.25
link address of the downloading ground station. The originator can view this postmark
by downloading the directory of the message and checking the appropriate PFH items.
If a download is interrupted, the client stores the byte offset of the last data received,
and uses this when continuing the download. This is in contrast to upload transactions,
for which the server stores the offset. The procedure used to continue a download is the
same as that used when starting a new download, except that the client places a byte
offset into the DOWNLOAD REQUEST packet. For interruption between T2 and T4, the
client's byte offset will be somewhere within the file. For interruption between T4 and
T6' the client's byte offset is equal to the file length. In the later case, the server resumes
at T3-the transmission of the END OF DATA packet, followed by the fmal two-way
handshake.
The FTLO download protocol is one of two message download protocols in the
PACSA T Protocol Suite. The other protocol is the PACSA T Broadcast Protocol,
based on datagrams. The strict sequencing and certainties of the FTLO download
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procedure are different from the flexibility and consequent uncertainties of the
PACSAT Broadcast Protocol.
6.4.6. Full-Duplex Operation
Message or directory downloading requires a large data flow on the downlink and a smaller
flow on the uplink. Conversely, message uploading requires large data flow on the uplink, and
relatively little on the downlink. To make best use of the short LEO satellite transits, clients can
upload and download simultaneously in foil duplex mode.
A full-duplex service could have been implemented by uploading and downloading on two
independent AX.25 virtual circuits. This would waste server memory, and would require
ground station TNCs to support multiple simultaneous virtual circuits. Instead, FTLO permits
full-duplex operation by clearly separating the message upload procedure from download
procedures, so that both can share the same AX.25 virtual circuit. The protocol defines
independent uplink and downlink state machines. The uplink machine can be idle. or involved in
a message upload. The downlink machine can be idle, searching the directory, downloading
directory information, or downloading a message. The FTLO packet format allows commands
and responses to be interleaved with data on a single link, so that the two state machines can act
independently. Full duplex operation over a single circuit makes efficient use of limited satellite
access time.
6.4.7. Summary-FTLO
The FTLO protocol was designed to provide all the services needed for a store-and-forward
satellite, using the existing error-control mechanisms of the AX.25 virtual circuit mode. FTLO
makes maximum use of the virtual circuit's error-free sequential data delivery, and introduces
very little overhead of its own. The file transfer procedures permit continuation of interrupted
transactions and verification of message transfer. The directory searching and downloading
procedure allows the on-board messages to be filtered so that each client can download a
desired subset of messages.
The weaknesses ofFTLO are discussed in chapter 8, and relate mainly to the underlying GBN-
ARQ procedures ofAX.25 (and the TNC's implementation of these procedures). Despite this,
the FTLO protocol has been used extensively on several satellites and remains in use for all file
uploading on UoSAT and Microsat store-and-forward satellites.
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6.5. PACSAT Broadcast Protocol
The PACSA T Broadcast Protocol (PBP) was designed to provide efficient delivery of
broadcast and multicast messages. The downlink of a store-and-forward satellite is a broadcast
channel. All ground stations in the footprint may receive all transmitted frames. The PACSA T
Broadcast Protocol exploits this when a message is to be delivered to more than one ground
station in the footprint. The PAC SAT Broadcast Protocol transmits these messages in a format
which can be used by all ground stations in the footprint. This multipoint distribution is
particularly useful in electronic bulletin board operation and news dissemination systems. in
which most messages are of interest to more than one ground station.
The AX.25 virtual circuit protocol is not suitable for broadcast applications. Instead PBP uses
the AX.25 Unnumbered Information (UI) frame as a data-link-layer datagram. and implements
its own selective repeat, automatic repeat request (SR-ARQ) error control procedure. Thus
PBP consists of a datagram format, procedures for initiating and controlling message
downloads and procedures for error control. The datagram format allows all clients which
receive a datagram to place it in the proper location in the proper file. The PBP procedures
allow clients to start or stop broadcasts and send selective repeat requests.
6.5.1. Datagram Protocols
Unlike FTLO, PBP does not depend upon a virtual circuit link, but uses a datagram link instead.
When two high-level processes are connected by a virtual circuit they communicate using byte
streams. The processes assume that bytes inserted into the stream will arrive correctly and in
order at the other end of the virtual circuit. The link-layer protocol detects transmission errors
and corrects them. informing the higher-layer processes when the error-correction fails. The
virtual circuit protocol 'guarantees' to deliver all data correctly. Rather than depending on such
a high-quality service, PBP uses datagrams. A datagram is block of data that is either delivered
correctly by the data-link protocol, or lost completely. If a datagram is lost. the data-link
protocol does not notify the higher layer processes. Thus a datagram protocol guarantees far
less than a virtual circuit protocol. Although only correct data will be delivered, some data may
be lost or delivered out of order. Higher-level protocols (PBP in this case) must perform error
control, detecting missing datagrams and replacing them.
Because error correction is left to higher-layer processes, these higher layer processes are more
complex than those which use virtual circuit links. This becomes clear when PBP and the
AX.25 datagram service are compared to FTLO and the AX.25 virtual circuit service. In the
first the link layer protocol places a block of data in an AX.25 HDLC frame and transmits it
once. The receiving AX.25 process checks the frame CRC, and passes error-free frames up to
the receiving PBP process. This is much simpler than the sliding-window ARQ procedures used
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by AX.25 virtual circuits. The complexity has moved up. Whereas FTLO simply generates a
sequence of packets and assumes that they will be delivered, PBP provides its own SR-ARQ
facility for replacing lost datagrams. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages which
were exposed and investigated during the implementation and operation of the PACSAT
Protocol Suite.
6.5.2. The PACSAT Broadcast Protocol Datagram
PBP provides its own control fields inside the 'data' portion of an AX.25 frame. Generally,
messages will not fit into a single PBP datagram, but will have to be broken into several. So
that each fragment will be useful in isolation, each indicates to what message and where in that
message it belongs. These are the main elements of the PBP server datagram format illustrated
in Figure 6-7.
Flags File ID No. File Data offset Data Frame
Tvne check
8 bits 4 bytes 1 byte 3 bytes 0-244 bytes 2 bytes
Figure 6-7. PBP server datagram
The eight flags bits are used to differentiate different datagram types, protocol version
numbers, etc. Thefile identification number is the same number used by the PFH and FTLO
protocols. Data offset indicates the offset from the beginning of the file at which client should
place the data contained in the datagram. The additional fields are file type and checksum. The
file type byte is the same as that in the PFH. telling what type of message body this message
contains. Using this byte, PBP clients can ignore datagrams from messages that they are not
interested in. The frame check is a CRC of all bytes in the frame." When used in a 255-bytc
AX.25 VI frame, the PBP datagram header leaves room for 244 bytes of data-an overhead of
just under 5%.
Clients transmit their requests to the PBP server using another datagram format (Figure 6-8). In
this datagram- two ofthejlag bits identify four possible command types (Table 6-4). File
identification number indicates which file the client is referring to, and block size tells the
server how many data bytes to put in each datagram when fulfilling the request. The data
portion of the client datagram contains selective repeat requests.
6 It is not immediately clear why a an error check is needed, since the AX.25 UI frame has already
been verified. Unfortunately, the TNe firmware passes UI frames to the host computer on an RS232
serial link without flow control. Frames are sometimes corrupted on this link. after they have passed
the AX.25 CRe. Without any further frame check. these erroneous datagrams can corrupt downloaded
files and confound ground station software. Hence. the frame check was added.
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Flags File Serial No. Block Size I Data
16bits 4 bytes 1byte 0-234 bytes
Figure 6-8. PBP client datagram format
Type Packet Interpretation
0 Start broadcast transmission
I End broadcast transmission
2 Selective repeat request
3 Start permanent broadcast
Table 6-4. PBP client commands
6.5.3. SelectiveRepeat Requests
Selective repeat ARQ, in which the transmitting station retransmits only those data frames
missed by the receiving station, is the most efficient form of ARQ. Unlike sliding window
schemes, SR-ARQ systems do not waste correctly received frames. Unlike stop-and-wait ARQ,
the transmitting station can send data at full link capacity. Two repeat request formats are
possible: hole lists and bit maps. Using a bit map, a file is split into fixed-length blocks and the
reception status of each block is indicated by a single bit in the repeat request. A hole list is a
table listing the location and size of each requested data area. Whilst hole lists and bit maps fill
the same purpose, each has advantages and disadvantages.
Bit maps are generally of a fixed length, and must contain enough bits to span an entire
message. A hole list, on the other hand, expands or contracts depending on the number of data
areas being requested. When the number of data areas is large, the bit map is smaller, and when
the number of data areas is small the hole list is smaller. Neither has a distinct size advantage.
The primary advantage of hole lists is that they allow the server to transmit datagrams of any
size. If a bit map protocol is to support variable datagram size, either the bits in the bit map
must represent the smallest possible datagram size, or each bit map must carry an indication of
frame size. Initially, PBP defined both bit map and hole-list retransmission requests. During
implementation of the PBP client software, however, the management of bit maps seemed
undesirably complicated and this feature was abandoned. Bit maps are best suited to a fixed
datagram size, and can only be stretched to accommodate the variable-size datagrams with
some difficulty. PBP now only supports hole lists.
The PBP hole list is an array of structures, each indicating the location and size of an area of
data required by the receiving station. Each hole structure contains five bytes: a 24-bit integer
indicating the location of the area and an 16-bit integer giving the size of the area. Clients
transmit hole lists in the data portion of client datagrams.
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6.5.4. PBP Procedures
The basic PBP procedures are simple. Once a client has identified a message that it requires
(using the directory service), it sends a START BROADCAST datagram to the server. The START
BROADCAST datagram includes a suggested datagram size, allowing the client to tailor the
broadcast to prevailing downlink quality. When the server processes the START BROADCAST
request it divides the file into the necessary number of datagrams and transmits them one after
another. Datagrams from several clients' requests may be interleaved, or each client's request
may be transmitted in an uninterrupted downlink allocation.
The client will receive some or all of the datagrams it has requested, as well as datagrams from
other clients' requests. Upon receiving any datagram, the client places it at the indicated byte
offset in the appropriate file. Thus, the client gradually builds messages-some complete and
some with missing datagrams. The most efficient client software will capture all datagrams on
the downlink, even if they are not for a file it has specifically requested. Datagrams for un-
requested files are stored in anticipation of later requests by the UA.
When the client wishes to have the server re-transmit missing datagrams, the client composes
and transmits a SELECTIVE REPEAT REQUEST datagram containing a hole list. The client repeats
this process until it has completely received the message. Receive-only ground stations can also
gather messages using PBP. Such simple clients cannot request repeats or specific messages,
but they will sometimes receive complete messages as a consequence of other clients' activity.
The server can also transmit important news bulletins repeatedly to increase the chances of
reception by receive-only stations.
The preceding simple description masks a number of practical questions:
• When should clients transmit their requests?
How does a client know that its request has been received by the server?
How should the server multiplex several requests?
How does the server deal with multiple requests for the same data?
•
•
•
PBP's SR-ARQ is the most efficient data transfer protocol available in the PACSAT Protocol
Suite (although we did not anticipate this initially). Therefore the answers to these questions
became important during the implementation and operation of the UoSAT-3 network. Chapters
7 and 8 show how I answered these questions during UoSA T -3 PBP implementation.
6.5.5. Directory Broadcasting
Although it was not obvious during the initial design and specification of the PACSA T Protocol
Suite, multipoint delivery is as important for directory information as it is for messages. If
many messages are of interest to more than one client, then the same is true of the directory
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entries for those messages. Thus after a year of network operation, I extended the PACSA T
Broadcast Protocol to include a Directory Broadcast Protocol (DBP).
OBP is based on the techniques used by PBP: datagrams at the link layer, and hole-lists for SR-
ARQ. The primary complication involved in defining and implementing DPB was the lack of a
quantity analogous to byte offset. PBP uses byte offset to specify the size and position of each
data block. It initially seemed as though the file identification number could be used for this
purpose, with clients indicating the identification number ranges for which they still required
directory entries. Unfortunately, this solution ignores the fact that messages do not necessarily
become available in file number order. The file number is assigned at the beginning of the
upload transaction, but the message only becomes available at the end of the transaction. These
events may be separated by several hours. During the delay, messages with higher numbers
may be uploaded and become available. After studying this matter, I decided to use message
upload time as the position indicator for each directory entry. Thus. each directory entry exists
somewhere in a time line. The directory datagrams are not just points on this line. because this
does not allow the client to detect missing directory datagrams. Instead, each directory
datagram spans a period on the time line. and when a client has received all directory
datagrams, its time line will contain no gaps. If a client's time line contains gaps, it transmits
hole lists to fill the gaps, just as it would do for missing data areas during file downloading. 7
The use ofDPB to relieve congestion of the FTLO server is described in chapter 8.
6.5.6. Summary - PACSAT Broadcast Protocol
PBP and DBP combine protocol customisation and backward compatibility. By using the
AX.25 datagram protocol they remain compatible with the ground station TNCs, yet they fully
exploit the broadcast nature of the satellite downlink. By moving error correction into a higher
layer process written specifically for LEO satellites, they have opened the way for more
efficient error control and link bandwidth assignment. I initially included PBP in the PACSA T
Protocol Suite to provide multipoint delivery, but it has also proven to be more efficient and
flexible than FTLO for point-to-point message delivery. Chapter 8 documents the gradual shift
from FTLO and the AX.25 virtual circuit to PBP and selective-repeat ARQ .
7Tbis discussion ignores the many complexities ofOPB. Some files 'move' along the time line because
they are constantly updated by on-board processes. Other files may be deleted. Thus, the area of the
time line covered by any particular directory entry may alter from time to time. and the protocol
defines actions for these instances.
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6.6. Security
The basic FTLO protocol does not include data security mechanisms. There is no user
authentication system and no message encryption. In a fast-changing network using non-secure
radio uplinks and a broadcast downlink, implementation of complete security measures would
have significantly increased the complexity the protocol specification, server and client
implementations and network administration. Despite this, clients can achieve end-to-end
message security, and the server can be protected from casual interference. The sections below
show how security problems have been solved within the context of the PACSA T Protocol
Suite.
6.6.1. Message Security
The same 'broadcast nature' of the satellite downlink that makes PBP efficient also presents a
stumbling block to message security. Even if the server implemented user authentication and
only allowed each client to download its own messages, any client in the same footprint could
clandestinely copy the message. The only protection against this eavesdropping is end-to-end
message encryption. The file transfer protocols in the PACSA T Protocol Suite are data-
transparent, so clients may use any end-to-end encryption scheme they desire. The PFH must
remain unencrypted, but this need not reveal anything about the message other than its
addressees. End-to-end encryption-implemented in ground station VA software-is flexible,
robust and easily managed. Therefore, none of the protocols have specific support for
encryption. 8,9
6.6.2. Secure Transactions
There are some sensitive server maintenance functions which must be protected from
unauthorised clients. Secure transactions are implemented as an extension to FTLO, adding a
secure handshake to the FTLO client-server exchange. The secure handshake is based on a
method described by (Newland 1985) for verifying user identity in a broadcast environment.
Authorised clients posses.a password and an encryption algorithm which is held secret from
other clients. The password and algorithm are coded into the client and server software, which
are kept secure. The security handshake (Figure 6-9) verifies that the client knows both the
8 For many purposes, shareware programs such as PKZIP.EXE provide both encryption and data
compression at no additional 'expense' to the user. A data file ready for transmission is passed
through the encryption utility, PFH is added and the message is uploaded. When the message is
received at its destination, the PFH is removed and the file is decrypted. These operations are
automated as part of the VA software.
9 Amateur Radio Service users are, in fact. constrained not to encrypt their messages!
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password and the algorithm, but reveals neither to an unauthorised station monitoring both the
uplink and the downlink.
When a client wishes to execute a secure command, it sends a REQUEST SECURITY CHALLENGE
packet to the server. The server responds to this with a SECURITY CHALLENGE, which contains
a randomly-generated byte sequence (C). When the server generates the challenge, it also
encrypts the challenge using the algorithm (F) and password. The server stores the encrypted
challenge (R) locally, but does not transmit it to the client. The client receives the challenge and
encodes it using its own algorithm (F1 and password. The client then transmits the encoded
challenge (R1 to the server as part of the SECURITY AUTIIORISATION packet (along with the
actual command to be executed). When the server receives the SECURITY AUTIIORISATION, it
compares the client's encrypted challenge (R1 with its own previously-stored encrypted
challenge (R). If the two match, the client's algorithm (F1 must be the same as the server's (F)
and the client must also know the correct password. Thus, the client is authorised and the server
executes the command. Each time the handshake is executed. a new challenge value is
transmitted, so an unauthorised station is unlikely to be able to construct a complete look-up
table of acceptable authorisations. Indeed, by keeping both the algorithm and the password
secure from the general population of clients, only sophisticated analysis would allow an
unauthorised user to duplicate the correct handshake.
This Secure Command Protocol (SCP) is the only explicit security feature specified by FTLO.
It has been implemented on the PCE to restrict access to telecommand, file-system
management, and experiment control facilities (described in chapter 7).
Password
Server
SECURITY
AUTHORISA nON
Client
Password'
Figure 6-9. FTLO Secure Command Protocol
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The FTLO SCP allows a few authorised command stations to execute secure commands. A
central authority must maintain the passwords and algorithms, and distribute the secure
handshake software. Within these limitations, the FTLO SCP provides the level of security
needed to protect the server from unauthorised access.
6.6.3. User Authentication
Terrestrial electronic mail systems usually verify a user's identity before allowing the user to
read messages. In the store-and-forward satellite network, since all clients can receive all
frames on the downlink, user authentication alone cannot not control data access. End-to-end
encryption is still needed, but user authentication would provide some useful facilities. For
example, if the server could verify that all of a message's recipients had downloaded the
message, it could immediately remove the message from the memory.
The FTLO SCP could be extended to a general user authentication procedure, with a specific
password for each user. This would require a password table in the server, a secure channel for
uploading the passwords and system administrators to issue new passwords. The passwords
would have to be communicated to the users over some other communication channel.
Thus far, this level of complexity has not been needed. The server does not delete messages
when they have been downloaded, but keeps them until there is a specific need for more file
space. Thus, a client imitating another cannot stop the real client from receiving messages.
This simple solution works so long as all clients are active regularly and download their
messages before message storage memory must be cleared for new messages.
6.6.4. Message Delivery Acknowledgement
Because the server does not authenticate users, it cannot conclusively confirm message delivery.
This task is appropriately and easily handled above FTLO using an end-to-end receipt. When a
message reaches its destination, the destination VA replies with a short service message that
verifies delivery (just PFH with no body). The originating station still needs some way to verify
the identity of the VA which generated the service message, but this can be accomplished with a
digital 'signature' system agreed among the users. Moving this responsibility up the protocol
stack allows different schemes to be used by different groups of users, based on their particular
requirements .
Moving various security matters up the protocol stack, out of FTLO, makes FTLO a general-
purpose protocol which can serve simple low-security networks or more complicated high-
security networks. Furthermore, any add-on security measures implemented in ground station
VA software will not consume limited on-board computing resources. The weakest link in this
philosophy is the re-use of message storage memory. Without user authentication, messages
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cannot be safely deleted, and they must be delivered before they are removed from the FIFO
message queue.
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6.7. Presentation of Multi-byte Data
The most basic characteristic of the protocols is their use of multiple-byte values. The link level
protocols provide streams or frames of 8-bit bytes. If two peers need to communicate transfer a
16-bit value, how will this value be presented? It can be presented from the most-significant
byte to the least-significant byte or from least-significant to most significant.l? This seemingly
trivial decision about presentation is a subject of extensive debate amongst protocol and
computer designers. On the printed page, using the Arabic numbering system, we present the
most-significant digits of a number on the left. However, in Intel microprocessors the least-
significant digits are stored at lower addresses (i.e. 'first'). For the PACSAT Protocol Suite, I
used the byte ordering that matched the satellite OBC. Since both Microsat and UoSAT OBCs
use LSB-first CPUs, LSB-first ordering is the more efficient. The software necessary to swap
from one byte order to the other is very simple and probably very fast, but in even a small
fragment of the protocol software, it caused an appreciable increase in the size of compiled
code. Since satellite memory is limited. and there is no overriding advantage to MSB-first
ordering, LSB-first was selected.
10 These are frequently referred to as .Big-Endian' and 'Little-Endian', respectively.
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6.8. Summary-PACSAT Protocol Suite
The PACSA T Protocol Suite was conceived during the course of the UoSA T -3 and Microsat
missions, but it was designed to be a general-purpose protocol suite for store-and-forward
microsatellites. To ensure that the protocols would remain useful for unforeseen communication
tasks, the PACSAT Protocol Suite supports transparent binary file transfer. It places no
restrictions on the format or content of message bodies. Any digital data encapsulated in the
appropriate PACSA T File Header can traverse the store-and-forward satellite network.
Furthermore, the PFH places only minimal constraints on the addressing schemes which clients
may use, and can expand to accommodate unforeseen requirements.
The file and directory transfer protocols FTLO and PBP embody two different approaches to
data-link error correction. This has allowed us to experiment with both GBN-ARQ and SR-
ARQ. Yet, because they use AX.25, both protocols can be supported using a single,
inexpensive, commercially available TNC.
The following chapter describes my implementation of the PACSAT Protocol Suite and
supporting software for store-and-forward microsatellites.
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CHAPTER 7
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes the all of the on-board software
implemented for UoSAT-3 and subsequent store-aod-forward
microsatellites. Although this software enables a microsatellite to
provide store-aod-forward file transfer, it is much more than a
communication program. The software described here is a
reusable, portable on-board data handling system for
microsatellites. It centralises access to hardware interfaces, on-
board data storage and communication services. These are
presented through high-level programming interfaces that can
successfully serve a wide range of on-board housekeeping,
experimental and communication applications.
Chapter 4 introduced a system model for store-and-forward communication satellites, in which
the on-board 'message memory' becomes a general-purpose file system. The communication
protocols described in chapter 6 link this file system to ground stations, providing error-free file
transfer despite the varying character of LEO satellite communication links. This network
model relies upon on-board software to provide communication protocols, file management and
spacecraft housekeeping. By structuring this software correctly, these services can enhance
each other. Communication and file storage become critical components of the housekeeping
system, and flexible housekeeping systems makes a store-and-forward communication more
successful.
To provide this complex software system, the UoSAT -3 peE and Microsat OBCs use a
multitasking operating system. This operating system supports a number of interrelated tasks
that run independently, but communicate with one-another using inter-task communication
streams. Some tasks exist primarily to serve as centralised interfaces to hardware: the file
system server for message-storage RAM, the telemetry-telecommand server for sampling
telemetrv and issuing spacecraft telecommands and the AX.25 server for uplink and downlink
communication. Other tasks are application tasks such as the store-and-forward protocol
servers, the spacecraft housekeeping task and experiment control tasks. Figure 7-1 shows the
tasks that run on UoSAT-3 and the inter-task communication streams that connect them.
This chapter describes each of the tasks shown in Figure 7-1. It also shows how they interact,
and how they have been used to build a successful store-and-forward communication system.
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Figure 7-1. Overview of VoSA T -3 operating software
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7.1. Bootstrap Loader
Before addressing the detail of the operating software, it is important to examine how the PCE
supports in-orbit program loading. Because the UoSAT-3 PCE was experimental, it was
especially important for PCE to support program loading as a safe, routine operation. But this
requirement extends beyond experimental missions.
7.1.1. Bootstrap Loading Rationale
It could be argued that I designed the PCE to support post-launch software development
because there was insufficient time before launch to develop software. In part, this is correct,
but there are other equally important reasons:
• Detailed mission requirements are often unknown.
• Mission requirements can change over the lifetime of a satellite.
• Complex software cannot be proven to be bug-free.
• Post launch hardware failures may require reconfiguration of the software.
These factors influence all missions.
Initially, short time from conception to launch led to post-launch software development.
Microsatellites are often developed and constructed by small teams in under 18 months. Indeed.
short time from concept to launch is a great advantage of microsatellites. Since the satellite
hardware must certainly be ready by the launch date, it is reasonable for project managers to
concentrate available effort on hardware. This postponement is acceptable if the OBC software
can be loaded post launch and the satellite supports this re-loading safely.
If software is to be uploaded after launch, the satellite must periodically operate without the
OBC. This leads to a specific microsatellite design that includes hardware-based survival
subsystems supporting software-intensive OBCs. Two survival subsystems occupy the lowest
level in this layered satellite architecture. A telecommand subsystem receives commands from
the ground and changes the status of other on-board subsystems. A telemetry subsystem
monitors on-board subsystems and relays the results to the ground. If these two survival
systems are available, temporary OBC failure need not lead to loss of the satellite. Thus, the
satellite becomes more robust and less critically dependent upon software.
In this environment programmers can take a slightly more relaxed approach to introduction of
new features. This reduces delays in software development and allows programmers to deliver
more software of greater complexity than would otherwise be possible. A bootstrap loader
supported by proper system design made it possible for me to develop the complex and capable
software described in this chapter.
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Full operational software in RAM
Bootstrap loader software in ROM
Hardware telecommand and telemetry
Critical Simple
Figure 7-2. Complexity and criticality in the UoSAT microsatellite architecture
Although this layered architecture was developed for missions with short pre-launch
development periods, there are good reasons to keep it for all missions. A microsatellite may
last for a decade in orbit, and mission requirements will evolve over such a long period.
Experimental results or customer needs may alter a mission. A scientific experiment that can
adapt to its environment (through changes in control software) is more valuable than one that
must be programmed before launch. Flexible software is also important for commercial
missions, because the owner's network may change, or ground station technology may develop
to permit unforeseen protocol optimisations. Uploadable software and the satellite bus
subsystems to make software re-loading safe are the critical foundations of a microsatellite
OBOH system.
7.1.2. The peE Bootstrap Loader
The bootstrap loader is the only software permanently available to the PCE, and it provides the
only mechanism for loading other software. The bootstrap loader that I developed for the
PCE-BOOTPCE- is 1000 lines of assembly language source code that translate to I kilobyte
in PROM. All subsequent UoSAT-based microsatellites also use BOOTPCE.Because BOOTPCE
is critical (and relatively small), it was tested thoroughly before launch. No bugs have been
revealed since initial placement in firmware for UoSA T -3.
BOOTPCEuses an asynchronous communication link, and breaks programs into error-checked
frames during uploading. It also has the following critical characteristics:
•
It uses no RAM except that into which the program is being loaded.
Uploaded frames are error checked in RAM.
It supports variable uplink frame length.
It does not use strictly-timed ARQ.
It has only two internal states.
It polls as many redundant communication paths as possible
•
•
•
•
•
These characteristics make BOOTPCEa robust and reliable loader.
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7.1.2.l. Use of RAM
BOOTPCE was designed to operate even after a number of hardware
failures-particularly after partial or total failure of program RAM. RAM failures
were observed on UoSAT-11 and on OSCAR-IO. Because the PCE was the first OBC
to incorporate 256-kilobit SRAMs, early failure could not be ruled out. If any RAM is
functional, BOOTPCE can place programs in that RAM.
To keep BOOTPCE running after arbitrary RAM failure, the program uses no stack or
variables in RAM. The stack was eliminated by eliminating subroutines. The program
is a single routine with few sections of re-used code. Variables, rather than being stored
in RAM, are stored in the CPU registers. 1 The 80C 186 has 176 register bits, and by
unorthodox progranuning techniques, these have been used to store all BOOTPCE
variables. Thus BOOTPCE will continue to execute correctly even if all RAM has failed,
so it will certainly continue to operate in all reasonable circumstances.?
To load programs into a partially-failed program RAM space, the loader must make no
assumptions about where the program frames are to be stored. Each BOOTPCE data
frame contains a load address field that specifies where in the address space the data
should be placed.
The number of data bytes per frame can also be varied. Thus, BOOTPCE can load
programs even if link BER is high. This is important because attitude-control programs
must be loaded to the OBC before the satellite can be stabilised, so link quality may be
poor during initial program loading.
To detect communication errors, the bootstrap loader checks incoming frames for
corruption. In most communication applications, the frame check may be calculated as
bytes are received over the communication link, but this is inadequate to protect against
RAM failure. If RAM is suspect, incoming frame checksums must be calculated based
on what can be read back from RAM, not what is received over the data link.
Placing data in RAM before testing the checksum can have undesirable consequences.
If the load address field of an incoming frame is corrupted, this will only be detected
after the erroneous frame has been read into memory at the wrong location-possibly
IUnfortunately, the 80C186 does not have an instruction which will cause the processor to jump to a
32-bit address stored in a register. To start loaded programs, BOOT-PCE resorts to a 4-byte stack
which can be moved anywhere in memory.
2An alternative method is to use a block of RAM relocated automatically or manually in case of RAM
failure. This method is more straightforward to implement but also more complex to operate in the
case of failure.
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overwriting previously loaded information. The same problem occurs if the length field
is erroneous. An independent checksum covering the frame header (length, type and
load address fields) reduces the probability of such errors. The BOOTPCE frame has a
header checksum that is checked before any data bytes are written into memory.
Sync Length Type Load Header Data Data
address check check
2 bytes t byte t bytes 3 bytes 2 bytes 0·246 bytes 2 bytes
Figure 7-3. BOOTPCE frame format
7.1.2.2. ARO Procedures
The remaining element of the bootstrap loader design is the ARQ procedure.
Experience with the VoSA T-2 DeE bootstrap loader showed that simple stop-and-wait
ARQ was not robust enough for loading under adverse circumstances. Responses from
the satellite were frequently lost because of poor downlink quality. Even when data
frames were being received correctly by the satellite, lost acknowledgements degraded
throughput. BOOTPCE uses a modified stop-and-wait ARQ procedure to overcome this
difficulty. BOOTPCE reduces reliance upon downlink quality by having the satellite
continuously transmit a status frame on the downlink. This frame contains information
about the most recently received uplink frame, giving the ground station repeated,
frequent opportunities to determine whether or not the last uplink frame was correctly
received by the satellite.
The continuous stream of status frames and the in-RAM frame checking complicate
ARQ procedures. lfthe ground station transmits the same data frame several times (in
an attempt at simple forward error correction), there can be confusion as to the success
ofthe transmission. lfthe frame is correctly received, subsequent occurrences of the
same frame that pass the header check but fail the data check may overwrite the
correctly received data with erroneous data. Figure 7-4 shows an example. Upon the
initial correct reception of frame I, the satellite transmits a burst of status frames
acknowledging frame 1 (To), followed by negative-acknowledgements when the
corrupted copy of frame I is detected (T2). Between these two events, (e.g. at T\) the
ground station may receive frame I acknowledgement and move on to transmit the next
frame. Corrupted data will stored in memory at the address of frame 1.
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T2
Data check fails.
NakSatellite Ack 1 Ack2
Ground station
Figure 7-4. Events leading to program corruption
The correct ground station strategy is to transmit each frame and then wait for a
response from the satellite. The waiting time must be long enough to account for full
round trip delay after the end of the last uplink frame. The contents of the status frame
received after this delay correctly indicate whether the data frame must be
retransmitted.
7.1.2.3. Failure Resilience
The bootstrap loader must continue to operate in the event of limited hardware failure.
It is unsafe, therefore, for it to receive from only one uplink or transmit on only one
downlink. On the other hand, noise or simple hardware failures can defeat complicated
receiver polling schemes.! BOOTPCE compromises by configuring the peE hardware to
connect each serial port to a different uplink data source. BOOTPCE scans all four input
ports until it receives the two-byte frame synchronisation sequence on any port. It then
takes bytes from only that port until the complete frame is received. After each frame,
scanning resumes. A stream of noise bytes is extremely unlikely to generate continuous
valid framing sequences, and so noise will not 'lock out' a ground station attempting to
upload a program. BOOTPCE remains functional as long as one serial port, one receiver
and one transmitter are operational.
The peE has three serial data output ports connected to the satellite's downlink
subsystem. The same status frames from BOOTPCE are transmitted on all of these
outputs, maximising the likelihood that a downlink data stream will be maintained
despite hardware failures.
3The UoSAT-2 bus hardware contains some receiver voting circuits which have failed. making it very
difficult to command the satellite in some circumstances.
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7.2. Multitasking Operating System
The facilities ofa computer operating system (O/S)-memory management, execution timing,
110 and inter-process communication-can be provided in many ways. Early VoSAT
microsatellites used no separate operating system. Programs provided their own facilities. As
the hardware capability and software complexity increased, full-fledged operating systems
became practical and attractive. This section briefly traces the history of VoSA T operating
systems and then describes the operating system used on the PCE.
7.2.1. Multitasking Strategies for UoSAT Microsatellites
The operating software for the VoSAT -2 DCE was written as a single program loop,
sometimes referred to as a commutator loop. Each time the loop executes, the program checks
for 110 events or software timer events and determines what further action to take. This loop
implements all operations-from housekeeping to communication. There is one variable space
and one thread of execution. Functions that take too long to execute as unbroken or atomic
operations are broken into sub-functions called on subsequent passes through the loop. This
assures that the loop executes quickly enough to serve communication and other time critical
tasks, but obscures program structure. For relatively simple systems, a commutator loop can be
efficient and successful, as shown by the DCE.
The 1802 OBCs on VoSAT-2 and VoSAT-3 use a co-operative multitasking system
implemented in the computer language FORTH (Holder 1987). In FORTH, each specific
operation can be programmed as an independent thread. When a thread reaches an appropriate
point in its execution, it yields to allow other threads to execute. This permits block-structured
programming, but leaves critical threads at the mercy of 'uncooperative' threads that do not
yield frequently enough. Threads that seem independent can have unforeseen interactions.
Furthermore, there is no formal mechanism for passing information between threads. Co-
operative multitasking can be successful. The FORTH DIARY operating on VoSA T-2 and
VoSA T -3 is a multipurpose spacecraft operating system supporting housekeeping, packet
communication, data collection and experiment scheduling. Yet the DIARY is still a single,
large program, with one variable space and the difficulties of co-operation and communication
between threads.
The VoSAT-3 PCE was designed to be a multipurpose OBC supporting all of the features of
the FORm DIARY while providing store-and-forward communication to multiple ground
stations at 9.6 kbitls. I could have programmed the PCE using one of the methods described
previously, but instead selected a full-fledged pre-emptive multitasking operating system. In a
pre-emptive O/S, each operation becomes a task-a complete program with its own variable
space and thread of execution. The operating system kernel oversees the execution of all tasks,
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preempting any task that runs 'too long.' Thus, a task executes until it is completed or
preempted. Within the limitations of epu speed, the tasks appear to execute simultaneously,
and each task can be written as though it were operating alone. This greatly simplifies program
structure. 4
Under a pre-emptive multitasking O/S, algorithms can be translated to code without explicit
concern for time sharing. There are, of course, circumstances under which special coding can
make a pre-emptive system more efficient, but these can be expressed in a simple rule: don't
consume processor cycles while waiting. Inmost cases, programming for a pre-emptive
multitasking O/S is much simpler than programming for other types of operating systems.
7.2.2. The UoSAT-3 PCE Operating System - SCOS
The operating system seos from Bek'Fek! was chosen for VoSAT-3. seos is a pre-emptive
multitasking operating system for the 80186 microprocessor. In addition to multitasking
services, seas provides:
• Memory management
• Task management (building and executing additional tasks)
• Time-of-day clock
• One-shot, periodic and time-of-day timers
• Inter-task communication using named streams
BekTek also supplies synchronous and asynchronous 110 drivers for the serial ports, and a
server task that implements the AX.25 protocol. Whilst perhaps not strictly part of the
'operating system,' these programs are part of the software foundation provided by BekTek.
Other vendors manufacture operating systems similar to seas. seos was chosen without
further investigation, however, because of the close relationship between UoSAT and BekTek
and because of an excellent range of facilities provided by seos. The AMSAT Microsat
developers also elected to use seos, making it possible for me to write communication servers
that would run on either Microsat or VaSA T satellites.
The seos development environment is particularly attractive. Experience with VoSAT -I and
VoSAT -2 taught us that a high-level language would permit far greater productivity than
assembler. On the other hand, experience with FORTH showed that this advantage could be
negated if the development language was not a familiar procedural language supplied with
4It will be se~n i~ following sections that within each task there may be an event loop which has some
of the complications of a commutator loop, but pre-emptive multitasking greatly reduces the
interaction between independent tasks.
5BekTek is a software consulting finn specialising in microsatellite software. BekTek, 5949 Pudding
Stone Lane, Bethel Park, PA, 15102.
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modem software engineering tools. SCOS supports the 'C' programming language, which is an
extremely popular language (despite its flaws). Rather than using a customised compiler and
linker-generally the case with specialised operating systems-SCOS permits programmers to
use standard, well-supported Microsoft C development tools operating under MS-DOS.
Programmers can edit, compile and initially debug their programs on a standard IBM PC or
compatible computer using the full range of debugging tools provided by Microsoft. In such a
familiar environment with rich compile-time error checking and source-code debugging,
programmers produce reliable software rapidly."
Program testing is also an important consideration for spacecraft software. Although the
SSTLlUoSAT bus is designed specifically so that failed software will not cause mission failure,
extensive testing is still desirable. SCOS supports three phases of software testing: MS-DOS,
OBC emulator and spacecraft engineering model. Initially, algorithms destined for SCOS tasks
can be compiled and linked to run under MS-DOS. In some cases, the programmer must
provide replacements for SCOS-specific functions, but these often represent only a small
portion of the programming task. Using top down testing, many tasks can be fully tested under
MS-DOS.
When it becomes necessary to test the program under SCOS, a standard IBM 80186 Real-time
Interface Co-processor card (RIC) provides a high-fidelity OBC emulator. The RIC, installed in
the developer's PC, runs the SCOS kernel, BekTek VO drivers and AX.25 server task.
Applications running on the RIC under SCOS can be extensively monitored from the PC by
MS-DOS programs using a shared address window into the RIC memory space. Variables can
be displayed or altered, O/S resources can be checked and inter-task communication messages
can be captured. After this stage, only spacecraft-specific VO functions (telemetry,
telecommands and experiment interfaces) have not been tested. No previous UoSAT OBCs
have had such comprehensive emulator support.
After being tested under SCOS on the RIC, the software can be re-linked to operate on the
satellite engineering model (EM). The EM provides the ultimate in fidelity-being virtually
identical to the orbiting satellite-but it is nowhere near as responsive a debugging environment
as DOS or the RIC. By the time that programs are run on the EM, they should be mostly
debugged, and the EM tests act as a final stage of qualification before programs are executed
on the satellite in orbit.
6At least nine programmers have contributed to the software now running under seos on VoSAT
satellites. None of these programmers was specially trained in SCOS, and all were productive within a
few days of commencing work.
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The choice of O/S effects more than just structure of the programs that can run on the 0 BC.
Microsatellite store-and-forward communication missions depend on aBe software, and the
aBC operating system dictates the cost, quality and capability of this software. By adopting
seos, we gained the advantages of a pre-emptive multitasking kernel, 110 functions including
the full AX.25 protocol, support for a familiar high-level language, a standard state-of-the-art
compiler and a rich testing and debugging environment. The cost of this system is consistent
with microsatellite budgets. A full development environment (PC, RIC, SCOS, and Microsoft
C) costs approximately £7200. On this foundation, using these tools, I built a full range of
microsatellite store-and-forward servers and housekeeping tasks.
The following sections will show how I extended this familiar programming environment by
adding tasks that implement basic services such as communication and file storage. I added
these services in such a way as to make them understandable and useful to a programmer with
general terrestrial data-processing experience. Thus, the microsatellite in orbit becomes an
extension of the terrestrial computing environment.
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A store-and-forward microsatellite must be able to receive, store, recall and transmit messages.
When designing the PACSAT Protocol Suite and implementing it for UoSAT-3, a message was
considered analogous to a file. Anything stored in a computer file can be transferred from
station to station using the PACSAT Protocol Suite. Both FTLO and PBP use the message/file
equivalence. Thus, the message storage memory in the PCE is configured as a file system. This
file system acts as an interface between on-board application programs and the communication
services provided by the PACSAT Protocol Suite.
7.3.1. File Transfer for Housekeeping and Experimentation
The UoSAT PCE-based OBCs provide spacecraft housekeeping and experiment control as well
as store-and-forward communication facilities. Both housekeeping and experiment control
involve communication. Telecommands and experiment schedules are transferred to the
satellite, while telemetry and experiment data are transferred to the command station. By
viewing these functions as message forwarding, they become part of the store-and-forward
mission, and can take advantage of the services provided by the PAC SAT Protocol Suite. The
same ground station and spacecraft software used to link ground stations via the satellite can be
used to link the control station to the satellite. This new use of the PACSA T Protocol Suite is
achieved with no changes to the protocols. It results in a unified approach to communication
between ground stations and the satellite, reducing mission cost and complexity.
Radio link
Satellite Ground station
Figure 7-5. The role of the on-board file system
The use of the PACSA T Protocol Suite for housekeeping and experiment control-for all
communication between the satellite and its control station-helps to defme an OBOH model
for the UoSAT microsatellites. In this model, a computer on the ground is linked by an error-
corrected communication channel to a computer on the satellite; the two computers can
exchange files of any type. Thus, the satellite is an extension of a terrestrial data handling
system, subject to much of the same flexibility and customisation that one expects from a
personal computer. The on-board file system is a critical component of this system, acting as an
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intermediary between on-board tasks and the communication services provided by the PACSA T
Protocol Suite (Figure 7-5).
7.3.2. Standard File System Interface
Unification of ground-to-ground communication, housekeeping and experiment support requires
only that there be a general-purpose interface to the on-board file system, through which all
OBC software tasks may read and write files. The Microsatellite File System server
task-MFILE-provides this interface, acting as the hub of on-board data handling activity.
Because SCOS supports many standard C-Ianguage library routines, it was natural to develop
the MFILEapplications programmer's interface (API) to emulate the C standard 110 library.
This further simplifies the development of applications tasks, because many programmers are
already familiar with the standard 110 library and it is available on PCs for program testing.
Not all C standard 110 functions were needed, but MFILEprovides all of the most important
buffered file 110 functions (Table 7-1).
Name Purpose
fopen Open a tile for reading or writing.
fclose Close a tile.
fread Read bytes from a file.
[write Write bytes to a file.
fputc Write one byte to a file.
feof Return the end-of-file status.
fseek Move tile pointer to a specific position in the file.
ftell Return the present position of file pointer.
tmpfile Open a temporary file.
remove Delete a file.
Table 7-1. Standard 110 functions provided by MFILE
Because the standard C 110 library does not provide support for the PACSAT Protocol Suite's
file header (PFH), I developed a library of high-level PFH functions. These functions use
standard 110 routines and can be run on PCs as well as on-board the satellite. With just these
two new function calls, the programmer is able to take advantage of all communication
capabilities in the PACSAT Protocol Suite. Using experiment parameter files uploaded to the
satellite is also simple. The applications task opens a file with the standard fopen () call and
then skips past the PFH with a single call to the new function pfhskip ().Application
programmers can concentrate on their applications and experiments. Matters such as
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communication link management and SEU protection become 'low level" issues solved by
existing software.
The provision of a standard terrestrial file system API on a satellite simplifies the creation of
complicated on-board software. Table 7-2 is a list of major applications tasks that have been
written using MFILE.
Task Function C source Author
Statements
Jill Housekeeping Integration Task 1400 Ward
CPE Cosmic Particle Experiment data gathering 250 Ward
IDE Total Dose Experiment control and data collection 150 Ong
SCTE Solar Cell Technology Experiment control and data 350 Ong
collection.
ADCS Attitude Determination, Control and Stabilisation 1500 Ong
involving spacecraft position determination and
.g_eornagnetic modelling.
GSH Program loader with SR-ARQ 1200 Losekoot
EIS Earth Imaging System control, data gathering and image 300 Bean, Price,
compression.
PCT Payload Control Task for the S80rr measurement 2000 Price
repeater, including automatic gain control, payload
safety monitoring, and autonomous operations
scheduling.
Table 7-2. Major spacecraft tasks using MFILE, showing the number of C language source
statements
7.3.3. Details of the MFILE Implementation
7.3.3.l. Disk Structure
MFILE was designed to use block-addressable message storage implemented with
RAM-specifically the PCE RAMDISK. The subdivision of the memory into blocks
leads naturally to a file system structure similar to that used for disks, in which the
smallest addressable units on the disk-sectors-are gathered to form clusters, which
are the smallest unit of storage allocated to a particular file. InMFILE, the sectors are
256-byte areas of RAM. This is both the minimum addressable unit ofthe UoSAT-3
RAMDISK hardware and the size of the code word generated by the error detection
and correction (EDAC) software. Clusters are built from four sectors, consuming 1024
bytes of RAM and providing 1008 bytes of data storage after EDAC overheads (Figure
7-6).
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I CLUSTER 1008 bytes of data storage available to application I
1024 bytes
I SECTOR I I SECTOR I I SECTOR I I SECTOR I
256 bytes
II EDACI Data
4 bytes 252 bytes
Figure 7-6. EDAC code words, sectors and clusters
Afile allocation table (FAn tracks the allocation of clusters to specific files. The
FAT-adapted from disk-based file systems-is an array containing one value for each
storage cluster in the file system. The value stored in the FAT for a particular cluster
indicates whether the cluster is free to be allocated, allocated to a file or unavailable for
allocation. 'Unavailable' is a special FAT value introduced for the satellite
environment, because RAMDISK memory may be turned off to conserve power or be
unusable because of hard failure.
The FAT tracks cluster allocation using a linked-list. For example, if we know from a
file's directory entry that the first cluster allocated to the file is cluster 1234, we can
find the second cluster by examining the FAT value at index 1234 (shown in Figure 7-
7). This will either be the number of the next cluster in the file, or an end-of-file
marker.
DIRECTORY FAT ARRAY
First cluster 1234
~ 1234
Name myfi1e
Length 2017 1235
Attributes normal
Created 3/12/92 01:03:33
index value
Figure 7-7. Interpretation of the file access table
The UoSAT-3 FAT (for a 4-megabyte RAMDISK with 1 kilobyte clusters) has 4096
entries, each of which is a 2-byte integer. Thus, it consumes 8 kilobytes. There are
several trade-offs in choice of cluster size. Only whole clusters can be allocated, so a
100-byte file will consume 1024 bytes ofRAMDISK. A smaller cluster size leads to
less wasted space. On the other hand decreasing the cluster size increases the size of the
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FAT and the number of clusters per file. A large FAT and long file chains increase file-
access overhead. Table 7-3 summarises the trade-offs.
Cluster size La_rxer Smaller
EDAC encoding I decoding delay xlon_g_er ./shorter
Cluster buffer size x larger <smaller
Wasted space xmore ./less
FAT size <smaller x!ar_g_er
File chain length ./shorter lonlter
Table 7-3. Trade-offs related to cluster size
(x=undesirable, ./ =desirable)
7.3.3.2. Directory System
Although most of the files on the satellite will also have PFHs, a PFH is not sufficient
for all file system operations. The file directory stores the missing information. For
example, when a file is first opened, it contains no PFH, but it must have a directory
entry. The directory entry contains, among other things, a pointer to the first data
cluster allocated to the file. without which the file cannot be read from or written to.
The directory entries for all files are stored in a special file on the RAMDISK. In the
initial implementation, searching this file for a particular directory entry was found to
be prohibitively slow. Placing the directory in program RAM would allow faster
operations, but the directory structure for a file (Table 7-4) is 31 bytes long, making a
complete disk directory too large for limited program RAM space. As a compromise. a
compressed directory table is stored in program RAM and used during file system
searches. To save memory, the table only contains the file creation time. the file
identification number and a four-byte hash value generated from the file name. Even
this compression still leaves an l l-kilobyte table for an 800-file directory. As will be
seen in chapter 8, the speed of directory lookup still constrains system efficiency. The
problem of proper directory storage in this environment is not solved, and should be
subject to further study.
struct DIR ENTRY {
char-file name[9]i
char file-name extension[4]i
unsigned long file number;
unsigned long create time;
unsigned first cluster;
unsigned long file lengthi
char open for writIng;
int how many open for reading;
unsigned char attributes;
} ;
Table 7-4. MFILEdirectory entry structure
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7.3.3.3. Error Detection and Correction
A file system for satellite applications must address one major problem not encountered
in terrestrial systems: radiation-induced single event upsets (SEU). The RAMDISK
hardware divides the memory into blocks, but does not provide hardware EDAC.
Instead EDAC is provided in software. The MFll..E server software protects stored data
from SEUs by encoding each sector with an error-correcting block code.
The standard interface adapted for MFll..E from the C programming language was
designed for terrestrial systems and therefore provides no channel for EDAC
information to pass between the application task and the file system. EDAC activity
must be hidden from the application programmer, and is implemented at the lowest
level in MFll..E, adjacent to the hardware interface. At this level, MFll..E:
• Encodes sectors before storage
• Decodes and corrects sectors as they are read from the RAMDISK
• Logs EDAC events
• Periodically scrubs memory to prevent SEU build-up
Because MFll..E is a centralised file system, these functions can be implemented once
and reused by every application that requires on-board data storage.
Encoding and Decoding
Whenever a data cluster is read from the RAMDISK, it is checked for SEUs. Any
SEUs are corrected before the data is returned from or used by the file system. MFll..E
uses a Reed-Solomon (255,252) code.
Because every byte stored in and retrieved from the RAMDISK must pass through
EDAC functions, these functions must be efficient. MFll..E uses the fast, look-up-table
based Reed-Solomon encoder developed by Hodgart for general-purpose CPUs
(Hodgart 1992). This algorithm uses byte-by-byte table operations rather than bit-by-
bit shift registers, but efficient implementation of the algorithm is still critical. Ignoring
EDAC, the RAMDISK hardware could operate at the full 110 bus bandwidth of the
CPU-approximately I megabyte/so The instruction rate of the processor is around 2
MHz, so when EDAC overheads are included, instruction execution time will quickly
override the 110 bandwidth as the determining factor in RAMDISK low-level access
speed.
Store-and-forward communication satellites make intense use of the file 110 subsystem:
messages are received and stored to files, or read from files and transmitted. File
system bandwidth must at least be equal to that of the satellite's combined uplinks and
downlinks. The total raw communication bandwidth ofUoSAT-3 is 3600 byte/s- one
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byte every 278 ms. This equates to 500 CPU cycles per byte. An acceptable EDAC
implementation must execute in significantly less than 100 cycles to avoid consuming
an inordinate fraction of the CPU resources. To achieve the best possible performance,
I implemented the EDAC encoding and decoding functions for MFll..E in assembly
language and optimised them by hand. The EDAC encoding loop executes only 10
instructions per byte.
Each RAMDISK cluster contains 1024 bytes that must pass through the EDAC
decoder. In the present implementation, this represents a delay on the order of 4 ms, in
which time 5 data bytes would be transmitted on the 9.6 kbitls downlink. In this case
the EDAC does not represent a significant delay. Other file system delays (such as
inter-task communication) are more important.
Memory Scnabbing
The EDAC code that protects the RAMDISK memory can correct any error confined
to a single byte within the 255-byte code word." Most SEUs are correctable, because
they affect only a single memory bit, but if two SEUs occur in the same code word, the
code is defeated, and there is no way to restore the original data. The longer an SEU in
a particular code word is left uncorrected, the more likelv it is that a second SEU will
occur in that word. To decrease the probability of accumulating errors, sectors must be
periodically read from the RAMDISK, decoded, corrected, and re-stored, thus
'scrubbing out' any SEUs.
MFll..E performs a memory scrub between other operations. A periodic timer initiates a
one-cluster scrub, and MFILE simply reads the sectors in the cluster using scrubbing
logic, shown in table 7-5. Similar logic is contained in the standard cluster read
function, so SEUs will also be scrubbed during normal disk activity.
Read the sector data from the RAMDISK.
Check sector data for SEUs.
If (there is an SEU) then
correct the error in the sector data.
log the error.
write the sector data to RAMDISK.
end if
Table 7-5. Sector read-and-scrub logic
The frequency of the EDAC scrub can be set as high as one cluster per second, and
must be chosen as a compromise between CPU loading and the probability of
accumulating errors. In (Hodgart et aI, 1991) we developed a formula for calculating
the probability of accumulating errors in block-protected memories as a function of
7An extension for 2-byte correction is proposed in (Hodgart 1992) but has not yet been implemented.
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memory scrubbing rate and SEU rate. For the purposes of the calculation, we assumed
that SEUs were independent events. Unfortunately, this simplified approach does not
correspond with observations; the observed frequency of uncorrectable errors is
roughly 100 times the predicted frequency (Table 7-6). There are two possible
explanations for this discrepancy: either the SEUs are not independent, or SEU rate in
the South-Atlantic Anomaly is so high as to alter the results. Measurements from the
program memory show that SEUs are concentrated almost exclusively in the SAA
(Figure 7-8). Exactly what mechanism accounts for the unexpectedly high frequency of
uncorrectable errors is a topic subject to further investigation."
Satellite UoSAT-3 UoSAT-5
RAMDISK Capacitv (mezabvtes) 4 13
Scrubbing Interval (minutes) 68 222
SEU Rate (SEUlbiUdav) 1.1 x 10-6 5.7 x 10-7
Predicted uncorrectable errors per month 0.061 0.17
Observed uncorrectable errors per month 10 12
Table 7-6. Predicted and measured occurrence of un correctable errors.
Data from November 1993.
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Figure 7-8. SEU concentrations in the South Atlantic Anomaly.
Data from UoSA T-3 Octo her & November 1993.
For practical purposes, the frequency of un correctable errors is still acceptable, at 0.32
uncorrectable errors per day in the entire UoSAT-3 RAMDISK. For a lO kilobyte
message stored in the RAMDISK for I day, there is a 0.2% probability that the
8This forms part of the PhD research of C.l. Underwood. University of Surrey.
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message will experience an uncorrectable SEU. These errors are detected by the end-to-
end file checksum.
SEU Logging
One ofUoSAT-3's mission objectives is to monitor the SEU rates and patterns in
SRAMs. MFILE creates a log entry for each SEU, recording the date and time of the
event, the address of the corrupted byte and the severity of the error. Unfortunately,
placing this entry in a file would become a recursive activity if SEUs were encountered
when opening the log file. It is also recursive for the MFILE server to request services
from itself using the standard UO routines. To avoid these problems, MFILE sends SEU
log entries on an inter-task stream to another task, and the second task writes them to
the log file. This SEU log buffering function can be part of any task other than the
MFILE server. Although SEU-Iogging was initially part of a UoSAT -3 experiment, the
routines have been retained on non-experimental missions, allowing network operators
to use SEU rate as a measure of RAMDISK status.
7.3.3.4. Caches and Buffers
The goal of the PACSAT Protocol Suite is to make a virtual connection directly from
the client to the satellite RAMDISK. To achieve this, MFILE must deliver data faster
than it is transmitted on the downlink, and must accept data faster than it is received on
the uplink. Just as terrestrial computers cache information from slow memory or
peripherals into faster memory, MFILE uses caches and buffers to improve file system
performance.
MFILE uses buffers to hold the results of file write operations until a full cluster can be
written to the RAMDISK. Buffering ensures that if an application sends 1008 bytes
(one cluster) to MFILE through 1008 sequential calls to fputc (), only the final call
will result in EDAC encoding and writing the data to the RAMDISK. Similarly, if an
application reads less than a complete cluster of data, the entire cluster is placed in a
buffer for use in subsequent read operations. The standard C I/O libraries for terrestrial
computers also provide such buffering.
Each open file has a one-cluster buffer. 'This buffer could have been placed in the
application task memory, but it was placed in the MFILE server task. This avoids
duplication of software, because buffer-manipulation code is not needed in every
application. However, it means that every file I/O function involves communication
between the application and the server to access the buffer. This adds approximately 5
ms to the function execution time (much more if the application is blocked by a second
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application accessing the file system). As data link speed and the number of tasks using
the file system increase this architectural decision may be reversed.
The server also attempts to keep frequently needed information in caches. MFILEcaches
one sector of the FAT and the most -recently accessed directory entry. The FAT cache
is especially useful when searching for free clusters. The directory cache speeds up that
repeated operations on the same directory. I implemented these caches to counter poor
performance observed during initial program development.
Despite buffers and caches, the file system limits downlink performance, particularly
when the system is reading and transmitting directory information. (See figure 8-14.) A
series of benchmarks run on the RIC card indicated that MFILEperformance is
acceptable for 9.6 kbit/s links, but will not necessarily be acceptable for faster links.
To position a file pointer and read data takes approximately 23 ms-28 byte periods at
9.6 kbitls, but 110 byte periods at 38.4 kbitls. This must be improved, and is a subject
for further development.
7.3.3.5. Multi-Task File Access
Operating in a multi-tasking environment, at the hub of the microsatellite's on-board
data handling system, MFILEresembles a network file server. It has limited file-sharing
capability. Only one task at a time can write to a file, because files are usually created
and filled by either an experiment control task or a protocol handler task. Any number
of tasks may open a file simultaneously for reading, and a file may be open for reading
and writing simultaneously. If a file is open simultaneously by one task for reading an
another for writing, the reading task will not necessarily always read the most-recent
version of the file, but this compromise has proven acceptable.
7.3.3.6. Inter-task Interface
The application programmer requests MFILEservices by calling standard functions, but
the application and MFILEare different tasks running under seos. The programmer's
requests and MFILE's responses must somehow pass between tasks. Under seos,
messages are passed using streams. A stream appears to the programmer as a serial
communication link connecting tasks. To communicate, a task opens a station onto a
stream, and uses that station to communicate with any other stations on that same
stream. Many streams exist simultaneously, and a unique name identifies each stream.
In figure 7-1 at the beginning of this chapter, the lines connecting tasks represent
streams, and at each junction of a task and a stream, there is a station. Tasks can have
several stations on several streams. seos hides the details of stream implementation-
management of global memory, alerting stations of incoming messages, etc.-in a
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library of high-level functions. MFILE carries this abstraction further, hiding all
communication details from the application programmer. The MFILE version of the
standard fopen () function, for example, includes all of the code needed to interact
over a stream with the MFILE server. The application programmer simply calls
fopen () and a complex client-server transaction is executed at the lower level.
The messages passed between the client and the server are small data structures
containing function arguments and return values. The structure used by MFILE (Table
7-7) contains a byte to identify the requested function, a four-byte integer, two two-byte
integers and a far pointer. Note that there is no large data buffer passed in this
message--only a pointer. Here, C's flexible support for pointers is a great advantage. A
pointer is sent to the task that needs the data, and data bytes are copied only once,
using the pointer. The less-efficient alternative is to move the data into the stream
message, send the message and then copy the data from the message into the destination
(two data copying operations).
struct MFILE STREAM MESSAGE {
BYTE function request;
long longval;-
int intvalli
int intva12;
void far * farbuf;
} ;
Table 7-7. MFILE client-server message
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7.3.4. System Structure
We can now see all the interfaces that make up the MFILE system (Figure 7-9) A library of
MFILE client functions linked to the application provides the e standard 110 API. The functions
are MFILE clients, and they send requests to and receive responses from the file system server
over an seos stream. The server acts upon requests from the client or clients, using its own
low-level functions to access the RAMDISK. MFILE hides the complexities of the client-server
process, disk space allocation and SEU protection behind a well-understood interface. The
hardware-specific code is confined to two function calls.
/ Application task SEU logging task. / MFI LE server task "'\
lRAMDISKJ
J~ J~read_•• ctor
Application code " vr1te_.ector
SEU EDAC
IStream:
fopenll , seu. I Ifelon II, etc. - S~ge allocation
MFlLE client "- - MFlLE serverfunctions - .. functionsStream: file
-, -,
Figure 7-9. File server block diagram
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Having addressed the details of the MFILE data structures and interfaces, it is worth examining
the structure of the task. The task must respond to different events (the memory scrub timer or
the receipt of a request from a client) and between events it must not waste CPU resources.
Thus, MFILE is an excellent example of a typical seos task. Figure 7-10 shows a simplified
flow chart of MFILE.
Execute Event
Loop
Quit Task
Read Request Me.. age
Perform Requested Action
Sent Reply Message
Setldle_Ftag FALSE.
Scrub next cluster.
Restart scrub timer.
Set Idle_Flag FALSE.
Stop execullon until
next OIS event
notification. WAITING.
Figure 7-10. Structure of the MFILE server
MFILE can either re-format the RAMDISK when starting or preserve the existing contents of the
RAMDISK. The ability to preserve RAMDISK contents allows OBC software to be reloaded
without disturbing network operations. Only modifications to the FAT or directory structure
require cold starts."
The task's main event loop executes until a special client request to quit the server is received.
Each time around the event loop, MFILE checks both possible events-incoming client requests
9To allow warm starting the file system, the bootloader must not clear RAMDISK memory or remove
power from the RAMDISK.
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and the scrubbing timer. If neither event is ready for service then the server enters the waiting
state by calling a special seos function. This function tells the seos kernel that the task has
no need for further Cl'U cycles. The kernel suspends the task until a message arrives on the
client-server stream or the scrubbing timer goes off. When the task is re-activated, execution
continues at the bottom of the event loop. Thus, the task consumes processor cycles only when
actually serving clients-the proper behaviour under any pre-emptive multitasking system.
7.3.6. Summary-File System Server
The MFILE system illustrates how centralised facilities are provided under seos. The software
is divided into two parts: a server task and client functions. The client functions, linked to
applications tasks, provide the application programmer's interface to the server. The client
functions and the server task communicate over an seos inter-task stream. SCOS activates the
server task when there are incoming requests on the stream. The server processes the request
returns to the waiting state, inwhich it consumes no CPU resources. The centralised servers
described in following sections use the same basic structure.
The implementation of the file system was the first step in implementation of the PACSAT
Protocol Suite. I have described this in detail because of its importance. MFILE hides the
complexities of storage allocation, single-event-upset protection and multi-task file sharing from
all other applications tasks. The provision of these services through a standard interface
understood by many programmers has facilitated an explosion in the complexity and usefulness
of software for UoSAT and Microsat microsatellites.
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7.4. Spacecraft Telemetry And Telecommand Server
Just as MFILE provides all low level functions for file storage and RAMDISK hardware access,
a server- TLM-simplifies access to the satellite's telecommand and telemetry facilities. Using
TLM, tasks can issue telecommands to control the satellite bus or experiments. and they can
sample analogue and digital telemetry values.
The TLMserver structure is similar to that of MFILE, except that there are two client-server
streams and two interrupt-driven hardware interfaces-one of each for telemetry and for
telecommand. Telemetry requests and responses are made over a parallel interface.
Telecommands are transmitted over an asynchronous serial channel. These services are
combined in a single server to avoid proliferation of tasks. 10
7.4.1. Telemetry
Once a satellite is in orbit, the telemetry subsystem is the only means of monitoring the
satellite's condition. A telemetry system monitors voltages, currents and temperatures
throughout a satellite. Some telemetry channels monitor the status of the satellite bus and others
return experimental results. The VoSA T-3 microsatellite bus has 64 analogue telemetry
channels and 118 digital switch monitors (status potntss.
The early UoSATs, and indeed most satellites, use simple telemetry generators that sequentially
measure all telemetry channels, place the measurements in a telemetry frame and transmit the
frame to the downlink or to other on-board subsystems. This is a reasonable mechanism to use
if most telemetry processing is to be carried out on the ground, but it is not suitable if telemetry
is used extensively by on-board computers. For example, telemetry channels on UoSAT-2 are
only updated every five seconds. so any closed-loop control algorithms on the UoSAT-2 OBC
have a significant loop delay. Computer programs need rapid access to telemetry with channels
sampled in an arbitrary order, not the rigid time and channel-number control of a telemetry
frame.
During the design of UoSAT -3, we developed a new telemetry subsystem that reflects the
increased importance and capability of on-board computers. UoSAT -3's telemetry subsystem is
a computer peripheral connected to the OBCs, not just an autonomous frame generator. II To
sample a telemetry channel, the OBC places the telemetry channel address on a parallel output
port and strobes the telemetry subsystem. The telemetry subsystem sets its analogue input
IOEachtask involves memory overhead - primarily the SCOS libraries for streams, timers, etc.-about
12 kilobytes per task.
iiThere is also a frame generator, implemented in a VLSI chip. This is one of the 'survival systems'
used when the OBCs are unavailable.
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selector to the indicated channel. measures the telemetry with an analogue-to-digital converter.
and returns the value to the OBC on a parallel input port (Figure 7-11). The OBC can sample
any telemetry channel within about 15 ms.
Sensors Telemetry subsystem
I I I I I II
Application task I Channel ~Jselector
r~ ~ r
Application code
l Parallel interface
tla_fr_" • ltla_val()•
tla .bitll. Interrupt handler
Stream: tlm
TLMclient - L.. TLM server functionsfunctions - 1-
-, TLM server task
Figure 7-11. PCE telemetry configuration
Application tasks on the PCE access the telemetry subsystem through the TLM server. The
telemetrv server API consists of three calls. The function tlrn val () returns the value ofa. _
single telemetry point, tlrn_frarne () samples several points in a single transaction. and
tlrn _ sbi t () returns a digital status point. With these functions, the application programmer
can use telemetry values in calculations easily-with no significant knowledge of the underlying
hardware implementation. 12
7.4.2. Telecommand
A telecommand subsystem is a satellite's remote control. It allows satellite controllers to change
the state of on-board hardware subsystems by transmitting telecommand requests on the
satellite uplink. In the VoSA T microsatellite bus, the telecommand subsystem provides 100
digital telecommand lines that can be set to either +5 V or 0 V. These are used throughout the
satellite to control power switches, computer reset signals, multiplexer settings, etc.
The telecommand subsystem is one of the satellite's survival subsystems, and it can operate
independently of the OBC. The OBC, like the ground control station, connects to the
telecommand subsystem over an asynchronous serial data channel. Telecommand requests are
12Becausetelemetry sampling takes several ms per channel, the application programmer must be
aware that program execution will be blocked while telemetry is being gathered. This delay may have
implications for some types of software.
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transmitted on this channel in packets containing synchronisation bytes, a command identifier,
the desired state of the command line and an error-check field.
TIM supports one API function for issuing telecommands. The function cmd() issues a single
telecommand request on behalf of the application task. The server formats a telecommand
request packet and dispatches it to an interrupt-driven transmit function that sends the bytes to
the telecommand subsystem, 13
Telecommand subsystem
/" Application task
_l_U_U_l_ 1 11 1 I I I I 1
Telecommand latches
Packet decoder
Application code I
l Seriallnterface J
r 1 ......
cadI)
Interrupt handler
Packet encoder
Stream: CIIId
TLMclient - I... TLM server functionsfunctions -- 1-
-, , TLM server task
./
Figure 7-12. PCE telecomrnand configuration
Satellite telemetry and telecommand may seem unrelated to store-and-forward communication,
but a microsatellite communication system includes numerous software components besides
those that transfer messages. The success of these components and the ease with which they can
be developed and maintained are critical to the success of the mission. The TIM server and the
hardware interfaces that it supports permit the OBC programmer to imagine the rest of the
satellite as a computer peripheral. This abstraction simplifies software development, as
illustrated particularly in development of transmitter and battery management functions
(section 7.6.3.).
13Nopositive acknowledgement oftelecomrnand success is provided to the application program, as the
on-board link from OBC to telecommand system is highly reliable. If such a facility were necessary, it
couid be easily added to the API.
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7.5. AX.25 Server
One of the reasons that we chose the AX.25 data-link layer protocol for datagram and virtual
circuit services in the PAC SAT Protocol Suite was the availability of an AX.25 server task for
SCOS. This server-QAX25-provides multiple virtual circuits, datagram transmission and
reception and support for multiple applications tasks. Only the low-level hardware drivers had
to be changed to bring all of these protocol facilities to the UoSAT-3 PCE. The QAX25 server is
implemented and maintained by BekTek. so the AX.25 protocol is an operating system service
provided by SCOS.
QAX25 is built from three distinct elements. DMA- and interrupt-driven hardware drivers
connect the server to the satellite downlink and to uplink channels. Frames are generated and
consumed by an AX.25 state machine that can manage several simultaneous virtual circuits.
Above the state machine an inter-task interface connects QAX25 to application tasks using inter-
task streams. In the spacecraft software system, QAX25 is the single provider of all low-level
packet radio communication services.
The QAX25 API implements the interface between layers 2 and 3 in the ISO-RM. This API has
important effects upon the structure of the PACSAT Protocol Suite server tasks. A sketch of
the API is presented here, and full API documentation is provided by Price (1992).
The use of QAX25 virtual circuit services by an application can be divided into two distinct sets
of operations: link management and data transfer. Before an application task can receive or
transmit any AX.25 data, it must register its AX.25 address with the QAX25 server. Once the
application has registered, QAX25 will notify it of any incoming virtual-circuit requests for that
address. If the application accepts a request, a virtual circuit is established and data can be
transmitted and received over the circuit. The complexities of data transfer are hidden from the
application by the server, and the application can assume that the circuit is error free. A circuit
may be terminated by the application, the remote station, or the QAX25 server. In any case, the
server notifies the application task that the virtual circuit no longer exists.
Application tasks use two functions to receive link-management notifications and
communication data from the QAX25 server. The function qax_data_ready () tells the
application whether or not there are any incoming messages from the server. If there are
incoming messages, the application task calls qax_input () to receive data and control
information.
An application may have several virtual circuits active simultaneously, so QAX25 identifies
each new circuit is with a circuit identifier. QAX25 assures that each virtual circuit is serviced
periodically, and the application's call to qax_input () may return data from any active
circuit. The application uses the circuit identifier to de-multiplex different data streams arriving
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through the single function call, and does not need to make any specific arrangements for
polling each circuit. This multiplexing is useful for a task like the FTLO server, which can have
several clients at once. Figure 7-13 illustrates how an application uses the QAX25 services.
Must be virtual
crcu« data. NO
Figure 7-13. Application handling messages from QAX25
The datagram API is simpler than the virtual-circuit API, because there are no state changes to
be dealt with. To send and receive datagrams, an application registers an AX.25 address with
the server, then checks for incoming datagrams with qax _da ta _ready () and retrieves them
with qax_input () .14Transmission of a datagram requires just a single call to qax_ui ( ) ,
possibly after a call to qax _ui _full () checking for room in the output queue. No virtual
circuit identifiers or state change handlers are needed. The price for using the simpler datagram
interface is that the upper layer task must implement any error correcting procedures itself.
This description illustrates how layered protocol implementation can simplify software
development. A handful of QAX25 functions hide the complexity of a protocol specification
that includes sliding-window go-back-N ARQ, data-link flow control and virtual-circuit
maintenance procedures. Although we have not found the AX.25 virtual circuit ideal for the
LEO satellite application, the availability of QAX25 from the first days of the mission has
certainly simplified software development and justified the initial selection of the AX.25
protocol.
14Becausethe task has registered an AX.25 address, it may receive incoming virtual circuit requests
for that address, and must be prepared to reject them.
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7.5.1. Summary-Servers
The three server tasks described above-MFILE, TLM and QAX25-provide the platform upon
which I have built my applications. The resulting applications are more capable and more
portable than they would be without such a foundation. More capable because the servers free
application programmers to concentrate upon the unique aspects of their applications. not
recurring problems of interfacing and communication. More portable because the servers
provide all hardware interfaces so the applications tasks are hardware-independent. For
example, the PACSA T Protocol Suite communication tasks described in following sections run
equally well on the Microsat UoSAT satellites and on the IBM RlC card.
The servers represent a large investment of programming effort, which has paid off by
simplifying development of powerful, useful applications and by providing a re-usable software
base for several subsequent missions. Although it was not until several months after launch that
all of the software was available for UoSAT-3, subsequent satellites have been brought on-line
within hours of their launch, because they can re-use much of the software developed for
UoSAT-3.
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7.6. Housekeeping Facilities
All microsatellites require some utility software for satellite housekeeping. If there were no limit
to available program RAM, each identifiable housekeeping function would be in its own task.
but on UoSAT-3 (256 kilobytes of program RAM) and UoSAT-5 (512 kilobytes) different
functions are grouped into larger tasks to conserve memory by sharing API functions and
stacks. The Housekeeping Integration Task (HIT), contains all miscellaneous housekeeping and
experiment functions.
1.6.1. Task Structure
HIT implements more than 10 different functions, each of which is executed in response to a
particular input or event. These functions are called from a large event loop (Table 7-8), that is
similar to the commutator loop described in Section 7.2.1. The execution time of the loop
depends upon which functions need execution and how time-consuming they are. Seemingly
separate functions like memory scrubbing and whole-orbit-data gathering can interact m
unexpected ways. This is the drawback to incorporating several functions in a single task.
HITsets a periodic timer so that its loop will execute at least once per second. Using this short
timer, HITmaintains several longer interval counters for scheduling periodic functions. The loop
will also execute when seas detects an important stream input or output condition, such as an
incoming AX.25 connection for the secure command link.
While not done
if (one-second timer went off) then
REM Each second
Execute transmitter monitor.
Scrub 1024 kilobytes of program RAM
Increment all interval counters.
REM When indicated by interval counter~.
do low-rate telemetry frame transmission.
do high-rate telemetry frame transmission.
do whole-orbit-data telemetry gathering.
do lifesign transmission.
do Keplerian element transmission.
endif
check Secure Command Link.
check CREDO experiment.
check 'intertask print server. I
check PACSAT Broadcast Protocol.
if (Idle) then enter Waiting state.
end while
Table 7-8. Pseudo-code HIT for event loop
1.6.2. Secure Command Link
Without on-board computers, spacecraft command and control is a relatively simple process: a
ground station transmits a signal that causes hardware on-board the satellite to change state.
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Introducing on-board computers with multiple software tasks complicates this process. The
ground station can now issue telecommands to the telecommand hardware subsystem directly or
via the OBC, and there are commands that change the operation of the OBC software tasks. HIT
provides a command protocol server and command dispatcher to centralise these functions.
,
Application Task
Command Program
I User Interface I
I
r
Command tProcess
I
r
FTLO SCP
~Client
PCC I
l AX.25 TNC l
c
Internal
Functions
HIT Command Definitions
Secure Command Protocol
HIT
AX.25 Virtual Circuit
QAX25
Groundstation aBC
Figure 7-14. HIT command facilities
1m restricts access to its command facilities using the FTLO Secure Command Protocol
described in section 6.6. HIT adds a Command Definition protocol on top of the FTLO SCP
security handshake, allowing a single command dispatcher to receive and dispatch several
types of commands. This protocol stack depends upon an AX.25 virtual circuit to provide an
ordered, error-free byte stream between the satellite and the ground station. HIT executes
commands (or transfers them to other tasks) immediately upon receiving them. The FTLO SCP
provides a command acknowledgement from within HIT, but there is no end-to-end
acknowledgement of commands destined for other tasks. IS
The HIT command dispatcher recognises three types of commands (indicated on Figure 7-14):
15A recent addition to HfT is the ability to read telecommands from a time-sequenced file as well as
from the SCP uplink.
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(a) Software directives implemented by HIT internal functions
(b) Hardware telecommands destined for the telecommand subsystem via the TLM server
task
(c) Messages destined for other OBC applications
Proper formats for these commands are defined in (Ward 1992b). The three generic
elements-telecommanding, application task message relay and internal housekeeping
functions-are described here.
7.6.2.l. Telecommand via HIT
Although a ground station may communicate directly with the telecommand subsystem
(i.e. bypassing the OBC), this link is limited to one telecommand per request, with no
acknowledgement of receipt. During standard spacecraft operations, telecommand
sequences are transmitted via HIT. This provides:
• Multiple telecommands in a single request
• Acknowledgement of receipt
• Access control
nrr uses the FTLO SCP, designed as a command-station authentication protocol.
Ground stations without the appropriate encoding algorithms and passwords cannot
access the HIT command facility. Even if the proper software becomes available to
undesirable users, the spacecraft's encoding method or password can be changed easily,
restoring security.
I-llT allows up to 100 telecommands to be conveyed to the satellite in a single FTLO
SCP transaction. By placing multiple telecommands in a single request, the command
station operator can be certain that either all of the commands in the sequence will be
executed in immediate succession, or none of the commands will be executed. The
FTLO SCP final handshake acknowledges that the telecommands were received by HIT
and queued for transmission to the TLM server.
7.6.2.2. Application Task Message Relay
Application tasks running on the PCE may need to receive commands from the ground.
Every task has a command that will terminate it, and many also have commands for
configuration. Rather than having an individual command protocol and communication
link for each application task, HITprovides a central facility for sending inter-task
messages from the command station to application tasks. This link (Figure 7-14 c)
provides a communication path from application task command programs (ATCPs)
running on the command station computer, to any application on the OBC (Figure 7-14
d).
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This system is easily extended to accommodate new on-board applications. For any
new application, existing programs on the ground and in the satellite provide error
correction, link security and handshaking. Only the ATCP is customised. HIT running
on the PCE and the program pee running in the ground station form a transparent one-
way data path between the new ATCP and its task (Figure 7-15). As multi-tasking
operating systems become more common in ground station computers, the model of
command-station/satellite interaction will increasingly become a collection of ground-
based applications communicating through a common protocol service to a collection
of applications running on the satellite, as supported by the HITATCP system.
Application !
Task
Application
Task Command
Temporary
File
HIT
Stream:
_hitmsg
Program
Groundstation Computer On-board Computer
Figure 7-15. Application task message relay
7.6.2.3. Internal Housekeeping Functions
Many commands are not passed to other tasks, but processed directly by HIT. Some of
these commands control ongoing processes such as battery management, telemetry
gathering and status message transmissions. The remaining commands have immediate
results, and fall into two broad categories: file system utilities and memory diagnostics.
Through HIT, authorised ground stations monitor and maintain the RAMDISK file
system. Afile directory function returns the RAMDISK directory entry for a file or
group of files, and «free space check returns the number of free clusters and directory
entries in the system. If necessary, files can be deleted, or their attributes can be
altered. HIT's file system functions augment the automatic file system maintenance
provided by the PACSAT Protocol Suite servers. For example, by setting the
'pennanent' attribute, a file can be excluded from the automatic message deletion
system.
HIT also allows software developers to examine or alter OBC memory. A memory
dump command returns 128 bytes of memory from a specified address, and a memory
patch command takes a buffer of data from the ground station and places it at a
specified address in aBC RAM. Direct memory manipulation is not a part of nominal
satellite operations, but it is vital during program debugging and fault recovery.
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Some of HIT's more important internal housekeeping functions are described in the
following sections.
7.6.3. Transmitter and Battery Management
UoSAT -3 and subsequent UoSAT satellites dedicated to store-and-forward communication
carry variable-power downlink transmitters. These transmitters have a low-power setting that
can support communication to ground stations with some downlink antenna gain, and a high-
power setting intended to support operations to ground stations with low-gain antennas. The
low-power setting leaves the satellite with a positive power budget, but the high-power settings
do not. HIT's transmitter monitoring function- TXMON-illustrates the use of the telemetry and
telecommand API (Section 7.4.) to manage downlink output power and the spacecraft energy
budget. The TXMONalgorithm aims to keep UoSA T -3 transmitting at high power as much as
possible, returning to low power when the batteries are depleted. TXMONis presented here as an
example of how software not directly related to communication can enhance a store-and-
forward mission.
TXMONimplements a control loop that monitors battery depth of discharge (calculated from
battery temperature and voltage) and sets the appropriate transmitter power. It also checks the
transmitter's current consumption to detect transmitter faults. The state machine for TXMON
(Figure 7-16) includes transitions based on time, battery voltage, temperature and transmitter
current consumption, yet it was readily translated to code using the TLM server API. The state
of the transmitter and the battery are checked every second-which would be impossible using
the frame-based telemetry subsystem.
Battery fully
charged.
Figure 7-16. Transmitter monitoring on UoSAT-3
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Figure 7-17 shows a typical downlink power profile for one orbit of UoSA T -3. During HPA
operation, the power varies as the satellite's battery voltage changes. When the satellite enters
eclipse, the output power falls drastically, until the algorithm turns the HPA off. The simple
algorithm presented here works because of the characteristics ofUoSAT-3's transmitter and
orbit. There is sufficient incoming energy to keep the transmitter in high-power mode 80% of
the time (Ward 1993a). The algorithm does not target high-power operations at particular
ground stations, or conserve power when no ground stations are in the satellite footprint. In
some cases, more complicated power management algorithms will be needed. HealthSat-2, for
example, will transmit high-power only when terminals in the satellite footprint require it. When
the time comes to implement such an algorithm, programmers will benefit greatly from the
telemetry and telecommand API. They will be free to design complex algorithms that give the
most advantageous downlink power schedule without being concerned about telemetry and
telecommand interfaces.
UoSAT-3: start: CMT Nov 17 14:1a:a& 1992 End: CMT Nov 17 16:2&:&& 1992
Data4~~ann.l a&7 ~ Tx. & Watts (Watts>.
i iHPAOn i i !
&·&~a~-----9~2~----~11~3~----1~3~5~----1~5~7~----~17~8~----~2a~&TiM. (Minut••>
Figure 7-17. UoSA T -3 downlink output power showing the effect of high-power amplifier
switching and changes in battery voltage
7.6.4. Program RAM Scrubbing
HITperiodically reads and re-writes the contents of the OBC program RAM, implementing a
memory scrub. The Hamming (12,8) code used by the hardware EDAC circuits will protect the
peE from errors in one bit per byte of program memory, but if two SEUs occur in the same
byte, the EDAC hardware will be defeated and an incorrect byte will be delivered to the CPU.
A periodic memory scrub removes SEUs to prevent such accumulation.
The hardware EDAC circuit used in the PCE corrects any errors before passing bytes to the
CPU, but does not re-write the corrected data into RAM. To remove errors from RAM, the
memory scrubbing routine must specifically read and re-write each byte of the memory. If an
interrupt or DMA driven process changes the byte between the scrub read and the scrub write,
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the scrub write will destroy the new data. To avoid this, DMA and interrupts must be turned off
during scrubbing. DMA and interrupts are essential for high-speed communication, and should
remain enabled as much as possible. Rather than disabling and re-enabling them for each byte
of the memory scrub, HIT scrubs 256 bytes of RAM at a time.l" The scrubbing function logs
the time and block-address whenever an SEU is detected. These data are stored in the same log
file as RAMDISK error log records.
Figure 7-18. Program memory scrubbing procedure
To gather accurate SEU data, the scrubbing is performed as frequently as practical: the
complete program RAM space is scrubbed every four minutes on the peE and every eight
minutes on subsequent OBCs with 512 kilobytes of program RAM. This rate is much higher
than that needed simply to eliminate double SEUs. We can calculate how memory scrubbing
effects the probability ofuncorrectable SEUs. Predictions in Table 7-9 show that fast scrubbing
is unnecessary, and even a scrub rate of once per day would virtually eliminate SEU build-up.l?
16Thisdoes not imply a 256-byte code word, merely that a single processor instruction is used to read
256 bytes through the Hamming decoder and then write them through the encoder.
17This is the case for independent events. We have seen in the RAMDISK that the independent
analysis is not correct. but it is not yet clear where the flaw lies.
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Scrubbing rate 1024 bytes per second 1 scrub per day
Satellite UoSAT-3 VoSAT-S lJoSAT-l lloSAT-S
Memory size :56 kbyt .. 5121cbyt .. :!56Icbyt .. S111cbyt ..
SEU Rate (SEU/bit/dav) 1.00E-06 1.00&07 1.00E-06 1.00&07 1.00E-06 1.00&07 100E-06 1.00E-07
Mean double SEU per day 2.95E-08 0 1.08&07 0 8.39E-06 8.39E-08 1.68&05 1.68&07
P double-SEU in one day 2.95E-08 0 1.08E-07 0 8.39E-06 8. 39E-08 1.68E-05 1.68&07
P double-SEU in one week 2.06E-07 0 7.56E-07 0 5.87E-05 5.87E-07 1.17E-04 117E-06
P double-SEU in one month 8.84E-07 0 3.24E-06 0 2.52E-04 :!.52E-06 5.03E-04 S.03E-06
P double-SEU in one year 1.08E-05 0 394E-05 0 3.06E-03 3.06E-05 6.IOE-03 6.12E-05
Table 7-9. Probability of two independent SEUs
7.6.5. Telemetry Services
Because the telemetry hardware on the UoSA T bus has been changed from a ground-
controller's tool into an OBC peripheral, OBC software must provide a way for ground
controllers to regularly monitor telemetry. The OBC brings great flexibility to telemetry
sampling, as it does to other aspects of spacecraft operations. HIT generates two types of
telemetry frames for immediate transmission. and can also store telemetry for later
downloading.
HIT provides both high-rate and low-rate real-time telemetry frames. The high-rate telemetry
frame consists of between one and ten telemetry channels, sampled and transmitted as
frequently as once per second. Low-rate telemetry is a set of three frames which together
include all telemetry channels in the satellite. These three frames are transmitted in rotation, one
every five seconds, to give a complete telemetry sample every 15 seconds.P Both high-rate and
low-rate frames are transmitted immediately after sampling, using AX.25 datagrams (Ward
1993a).
A typical LEO satellite passes over its command station between 6 and 10 times each day, and
real-time telemetry is only useful during these transits. HIT samples and stores telemetry during
the rest of the orbit, while the satellite is not in range of the command station. This is called
whole orbit data (WOD) collection. WOO was first used on UoSAT -I and UoSAT -2, but on
these satellites WOO could only be sampled at the five-second telemetry frame rate and
downloaded using custom protocols. Starting with UoSAT-3, HIT can sample WOO at any rate
from I second upwards. WOO surveys can contain from one to 20 channels, with start time,
end time, and sample period selected by the ground station operator. HIT stores WOO surveys
in RAMDISK files that can be downloaded using the PACSAT Protocol Suite (Ward 1993b).
The telemetry and WOO facilities are controlled through the FLTO SCP. There are commands
to set the frame rates on each real-time stream, and to select the channels for the high-rate
18The low-rate telemetry was divided into three frames to keep lDT from having to wait for all 64
channels to be sampled in one call to the TLM server. On UoSAT-5, which has a 12-bit telemetry it
takes over 500 ms to assemble such a frame.
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frame. For WOO, there are commands to schedule a survey, check the scheduled surveys, and
selectively terminate surveys.
The wide range of telemetry services provided by ffiT clearly illustrates the advantages of a
programmable OBC coupled to the appropriate support subsystems. Flexible housekeeping
facilities are the essential foundations for a successful microsatellite store-and-forward mission.
7.6.6. Experiment Monitoring
HITprovides data collection and experiment control for the UoSAT -3 CREDO payload (Section
5.1.2) which is connected to the PCE on the satellite's serial data bus. HIT implements the
packet protocol used on this bus, and listens for the periodic data transmissions from the
CREDO CPE. Every five minutes, the CPE sends what data it has collected. HIT receives the
data and places it in a RAMDISK file. When this occurs, HIT also surveys the TDE-a two-
step process involving placing the experiment in 'read mode' and sampling 36 telemetry
channels before placing the TOE back in 'measure mode.' HITcreates a new CREDO data log
file each day, and makes the previous day's file available for downloading. UoSAT-3 CREDO
was the first of many experiments to exploit PAC SAT Protocol Suite communication services.
7.6.7. HIT Downlink Services
Hlf sends several types of datagrarns on the downlink. Telemetry transmissions have already
been discussed, and HIT transmits status messages, a network news broadcast, a frame
containing the satellite's orbital elements and output from other on-board tasks. HIT passes these
datagrams to the AX.2S protocol server, which interleaves them with other AX.2S frames on
the downlink.
HITprovides a simple means for any application task to send AX.2S datagrams. A single
function called _qcf_print () allows the application programmer to send any ASCII
character string to the downlink. This relieves the application programmer of having to learn
the AX.2S server API for simple output requirements, and reduces the size of applications
tasks. Most applications send periodic status messages using this function.
HITalso transmits its own status message as a datagram. The HIT status frame contains the
present SEU count, the amount of free memory and the on-board time. This is effectively
telemetry from the on-board software. There is also a one-line news broadcast that can be set
by the command station (e.g. to warn users of impending software reloads). The format of these
messages is largely ad-hoc, not intended as input for ground station computer programs.
At the specific request of network operators, I added a periodic orbital element broadcast to
HIT. The orbital element broadcast frame is an ASCII frame containing the latest satellite
Keplerian elements in a standard format defined by NASA and used by many tracking software
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packages. Although the same information could be provided in a file and downloaded using the
PACSA T Protocol Suite, it was felt that a simple periodic broadcast would be useful in
circumstances of marginal reception. The PACSAT Protocol Suite client software in ground
stations recognises this packet and saves the Keplerian elements in a special file. Unmanned
data gathering stations update their tracking programs using these automatically-transmitted
elements.
7.6.8. Attitude Detennination and Control
Generally, a satellite's attitude is controlled so that communication antennas, experimental
instruments and solar panels are pointed in the appropriate directions. A microsatellite with
low-gain antennas used primarily for store-and-forward communication has greatly relaxed
attitude control requirements. The antennas must be roughly oriented toward the Earth, and the
solar panels must be well illuminated. With typical VHF and UHF antennas, accuracy in the
order of a few degrees is sufficient. The basic UoSA T attitude control system is designed to
keep the satellite's antennas pointing within 5° of nadir.
The VoSA T attitude determination and control system is built from three hardware elements
and a software control algorithm. The hardware comprises a rigid gravity gradient boom
extending five meters from one end of the satellite. This boom, with a 3 kg tip mass at its end,
gives the satellite a very weak tendency to point one end or the other toward Earth. The gravity
gradient boom alone does not damp attitude disturbances (which can be gravitational, magnetic,
or aerodynamic). Magnetic torque coils-magnetorquers-working against the Earth's
magnetic field damp these unwanted disturbances. Complex software turns the relatively simple
hardware into a reliable and increasingly accurate attitude control system. Software running in
the OBC turns the magnetorquers on when appropriate to provide effective disturbance
damping. To determine the appropriate moments for rnagnetorquer activation, the OBC
measures the Earth's magnetic field using a magnetometer. The measured magnetic field, the
present spacecraft orbital position and other variables are processed by an attitude
determination and control algorithm task running on the peE. 19
19Recentresults show the rms pointing error consistently below 3° using magnetometer/magnetorquer
svstem. Improved algorithms using the sun and horizon sensors available on S80rr and KITSAT-l
may reduce this to 10.
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Keplerian elements
and configuration
information
Details of the theory and algorithms employed in VoSA T attitude determination and control are
found in dissertations by Hodgart (1989) and Ong (1992). Their attitude determination and
control task (Figure 7-19) is a tour de force for the various APIs and servers described in this
chapter. It uses floating point mathematics and timers provided by SCOS, telemetry input and
command output from the TLM server, MFILE files for configuration and data logging and the
mT applications task message relay and downlink datagram services. The existence of standard
interfaces for these facilities freed the applications progranuner to concentrate on control
algorithm implementation, rather than on the communication and housekeeping aspects of the
task.
Operational
directives
Telemetry
7.6.9. Summary-Housekeeping
All of the housekeeping software described in the preceding sections was developed for
VoSAT-3, to support the primary mission-store-and-forward communication. In comparison,
the store-and-forward communication protocol server tasks described in the remainder of this
chapter may seem simple, but this simplicity is a direct result of the comprehensive services
provided by other software running on the PCE. In return, the store-and-forward software
provides communication services for all on-board application tasks, with the file system acting
as an interface.
ADC Task
UData logsStatus
datagrams
Telecommands
Figure 7-19. Inputs and outputs of the attitude determination and control task
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7.7. The FTLOServer
A protocol specification presents a strict definition of procedures and data elements, but
necessarily leaves some design decisions and implementation problems to the programmer. If
the specification is sound, two programmers working independently will arrive at
implementations that communicate correctly, but this does not mean that the implementations
will be the same. Operating systems, user preferences and resource limitations may alter the
implementation without altering its adherence to the specification. There are also cases in which
a practical implementation must attempt to limit its adherence to the protocol specification
without sacrificing compatibility with other implementations. Implementing communication
software is not simply a matter of mechanically copying a published specification into a
computer language.
During the implementation of FTLO, I discovered difficulties not obvious during the
specification of the protocol, and I was forced to limit my application to fit within practical
constraints. The following sections describe overall structure of the FTLO server and the
complications arising from the protocol and the operating environment.
7.7.1. Functional Description
The FTLO server must serve several ground stations simultaneously, supporting concurrent file
uploads, file downloads and directory searches. Because it is not desirable for the server to
serve an unlimited number of ground stations simultaneously (because of uplink collisions), the
server must have a mechanism for arbitrating contention amongst ground stations. In addition
to these basic protocol functions, FTLO also automatically manages messages stored on the
RAMDISK. FTLO monitors all of its own activities, and logs activity audits that are used in
experimental and commercial network monitoring. I have implemented all of these functions in
approximately 1700 statements of C language source. The complete task consumes
approximately 44 kilobytes of program RAM when configured to support two concurrent users.
7.7.2. Uplink Contention Control
To reduce contention on the uplink, FTLO does not support an unlimited number of
simultaneous transactions. We set the number of concurrent users to equal the number of uplink
channels (two for UoSAT and 4 for Microsat). Unfortunately, no procedures have been
implemented to ensure that the different clients are on different uplinks, because the current
ground stations are not frequency agile. Furthermore, some clients will be searching the
directory or downloading files-transactions that use very little uplink bandwidth. It would be
inefficient to allocate a complete uplink channel to these stations. The FTLO implementation
compromises, and reduces-but does not eliminate-uplink contention.
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The server must indicate to the clients in the footprint when it is prepared to accept new
sessions. The FTLO Protocol Specification does not address this matter, because the basic file
transfer protocol is independent of access control mechanisms. For UoSAT-3 and the Microsats
we decided that clients should wait for a particular datagram on the downlink server. This
datagram acts as an invitation telling clients that the server is available and identifying free
uplink channels. The invitation is an AX.25 datagram containing an ASCII string. The ASCII
data will be one of four strings indicating the state of the server: "Open ", "FULL ", "SHUT "
or "CTRL ". Characters identifying free uplink channels follow the state string. Thus, on
UoSAT-3, the datagram "Open AS" indicates that the server is available and both uplink
channels are free. "Open B" indicates that the server is available, but channel A is occupied.
In the time-dornain split-channel reservation multiple access (TD-SRMA) scheme discussed in
section 4.3.2, this frame marks the beginning of the request channel time period. I elected to
make this a slotted ALOHA channel, both to increase the number of requests received at the
server, and to implement a mechanism for prioritising ground-station requests.
When a client receives an invitation datagram containing "Open ", it executes a random
backoff, waiting a random number of slots before attempting to establish an AX.25 connection
with the server. It is unlikely that all waiting clients will use the same random backoff so the
clients will be separated from one another rather than colliding. The random backoff used in the
standard ground station software is calculated by equation [7-1].
Tbackojf = (I + (r MOD n) ) * Tslot [7-1]
Where Tbackojfis the time the client waits before transmitting, r is a random integer, Tslot is the
time required to transmit a connect request, and n is chosen to limit the total duration of the
request channel period. This function results in a delay of between 1 and n times slots.
Equation [7-1] generates a minimum backoff equal to Tslot' that leaves the first slot immediately
after the invitation datagram unused. Specially authorised clients that transmit their requests
immediately after the invitation datagram are more likely than the other stations to connect with
the server, and thus they receive a 'high priority' service. Command stations use this high-
priority slot to overcome contention from user ground stations.
The variables Tslot and n in equation [7-1] control the duration of the request channel period.
T I mav be reduced to equal the sum of all delays between the arrival of the invitation at thesot •
ground and the receipt of a service request at the server. Table 7-10 shows how this might be
calculated for a system relying on the satellite's uplink automatic frequency control (AFC).
(Without the AFC delay, the slot could be reduced to 55 ms, or 66 byte periods.) n can be
reduced to equal the number of simultaneous sessions handled by the server, because the FM
capture effect makes it likely that the server will receive one request in each slot despite
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contention. Because there are n+ 1 slots in the request channel period. this would result in a
request channel period (Treques,) of 1065 ms for a UoSAT satellite.
Source of delay ms
Maximum downlink delay 12
Delay delivering invitation to client process 8
Delay delivering reply tomc 13
Transmitter tum-on delay 10
Maximum uplink delay 12
Uplink AFC delay 300
Total 355
Total (9.6 kbitls byte periods) 426
Table 7-10. Slot duration for FTLO requests
The time spent in the request channel period is not available for file transfer. Therefore, the
length of the request channel period affects the communication capacity of the satellite. The
magnitude of this effect is determined by system usage patterns and overall link quality. The
effect of the request channel period is to place a ceiling on the uplink usage efficiency for each
FTLO transaction. This efficiency ceiling can be calculated by
[7-2]
Where N is the number of bits transferred during the session, R is the link rate in bits per
second and TsesslOn is the time taken for the actual data transfer. Using the figures from Table 7-
10, any session lasting only a few seconds would have its efficiency significantly reduced by the
invitation-request process. When link quality is high and sessions are brief, reducing duration of
the request channel period (e.g. by using Doppler steered ground stations instead of AFC) will
significantly improve overall performance. In practice, however, the AX.25 link efficiency is
relatively low (see chapter 9), so we have not attempted to minimise this overhead.
7.7.3. Multi-User Support
A server capable of serving several clients simultaneously could have been implemented as
several identical tasks each serving a single client, or as a single task serving all clients. Each
approach has advantages and disadvantages. Using several single-client servers results in a
simpler implementation, because resource sharing is left to the multi-tasking operating system
and AX.25 protocol server task. Unfortunately each single-client server would be only slightly
smaller than a multiple-client server, and running several such tasks is an impractical waste of
memory. One multiple-client server uses RAM efficiently, but places the burden of resource
sharing back on the task programmer. Because memory is limited, I implemented FTLO as a
single task serving multiple clients.
The FTLO event loop shares satellite resources among concurrently connected clients. On each
execution of the loop, the server processes uplink input from one client and sends pending
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output for all clients. A one-second timer is used to manage periodic events, and SCOS ensures
that the event loop executes whenever there is pending input or output. If there is no UO, the
task enters the waiting state and is activated once per second by the timer.
if (output is pending) and (not blocked)
Send pending output.
while (running)
Get one input packet from QAx25.
Process input packet.
for each active client {
if (client has requested directory search)
Perform directory search.
else
end if
next client
if (one second timer)
Disconnect clients inactive for too long.
Periodically record available RAMDISK space.
Periodically delete old messages from RAMDISK.
endif
if (nothing done this time)
Enter Waiting state.
endif
end while
Table 7-11. FTLO Event Loop Pseudo Code.
The speed of execution of this event loop determines the smoothness of time-sharing amongst
FTLO clients. Data uploading and downloading are relatively rapid, as they involve just one
transaction between FTLO and MFILE. Other operations, particularly searching the directory
and calculating file checksums, can take several seconds. In the first version of FTLO, directory
searches were atomic operations, but this caused delays of up to a minute on Microsat. During
these gaps, no uplink data was processed, and no downlink data was transmitted. This was
unacceptable, so directory searches were broken into smaller sub-searches. One sub-search is
executed on each iteration of the event loop, and the sub-searches don't last long enough to
affect other clients' transactions. Calculating the checksum of an uploaded file is a more
persistent problem. It takes approximately 6 seconds to checksum a 32-kilobyte file, causing
significant disturbance to other clients. Because file checksums are calculated at a very low
level in the software, breaking this operation into smaller bits is not practical. Checksums of
large files are calculated infrequently, and this remains an atomic event. Directory searching
and file checksum calculation in FTLO illustrate why trade-offs must be made between code
complexity and smooth multi-user service (or rapid operation of any event loop). 20
20A proposed upgrade to the calculation of checksums for PACSAT Protocol Suite software is to
calculate them incrementally as each block of data is received. This would eliminate the large delay at
the end of a file upload.
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7.7.4. Implementation Limitations
The FTLO server adheres to the FTLO protocol, but there are some services that have not been
implemented, and others that have been restricted to conserve memory. These restrictions were
documented for client developers, to avoid incompatibilities.
Because the FTLO server must reserve three packet-sized buffers for each concurrent session. it
was impractical to use the maximum packet size (2048 bytes) specified by the FTLO protocol.
For a four-user configuration, full-sized buffers alone would have consumed 10% of the
available program RAM. The UoSAT/Microsat FTLO server limits packet size to 256 bytes.
This restriction increases overhead during data transfer from 0.1% to I%, but cuts memory
usage by a factor of eight.
Each session must also reserve a buffer for a selection equation and selection list. The FTLO
implementation limits selection equations to 256 bytes, and will place at most 50 files on the
selection list for any equation. The 50 files will be the oldest files selected by the equation.
When a client's selection equation results in 50 messages in the selection list. there may be
more messages that meet the client's criteria. To be sure, the client must issue the select again.
further qualifying the equation with the time of the newest message in the first group. This
complicates the selection process for the client, but it is necessary because it conserves memory
in the server.
It might be said that the FTLO Protocol Specification was written without sufficient regard to
implementation limitations. On the other hand, a protocol specification tied to the limitations of
hardware and software will not necessarily be efficient in the future, when technology has
advanced. This dilemma can be solved by including in the protocol procedures for the client and
server to negotiate parameters such as maximum packet size. Many protocols include
parameter negotiation.
7.7.5. Establishing a Message Order
Most services specified in the FTLO protocol were straightforward to implement, but the
directory search facility had unforeseen consequences. The problem is one of sorting messages
so that client's can make efficient selection equations and limit their search to 'new'
messages-those that have been uploaded since the client's previous transaction.
For several reasons, the FTLO protocol requires that every message have a unique identification
number. This message identification number is identical to the file identification number
maintained by MFILE. It is assigned by MFILE when the file to contain a message is created, and
transmitted by FTLO to the client during the initial handshake of the file upload transaction. It
is subsequently used in continued upload transactions, directory searches or download
transactions. In these circumstances. the identification number uniquely identifies the message.
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Initially, I assumed that the message identification number would also serve as an index that
clients would use to isolate newly uploaded files. This is common practice in electronic
conference systems. To request new messages a client selects all message numbers greater than
n, where n is the highest message number the client has already seen. This system will work
only if newer messages always have higher identification numbers, but this is not always the
case with the MFILE file identification number. In the simplest exception, client A begins to
upload a file n and subsequently client B begins to upload file n+ 1. Perhaps file n+ 1 is shorter,
however, so client B completes its upload transaction before client A. When user A finishes,
message n is newer than message n+1 and so the identification numbers do not increase with
upload completion time. The situation is worse if user A is forced to complete uploading file n
on some subsequent transit. This means that clients must not use the file number as a means of
selecting 'new' files.
A similar problem arises in the case of data log files that are created at the beginning of the day
and then periodically updated. These log files should show up as 'new' files each time they arc
updated even though they keep the same identification number.
To overcome this problem, I added a time stamp to each file. Files uploaded through FTLO are
time stamped when the upload transaction is successfully completed. Log files created by on-
board processes are time stamped whenever they are updated. Somehow FTLO and other
application tasks must indicate to MFILE when to set the time stamp. This is done through an
MFILE API function+' This makes the application programmer responsible for maintaining a
critical value used in communication, somewhat reducing robustness.
For the sake of speed, MFILE can sort files by date or by identification number. Thus, when
processing a selection equation. FTLO does not have to check all files on the RAMDISK to find
new files. Instead, FTLO qualifies its directory search request with a starting time. and restricts
MFILE its search accordingly. All of this complexity was necessary to permit clients to easily
isolate 'new' messages on-board the server.
1.1.6. Autonomous File-Space Management
In addition to providing the FTLO protocol services, the FTLO server task manages use of
RAMDISK space. Because there is no user authentication in the FTLO protocol, the FTLO
server cannot be certain when a message has been delivered to its addressees. and so does not
delete messages when they are downloaded. Instead, FTLO removes old messages when it
requires more RAMDISK space. Periodically, the server checks to see that the number of
21The time stamp is set through the mf_attribute () function, using a pseudo attribute bit called
MFA_TIME.
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available directory entries and the amount of free storage space are above certain thresholds. If
these resources are depleted, FTLO removes some messages to make space for newly uploaded
messages. To determine which messages to remove, FTLO examines the PFH Item that
indicates the time at which a messages becomes outdated (expiration time). If the message is
outdated, it is removed from the RAMDISK. This automatic RAMDISK maintenance removes
the need for routine intervention by a system control operator, and is successful so long as
messages become outdated at roughly the same rate that messages are uploaded.
7.7.7. Activity Logging
The FTLO server records all client sessions and transactions, and all file space management
events. This data is used to evaluate network performance (see chapter 8) and could be used to
bill users in a commercial system. Log entries are between 9 and 32 bytes long, depending on
the complexity of the logged event. The server task creates a new activity log every day, and
each day the command station downloads the previous day's log and stores it for later analysis.
7.7.8. Summary - FTLO Server Task
The FTLO server task was envisioned as the hub of communication activities on VoSA T -3. It
provides all of the necessary communication facilities: uploading, downloading and message
directory searching. While implementing the server, some implementation limitations were
placed on the FTLO protocol, and some shortcomings of the protocol specification were
identified and rectified. As of November 1993, FTLO server described here was running on 10
microsatellites.
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7.8. The PACSAT Broadcast Protocol Server
The PBP specification defines packet formats and basic SR-ARQ procedures, but does not
define precisely how multiple clients will access a single server. A simple PBP server that did
not address multiple-access issues was the first file-transfer protocol that I implemented for
VoSAT-3. Itwas used to download WOO files and CREDO experiment files early in the
mission. PBP eventually became the dominant file downloading protocol, and I added extensive
multiple-access functions. The server was also extended to include the directory broadcast
protocol.
7.8.1. Functional Description
The PBP server was implemented in stages. The first implementation processed one transmission
request from a one ground station at a time, and did not implement ARQ procedures.
Subsequent versions included ARQ processing and a list for managing several service requests.
As of November 1993, the server manages a list of up to 20 file and directory broadcast
requests.
To save memory PBP was not implemented as an independent SCOS task, but as a module that
can be linked to and called from another task. If the PBP module is incorporated into a task that
already uses the file system and AX.25 servers, then it adds only 8 kilobytes to the task - a
savings of 10 kilobytes compared to having an independent task for PBP. The PBP module has
a simple interface with the host task, consisting of a single function call. On the VoSA T
satellites, PBP was first hosted by HIT and then by FTLO. On the Microsat spacecraft (which do
not run HIT) PBP has always been a portion of the FTLO server task.
7.8.2. Uplink Contention Control
The PBP specification does not define when clients should transmit their service requests to the
server. For the VoSA T-3 PBP implementation I decided to control the clients' requests in the
same way that I did for FTLO-constraining the clients to transmit only after receiving an
invitation frame. This limits the requests to certain time periods, in keeping with the TD-SRMA
scheme.
PBP transmits invitation frames periodically. When a client receives an invitation frame, it
executes a random backoff, then transmits its service request. Clients calculate the backoff
delay using an algorithm similar to that in equation [7-1], spreading the request frames
throughout a limited request channel period. Because all of the waiting clients transmit during
the request channel period, collisions are likely, and some service requests will be lost. Outside
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of the request channel period there will be no PBP requests on the uplink to collide with other
uplink frames.22
To reduce contention during the request channel period, the server accepts several requests in
each period and places them on a list of pending requests. The invitation datagram transmitted
by the server identifies all clients on the list, and clients already on the list do not transmit
during the request period. This eliminates a significant number of clients from contention and
helps to ensure that stations with stronger uplinks will not consistently dominate weaker clients.
The invitation frame uses AX.25 link addresses to identify clients that are on the list. Because
these addresses are up to six bytes long, the PBP invitation frame can become fairly long. The
AX.25 datagram is limited to 256 bytes of data, which can hold up to 36 client addresses. In
practice, the list is set to 20 stations maximum as a compromise between reducing contention
during the invitation period and providing reasonably rapid round robin service of the stations
on the list (see discussion below).
7.8.3. Downlink Sharing
Although PBP was initially designed as an efficient point-to-multipoint message delivery
protocol, it also provides TDMA downlink sharing. The list of pending requests that is used to
limit uplink contention is also the basis of the PBP server's downlink TDMA. The server selects
a request from the list and transmits datagrams that fill the request. When a TDMA period has
expired, the server allocates the downlink to another station by choosing another request from
the list.
For each TDMA period, the server must determine which waiting request to service, and how
long to make the allocated TDMA period. Many algorithms could have been used to make these
choices. The present PBP server processes its request list in a round-robin fashion. Initially, all
new requests were inserted into the round robin list at the point farthest from the service
pointer. To improve response time for very short requests, PBP was modified to insert these just
behind the service pointer-where they receive rapid service.
Choosing a TDMA allocation period requires a trade-off between service delay and TDMA
overheads. In the limiting case, PBP could switch from request to request after each transmitted
frame. The inevitable overheads of request switching (mostly delays in MFILE) would make this
somewhat inefficient. Instead of this rapid TDMA, PBP server allocates several seconds of
221tis possible to have the PBP server restrict these request periods to times when the uplink is not
being used for FfLO file transfer. further limiting the impact of uplink collisions on file-transfer
utility.
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downlink time to each period. PEP applies three rules to determine the duration of each TDMA
period:
•
The maxim user allocation is 5 seconds.
Command stations receive a 25-second maximum allocation.
If the request is completely transmitted, the allocation is terminated.
•
•
I have not yet investigated all of the trade-offs associated with this downlink TDMA. The
present parameters ensure that once a request has entered the list, it is serviced within
approximately 100 seconds. A single TDMA allocation is sufficient to download over four
kilobytes of data. There is certainly a penalty associated with having such long TDMA
allocations. A client with a request shorter than the allocation period (i.e. under 4 kilobytes) will
get less than a standard 'share' of the downlink bandwidth. Assuming that the MFILE overheads
are not too high, shorter, more frequent TDMA allocations would be appropriate. If shorter
allocations are used, however, it becomes increasingly important to limit the size of the round-
robin list, because infrequent, briefTDMA allocations may not provide sufficient bandwidth
for client's to complete downloading messages in a single transit.
No matter what TDMA allocation is used, requests for large amounts of data may remain in the
round robin for several minutes-perhaps long enough for the requesting client to pass out of
the satellite's footprint. To avoid wasting bandwidth on such requests, the server unilaterally
deletes requests after they have been in the round-robin for several minutes. This may force
stations to repeat their service requests (if they are still in the footprint) but avoids wasting
bandwidth.
Providing a flexible TDMA downlink-sharing mechanism is an important aspect of the PBP
server, and the protocol's connectionless procedures are well suited for frequent request
switching. The downlink allocation strategy implemented for UoSA T-5 was suitable for the
Amateur Radio network. For non-amateur networks, a more sophisticated allocation algorithm
may be desirable. Such an algorithm can be added to the server relatively easily, without
altering the protocol definition or the client software.
7.8.4. summary - Broadcast Downlink Server
Although the PACSAT Broadcast Protocol was initially designed for point-to-multipoint
delivery of news bulletins and similar messages, it has become the primary downlink protocol in
the PACSAT Protocol Suite. It is preferred to FTLO because of the flexible SR-ARQ error
control and its downlink TDMA capabilities, as well as for efficient delivery of the same data to
multiple clients. The PBP definition deliberately left us free to experiment with downlink
multiplexing and uplink contention-control mechanisms. This increases the importance of the
server implementation, where these choices must be resolved.
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The PBP server implements a time-domain split-channel reservation multiple-access scheme on
the uplink for allocating TDMA slot reservations on the downlink. Although the present
implementation uses a simple round-robin resource allocation scheme, more sophisticated
schemes can be added easily. The results of some experiments with the PBP server's allocation
mechanism are presented in chapter 8, and several suggestions for further enhancements are
discussed in chapter 9.
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7.9. Summary
This chapter has described software implemented for the UoSA T-3 and Microsat
microsatellites. This software is not simply a store-and-forward communication package. It is a
general purpose on-board computing environment that can be used for experiment support.
spacecraft housekeeping and store-and-forward communication. It uses high-level APIs to
provide telemetry and telecomrnand services. SEU-tolerant file storage, and downlink packet
services to application programs. The store-and-forward communication servers themselves
implement the PACSA T Protocol Suite with necessary enhancements or extensions, and call
upon other tasks when necessary (e.g. for file storage). This modular approach is familiar to
terrestrial systems programmers, but is a radical innovation for satellite computing. The
software described here is not a custom application for a single satellite or network. To date it
has been used on 10 microsatellites with several significantly different missions.
Two store-and-forward communication servers were implemented: one for the datagram
PACSA T Broadcast Protocol, and the other for the virtual-circuit FTLO protocol. These
servers adhere to the protocol specifications described in chapter 6 as far as practical, and add
some necessary facilities not defined by the protocols. Both servers allocate resources to
particular ground stations using a cycle of invitation, request and service. Wherever possible.
the satellite acts as network master, inviting ground station to transmit. These procedures are
the basic building blocks for a split-channel reservation multiple access system.
The design, implementation and maintenance of the software described here was the most time-
consuming aspect of my research. By implementing the protocols and supporting software, and
by applying this implementation to several microsatellite missions, I have been able to
conclusively achieve one of the central goals of my research:
• to use a single microsatellite to build a useful global store-and-forward message
switching network.
The satellites running my software are still (November 1993) the only regularly-operating store-
and-forward LEO communication satellites. The following chapter describes the in-orbit
experience gained from these missions.
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CHAPTER 8
IN-ORBIT EXPERIENCE
This chapter presents results from in-orbit evaluation of the store-
and-forward communication system described in previous
chapters. In-orbit demonstration was a critical phase of my
research. By operating the system in orbit, I have been able to
confirm that it is both practical and useful. I have also identified
strengths and weaknesses in the system design and
implementation. This has lead to modifications of the existing
system and clear suggestions for future systems.
Many of the ideas developed in this thesis have been implemented and subjected to the trials of
daily use. The process of implementation has separated the practical ideas from the impractical.
It has also revealed unexpected environmental constraints that make it difficult to achieve
anticipated results. Daily use of the software has identified protocol and implementation
bottlenecks and patterns of use that might otherwise have remained hidden. Although an
implementation-driven approach to engineering research is time-consuming and unpredictable.
it has the undoubted advantage of producing practical engineering results.
When the PAC SAT Protocol Suite was originally designed, I imagined a system in which the
FTLO protocol would be the primary interface to the satellite. Clients would use the selection
equation system to have the server identify messages of interest. Then they would either
download the messages or the directories using FfLO and an AX.25 virtual circuit. I assumed
that each client would be interested in a relatively small fraction of the on-board messages.
Multiple access to the uplink would be controlled by invitations and service requests
implementing a TD-SRMA DAMA protocol. permitting one FTLO client per uplink channel.
For those messages of clear multi-user interest, clients would use PBP. I assumed that there
would be an integrated client software package allowing simultaneous PBP and full-duplex
FTLO activities.
In reality, system implementation and operation diverged significantly from this model. Today,
FTLO is used only for uploading. All message and directory downloading use PBP, which has
been extended to include directory transmissions. Selection equations are implemented in the
client software on the ground instead of using the FTLO selection system in orbit. ( The standard
client software that I implemented has two separate modules-one for FTLO and one for PBP,
(There are exceptions. Unmanned data-gathering stations in the VITA UoSAT-3 network still use all
of the FILO services.
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and access controls for the two protocols are not yet integrated.' Lack of frequency agility in
the ground stations has delayed the implementation of a collision-free uplink environment. The
diversion between the model network the actual network is a consequence of network use
patterns, data-link protocol limitations and software implementation characteristics. This
chapter describes the in-orbit trials that led to these changes.
2This is true of the standard client software which I wrote. There are two other client software
packages, one of which integrates PBP and FTLO.
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8.1. PACSAT Protocol Suite Missions
Ten microsatellites with varying missions use my PACSAT Protocol Suite software. The
satellites are listed in Table 8-1, along with an indication of the main objectives of each
mission. As I anticipated, the PACSA T Protocol Suite is being used for a variety of
communication tasks. S80rr, KITSAT-2 and PoSAT-1 use the protocols primarily to support
spacecraft operations and experiment data gathering, while all of the other satellites support
store-and-forward communication networks of one kind or another. The four satellites with
remote-sensing payloads generate very large messages (> 300 kilobytes) that must be
downloaded, sometimes in competition with normal communication traffic. The PACSA T
Protocol Suite has successfully served each of these diverse missions.
Freq Mission
~ 81·1.~ .:: ";; " ....l:: c·u ~ a-i I .. .. c .5= a- t; =I , ~ e ... ~ ~i Link rate " e !SateUite Bus Builder Owner Launch (bitls) ~ Q Q IoCI U 0:: U ~
UoSAT-3 'UoSAT SSTL SatelLife Jan-90 9600 I Y Y Y
PAC SAT :Microsat AMSAT-NA AMSAT-NA Jan·90 1200 y Y
LUSAT ;Microsat AMSAT-NA IAMSAT (Argentina) Feb·90 1200 y Y
UoSAT·5 UoSAT SSTL SSTL Jul-91 9600 y Y y y
KITSAT-I UoSAT SSTL KAIST (Korea) Aug-92 9600 y Y Y Y
S801T UoSAT SSTL CNES (France) Aug-92 9600 y Y
PoSAT-1 UoSAT SSTL Ineti (Portugal) Sep-93 9600/38400 y Y Y
HealthSat-1 UoSAT SSTL SatelLife Sep-93 9600/38400 y Y
KITSAT-2 UoSAT KAIST KAIST(Korea) Sep-93 9600 y Y
ITAMSAT :Microsat AM SAT-IT AMSAT (Italy) Sep-93 9600 y Y
Table 8-1. Microsatellites using the PACSAT Protocol Suite
I have not given equal attention to all of these satellites. I started software development and
network monitoring on UoSAT-3 in 1990, and shifted my focus to UoSAT-5 in 1992. In each
case, I was working with a satellite in the Amateur Satellite Service. To date, the non-amateur
networks have not matched the distributed wealth, technical experience and enthusiasm of the
amateur operators. Consequently, the amateur satellites are the most heavily used and indicate
the traffic volume and user density that can be carried by a single satellite. The amateur
satellites are usually the first to identify problems that occur on a heavily loaded satellite.
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8.2. Network Use Summary
I have relied on in-orbit evaluation to determine whether or not my designs and implementations
were successful. This is acceptable if the network being used for evaluations is large enough
and generates enough traffic. What is 'enough' in this context? If the in-orbit evaluations reveal
problems in the protocols or implementations, then they are valuable. The amount of traffic
generated by the network is 'enough' if it approaches the system limits-though perhaps only in
a limited area. This section illustrates that the UoSA T network has been large enough to do
these things.
The VoSA T -2 DeE network was too small to severely test the system or to demonstrate its
capacity-although it did provide valuable experience. We designed VoSAT -3 to support a
large network of direct-access ground stations. By the time VoSA T -3 was launched, amateur
radio digital communication networks had been established around the world. Because of these
factors, the VoSAT-3 amateur network grew large enough to provide a meaningful system
evaluation. The following subsections describe this network. establishing the context within
which protocol evaluations were carried out. The traffic flow supported by the UoSA T
satellites within the Amateur Radio Service also provides a lower bound to the amount of traffic
that can be carried by a single LEO satellite.
8.2.1. UserPopulation
When VoSA T-3 was launched in 1990, it was the first satellite in the Amateur Satellite Service
to use 9.6 kbitJs data links. We were somewhat surprised, therefore, to find that 30 ground
stations were active immediately after launch. Because we had adopted a terrestrial data-link
protocol (AX.25) and a modulation standard with some terrestrial users (FSK), a small network
was immediately available. The operators of these early ground stations provided practical
implementation details to other operators, and the number of ground stations has grown steadily
since then.
Monitoring the exact number of ground stations in the network is complicated by the use of two
file transfer protocols and two protocol servers. The FTLO server creates a daily activity log file
identifying the ground stations involved in all transactions. The PBP server has no convenient
point at which to log client activities (because there is no virtual circuit). I added a simple
logging system to PBP in 1993, so that it would at least provide a daily list of active clients.
Even though there is no complete list of PBP users dating back to the start of the mission, we
can get a meaningful measurement of the user population by studying the available data.
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Figure 8-1. Number of different FTLO clients by month, showing daily average, average in
each lO-day period, and monthly total
Figure 8-1 shows the number of clients identified in FTIO activity logs each month between
1991 and 1993. There are three figures for each month: the average number of different clients
per day, the average number of different clients every ten days, and the total number of
different clients in the month. In a given month, the differences amongst these figures indicate
the how frequently clients were active. If all clients were active each day, all three numbers
would be the same. It can be seen that many more different clients are active in a month than on
any particular day.
Until January 1992, every client using the network had to access FTLO (to receive directories)
and the data in Figure 8-1 prior to January 1992 truly reflects the size of the network. Since
January 1992, clients have only been forced to use FTIO to upload messages, so the data after
that date is not an accurate measurement of the network size.
In an attempt to assess the true network size, I added request logging to the PBP server in April
1993. During May 1993, although only 205 clients showed up in the FTLO activity log, 466
different clients used PBP. Thus, although Figure 8-1 shows network size decreasing somewhat
since December 1991, figure 8-4 shows the actual number of stations in the network. Since
January 1992, the number of active clients had actually almost doubled-to just under 500
users. This is almost the size of the network that VITA predicted it would have on UoSAT -3
(table 5-4).
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8.2.2. Population Geography
The ground stations are not evenly distributed over the Earth. With some exceptions, they are
clustered in industrialised nations, resulting in areas of intense congestion. Figure 8-2 shows the
locations of the ground stations in the UoSAT-5 network. Concentrations in Europe, the United
States, Japan, Australia and New Zealand are apparent.
Figure 8-2. Locations of amateur ground stations
Simply mapping the ground station locations does not show how the geographical distribution
of ground stations causes congestion at the satellite. The number of ground stations contending
for satellite resources depends upon the number of ground stations in the satellite's footprint at
any time. To see this, I have mapped the number of ground stations in the satellite's footprint
for each possible sub-satellite point (Figure 8-3).
Figure 8-3. UoSAT -5 user density as a function of sub-satellite point
The contours of congestion have important characteristics. Firstly, ground-station clusters
separated by up to 2000 miles interfere with each other where ground-station range circles
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overlap. This happens over the central United States, where ground stations from large east-
and west-coast populations are simultaneously in range of the satellite. Ground stations located
within the overlap area between two interfering populations suffer severe contention when they
might otherwise expect good performance. These central ground stations have contention at all
times. When the satellite elevation is low, they contend with one or the other of the outlying
groups. When the satellite is overhead, they contend with both of the outlying groups. In
contrast, ground stations in the outlying groups will experience worst contention only when the
satellite is at low elevation in the direction of the other group.
Another important characteristic of the user distribution is how infrequently there are no
stations in the footprint. A microsatellite system design may depend upon some periods during
which the satellite can be placed in an idle mode. These periods may be needed as an
opportunity to tum off high-power amplifiers and recover battery charge. Clearly, with the
UoSA T -5 user population, there are not many guaranteed idle times. The satellite will only be
idle if clients in lightly populated areas do not need all of the bandwidth available to them.
The UoSA T-5 user distribution certainly contains the concentrations of users needed to test the
system. Whenever the satellite is over Europe, more than 75 stations are in the footprint.
8.2.3. Patterns of Use
Comparing the daily, ten-day and monthly populations in Figure 8-1 shows that many clients
are not active every day, and the different monthly PBP and FTLO populations show that not all
clients upload traffic to the satellite each month. The ratio of clients uploading (FTI..O clients) to
clients downloading (PBP clients) is illustrated in Figure 8-4. On the average day, 225 different
clients used the PBP server-4.5 times as many as used the FTI..O server. Even over the entire
month, half of the clients never uploaded a message.
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Given that approximately fifty clients per day upload messages and 200 clients per day are
active downloading, how much traffic is handled? The traffic statistics presented below indicate
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Figure 8-4. Number of different PBP and FTLO clients each day
To investigate usage patterns further, I analysed the PBP server data from May 1993 to show
how frequently each ground station was active. The histogram in Figure 8-5 reveals a tendency
for ground terminals either to be very frequently active or not at all active. It is difficult for the
protocols to operate effectively for both groups of users, because each group places different
demands on directory services and message lifetime. Several implementation decisions were
biased towards ground stations being active every day-preferably every transit. These
decisions will have to be re-examined to ensure reliable operation in the amateur network
(although they will probably remain valid for commercial networks).
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Figure 8-5. Activity frequency of PBP clients
8.2.4. Traffic
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what can be achieved using the present system. Ideally, there would be statistics concerning
delivery success. Unfortunately, although the PEP server does log the amount of transmitted
downlink traffic, it has no way to determine how much of the transmitted data is ARQ activity
and how much of it actually delivered data, or how many data frames were used by several
clients.' In this context, I must present measurements of uploaded traffic as an indication of the
amount of traffic carried by the satellite.
Between February 1992 and May 1993, the Surrey command station received and stored a
complete directory of all 81,000 messages uploaded to UoSAT -S. This directory was converted
to a database from which traffic characteristics were extracted. Two types of messages were
separated during this analysis: gateway messages and end-user messages. End-user messages
are messages uploaded by users with their own ground station, while gateway messages are
batches of terrestrial electronic mail concentrated from terrestrial forwarding networks and
uploaded to the satellite for long-distance transport.
Figure 8-6 shows that the average number of messages uploaded each day has reached 200.
Figure 8-7 shows uploaded bytes-just under 600 kilobytes per day. The maximum daily
figures were 1,116 kilobytes (20 November 1992) and 284 messages (11 December 1992).
Later sections will discuss how close this load has come to fully utilising the available
resources.
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Figure 8-6. Daily upload activity, number of messages
3The lack of a message delivery acknowledgement in the PBP client/server transaction became a major
shortcoming in the PACSAT Protocol Suite when PBP became the main downlink protocol. A
client/server delivery confirmation handshake will be added in later versions of the protocol. Client-to-
client delivery acknowledgements are easily implemented by having the receiving client originate a
service message to the sending client. A format for these messages has been defined and used by VITA
on UoSAT-3.
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The average daily traffic generated by the amateur network is about 25% of what VITA
predicted they would need, so I cannot say with certainty that UoSAT -3 would serve VITA's
predicted need. However, VITA's actual use is far smaller than their predicted use. VoSA T-3
has served VITA and SatelLife for several years without approaching the level of activity in the
amateur network.
Figure 8-7. Daily upload activity, number of bytes
8.2.4.1. Message Size
The two groups of users on UoSA T -5-gateways and end users-have different use
patterns and place conflicting requirements on the system. These differences are partly
illustrated by examining the messages each group uploads. From Figures 8-8 and 8-9,
we can see that the gateways have consistently uploaded more messages than the end
users, but until December 1992 the end users uploaded more bytes than the gateways.
This indicates (Table 8-2), that end user messages are significantly larger than gateway
messages.
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Figure 8-8. Composition of uploaded traffic (messages)
I- Gateway lillll End User I
F' C )igure 8-9. omposition of uploaded traffic (bytes
Averaue Minimum Maximum
Gatewav 2,116 197 271,771
End user 6,985 144 507,824
Table 8-2. Message size statistics (bytes)
There are two reasons for this difference in average message size. Firstly, the gateways
forward terrestrial traffic on a regular schedule, no matter how little traffic has
accumulated for a particular destination. This generates numerous files. Secondly, the
gateways have consistently used data compression on their messages before uploading,
whereas the end users have not. This generates smaller messages. Gateway stations
used compression on 96% of their 60,610 messages, while the end users compressed
only 36% of their 20,236 messages. If the UoSAT-5 network were to become limited
by storage capacity or data throughput, increased use of data compression by the end
user ground stations could increase the utility ofthe available resources.
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In addition to relaying messages amongst ground stations. the UoSAT-5 store-and-
forward system transfers experiment and housekeeping data from the satellite to the
Surrey command station. The message database shows that there were 2868 messages
generated on-board between February 1992 and May 1993-totalling 78 megabytes of
data. Table 8-3 shows what experiments and processes generated this data. The CCO
images from UoSAT-5's Earth Imaging Experiment dominate, but 15% of the data
carne from the diagnostic and logging functions of store-and-forward software itself.
The Surrey command station downloaded all of these files for analysis, and they were
also available to all other ground stations in the network. The CCD images, in
particular, are popular with the network users. The use of the PACSAT Protocol Suite
for data gathering from on-board experiments has been a major contributing factor to
the success of multi-mission and experimental microsatellites. because the well-
developed PACSAT Protocol Suite software can be exploited for experimental data
gathering.
Number of %of
Type of data Files Total bvtes total
CCD Earth images 98 31,762,327 39%
Total dose radiation experiment 483 15,409.320 19%
FTLO server logs 489 11,550,682 14%
Attitude controllogs 488 7,557,332 9%
Whole orbit telemetry surveys 140 7,219,379 9%
Solar-cell technology experiment data 86 4,897,372 6%
Other onboard logs 1084 3,088,040 4%
Total 2868 81,483,852
Table 8-3. Traffic generated by on-board processes. Data from UoSAT-
5 February 1992 to May 1993
8.2.4.2. Message Lifetime
The number and size of messages uploaded to the satellite partly determine the quality
of the communication service provided by the satellite. The size of the messages clearly
determines communication bandwidth and message storage requirements, but it is the
number of messages that has greater impact than was initially expected. As described
in chapter 7, the file system directory limits the number of messages that can be held by
the satellite at one time, and the system capacity used to deliver message directories
increases as the number of uploaded messages increases. On UoSAT-5, the
proliferation of messages, not their size, is limiting system performance.
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The UoSAT -5 RAMDISK holds 13 megabytes of raw data. The MFILE server provides
just under 12.8 megabytes of file store from this RAM.4 Thus, if message sizes were
the only factor, the RAMDISK could hold 22 average days worth of traffic.
Unfortunately, the MFILE directory, holds only 800 entries, or 4 average days' traffic.
To be assured of seeing all mail before it is removed from the RAMDISK, a UoSAT-5
ground station must be active at least every 3 days. The PBP server logs show that only
approximately 66% of UoSAT-5 ground stations are active this often. The others do
not get the opportunity to download all messages.
For commercial networks, it will be essential to have fully automated clients that access
the satellite on every available transit. Only then will the satellite resources support
maximum peak load. The other important lesson from UoSA T -5 is that the structure of
the filing system can be more important than the absolute size of the RAMDISK. The
RAMDISK is not full, but the file system is. This must lead to either a re-design of the
file system or removal of the one-to-one correspondence between messages and on-
board files.
8.2.4.3. Message Headers
Each message uploaded to VoSA T-5 or generated by an on-board process must start
with a PACSAT File Header (PFH). The average size of the PFHs during the
measurement period was 180 bytes. Thus, the PFH contributes 9% overhead to the
average gateway message and 3% to the average user message. The PFH has proven
useful and flexible. New file types and compression types have been defined as a matter
of course, without disturbing the protocol implementation. For example, the extension
mechanisms built into the PFH definition were used to add new PFH Items for end-to-
end message acknowledgement. The PFH was also used as the basic building block of
the Directory Broadcast Protocol that was developed after approximately 18 months of
network operation. Although a header protocol using fixed-length fields or plain ASCII
text would have been simpler to implement, the PFH Protocol has been very successful
and worth the additional implementation complexity.
8.2.4.4. Message Content
The network users fully have exploited the binary transparency of the PACSA T
Protocol Suite. Not only have they been able to employ compression techniques that
depend on binary transparency, but computer programs, graphic images, digitised voice
messages and databases have been routinely exchanged. The satellite has even been
4Factoring in the EDAC overhead (1008/1024) gives 12.8 megabytes. The 800-file directory uses
24800 bytes, and the file access table uses 27216 bytes.
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used as the normal route for distribution of client software updates. Binary
transparency is necessary for a modern electronic messaging system. Although end-to-
end binary transfer can be provided over 7-bit systems, this introduces inefficiencies
that would be undesirable in a microsatellite store-and-forward network.
8.2.5. Summary-Usage
The preceding subsections describe the users of the UoSAT-5 network and the traffic they
generated during 1992. During the 16-month monitoring period, ground stations uploaded
81,000 messages totalling 270 million bytes. This demonstrates that the system (the UoSAT-5
microsatellite and PACSAT Protocol Suite) can serve the needs ofa 500-station user
community generating up to 1000 pages of traffic per day.!
As well as providing insight into the operation of a particular network, the UoSAT usage data
can also form the basis of network simulations and theoretical analyses. Such analyses require
accurate knowledge of network usage patterns before they deliver meaningful results. Some
additional statistics-message delivery time in particular-must be monitored before complete
models can be constructed.
S The maximum traffic handled in a day was 1116 kilobytes, and the 'page' of text defined in chapter
5 is just under one kilobyte.
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8.3. FTLOVirtual Circuit Services
When the PACSAT Protocol Suite was designed in 1989, I believed that AX.25 virtual circuits
would be the used for most message uploading and downloading. However, after three years of
in-orbit experience, the AX.25 virtual circuit is being phased out in favour of datagram-based
protocols. Network usage patterns, the performance of the AX.25 virtual circuit mode and
implementation characteristics have caused this shift.
8.3.1. AX.2SVirtual Circuit Mode
At the outset of the project it was accepted that the error control mechanisms used by AX.25
virtual circuits would not be ideal for microsatellite links. The usual difficulty with using GBN
ARQ protocols (such as AX.25) on satellite links is that the window must be large enough to
overcome the round-trip propagation delay. With a large window, the GBN strategy can result
in large amounts of retransmitted data even if only one frame is lost (Schwartz 1988, p. 4-28).
Although the propagation delays on LEO links are not long enough to exceed the AX.25 sliding
window, other problems have been observed. These are caused by:
• Actual network usage patterns
• The bi-directional nature of the GBN ARQ protocol
• AX.25 server implementation characteristics
• AX.25 client implementation characteristics
These problems-each described in more detail below-combine to cause poor performance for
FTLO. It is difficult to determine which of the possible causes has reduced throughput so
significantly. It is likely that uplink interference brings out the worst in GBN performance for
stations with low-power uplink transmitters. while the TNC firmware implementation problems
place a throughput ceiling on high-performance ground stations. Because we do not intend to
retain AX.25 virtual circuit mode, the details of this interaction are likely to remain hidden.
FTLO is still used, and it achieved one of its major goals-to provide a rapidly implemented
store-and-forward communication system. However, theoretical and practical drawbacks have
made the AX.25 virtual circuit less efficient than I had anticipated.
8.3.1.1. Network Usage Patterns
FTLO's one-to-one virtual circuits only make efficient use of downlink bandwidth if the
clients are usually downloading personal messages destined only to them. In the
Amateur Satellite Service, we found that most messages are not point-to-point private
mail. Most messages are items of global or general interest. Thus, FTLO's download
facility was not well targeted to this use. Furthermore, this meant that the FTLO
selection facility was also inefficient. because most directory entries were of interest to
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most clients. Time was wasted performing similar or identical selections. and downlink
bandwidth was wasted repeatedly transmitting the same directory entries to several
clients in one footprint. These usage patterns might have been tolerated had all other
aspects of the FTLO/AX.25 combination functioned flawlessly. Compounded with
other difficulties. they point the way toward greater reliance on datagram-based
broadcast protocols like PBP.
8.3.1.2. Limitations ofGBN ARO
All ARQ schemes require feedback between the receiving node and the transmitting
node. GBN-ARQ requires at least one acknowledgement for a window full of frames.
increasing to one acknowledgement per frame if stop-and-wait procedures are used.
The system must allocated a channel for these acknowledgements. and the BER in the
acknowledgement channel will affect data transfer efficiency.
When an FTLO downlink transaction is in progress. the client must have an uplink
channel allocation for acknowledgements. The acknowledgement stream consists of a
20-byte frame in response to each downlink information frame." If the remaining uplink
bandwidth is used by the same client for an upload transaction. this is not such a
problem. but if the client has no traffic to upload. it is difficult to allocate the remaining
bandwidth effectively.
More importantly. if the server does not receive the acknowledgements it cannot
transmit new data. Even if the downlink data quality is high, interference on the uplink
will cause data flow to cease. Thus, the sliding-window ARQ mechanism establishes an
undesirable requirement for continuous good uplink quality even when a station is
downloading data. When a client is uploading a message, a similar problem occurs. If
the client does not receive acknowledgements on the downlink data transfer will cease.
Ifbi-directionallink quality is good, then these effects should be acceptable. However.
link quality on a LEO microsatellite is not always good. Figure 2-17 shows that
interference on the uplink will certainly destroy some frames, even if collisions are
eliminated by multiple-access procedures. GBN-ARQ responds to this poor link quality
by reducing throughput radically in order to maintain an error-free flow of data. In
orbit observations ofFTLO operation (detailed in section 8.3.2) show this poor
throughput.
6This is an implementation characteristic of the client firmware, not of the AX.2S protocol. which
could use a single acknowledgement for each window.
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8.3.1.3. Server Implementation
I implemented the FTIO server to simultaneously serve only two clients. This was
intended to reduce uplink collisions, make transactions efficient and thereby allow
waiting clients to be served in rapid succession. This plan would have been fine if
transactions had been efficient and brief. However, transactions are neither brief nor
efficient. Clients often queued for their opportunity to use the server and the server was
saturated over highly populated parts of the network. Much of this queuing was
pointless: many clients were waiting to select and download the same directory entries
and files that had just been downloaded by preceding clients. In this context. FTLO
became a major bottleneck in the network.
8.3.1.4. Client Implementation
We chose AX.2S because it was available. This certainly made it easy to implement the
FTLO upload and download transactions both on the satellite and for the clients.
Unfortunately, while the readily available TNC firmware implementation ofAX.25
served its initial purpose, it has now become an obstacle to improved performance.
The AX.25 implementation in the TNC firmware has a poor host interface.
questionable buffering implementation and several other problems. The interface
implemented in the TNC firmware was initially designed for connection to a human
user through an ASCII terminal. Itwas not intended for data-transparent connection to
software running on a host computer. The firmware does not completely separate
circuit control information from circuit data, and it is also impossible to use virtual
circuits and datagrams simultaneously. Although I implemented acceptable FTLO client
software for the using the TNC's user interface, the client cannot simultaneously
receive broadcasts from PBP and interact with FTLO. Despite its wide availability and
use in terrestrial AX.25 applications, the TNC firmware did not provide a flexible
platform for developing virtual circuit applications."
The TNCs performance on a 9.6 kbitfs full-duplex link is also poor. I conducted bench
tests on an error-free link, using two TNC. They attained 3.8 kbitfs data throughput.
This is only 39% of the link bandwidth. The TNCs attained 71% data throughput on a
1.2 kbitfs link, indicating that there are both link-dependent and link-independent
7To overcome this deficiency, other programmers have moved the AX.2S implementation into the host
computer. Ifwe felt that AX.2S was the best protocol for microsatellites in the long run, we would
make this investment. but it does negate one of our chief reasons for choosing AX.2S: availability of
existing implementations.
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inefficiencies." In another set of tests, the TNC was seen to respond incorrectly in
certain protocol states-retransmitting information frames unnecessarily. 9 These
implementation problems doomed the FTLO/AX.25 combination to mediocre
performance even if all other aspects of the system had performed perfectly.
8.3.2. In-Orbit Observations of FTLO
The standard AX.25 combined with the custom-designed FTLO protocol was initially useful.
The AX.25 virtual circuit provided a versatile, if inefficient, error-free data transfer
mechanism. FTLO was the first store-and-forward protocol to provide uploading, downloading
and directory services for the network. For several months it was the primary client/server
protocol used by UoSAT-3, AMSAT-OSCAR-16 and LUSAT-OSCAR-17.
The following sections present some of the statistics collected from UoSAT-5 and discuss our
experiences with FTLO in greater detail.
8.3.2. 1. Downloading
The FTLO download transaction was the primary facility for downloading messages
from UoSAT-3 for approximately six months. After that, it was replaced by PBP. At
the peak of FTLO downloading (April 1991), clients downloaded an average of 100
messages per day. Given that only 14 messages per day were being uploaded, this
shows that the average message was downloaded seven times. The gross data rate for
these downloads has been calculated by dividing the total number of data bytes
delivered by the total duration of all download transactions. During April 1991 the
figure is 737 bit/s-only 8% of the link capacity. The maximum downlink data rate
attained was 4969 bit/s-is 52% of the link capacity.
8The back-to-back TNe testing measured the time taken to transfer a 52 kilobyte file from one TNe to
another. The file was transferred from the host computer to the sending TNe at 1.92 kbits/sec. The
tests involved a variety of TNe settings, but never managed to achieve the continuous transmission
characteristic of a smoothly functioning GBN-ARQ link.
9The incorrect response occurs in the information transfer state. If the TNe receives an RR frame with
the final bit set. it responds with the previously-transmitted I frame. even if that frame is
acknowledged by N, in the RR frame. The server receives a duplicate I frame, issues a REJ frame. and
data transfer resumes.
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3767 Download transactions
seconds bytes
total 153369 14124378
mean 41 3750
standard deviation 62 7000
median 22 1265
maximum 840 124476
Data rate
(bits/sec)
overall 737
maximum 4969
mean transaction 879
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Table 8-4. Summary of FTLO download transactions during April 1991
Examining each clients' downlink transaction record shows that their aggregate data
rates are grouped tightly between 200 bitsls and 2000 bits/s (Figure 8-10). I also
recorded the fastest downlink data rate sustained by each client for a transaction of 1
kilobyte or more (Figure 8-11). This fastest transaction data rate averaged 2.4 times
higher than the aggregate data rate for the same client. The difference between fastest
and aggregate data rates is caused by variable downlink BER, uplink contention and/or
uplink interference. 10
00000 000 0 0 000o 0 0 0 000 0 0 000
~ ~ N ~ 0 ~ ~ N ~ 0 ~ ~- N N N M M ~ ~ ~
Bits/sececond
Figure 8-10. Histogram of gross FTLO downlink data rate by client
101 found only weak correlation between downlink transaction data rate and the number of
simultaneous transactions being handled by the server. This analysis did not distinguish whether the
second transaction overlapped all or part of the download transaction, or whether it was itself an
upload or download. A more detailed analysis might reveal correlation, especially where download
transaction was competing with an upload transaction. Because FfLO downloading has been
abandoned. this analysis has not been carried out.
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Figure 8-11. Histogram of maximum FTLO downlink data rate by client
These measured data rates can be compared to the expected data rate for an FTLO
download transaction. The servers measures the duration of a download transaction
between receipt of the DOWNLOAD REQUEST and transmission of the DOWNLOAD
completed response (Tj and T5 of Figure 6-6). This period is dominated by the data
transfer phase, which is managed by AX.25. The satellite's AX.25 server was
configured for a window size of one, making the link a stop-and-wait ARQ link. Table
8-5 shows the time taken for the server to transmit an FTLO packet (in a single AX.25 I
frame), receive an acknowledgement and queue the next packet. Under realistic
conditions, the downlink data rate on the stop-and-wait link is 2314 bit/sec. The delay
between the client's receiving the data frame and being able to achieve a productive
uplink contributes 50% of the acknowledgement delay on this link. A client using a
Doppler-tracking transmitter could avoid the automatic frequency control (AFC) delay
and might be able to reduce keying delay to 10 milliseconds. This combination would
achieve a data rate of 5262 bits/sec. These figures correspond reasonably well with the
range observed for the clients' fastest transactions.
Message data
FTLOpacket overhead
AX.25 frame overhead
Propagation delay (downlink @ 2000 km)
Client keying delay and AFC delay
AX.25 ack (RR) frame
Propagation delay (uplink at 2000 km)
Downlink queuing delay (half frame)
byte periods
253
2
20
8
600
21
8
138
Total byte periods 1050
2314
251526%
Data rate (bits/sec)
Occupied downlink bandwidth (bits/sec)
Table 8-5. Stop-and-wait AX.25 downlink performance
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Although a small window size delivers relatively low data rate. it has the advantage of
leaving some downlink bandwidth available for other downlink processes. In the
example above, the AX.25 I frame only occupies 26% of the available downlink
bandwidth. The remaining bandwidth can be used for other FTLO download
transactions, acknowledgements for upload transactions and frames from PBP.
Although increasing the window size could possibly increase the data rate of the FTLO
downlink transaction (depending on link BER), it does so at the expense of using a
greater percentage of the downlink bandwidth. On a less-than-perfect link, the
efficiency of bandwidth usage is also reduced, as GBN ARQ procedures cause a
greater number of frames to be repeated than stop-and-wait. The stop-and-wait strategy
is advantageous if the remaining downlink bandwidth can be effectively used by other
processes.
Given the low data rate attained by FTLO downloading, the protocol's transaction
continuation mechanism became very important. During April 1991. 30% of all
download transactions ended before completion. Had FTLO not included continuation
of interrupted transfers, 46% of all data downloaded would have been wasted.
On UoSAT-3, the low data rate proved to be unacceptable. The average download
transaction lasted 41 seconds, and the server permitted only two simultaneous
transactions. Thus, a 10-minute satellite pass could serve a maximum of 30 average
downloads. This did not even permit one download per station in some congested areas.
The FTLO download protocol is now used only by VITA stations on UoSAT-3.
Throughout the rest of the UoSAT-3 network, and on the other satellites. all
downloading is accomplished using PBP.
8.3.2.2. Directory Service
To receive a directory from FTLO a client must first select a subset of messages, and
then download the message directories. The FTLO server logs selection transactions and
directory download transactions separately.
3389 selection transactions
Duration
(sec.l
total 12680
mean 4
standard deviation 5
median 2
maximum 52
Table 8-6. Surnmary of FTLO selection transactions during April 1991
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No data is transferred during selection transactions; they represent an overhead that is
only acceptable if it reduces the requirement for directory downloading. Selection
processing accounted for 5% of all FTLO transaction time in April 1991. During this
time, 1 megabyte of data could have been downloaded-even given the 8% downlink
throughput of FTLO. If FTLO downlink performance were improved, this would be an
even greater loss.
MFILEperformance determines how long it takes to process a particular selection
equation, and the 52-second maximum selection transaction duration shows that some
equations can take unacceptably long to process. Initially, the selection equation
evaluator was designed to act on syntax alone-parsing and evaluating any equation
without knowledge of the PFH semantics. To improve performance, it was modified to
recognise certain equation constructions and exploit MFILE's internal directory
structure.
Once the selection transaction is complete, the server collects the PFHs for selected
messages and downloads them to the client. This directory download transaction suffers
from the same AX.25 link inefficiencies shown in message download transaction. The
gross data rate for directory download transactions was 829 bit/so This figure is
inflated by the fact that there is no terminal handshake on the directory transaction, and
server makes its log entry when the final data packet is queued by link protocol server,
not when that packet is delivered to the client. This measurement error is also
responsible for the unexpectedly large mean and maximum data rates shown in Table
8-7. Keeping this adjustment in mind, we can see that the directory transaction
performance is similar to download transaction performance-as would be expected.
5292 Directory transactions
seconds bvtes
total 59179 6132579
mean 11 1159
standard deviation 12 551
median 7 1436
maximum 90 1899
Data rate
(bits/sec)
overall 829
maximum 12040
mean transaction 1826
Table 8-7. Summary of FTLO directory transactions during April 1991
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For individual stations that use narrow selection equations, the facility saves
communication time. These stations may only download a few directory entries. or may
move straight from selection to downloading without downloading any directories. This
is particularly important for low performance unmanned data monitoring platforms
which do not have sufficient downlink data capture to receive large directories.
To assess the effectiveness of the selection and directory process on a network-wide
basis, we must estimate how much directory downloading was saved by selection
equation processing. There were 366 messages uploaded and 110 active clients during
April 1991. To deliver every PFH to every client would have meant downloading
roughly 6.9 megabytes of directory information. Instead, 5.8 megabytes of directory
information were downloaded. The 1.1 megabyte savings just barely covers the loss
due to selection processing. If the downlink data rate were improved, the selection
transaction would represent a loss of network data transfer capability.
As the number of stations in the network grew, it became clear that most clients were
downloading all new directory entries, consuming an increasing proportion of the
channel capacity. At this time I decided to add the directory broadcast facility.
8.3.2.3. Uploading
The FTLO upload transaction figures during April 1991 (the last month during which
all three FTLO transactions were in regular use) are summarised in Table 8-8. The
FTLO upload transaction is still in use, therefore recent figures are included for
comparison (Table 8-9) The recent figures show that AX.25/FTLO combination
delivering only 11% of the link capacity.
nata nte
(bits/sec)
ovenll 589
maximum 3737
mean transaction 715 678 Std.Dev.
515 upload transactions
366 messages uploaded
seconds bytes
total 24028 1767721
mean 47 3426
standard deviation 79 13793
median 18 674
maximum 844 183424
Table 8-8. Summary of FTLO upload transactions during April 1991
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Data rate
(bits/sec)
ovenll 778
maximum 6287
mean tnnsaction 1101 814 Std. Dev.
(sec. ) (bytes)
total 210875 20498257
mean 29 2833
standard deviation 47 7472
median 13 1345
maximum 921 197339
7235 Upload transactions
6424 messages uploaded
Duration transfer
Table 8-9. Summary ofFTLO upload transactions during May 1993
When faced with this poor performance, I conducted experiments using the satellite on-
board computer emulator board connected to a TNC over an error-free link. Uploading
a file 10000 bytes long, using a wide variety of TN C settings, the system never exceed
3360 bits/sec, or 35% of link data rate. This must be seen as the practical data-rate
ceiling for FTLO/AX.25 using standard TNCs. Starting from this best-case, packets
lost on the uplink and the downlink will quickly decrease average performance.
Fortunately, the UoSAT-5 network is not uplink-limited. To confirm this, I chose a
notional station located at the centre of the European zone of congestion (latitude 50°
North, longitude 6° East) and calculated how much FTLO server time would have been
available to that station during May 1993. The results (Table 8-10) show that much of
the time. no clients were using the FTLO server, and so two session positions were
available. Moreover, the total number of session minutes used was only 71% of the
available pass time, indicating that the FTLO server could have served the offered load
had it supported only one session at a time.
% of total
Daily Avera2e hh:mm:ss pass time
Total pass time above 2 degrees elevation 01:14:31
2 FILO Sessions available 00:34:03 46%
1FILO Session available 00:27:42 37%
o FILO Sessions available 00:12:46 17%
Table 8-10. UoSAT FTLO availability over Europe during May 1993
Clearly, UoSAT-5 has more available uplink bandwidth than the network currently
needs. The poor uplink throughput of the AX.25 (in its present standard
implementation) would be unacceptable in a more heavily loaded network. Iplan to
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implement a new uplink protocol that will eliminate the TNC bottleneck and streamline
use selective-repeat ARQ procedures. This is described in chapter 9. Until this protocol
is available, FTLO will be used.
8.3.2.4. FTLO Usage Changes
Of the three FTLO services initially implemented. only the upload service is still used
on UoSAT -5. The download transaction was phased out in early 1991 when I
completed a full PACSAT Broadcast Protocol server. The selection and directory
transactions became redundant in January 1992 when I added directory services to the
PACSAT Broadcast Protocol. Figure 8-12 shows the changes in FTLO usage. The
figure charts the average amount of time spent per day on each type of FTLO
transaction. Downloading declined steadily from May 1991. Increases in uploading and
directory activity meant that total daily FTLO service time was still increasing. Daily
service time reached its peak November 1991. dominated by directory transactions. I
have performed an analysis of FTLO availability at the European centre of congestion
for this peak period (Table 8-11). This shows that the server was nearly completely
loaded. At this point the clients were experiencing some difficulty using the network
effectively, because they had to queue to perform FTLO directory transactions and then
switch to PBP to download any messages they desired. I I In late December 1991. I
designed and implemented the directory broadcast protocol to relieve this congestion.
Since then, select and directory transactions have fallen off dramatically
II The standard client software cannot perform PBP and FTLOactivities simultaneously because the
TNC firmware does not integrate datagram and connected-mode AX.25 operations.
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Figure 8-12. FTLO daily usage by transaction type
0/0 of total
Daily Average hh:mm:ss pass time
Total pass time above 2 degrees elevation 01:17:40
2 FILO Sessions available 00:04:11 5%
1 FILO Session available 00:09:39 12%
o F1LO Sessions available 01:03:50 82%
Table 8-11. UoSAT-3 FTLO availability over Europe during November 1991
Throughout these transitions, I did not change the FlLO server implementation; usage patterns
were changed by introducing new features to the PBP client and server software. As a result of
these changes, FTLO availability is now twice what it was in November 1991. Therefore,
clients are less likely to have to queue for FTLO server. Because of the poor performance of
AX.25 connected mode datagram services are now used for all downloading. We can continue
to use FTLO and the AX.25 connected mode for uploading while the network remains lightly
loaded, but a new uplink protocol is clearly an important area for future work.
A-?fl
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8.4. PACSAT Broadcast Protocol Services
Initially, datagrams were seen as a means of implementing a protocol that would simultaneously
deliver the same message to more than one client. While implementing and using the PACSA T
Broadcast Protocol. it became clear that freedom from the AX.25 virtual circuit had many other
implications.
Our in-orbit experience has shown that the datagram protocols using SR-ARQ allow the server
to:
• Control when the clients transmit on the uplink
• Transmit data efficiently regardless of the uplink quality
• Share downlink capacity effectively
PBP was designed by starting with AX.25 datagrams and adding customised protocols for
access control and link error control along with the 'higher layer' application procedures. This
has resulted in an efficient downlink system for store-and-forward microsatellites.
8.4.1. Access Control
The PBP server controls the clients so that they only transmit their service requests upon
receiving an invitation frame from the server. This control has worked effectively, although the
PBP server may send invitation frames when the FTLO server has already allocated the uplink to
an FTLO transaction. 12 By bypassing the AX.2S virtual-circuit procedures, the PBP server takes
direct control of when each client in the network transmits, greatly increasing the scope for
uplink contention control. Although this will become more important when applied to message
uploading (in a new datagram upload protocol), the necessary client/server control procedures
have already been demonstrated.
8.4.1.1. Evolution of the PBP Invitation Frame
The format and use of the invitation datagram were not defined in the initial PACSA T
Broadcast Protocol definition. The definition and implementation of this facility have
gone through changes dictated by in-orbit tests. To mark the beginning of the random-
access request channel period, the server transmits an invitation datagram containing a
list of the stations in the round robin service queue. Because the invitation frame
contains the list. clients already in the queue do not have to transmit during the request
channel period. This reduces contention. The frame is also used by human ground
12A S-day e:x-perimentwas conducted in June 1993 to determine whether these PBP request bursts
were having ill effect on the FrLO uplink throughput; the servers were linked so that the PBP server
would not transmit invitations when an FrLO transaction was in progress. This did not appreciably
alter the rnO uplink performance. The PBP uplink traffic is not a major contributing factor in the
poor rtt,o upload performance.
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station operators to monitor activity. Initially, the server transmitted this frame
whenever the round robin changed, making no attempt to alert clients when the round
robin was full. Activity grew to the point where the round robin was frequently full,
and clients often received 'invitation' frames but had their service requests rejected.
Requests transmitted by the clients when the list is full simply increased uplink
congestion.
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Figure 8-13. Effect of PBP server invitation frame modification
The approach taken to solving this problem illustrates the process of problem solving in
an active network. I could only employ backward-compatible solutions, yet needed
network-wide effect. I considered three approaches: alterations to the client software,
inhibiting the transmission of the invitation and changing the format of the invitation to
reflect queue status.
In a commercial environment, alterations to the client software are the most expensive
solution and are used as a last resort. In the Amateur Satellite Service we distribute
standard client software for free, but it can take be indefinitely long before a new
version is universally adopted. A change to client software was not a good solution.
The simplest solution would have been to inhibit the transmission of the invitation
packet when the round robin was full. Unfortunately, the human ground station
operators had come to rely on the invitation frame as a life-sign from the server, and an
indication of whether and when they might expect service for their specific requests.
Inhibiting this frame would have deprived them of feedback.
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I adopted the third solution, and subtly altered the format of the round robin status
frame to indicate whether or not the round robin was full. The alteration was made
such that client software would ignore the 'full' frames, but the ground station
operators would still see them. Because this was a change to the server, it had
immediate effect throughout the network, yet it was compatible with all existing client
software. Figure 8-13 shows that the modification significantly reduced the number of
broadcast service requests received when the queue was full.
8.4.2. PBP Downlink Performance
The PBP Protocol makes much better use of the available downlink capacity than the AX.25
virtual circuit protocol. Because it uses SR-ARQ, the PBP server never needs to retransmit
frames that have been correctly received by the client, yet it does not have to resort to stop-and-
wait ARQ. Furthermore, the PBP server can transmit a complete message without receiving any
acknowledgements from the client. For the server, this breaks the link between downlink
utilisation and uplink BER. For clients, it breaks the link between data reception rate and uplink
BER
The PBP server on VoSA T -5 has been equipped with a data-rate monitor that monitors the
number of bytes transmitted and the time taken to transmit them. It provides separate figures
for directory transmissions and message data transmissions. Data from this monitor (Figure 8-
14) has two striking features: the high transmission rate for message data, and the low
transmission rate for directories.
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Figure 8-14. PBP transmission rate
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Message data is transmitted at an average of 7875 bit/so To transmit this data at this rate
requires 8876 bit/s of downlink bandwidth (when AX.25 and PBP overheads are included). so
PBP is using all but 8% of the 9.600 kbit/s downlink capacity. It can be seen that the PBP server
uses a very high proportion available downlink bandwidth when transmitting message data.
In contrast, the server performs poorly when transmitting directories, giving a useful data rate
of only 2453 bits per second-using only 30% of the downlink capacity. Each time the server
reads the PFH from one message, it gets approximately 180 bytes of data to transmit. To
transmit this data takes 150 ms, but it takes longer than this for the server to find and read the
next PFH. The downlink becomes idle and downlink utilisation falls. This poor performance
during directory broadcasts server means that directory service remains a weak spot in the
network implementation (see section 8.4.3.).
8.4.2.1. Downlink Data Re-Use
The initial reason for including a datagram protocol in the PACSAT Protocol Suite
was to allow each transmitted frame to be used by all clients that receive it. This is
implemented by having the standard PBP client software store every incoming frame for
possible use-regardless of whether the frame is from a message that the client is
actively 'downloading.' Ideally, a frame delivered to a client once would never be
transmitted on behalf of that client again.
During In-orbit operations I have identified two difficulties with this ideal of data re-
use. Firstly, the client must be executing the PBP download protocol module at all
times. Secondly, the server must make some particular provisions to avoid duplicate
transmissions. These are described further below.
The difficulty with the client software is that the FTLO client and the PBP client arc
implemented as separate programs. This is necessary because the TNC does not
support simultaneous operation of the virtual circuit mode and the datagram mode.
This means that clients cannot receive PBP frames while queuing for or executing
FTLO uploads; data is wasted. This problem will be solved by implementing a
datagram-based uploading protocol and merging it with the PBP client software.
The difficulty with the PBP server is a result of holding several requests in the round-
robin. If two requests in the round-robin include the same data frames, the data will be
transmitted twice-even though the first transmission might have been received by both
clients. This problem becomes acute as the probability of duplicate requests increases.
e.g. when several clients wish to update their directories or download the same large
image file. This problem will be solved by hole-list optimisation in the PBP server.
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8.4.2.2. Downlink Sharing
The round-robin downlink-sharing mechanism described in section 7.8.3 has performed
well. Despite the overheads associated with switching from one request to another the
server still gives 82% downlink utilisation (Figure 8-14).
It is worth examining how the round robin achieves time-domain sharing on the
downlink, as this reveals how the low directory transmission rate shown in Figure 8-14
effects the clients.
Once a client's request has entered the round-robin, the client will receive a downlink
allocation B; during each full cycle of the round-robin:
B; =NIT
N
[8-1]
the number of bits transmitted to the client during a
downlink allocation
T the cycle time of the round-robin in seconds.
Nwill depend on the size of the request in bits (Q), the allocation duration (I) and the
server data transmission rate (R). R will be either Rm for message data or Rd for
directory data.
The request will fill a complete allocation if Q ~ fR, in which case, the client will
receive N=tR bits of data. Therefore, for message data the allocation is
fR,,/T bit/s [8-2]
For directory data it is
tRITbitls [8-3]
If the request is not large enough to fill an entire allocation. then the client will receive
only Q bits, and the bandwidth allocation is
Q/Tbitls [8-4]
For this discussion we will assume that the round robin is full and therefore Tis 100
seconds, i.e. the round-robin contains 20 large requests and f is set to 5 seconds. From
Figure 8-14, Rm is approximately 7800 bit/s and Rd is 2400 bit/s. Using these figures
and equations 8-2 and 8-3, we find the bandwidth allocations are 390 bit/s (messages)
and 120 bit/s (directories).
Thus, the thresholds at which requests fail to fill a complete allocation are 4875 bytes
for message requests and 1500 bytes for directory requests. A common example is an
ARQ request containing ten 244-byte holes, which will result in an allocation of only
195 bitls. downlink bandwidth.
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8.4.2.3. PBP Automatic Repeat Request
Because PBP uses an ideal SR-ARQ system, the performance of the ARQ under various
packet error rates is not complex to predict. The relationship is:
B =(.B+BI*Pd , s', [8-5]
Bd == rate at which of error-free data is delivered to the client after ARQ
B, == capacity allocated to the client, as calculated by equation 8-1
Bs == bandwidth gained through broadcast sharing
P, == probability of packet reception
This is a much simpler relationship than exists in a GBN ARQ systems, in which a
poor uplink will increase the downlink bandwidth allocation necessary to achieve a
certain Bd. SR-ARQ performance should be easier to predict and manage than GBN
ARQ performance. The difficulty comes in predicting B, and B, in the presence of
downlink sharing and real message traffic.
I have not yet quantitatively investigated how these components combine to serve a
large number of ground stations in a congested area. I have. however. observed
qualitatively that clients in congested areas experiencing poor link performance can
have surprisingly low Bd:
Positive feedback causes this problem. A decrease in P, causes a decrease in both Bs
and B; The decrease in shared bandwidth (Bs) comes as the client's requests become
more 'specialised,' and less likely to be shared with other clients. The decrease in
allocated bandwidth (B;) comes from the need repeatedly to contend for entry into the
round-robin and the fact that the client's ARQ requests are likely to fall below the size
necessary to fill an entire allocation. This feedback means that delivered data rate is not
related linearly to P,., despite what equation 8-5 shows.
A purely theoretical analysis of this system is clearly possible, and I believe that a
meaningful analysis can be developed following server enhancements proposed in
chapter 9.
8.4.2.4. Monitoring PBP Data Reception Rate
Further analysis of PBP performance will depend upon meaningful measurements of
packet reception probability (P,). Terrestrial noise, propagation effects and other link
losses will cause clients to miss some packets. Error rates will change as the satellite
moves during a transit and they will vary from satellite to satellite. 13 In 1992, I added
13UOSAT-5. in particular. has a high downlink error rate caused by incorrect operation of an FSK
modulator circuit.
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to PBP a facility for measuring a client's downlink quality without interrupting normal
network operation. The PBP server periodically transmits a frame containing the
running total of bytes that it has transmitted. The standard client software keeps a
count of bytes it has received. and stores both figures in a log file. On a perfect link, the
client would receive every frame transmitted by the server, and the number of bytes
received should equal the number of bytes transmitted. Any differences between these
figures indicate link errors and the ratio of transmitted to received data is an average
measurement of P r:
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Figure 8-15. A typical transit ofUoSAT-3, showing P,
A single log file provides an indication of short-term link quality (Figure 8-15). Long
term analysis of logs from the Surrey control station (Table 8-12) shows how a station
with high-gain antennas performs. The table indicates the overall data-delivery
capability of a single LEO satellite.
Satellite UoSAT-3 UoSAT-5
Access time 01:00:49 01:07:01
Server data transmitted (bytes) 3,198,798 1,899,011
Server transmission rate (bitls) 7012 3778
Server downlink utilisation (% of 9600) 73% 39%
Client bytes of directory received 14,235 528,849
Client bytes of messages received 2,397,096 810,270
Client probabilitv of packet reception (p.l 75% 71%
Table 8-12. Command station broadcast reception statistics
In Table 8-12, the UoSAT-5 PBP server's overall downlink utilisation is low, because of
the high proportion of directory transmissions. UoSAT -3 is higher, because the server
transmits fewer directory entries. 14In neither case does the ground station have an
14Becausethere are relatively few messages on UoSAT-3 and the Surrey Control Station is the only
client in the European footprint. directory transmissions are very brief and infrequent.
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exceptionally high P; UoSAT-3 provides better downlink than UoSAT-S. probably
because ofUoSAT-5's modulator problem. The histogram in Figure 8-16 examines the
transit-by-transit capture ratio in more detail. While there are regularly UoSA T-3
transits with average P, above 0.9, such good passes are rare for UoSAT-S: this again
points to the poor downlink quality of UoSAT -5.
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Figure 8-16. Comparison of data capture from UoSAT -3 and UoSAT-5
8.4.3. Directory Service
The Directory Broadcast Protocol (OBP) was defined in 1991 to ease congestion of the FTLO
server. OBP acknowledgea the fact that most station operators in the Amateur Satellite Service
network were not exploiting the FTLO selection system. Instead, they were downloading all
directories and manually identifying messages of interest. This operation was formalised by
OBP, which delivers directories in datagrams and assumes that directorv searches will be
executed on the client rather than the server. With many clients requesting the same directory
entries from the server, this fundamental redesign of the directory delivery system seemed
appropriate.
Unfortunately, the OBP went somewhat too far. OPB requires each client to receive all
directories. rather than just allowing re-use of transmitted data. For clients that need to rapidly
identify and download their own private messages, receiving a complete list of all new files on
the satellite is a waste oftime. These matters are analysed in detail below.
8.4.3.1. OBF Performance
OBP should serve the network in three different ways:
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• Relieving FTLO congestion
• Delivering directories reliably to all active clients
• Reducing the downlink capacity used for directory delivery
Figure 8-12 clearly shows that the introduction ofDBP in January 1992 reduced FTLO
directory usage. Unfortunately, the current software does not include direct means of
measuring the protocol's other advantages.
Although regularly active clients (e.g. the Surrey command station) maintain up-to-date
directories reliably, less-active clients and those with poor downlinks have had some
difficulty. These clients suffer because the PBPserver does not increase their downlink
allocations to overcome poor performance. Using FTLO, downlink allocations depended
only on request size, because the GBN-ARQ system automatically allocates more time
in which to deliver data over poor links. As section 8.4.2.2 above shows, PBP's round
robin provides less downlink bandwidth for stations with poor links downloading
directories. DBP provides its best and most efficient service to frequently active clients
with good links who will often receive the directories they need as a consequence of
other clients' requests (i.e. a high B, allocation).
An indirect measurement DBP data sharing may be made by comparing the known size
of the system directory with the number of directory bytes transmitted. During May
1993 the directory size was 1,200,000 bytes, and the PBP server transmitted
193,100,000 bytes of directories. This is an average of 161 transmissions of each
directory entry, serving between 255 and 466 active clients. Between 37% and 65% of
directory transmissions are saved by data re-use (despite lack of hole-list optimisation).
Thus there is evidence that we are achieving some savings through multi-point delivery
of directories.
8.4.3.2. DPB Drawbacks
If every client wishes to receive a large fraction of the system directories, DPB is an
excellent solution. If, however, clients only need a small fraction of all directories, DPB
is not efficient, because it requires every client to receive all directory entries.
Receiving all directories means receiving some 36000 bytes per day (on UoSAT -5). At
9.6 kbitJs this would take 35 seconds of downlink time, and would serve all clients in
the footprint. Unfortunately, the server only achieves 2.4 kbitJs when transmitting
directories, expanding the day's directories to 138 seconds of downlink time. This
would take 28 round-robin cycles (up to 46 minutes) if transmitted as a single request.
This is an extreme worst case, but it does illustrate the difficulty with a protocol that
requires transmission of all directory entries at least once into each footprint.
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As the number of messages in the network increases, improving OBP performance will
be very important. This will involve increasing the achieved data rate when transmitting
directories and perhaps adopting a hybrid strategy-mixing a selection facility with
datagram directory downloading.
8.4.4. PBP Summary
PBP proved so effective as a downloading protocol that it has replaced FTLO download
transactions. Because of this success, a datagram-based directory downloading protocol was
added. Although successful, the directory downloading protocol suffers from low downlink
utilisation and needs optimisation. Furthermore, client and server implementations must both be
optimised to achieve downlink data re-use. Notwithstanding these problems, datagram protocols
with SR-ARQ are the clear choice for store-and-forward microsatellite missions. Thevare
robust, efficient and flexible.
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8.5. Software Reliability
In-orbit experiments with UoSAT-3 and UoSAT-5 have shown that a single rnicrosatellite using
the PACSA T Protocol Suite can serve a network involving hundreds of ground terminals
around the world. The effects geographical distribution of clients, link performance and
message characteristics have been discussed. But even if the protocols and data links can handle
the offered traffic load, poor software reliability may unacceptably degrade service.
All of the software discussed in this dissertation was written in the C programming language,
which was not designed for use in high-reliability systems. Although modem compilers
overcome the language's lack of strict type checking, problems remain. Lack of array bounds
checking and heavy reliance upon memory pointers make it possible for bugs with far-reaching
consequences to remain undetected during compilation and testing. The testing pattern
described in section 7.2.2 is thorough, but not perfect. It does not simulate the random load
created by dozens of ground terminals. or test every possible combination of events. Hence. the
final test of a new software release is live network operation. This frequently identifies lingering
bugs. Fault diagnosis and software reloading interrupt network operations. Fortunately, this
period of initial instability is generally followed by a long period of uninterrupted operation.
Data archives from on-board experiments provide a record of system availability: 92% for
UoSAT-3 from April 1990 to July 1993, and 94% for UoSAT-5 July 1991 and July 1993
(Underwood 1993). These samples include some periods of intense software development, and
an examination of recent operations on UoSA T -3 shows what happens when software is stable:
as of November 1993, UoSAT-3 had been providing uninterrupted store-and-forward service
for 466 days.
By using the C programming language, we avoided major investments in new software tools
and programmer training. To win these conveniences we rely upon a language not renowned for
producing reliable applications. Experience shows, however, that once debugged, the software
has the potential for long periods of trouble-free operation. It has provided system availability
far in excess of 90% on several satellites.
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8.6. Hardware
The PCE hardware initially designed for UoSA T -3 has been modified several times and used on
UoSAT-5, KITSAT-I, KITSAT-2, S80rr, HealthSat-2, PoSAT-1 and CERISE. The basic
design remains unchanged, although later versions include the RAMDISK in the same module
tray as the CPU and 110 systems. Space-quality devices have not been used on any of the
OBCs. Although we have used ceramic-packaged ICs tested to military specifications in many
cases, the CMOS SRAMs in the RAMDISK have always been plastic-packaged commercial
ICs screened for wide temperature range. None of the ICs in any of the OBCs or RAMDISKs
has failed. The PCE demonstrates the advantages of applying terrestrial microcomputer
technology to microsatellite OBCs. Some important performance characteristics are described
below.
8.6.1. Performance
8.6.1.1. Power Consumption
The SCOS kernel reduces OBC power consumption by halting the CPU when there are
no tasks to execute. Most of the tasks running on the UoSA T OBCs are I/O bound, and
much of the time the CPU only is processing DMA and interrupt requests. When an
110 operation completes, the O/S executes the appropriate application(s), causing a
burst of power consumption. Similarly, the RAMDISK message storage system draws
only microamps unless data is being accessed. The telemetry system on the VoSA T bus
is not equipped to measure these dynamic power profiles accurately, but does reveal the
upper and lower bounds of power consumption: 300 mW when idle and 600 mW when
fully active. UoSAT microsatellite bus generates between 15 W and 20 W orbit-
average power (depending on solar cell technology), so the OBC consumes between 2%
and 4% of the available energy.
8.6.1.2. Instruction Rate
I designed the PCE at a time when the typical rnicrosatellite on-board computer was an
RCA 1802 or an NSC800 running at I or 2 MHz. The PCE's 8-MHz 80C 186 had an
order of magnitude greater bus bandwidth and instruction execution capacity than these
older CPUs. For the most part, we have been content with its performance. The design
seems to support a 9.6 kbitls downlink. and two 9.6 kbitls uplinks adequately, but there
are signs that the CPU is overloaded. Firstly, complex MFll..,E operations, like directory
searching are so time consuming that the directory broadcast server can only generate
data at 2880 bit/so Secondly, analysis of the downlink shows that the FTLO server is
sometimes issuing AX.25 link-level flow-control frames to slow down uploading
clients. This is an indication that the data path from QAX25through FTLO to MFILE
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cannot handle uplink data quickly enough. Code optimisation and data caching can ease
these specific problems, but we must accept that we are approaching the limits of the
present 8-MHz implementation.
8.6.1.3. Program RAM Capacity
The UoSAT-3 PCE carries 256 kilobytes of program RAM. Table 8-13 shows how
operating system. housekeeping tasks, experiment support, and communication servers
occupy this memory. Dynamic data structures use up most of the remaining memory,
so that UoSAT-3 typically runs with only 13 kilobytes of free RAM. When the PCE
design was updated for UoSAT-5, the program RAM space was doubled to 512
kilobytes. Even this larger memory space is nearly full, because UoSAT -5 carries more
experiments than UoSAT-3. Increasing program RAM will be a priority for future
OBC designs, because we are presently running out of space for RAMDISK caching
and more-complex applications tasks.
Service Bytes
SeOSkernel 16994
File system 30610
Housekeeping, PBP&DPBservers, experiment support 56770
Telemetry support 12786
FTI..Oserver 44754
QAX25 39170
Total program size 201084
Dynamically allocated memory 47684
Typical free RAM in operation 13376
Table 8-13. UoSAT-3 program RAM usage
Service Bytes
seas kernel 16994
File system 33682
Housekeeping 48146
Telemetry support 13842
Servers: FTLO, PBP,DBP 59634
QAX25 38818
Attitude determination and control 64506
Earth imaging system 35196
Total dose experiment 22882
OBDH network (DASH) server 26882
Solar cell technology experiment 39106
Total program size 399688
Dynamically allocated memory 105768
Typical free RAM in operation 18832
Table 8-14. UoSAT-5 program RAM usage
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8.6.1.4. RAMDISK Capacity
The size of the average end-user message uploaded to UoSAT-5 is 7 kilobytes. Barring
other constraints. a 4-megabyte RAMDISK (e.g. UoSAT-3) would hold 585 such
messages and a 16-megabyte RAMDISK (e.g. HealthSat-2) would hold 234l.
Unfortunately, there is an important implementation constraint that complicates this
simple approach to increasing message storage capacity. MFILE requires a data
structure in program RAM for each file on the RAMDISK. This structure improves
directory search speed at the cost of 12 bytes of program RAM per file. On all the
present satellites, this structure is restricted to 800 entries, providing a reasonable
trade-off between program RAM usage and file storage capacity. When considering
missions with large traffic flow, this implementation detail will determine capacity, and
absolute RAMDISK size will be a secondary consideration.
8.6.2. Radiation Effects
One objective of the UoSA T -3 PCE was to confirm that the effects of ionising radiation could
be contained by suitable hardware and software techniques, so that they would not interfere
with store-and-forward communication. UoSA T -3 and subsequent satellites continue to provide
a wealth of information on the LEO radiation environment and its effects on various VLSI
semiconductors. The following subsections summarise the main practical implications of this
data. For a more detailed discussion see (Underwood 1993).
8.6.2.1. Total Ionising Dose
The VoSAT-3 PCE is equipped with a total radiation dose monitor as part of the
CREDO payload. This monitor shows that the dose within the satellite is on the order
of 1 rad(Si) per day. CMOS ICs with no specific radiation hardening should endure
several thousand rad(Si) before failure, so we may safely use such devices in 800-km
polar LEO for 10-year missions. We have not observed any total-dose-related
phenomena on UoSAT-3 or subsequent satellites.
8.6.2.2. Program RAM SEUs
The VoSA T -3 PCE program RAM is built from 256 kilobit SRAMs made by two
manufacturers. These devices experience just over 1x 10-6 SEUlbitlday, or about 4
errors per day in the entire 256 kilobytes of memory. The SEUs are overwhelmingly
concentrated in the SAA. UoSAT-5 uses 1 megabit SRAMs in its program RAM, and
these devices experience an error rate of3.4x 10.7 SEUlbitlday-2 errors per day in
512 kilobytes ofmemorv. SEUs at these rates are easily detected and corrected bv the.,... ., ..
Hamming (12,8) code. Interestingly, the high-capacity SRAMs have a 3 times lower
SEU rate than the low-capacity ones.
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Worries about MBUlbyte (section 5.4.5.) have proven unfounded. In (Underwood
1993) MBUlbyte is shown to be roughly three orders of magnitude less frequent than
SEU for a wide range of commercial CMOS SRAMs. This implies that single-bit-
correcting codes can be used in LEO, even on byte-wide SRAMs.
One-megabit SRAMs provide an acceptable building block for hardware-EDAC-
protected memory systems of up to a few megabytes. IS Although we will certainly wish
to test SRAMs with even greater capacity, the space-proven devices will provide safe
technology for future microsatellites.
8.6.2.3. RAMDISK SEUs
The UoSAT -3 RAMDISK is built from 256-kilobit SRAMs, and these devices have
the same SEU rate as the 256-kilobit SRAMs in the program memory-in the region of
lxIO-6 SEUlbitJday. The UoSAT-5 RAMDISK uses a mixture of 256-kilobit devices
and I-megabit devices. Among the l-megabit SRAMs are Sony 581 OOOs.that exhibit
an extremely low error rate of 1x l 0-8 SEUlbitJday.
The MFILE task corrects SEUs in the RAMDISK using a code that protects the data
against multiple errors within a byte (MBUlbyte), but cannot protect against MBU
involving more than one byte in the same code word. From orbital observations, we see
that between 0.5% and 1% of all radiation-induced upsets defeat this code. In practice,
this means that an average message stored on-board for one day would have a 4 in
10,000 probability of being corrupted by multiple-byte upset. Underwood calculates
that most of these upsets involve only two bytes, and the rate of upsets influencing
three or more bytes are approximately one tenth of all multiple-byte upsets. Thus, by
using a two-byte correcting code, we could reduce corruption to a 4 in 100,000
probability. A Reed-Solomon (256,252) dual-error correcting code can be implemented
without increasing code-storage overhead in the RAMDISK, and Hodgart (1992) has
shown an efficient software encoder for this code. The present system demonstrates
that a LEO microsatellite can depend on commercial CMOS SRAMs protected by an
efficient block code for reliable message storage, and a software upgrade would allow
even greater reliability.
8.6.2.4. CPU SEUs
The 80Cl86 CPU contains some 50,000 CMOS gates, and these gates are susceptible
to radiation-induced SEUs-just like bits in an SRAM. An SEU in the 80CI86 could
1564 SRAMs would be required to build a four-megabyte memory system protected by the Hamming
(12,8) code. Using through-hole dual-inline packaged Ies. such an array would occupy 128 cm2.
Surface mount and hybrid technology could reduce this significantly.
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corrupt a processor register or one of the on-chip peripherals. The damaged data could
be critical or completely unused, so the effect of the SEU could range from the
undetectable to a total system crash. Given this range of possibilities, it is difficult to
say with certainty whether or not there have been any CPU SEUs on any of the
satellites using the 80C186. There have been no unexplained system crashes, and the
software has run uninterrupted for hundreds of days. 16From this experience, we can
only say that SEUs in the 80C 186 are of no practical consequence to LEO store-and-
forward missions.
8.6.3. Miniaturisation
In the 4 years since the PCE was designed, it has been used on seven microsatellites and has
gone through three design generations. During this rapid evolution we have both miniaturised
the system and increased its capacity. Originally, I did not attempt to miniaturise the circuit as
insufficient time was available for development and manufacture of a multi-layer PCB with
surface mounted components. In each subsequent design generation, the component density has
increased. Over 4 years we have achieved a 4 fold increase in RAM capacity and a 4 fold
decrease in occupied area. A design based completely on surface-mount ICs could reduce this
further, but there seems little point: HealthSat-2 carries two 80C186 OBCs an 80C188 OBC
(totalling 48 megabytes of RAMDISK) and all supporting housekeeping modules-yet there are
two empty modules in the microsatellite. The evolution of the PCE design illustrates an
effective strategy for microsatellite hardware design: the first mission was used to prove the
basic design, without paying particular attention to size; each subsequent mission applied new
technology and enhanced manufacturing techniques to achieve better 'performance density. '
On-board computer Volume Mass Memory Program Memory
(cm3) (megabvtes) (kilobytes)
PCE 3600 4 256
MicrosatOBC 1600 8 256
OBCI86 3600 13 512
OBC1861M 1800 16 512
OBC188 900 16 512
Table 8-15. Size and capacity of micro satellite on-board computers
160ne Microsat program crash may have been caused by an SEU in a processor register. A post-
mortem memory dump indicated that the processor had operated as though one bit of an instruction
were changed, but this is far from conclusive.
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8.7. Summary-In Orbit Experience
This chapter has presented results from in-orbit operation of the software, hardware and
protocols described in the earlier chapters of the thesis. Implementation of the software started
in 1990, and since then the system has been extended and refined in response to experimental
observations and changing user requirements. The development environment (programming
tools, satellite bus, seos and on-board servers) has made this software maintenance a routine
procedure, comparable to terrestrial software development.
Throughout these modifications, the network continued to provide file-transfer services. The
system model remained constant, and the orbital operations have proven that a LEO satellite
configured as a file-transfer node can be used for much more than station-to-station message
relay. For example, the system has been used to gather data from remote monitoring sites,
return Earth images from satellite remote sensing systems and distribute software. For all of
these applications the communication protocols remained the same, and the application's data
entered and left the satellite communication system as a 'file.' Files may be generated on the
ground by human users, automated data gathering devices or network gateways. They may be
generated on-board the satellite by space-science experiments or housekeeping software tasks.
In all cases, the system described in this thesis permits one application to communicate with
another despite the fact that each ground station can only communicate with the satellite
periodically, over a constantly shifting communication link.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This thesis has introduced and analysed a communication system
using a low-Earth orbiting microsatellite for store-and-forward
message switching. It has described the design, implementation
and in-orbit operation of such a system. This closing chapter
reviews the main conclusions of my research and presents a series
of topics that will receive further attention.
The goal of my research program was to provide affordable global digital communication using
a single microsatellite. In addition to developing an overall system design, I concentrated my
attention upon communication protocols and on-board computing. I designed and constructed
an on-board computer, then designed and implemented communication protocols and other
software. Rather than undertaking a purely theoretical study, I demonstrated the important
system components in-orbit. The result is a practical communication system in which low-Earth
orbiting microsatellites transport digital messages for networks of small ground stations.
When I started my research, there was little interest in LEO communication satellites or
commercial microsatellite missions. During the period of my research, the satellite industry at
large began to take interest in microsatellites and store-and-forward communication. My thesis
is the first detailed document in this growing field. It provides a complete description of a
microsatellite store-and-forward communication system, communication protocols and
software.
My work has progressed from simple demonstrations to several fully operational systems.
Initially I used the VoSA T -2 microsatellite, which can only execute 14 kilobytes of programs
and store 100 pages of messages. To arrive at a more-powerful system, I designed and
implemented an advanced on-board computer for the UoSAT -3 microsatellite. This computer
can execute 256 kilobytes of programs and store 4000 pages of messages. For this computer, I
developed a system of store-and-forward communication protocols and software. This software
is now running on ten microsatellites in orbit. UoSAT-5-typical of the recent satellites-can
store 16000 pages of messages. It supports a network including hundreds of ground stations
and handles 1000 pages of new information each day. The following sections present the most
important conclusions from this programme of research, design, implementation and testing.
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9.1. Conclusions
The scope of my research included topics from systems architecture to on-board computer
design. Below. I have compiled a list of major conclusions that I have reached in the most
important topic areas. Subsequent sections discuss these in more detail.
• An inexpensive rnicrosatellite can reliably and transparently relay digital information
between ground stations anywhere on Earth.
• Mass-produced communication equipment and standard personal computers can be adapted
successfully for LEO store-and-forward ground stations.
• In order to serve a wide range of communication applications, a store-and-forward satellite
should be configured as a file-transfer node.
• The satellite on-board computer should autonomously allocate network resources, acting as
a server for requests from computerised ground station clients.
• The PACSA T Protocol Suite has implemented such a system.
• The AX.25 virtual-circuit mode does not provide an efficient data-link protocol for
rnicrosatellites.
• Datagram-based protocols in the PAC SAT Protocol Suite successfully provide flexible
uplink access controL efficient downlink resource assignment and efficient link error
control.
• Reprogramrnable on-board computers and a failure-resilient bus design are the basic
requirements for a store-and-forward microsatellite.
Mass-produced CMOS microprocessors. peripheral les and static RAMs can be used to
implement a reliable on-board computer for polar LEO.
A store-and-forward communication facility provides a useful general-purpose link between
a rnicrosatellite and its operators, as well as supporting station-to-station communication.
•
•
• Creating a high-level application programmers' interface for the on-board communication
facilities increases the scope for development of complex experiment-support and
housekeeping applications.
The following sections divide these conclusions into three topic areas and discuss them in
greater detail.
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9.1.1. Affordable Global Communication
• A small, inexpensive microsatellite can reliably and transparently relay digital information
between ground stations anywhere on Earth.
• Mass-produced communication equipment and standard personal computers can be adapted
successfully for LEO store-and-forward ground stations.
There are users who are not connected to existing networks, cannot afford to use them or do not
wish to use them. The impetus behind my research was been a desire to develop a satellite
system which could serve these users. I have achieved this goal.
9.1.1.1. Cost
The on-orbit commercial price of a UoSA T rnicrosatellite is approximately £ I Million.
Ground stations employ little custom-built equipment and cost roughly £3000. For
these prices, the satellite owner gets complete global coverage for electronic mail and
similar file-transfer applications. This is a very inexpensive means of acquiring a
reliable, private, global telecommunication network.
9.1.1.2. Performance
The in-orbit operation of UoSAT -5 indicates what can be expected from a single-
satellite network. Each day, UoSA T -5 serves hundreds of ground stations uploading
and downloading thousands of pages of traffic. UoSAT-5 in-orbit trials have provided
basic information about server and ground station performance. In the future, this
information will help us predict how a single satellite will serve a proposed network.
Ground-station link quality-one of the main factors influencing system
performance-is still not quantified. We have uploaded and downloaded messages from
terminals with low-gain antennas, but the links have not been consistent. In most
locations, co-channel interference-not thermal noise-dominates the uplink
characteristics. The sources of interference are not uniformly distributed in space or in
frequency, and are difficult to quantify. We must continue to study link quality and its
variations, in hopes of finding an accurate tool for predicting ground-station
performance.'
IThe S80rr microsatellite built by SSTL for Matra in 1992 was specifically designed to conduct
frequency surveys in the "Little LEO" VHF frequency band.
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9.1.2. Communication Protocols for LEO Microsatellites
• In order to serve a wide range of communication applications, a store-and-forward satellite
should be configured as a file-transfer node.
• The satellite on-board computer should autonomously allocate network resources. acting as
a server for requests from computerised ground station clients.
• The PACSA T Protocol Suite has implemented such a system.
• The AX.25 virtual-circuit mode does not provide an efficient data-link protocol for
microsatellites.
• Datagram-based protocols in the PACSAT Protocol Suite successfully provide flexible
uplink access control, efficient downlink resource assignment and efficient link error
control.
My contribution to the implementation of the UoSAT store-and-forward microsatellites has
been the design, implementation and maintenance of the communication system. Previous
chapters have described this work in detail. Although some details of the protocols and software
will change, the underlying system design will persist into future networks. The satellite will
provide a file-transfer service, the satellite on-board computer will arbitrate service requests
without a control ground station. and we will move from go-back-n ARQ to selective-repeat
ARQ protocols. Together, these elements can serve applications ranging from personal
electronic mail transfer to monitoring unattended data-collection platforms.
9.1.2. 1. The Network Model
A single-microsatellite and a group of direct-access ground stations can be assembled
into many network configurations. The configuration described in this thesis was
designed to provide general-purpose communication facilities without a central control
station.
File transfer is the natural application for a general-purpose digital communication
satellite in LEO. A wide range of ground- and space-based applications can be served
by a file-transfer network. Although the users initially wanted an electronic mail
system, the network was deliberately designed not to constrain file content. Itwill
transfer any file of digital information that a client uploads, so long as that file is
contained in the standard network envelope. This has allowed the network to present
applications with an unvarying high-level interface, despite changes to low layer data
transfer protocols.
The satellite's on-board computer acts as a dynamic network controller, executing
algorithms that manage the allocation of uplink and downlink capacity without
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reference to a pre-determined schedule or a central control station. This system is far
more flexible than a scheduled or polled network. No central control station is
necessary. Ground stations can enter or leave the network when they wish, and the
system will automatically adjust to traffic variations.
Lack of central control does not imply that there must be random access to the
satellite's uplink during file transfer. Ground station clients request service during
random-access request periods, and the satellite server arbitrates amongst these
requests. By limiting random access to specific service-request periods we should avoid
the gross inefficiencies caused by collisions in random-access communication channels.
Although I have not yet completely implemented my proposed uplink access-control
scheme, I still believe that a demand-assigned multiple access system assuring
collision-free data transfer will be necessary for uplink-intensive applications.' My
work has demonstrated the basic components of a network in which service requests
from ground stations are arbitrated by the satellite OBC to provide collision-free data
transfer.
9.1.2.2. The Network Implementation
To save cost and time, existing terrestrial packet-radio standards were adopted where
possible. Thus, the PACSA T Protocol Suite is based upon the HDLC frame format and
the AX.25 link-layer protocol.
The AX.25 protocol provides both virtual circuits and datagrams. The PACSAT
Protocol Suite uses both of these services. Although the AX.25 virtual circuit has been
useful, it is inefficient in our environment. This inefficiency comes from two sources:
the sliding-window go-back-N error-control protocol and flaws in the standard TNC
implementation. If both the data channel and the acknowledgement channel have low
bit error rates, AX.25's error control is efficient. As either channel degrades, the
protocol makes increasingly inefficient use of data link bandwidth and delivers
increasingly low data rate. Unfortunately, interference can be severe on a
microsatellite's VHF uplinks, and the downlink may also fade. In these circumstances,
AX.25 virtual circuit mode is not acceptable.
The solution to this problem lies in datagram protocols. The AX.25 datagram provides
a building block on top of which I have built a customised error-control protocol. This
protocol (initially intended for data broadcasting) uses ideal selective repeat ARQ. The
2This conclusion is not uniquely my own, Kam (1983) called for a reservation ALOHA system for
AMSAT's PACSAT, and the SSTL MAILSTAR study (SSTL 1985, p. 6-2) states "the MAILSTAR
proposed here will enter into a private transaction with each ground station ... ".
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ARQ window accommodates the entire file being transferred, and the satellite can send
an entire file without receiving any acknowledgements. This permits the satellite to
fully utilise the downlink capacity. A ground station's data reception rate will depend
only on downlink quality and not upon the quality of the uplink. SR-ARQ has several
advantages for LEO microsatellite file-transfer protocols.
Thus, although we have used the AX.25 virtual circuit mode successfully, it is not the
best mode for LEO microsatellite links. By using only the datagram from AX.25, we
can implement broadcast protocols and use application-layer error-control strategies
ideally suited to microsatellite link characteristics. By implementing selective-repeat
error-control at the application layer I have been able to decrease the connection
between throughput in the data channel and throughput in the acknowledgement
channel. Furthermore, using the AX.25 datagram, the application can control the
timing of each client and server transmission. This control is essential for
implementation of DAMA schemes such as TD-SRMA.
Despite changes in the network implementation (e.g. the shift from virtual circuits to
datagrams) ground station users have been presented with an unvarying high-level
interface to the satellite's communication facility. Any file of digital information,
enclosed in the standard PACSA T File Header (PFH), can be transferred over the
satellite network regardless of changes to the lower-layer protocol definitions and
implementations.
9.1.3. Microsatellite System Design and Implementation
Reprogrammable on-board computers and a failure-resilient bus design are the basic•
requirements for a store-and-forward microsatellite.
• Mass-produced CMOS microprocessors, peripherals ICs and static RAMs can be used to
implement a reliable on-board computer for polar LEO.
A store-and-forward communication facility provides a useful general-purpose link between
a microsatellite and its operators, as well as supporting station-to-station communication.
•
• Creating a high-level application programmers' interface for the on-board communication
facilities increases the scope for development of complex experiment-support and
housekeeping applications.
A store-and-forward communication mission demands a state-of-the art microsatellite, and a
state-of-the art microsatellite depends upon store-and-forward communication facilities. On the
one hand, the mission requires high power generation, flexible on-board data handling and
failure resilience. These demands stretch the limits of a microsatellite mission. On the other
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hand, a microsatellite that contains store-and-forward communication facilities can rely upon
them for telemetry, telecommand, experiment control and experiment data acquisition. These
tasks would otherwise require specialised satellite and ground station software. My work has
helped to define this symbiotic relationship between the total microsatellite system and its store-
and-forward communication 'payload.'
9.1.3.1. OBCs in the Microsatellite System
A microsatellite OBC need not be an exotic avionics or space-qualified system. No
special space-qualified components were needed to build the UoSAT -3 PCE or
subsequent 80C I86-based 0BCs. For each mission, we have employed industrial or
military grade components, including mass-produced high-density SRAMs. The total
radiation dose in LEO should not damage these components during a five- or ten-year
mission, and hardware and software error correction systems have been shown to
remove single-event upsets. A microsatellite OBC is not the same as a terrestrial
computer, but it need not be an arcane device.
This readily available on-board computing power has driven the recent microsatellite
boom, but successfully integrating microcomputers into a microsatellite system design
is complex. The satellite must appear as a peripheral to the OBC, so that the OBC can
control the satellite, monitor its telemetry points and communicate with on-board
experiments. Yet the satellite must remain safe and controllable if the OBC is
unavailable. In the UoSAT bus, we have achieved this by having reliable, redundant
systems that give the command station direct access to the satellite's telemetry and
command facilities without the intervention of the OBC. We have then added circuitry
that allows the OBC to control these resources. In this environment we have been able
safely to develop increasingly complex OBC software without having the software
development process jeopardise the satellite.
9 .l.3.2. Software Instead of Firmware
All of the UoSAT missions have depended heavily on software development continuing
after launch, and I believe that modem microsatellite missions should support post-
launch software changes. The communication and housekeeping programs available at
launch should not define and limit the scope of the mission, nor should there be a
programmatic resistance to post-launch software development. There are numerous
reasons for leaving software flexible, and no strong arguments against this approach. If
nothing else, flexible software protects the satellite owner's investment against changing
mission requirements during what could easily be a IO-year satellite lifetime.
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9.1.3.3. Communication for Housekeeping and Experimentation
Continuing software development after launch does not imply that all programs must
be re-developed for each mission. The existing store-and-forward protocol servers and
the RAMDISK file manager are the core of a re-usable software suite that has
significantly enhanced the capabilities of all UoSAT and Microsat missions. Low-Earth
orbiting satellites spend most of their time out of range of their command station.
Ground controllers rely upon the on-board computer to store experiment and
housekeeping data and forward it to the ground during transits over the command
station. The basic store-and-forward communication software developed during my
research can provide this critical facility on future missions.
Off-the-shelf store-and-forward communication software with familiar programming
interfaces gives unprecedented communication power to microsatellite system designers
and experimenters. Programmers responsible for experiment control can concentrate on
the details of their experiment. rather than worrying about how data will be protected
from SEUs and transported to or from the satellite. Because the protocols provide a
transparent data-transfer mechanism and the on board software interfaces mimic a
terrestrial file system, the microsatellite becomes an extension of the familiar desktop
programming and data-processing environment.
The protocols and other software that I have implemented must be viewed in this
context. Not only do they link ground stations in a terrestrial network, but they also
provide a general-purpose data handling environment for microsatellites.
9.1.4. Summary-Conclusions
I have distilled these conclusions from several years spent studying the concepts and the
practicalities of micro satellite store-and-forward communication systems. There are many other
secondary conclusions discussed throughout this thesis. Those presented above are the most
important for the further development of microsatellites and microsatellite-based
communication systems.
Above all, these conclusions emphasise flexibility. Flexibility is particularly important for
microsatellites. Microsatellites can quickly and affordably fill gaps in existing
telecommunication systems, but these niches tend to change or disappear within a few years. A
flexible microsatellite continues to be an asset even after such a shift. Efficiency is also critical
in microsatellite design, because small volume and low cost make all resources precious. In
many cases, a flexible and efficient microsatellite will be worth building when any other
microsatellite would not be justified.
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9.2. Future Work
The systems, protocols and software described in this thesis are still undergoing rapid
development. They are also generating significant commercial interest. I will continue to
enhance the PACSA T Protocol Suite and associated satellite and ground-station systems. There
are great incentives to continue this research, because new software can be loaded to the
existing satellites, enhancing communication for all users. Several areas for continuing research
and development are described in the following sections.
9.2.1. Applications
In the mid 1980s, the market niche for store-and-forward microsatellites was the extension of
electronic mail into rural areas of less -developed countries. Although this application is still
attractive in some instances, it is only a matter of time before other satellite and terrestrial
communication networks are extended to this audience.
Now, in the early 1990s. the applications gaining most attention are remote platform data
monitoring and vehicle location. To serve these applications with affordable microsatellites will
require new research in areas such as protocols, antennas and modulation techniques. Although
we may be able to adapt existing systems, we will need to re-examine some of our fundamental
design decisions and conclusions. For example, we will need to investigate techniques such as
forward error correction and polling that were specifically not appropriate for the file-transfer
application. Fortunately, we will be able to test many new ideas in orbit using the existing
satellites, simply by changing the application software.
9.2.2. Networks
While I have concentrated upon protocols to exploit a single satellite in polar LEO, there is
increasing interest in multiple-satellite networks and in satellites in other orbits. To support
such networks, we may need to alter the microsatellite bus subsystems, and we will certainly
want to modify some of the protocols.
9.2.2.1. Various Orbits
Near-polar orbits are attractive because they supply complete global coverage over the
course of each day. This is appropriate if a satellite has users scattered over a wide
range of latitude. If customers wish to provide communication within less-developed
regions, we may wish to return to the original concept voiced by Dr. Yash Pal and take
advantage of equatorial or near-equatorial orbits.
We now have extensive practical experience from near-polar orbit, and some from the
630 inclination orbit. There are several issues that must be investigated if we are to
apply this experience to equatorial-orbiting satellites. The satellite bus design must be
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examined. especially with respect to the use of magnetic torquing algorithms for
attitude control and implications of orbit geometry on solar power generation.' The
communication system design would also need adjustment, to account for increased
exposure to the South Atlantic Anomaly and to accommodate greater use of the satellite
for immediate or near-immediate message relay.
9.2.2.2. Multiple Satellite Networks
Proposals for systems such as ORBCOMM and Iridium have produced extensive
studies of LEO satellite constellations for real-time communication with near-
continuous coverage at each ground station. These constellations involve from 20 to 77
satellites in various orbit planes. I do not propose that my work could be transferred to
constellations of this magnitude, but there will be interesting to investigate orbit choice
and operational scenarios for networks involving perhaps as many as five
microsatellites. In such a network, message delivery delay could be reduced by using
existing terrestrial data networks, satellite gateway stations and inter-satellite links.
9.2.3. Ground Stations
Ground-station hardware and software will naturally undergo development as the network users
detennine exactly how they want to use the file-transfer capabilities provided by their satellites.
This development work will concentrate on replacing the existing equipment with less-intrusive
turnkey systems. It can proceed immediately, without further fundamental research.
Applications such as data platform monitoring require small ground stations with simple
antennas and low power consumption. There is a wide gap between the present fixed ground
stations with tracking, high-gain antennas and anything as small and simple as an ARGOS
platform transmitter. It is unclear exactly what modifications to the present system will allow us
to close this gap. Further research is needed.
The area of ground station design that demands detailed investigation is link quality. We need to
characterise the existing links, separating the effects of antenna patterns, communication
protocols, interference and propagation effects. Only when these matters are more thoroughly
understood can we be sure that we have chosen the best practical solution in each area.
3The move to equatorial orbit might. indeed. improve the scope for magnetic stabilisation. but this is a
matter for investigation.
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9.2.4. Satellite On-Board Data Handling Systems
9.2.4.1. Enhanced OBCs
The existing 80CI86 and 80CI88 OBCs run at less than 10 MHz and have only two
direct-memory-access (DMA) VO channels. This design is beginning to run out of CPU
and VO capacity. While solving this problem, we must protect our investment in the
SCOS operating system and the PACSA T Protocol Suite servers. We can modify the
80CI86 OBC to overcome our immediate problems by increasing the clock speed and
adding further DMA channels. This should be a relatively straightforward
development.
This should be accompanied by research into advanced microsatellite OBC designs. I
propose that we pursue this along two paths, one making use of existing OBCs in
loosely coupled multi-processing systems. and the other assessing new CPUs and
parallel processing OBCs for microsatellites. Fortunately. resources already in orbit
will aid this research. HealthSat-2 has three OBCs that can be linked to form a multi-
processing network. Both VoSAT -5 and PoSA T carry Transputer parallel processing
arrays. The present generation of micro satellites was made possible by
microcomputing, and we must monitor changes in the terrestrial state-of-the-art and
apply them where desirable.
9.2.4.2. Hardware EDAC for Block Addressed Memory
The present method of providing software EDAC protection for messages stored on the
RAMDISK has the distinct disadvantage that every byte of message data received or
transmitted by the satellite must pass through EDAC encoder and decoder software
subroutines. No matter how well optimised these subroutines are. they are an
impediment to continued link-speed increases. We must investigate hardware block-
error encoders, and determine if any off-the-shelf Vl.Sl components can relieve the
CPU of this burden. If not, we should consider a custom-designed hardware encoder to
replace at least part of the Reed-Solomon software.
9.2.4.3. Alternative EDAC Architecture for Random Accessed Memory
The great advantage of using a block EDAC code is that most of the RAM placed into
orbit can be used to store data, rather than being used for coding overhead. The
disadvantage of the block coding is that data must be read and written in large blocks.
precluding the use of this type of memory for programs and dynamic data. We must
attempt to extend the efficiency of block coding to the program RAM space.
One possible solution is a 'caching EDAC' memory, in which the CPU uses a small
area of SEU-protected memory into which are mapped blocks from a larger memory
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space protected by efficient block codes. Alternatively. more-efficient Hamming codes.
such as modified Hamming (39,32) could be used. In either case, the complexity of the
new circuits will have to be compensated by a gain in program memory space or an
increase in protection from multiple-bit upsets.
9.2.4.4. File System Software Enhancements
The existing satellites-including HealthSat-2 with its 38.4 kbit/s downlink-will not
benefit from advanced hardware. For them, we must consider the immediate problem of
how to speed up the file system to provide full 9.6 kbitJs and 38.4 kbitJs message and
directory downloading. I implemented the MFll..E file system server very early in this
project, not realising that it would become a system bottleneck. Planned changes in the
SCOS inter-task message system may improve MFll..E performance, but there are also
several possible application improvements.
Now that I have developed several applications for the MFll..E system, I know what
operations are slower than expected. In particular, directory searches. PFH reads. and
data reads from long files should be analysed and re-coded if necessary. These internal
adjustments to the server require no re-writing of applications. Along with general
streamlining of these critical operations, I will consider enhancements to the caching
system presently embedded in the server.
If these incremental modifications fail to provide acceptable performance, then I must
consider altering the system architecture. Presently, every time an application calls a
file system function, there is a transaction on an inter-task stream. An alternative
approach would be to have a data buffer at the client that could be used to fill
sequential 110 requests without reference to the server. This would reduce inter-task
traffic and server contention. Another architectural change that might improve
performance would be to break the one-to-one mapping between RAMDISK files and
uploaded messages. Instead, the communication server could build a database of
message bodies and a parallel database ofPFHs. This might significantly improve
directory search performance. These large architectural changes are more complex and
time-consuming than the proposed minor optimisations, and they will only be
undertaken if absolutely necessary.
9.2.5. Protocols
HealthSat-2, a new VoSA T store-and-forward communication satellite, was launched in
September 1993. For HealthSat-2 to be completely successful, I will have to solve all of the
protocol problems identified in previous chapters, by improving the existing protocols and
adding new protocols.
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The enhancements and additions will centre on the removal ofAX.25 connected-mode from the
protocol stack. This will allow me to develop an SR-ARQ uplink protocol and to fully
implement uplink TD-SRMA DAMA-eliminating collisions. Providing all services through
datagram protocols will also ease implementation difficulties both in the satellite and in ground
stations. The proposed developments are described in following sections.
9.2.5.1. PACSA T Broadcast Protocol Server Optimisations
First, I will remove some of the bottlenecks that my recent research has identified in the
existing PBP server. Changes to the server's round-robin request processor and to the
directory broadcasting software should improve downlink usage significantly. I hope to
make these changes backward compatible, to avoid (or at least postpone) major
network upheaval.
As described in chapter 8, the PBP server makes optimal use of the available downlink
bandwidth. except when there are two requests for the same data in the round robin.
The solution to this problem is to dynamically optimise the requests in the round robin.
Each time a packet is transmitted, all other requests in the round robin must be scanned
to see if they contain that packet. If so, the packet must be removed from the other
requests. This is an optimal solution, assuring that all message data frames transmitted
on the downlink are required by at least one ground station in the footprint. 4 The PBP
server will then implement an ideal SR-ARQ protocol.
Request optimisation will be especially important for the Directory Broadcast Protocol.
because directory transmissions are very inefficient. I also hope to improve the
performance of the Directory Broadcast Protocol by speeding up the application code
and the file system server code. If, despite these changes, directory broadcasting
continues to consume an unacceptable fraction of the downlink bandwidth, I must
consider implementing datagram-based directory selection facility similar to the FTLO
selection transaction. The new datagram transaction would permit a client to quickly
identify its own messages, relieving the client of the need to receive a complete copy of
the satellite's on-board directory. This protocol change would require new ground-
station and on-board software.
9.2.5.2. Datagram-Based Uplink Protocol with TD-SRMA
The uplink performance observed on UoSAT-5 is poor. To improve this, I will define
and implement a datagram-based, selective-repeat ARQ uplink protocol. This protocol
41tcannot be guaranteed that the requesting station is still in the footprint when the round robin serves
a particular request. An improved service-request format, which includes information on the client's
transit times. is planned.
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will be supported by a TD-SRMA DAMA protocol that will allocate contention-free
uplink channels to specific clients. By moving away from AX.25 connected mode we
can use the uplink more predictably and efficiently than at present.
The sequence of events for the new protocol will involve invitation, resource request
and resource allocation, followed by a SR-ARQ file transfer (Figure 9-1). This
procedure is similar to the present PACSA T Broadcast Protocol procedure, but
resource allocations are uplink capacity rather than downlink capacity. Using SR-ARQ
should make uplink efficiency directly proportional to the probability of packet
reception at the satellite.
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Figure 9-1. Selective-repeat upload transaction
Early in my research I identified DAMA as the most desirable mechanisms for
allocating uplink bandwidth on LEO store-and-forward satellites. To limit the need for
inefficient random access, I proposed using a separate time channel in which ground
stations would transmit their requests for services. I have called this time-domain split-
channel reservation multiple access (TD-SRMA). My experiments to date have
developed the basic mechanisms for such a system, and the new uplink protocol will
complete this. Where the current allocation system is essentially first-come-first served,
the new protocol will be more complex. Clients' service requests will contain
information about the client and the proposed transaction, so that the server can
determine which client amongst the current contenders should receive the next
bandwidth allocation. Although no specific algorithm has been developed, it seems
likely that it will involve message priority, message size, recent allocations already
made to the client and the client's transit times. Using such a resource allocation
protocol, network owners will be able to manage their network more predictably.
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9.2.6. Simulation
In my research thus far, I have not used any large-scale simulations or theoretical analyses. I
have used small simulations-for example when determining the amount of access time seen at
a particular ground station-but have not even begun to develop a complete system simulation
for the LEO store-and-forward communication environment. I believe that a high-fidelity
system simulation would be useful, especially when designing networks containing linked
gateways, multiple satellites. and various classes of ground stations. But there are two obstacles
to the development of such a simulation. Firstly, the network users have been almost completely
unable to predict their own traffic patterns. Secondly-and far more importantly-we have
found that phenomena such as interference from other services and ground station antenna
location dominate the communication link quality. It will no doubt be difficult to model these
elements accurately in a simulation. Having modelled them, it will be impossible to predict how
well the simulation will fit a satellite operating on different frequencies with different
interference characteristics.
Although I have not yet studied this problem in detail. I believe that an approach combining
simulation, emulation and in-orbit measurements may be appropriate. Instead of re-developing
the satellite protocols in a simulation language, the RIC spacecraft emulator would provide a
high-fidelity replica of the in-orbit servers. This would be connected via a hardware or software
link simulator to a ground station traffic simulator. The link simulator would have
mathematical models of propagation effects and spacecraft attitude, supported by input from in-
orbit uplink-interference measurements and ground station packet reception logs. The traffic
simulator would be driven from the measurements presented in chapter 8, to simulate the
existing VoSA T -5 network. Existing simulation tools would probably serve as components in
this larger system simulation.
I believe that anything short of this high-fidelity combination of emulation and simulation would
be more misleading than useful. For example, a simulation based on link budget calculations
alone would not have predicted the very poor performance ofAX.25 in our network. On the
other hand, it is difficult to make controlled experiments using a live network of operational
ground stations, because conditions for one trial cannot be repeated in following trials. Clearly
a good simulation is useful and perhaps essential, but developing such a simulation will be a
research project in itself.
Theoretical analyses are another tool for predicting system performance. I have now have
sufficient insight into the single-microsatellite store-and-forward system to know where the
theoretical analyses should be applied. Queuing theory may help to predict how system
bottlenecks-e.g. the SOD-fileRAMDISK limitation-will affect network capacity. Knowing
how the communication servers are implemented and having removed the complexity of GBN-
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ARQ, I should be able to make meaningful theoretical estimates of uplink and downlink
availability for specific ground station populations. I will then be able to check these estimates
by comparing them to system performance.
This is a rich area for continuing work which can build upon the foundation of the practical
work reported in this thesis. Network measurements from the system in-orbit will provide the
critical input parameters for simulation and theoretical analysis. More importantly. the existing
software development environment and rich set of on-board servers make it possible to rapidly
apply and verify the results of any simulations and analyses.
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9.3. Final Remarks
My research program began as a brief to exploit low-Earth orbiting microsatellites for global
digital communication. I started in the mid 1980s, when there was very little interest in either
microsatellites or non-geostationary communication satellites. Today, there are many
companies offering commercial microsatellites, and all of them are also offering store-and-
forward communication capabilities. In large part, this increased activity was caused by in-orbit
demonstration missions such as VoSAT-2, VoSAT-3 and VoSA T -5. These missions showed
how low-cost microsatellites equipped with microcomputers and solid-state memories could be
used to pick up and deliver digital messages for fairly inexpensive ground stations anywhere on
Earth. The novelty of these missions has been acknowledged, particularly by the United States
FCC which granted VITA 'pioneer's preference' based on the VoSA T-2 and VoSA T-3
missions (FCC 1992).
My research was at the centre of these demonstration missions. It is the basis for the very first
commercial store-and-forward microsatellite missions. I have helped to define the state-of-the-
art in store-and-forward communication systems and microsatellite on-board data handling.
This thesis is the first complete description of microsatellite store-and-forward communication
techniques, and it is necessarily a broad work addressing many topics. Assuming that many
readers would not be familiar with microsatellites, I have tried to provide reference points
within the mainstream of communication satellite engineering. This background information
helps to show where microsatellites fit in the spectrum of communication satellite technology.
As well as addressing system design issues, I have worked in a specific problem area:
communication protocols and on-board computers. This combination of hardware and software
forms the 'store-and-forward transponder' that is the subject of my detailed research. Within
this specific area, I have shown how terrestrial microcomputing concepts can be adapted for use
in orbit, and the important advantages that this delivers to the satellite engineer. Accompanied
by appropriate error-protection hardware, a standard terrestrial microprocessor can form the
core of a microsatellite on-board computer. Likewise, terrestrial packet radio and message-
handling techniques can be adapted to microsatellite store-and-forward message switching.
Although the protocol concepts and hardware components are not new, they have been
assembled to provide a new and useful system.
My research has produced both practical success and avenues for future work. I have identified
several topics for continuing engineering research, and the results of this research will improve
communication microsatellite design. Although there is room for improvement, the system is a
success. Each day, UoSAT-3 links medical workers in Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania.
Uganda and Zambia with their colleagues around the world.
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ACTS
ADC
ADCS
AFC
AFSK
AIAA
AMSAT
AOC
API
ARPA
ARQ
ARRL
ASAP
ASCII
AWGN
BER
BOOTPCE
BPSK
BTMA
CCITT
CES
CMOS
CNES
CPE
CRC
CRE
List of Abbreviations
APPENDIX B-L1ST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
Analogue to digital converter
Attitude determination, control and stabilisation
Automatic frequency control
Audio frequency-shift keying
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The radio amateur satellite organisation
Attitude and orbit control
Application programmer's interface
Advanced Research Projects Agency (U.S.)
Automatic repeat request
American Radio Relay League
Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Additive white Gaussian noise
Bit error rate
PCE bootstrap loader program
Binary phase-shift keying
Busy-tone multiple access
International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee
Coast Earth station (INMARSA T)
Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (France)
Cosmic Particle Experiment
Cyclic redundancy check
Cosmic Ray Experiment
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List of Abbreviations
CREDO
CSMA
DAMA
DARPA
DBP
DCE
DCS
DMA
DOD
DRAM
DSI
ElM
EDAC
EIRP
ESA
FIM
FAT
FCC
FCS
FDMA
FEC
FET
FM
FSK
FSL
FTLO
GAS Can
GBN-ARQ
Cosmic Ray Effects and Dosimetry Experiment (UoSAT-3)
Carrier-sense multiple access
Demand-assigned multiple access
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (U.S.)
Directory Broadcast Protocol
Digital Communications Experiment (UoSA T-2)
Data collection svstem (ARGOS)
Direct memory access
Department of Defence (U. S.)
Dynamic random-access memory
Defence Systems Incorporated
Engineering model
Error detection and correction
Effective isotropic radiated power
European Space Agency
Flight model
File allocation table
Federal Communications Commission (U.S.)
Frame check sequence
Frequency-division multiple access
Forward error correction
Field-effect transistor
Frequency modulation
Frequency-shift keying
Free-space loss
File Transfer Level 0 Protocol
Get Away Special Canister (U.S. Space Shuttle)
Go-back-N automatic repeat request
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List of Abbreviations
GEO
GLOMR
GTO
HDLC
Geostationary Earth orbit
Global Low-Orbit Message Relay satellite built by DSI for DARPA
Geostationary transfer orbit
High-level data-link control protocol
HIT
HPA
Housekeeping Integration Task
High-power amplifier
110
IC
lEE
Input/output
Integrated circuit
Institution of Electrical Engineers
IEEE
IF
Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IHU
Intermediate frequency
Integrated housekeeping unit
INMARSAT
INTEL SAT
International Maritime Satellite Organisation
International Telecommunications Satellite Organisation
IP
ISO
Internet Protocol
International Organisation for Standardisation
kbit/s 1000 bits per second
kernel The central portion of an operating system, which provides low-level
operating system functions (e.g. time slicing)
LAPB Link Access Procedure B
LEO
LET
LNA
MAC SAT
MBU
Low Earth orbit
Linear energy transfer
Low-noise amplifier
Multiple Autonomous Communication satellites
Multiple bit upset
MBUlByte Multiple bit upset in which more than one altered bit is within a single
byte
MOS Metal-oxide semiconductor
MSK Minimum-shift keying
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List of Abbreviations
MTA
NASA
NOAA
NRZI
NSF
OIS
OBC
OBDH
OSC
OSCAR
OSI-RM
PAL
PBBS
PBP
PC
PCB
PCE
PDU
PFH
PID
PSK
PTT
PU
RadFET
RAM
RFC
RIC
RS
Message transfer agent
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (U.S.)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S.)
Non return to zero inverted
National Science Foundation (U.S.)
Operating system
On-board computer
Onboard data handling
Orbital Sciences Corporation
Orbital satellite carrying amateur radio
Open systems interconnection reference model
Programmable array logic
Packet bulletin board system
PACSA T Broadcast Protocol
Personal computer
Printed circuit board
PAC SAT Communications Experiment (UoSAT -3)
Protocol data unit
PACSA T File Header Protocol
Protocol Identification byte (AX.25)
Phase-shift keying
Platform telemetry transmitter (ARGOS)
Processing unit (ARGOS)
Radiation-sensitive field-effect transistor
Random access memory
Request For Comments
Real-Time Interface Co-processor
Reed-Solomon
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List of Abbreviations
SAA
SCC
SCOS
SDLC
SECS
SERC
SES
SEU
SMD
SMTP
SOS
SR-ARQ
SRAM
SSB
SSTL
TCP
TO-SRMA
TOE
TDMA
TNC
VA
UART
UHF
UoSAT
USV
VHF
VITA
VSAT
South-Atlantic Anomaly
Serial communication controller
Spacecraft Operating System (BekTek)
Synchronous Data Link Control protocol
Small experimental communication satellite (U.S. Navy)
Science and Engineering Research Council (U.K.)
Ship Earth station (INMARSA T)
Single event upset
Surface-mount device
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Silicon on sapphire
Selective repeat automatic repeat request
Static random-access memory
Single sideband
Surrey Satellite Technology Limited
Transmission Control Protocol
Time domain, split-channel reservation multiple access
Total Dose Experiment (UoSAT-3, UoSAT-5)
Time-division multiple access
Terminal node controller
User agent
Universal asynchronous receiver transmitter
Ultra high frequency
University of Surrey satellites
Utah State University
Very high frequency
Volunteers in Technical Assistance
Very small aperture terminal
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VTNZ Threshold voltage near zero
W
WARe
Watt
World Administrative Radio Conference
UNIVERSITY r'r- C'URR
vr u EY LIBRARY
List of Abbreviations
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